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Preface

When resources are scarce and social safety nets are weak, households’ ability 

to manage income and assets wisely may be an important determinant of 

economic security. However, many open questions remain about how households in 

low- and middle-income countries gain and exercise financial capability, and the best 

ways for governments and the private/nonprofit sector to help increase this capability. 

With the exception of a small but important number of studies that have recently 

been completed or are currently under way, robust evidence regarding the efficacy of 

financial capability interventions is relatively sparse compared to the level of interest 

and programmatic activity. One reason for this is a lack of systematic evaluation.

While there are many useful toolkits that address different aspects of program 

evaluation, this Toolkit, sponsored by the World Bank’s Russia Financial Literacy and 

Education Trust Fund, focuses on the specific challenges of evaluating financial capa-

bility interventions in the low-income and middle-income country setting. A compre-

hensive approach to high-quality evaluation seeks to identify effects that can be 

causally attributed to a program, to draw conclusions about these effects that reflect 

both program theory and the realities of implementation, and to derive insights that 

can be reasonably generalized to a broader population. This Toolkit provides a prac-

tical guide to the various aspects of conducting such evaluations that addresses the 

specific needs of financial capability programs in the developing world.

The Toolkit draws from past experience and the experience of the Russia Financial 

Literacy and Education Trust Fund pilot projects to provide concrete and tangible 

examples for the reader that illustrate the specific circumstances and challenges 

in this field. For further reference, the reader is invited to adapt the templates and 

survey instruments provided freely. Our hope is that the material presented here 

supports the efforts of a diverse group of users, and contributes to the generation of 

an ever more robust body of evidence on how to best support financial consumers 

around the developing world in their quest to achieve financial security.
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ChAPTeR 1

financial capability: 
concepts and 
approaches

Over the last 10–15 years, there has been an increasing awareness that the ability 

of individuals to achieve personal financial well-being can have serious implica-

tions, both for those individuals and for society as a whole. A range of interventions 

in a series of policy areas can impact the ability of individuals to achieve personal 

financial well-being. These policy areas include financial inclusion, consumer protec-

tion, over-indebtedness, and social protection (particularly in areas where consumers 

have to make their own provision for it). And financial capability programs in these 

policy areas can be useful tools in helping to achieve this impact.

In 2008, the Russian Federation and the World Bank signed an agreement to 

establish a Trust Fund at the World Bank to support the advancement of financial 

capability programs. The Russia Financial Literacy and Education Trust Fund (RTF) 

objectives are to develop a comprehensive definition of financial capabilities, review 

current research and information on existing programs, and use this to develop 

and test measurement and evaluation methods. To achieve these objectives, the 

RTF sponsored a large program of work, including this Toolkit. Other activities 

include conducting a research initiative to define and measure financial capability 

and supporting evaluations of innovative financial capability programs in low- and 

middle-income countries. Meeting these objectives is expected to lead to standard-

ized methods to measure knowledge and capabilities, design and operate financial 

capability programs, and evaluate their effectiveness in helping individuals effec-

tively manage their interactions with a wide range of financial services and products. 

The knowledge derived from this effort will be widely disseminated to enhance the 

capacity of countries to develop effective financial capability and education strategies.

Interest in this area has evolved in two important ways. First, supported by a growing 

body of research, the area has expanded from a relatively narrow focus on financial 

literacy or knowledge to a broader range of interests relating to consumer behavior. 

A new term—financial capability—was coined to reflect this change in emphasis 

and as a shorthand term that captures a range of different competencies.

Second, while interest in improving individuals’ financial capabilities was initially 

concentrated in high-income countries, this interest has expanded to poorer parts of 
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the world, including both low- and middle-income countries (LMIC). Although people 

living on low incomes in a low-income country can have very sophisticated financial 

lives that may not necessarily require interaction with financial services, concerns 

can be subtly different in such settings. Research carried out as part of the RTF 

confirms this conclusion, while reaffirming the existence of core competencies that 

are applicable across income levels and across countries.

And there has been a shift in the types of intervention used to address financial 

capability, mirroring the shift in focus from increasing knowledge to changing behav-

iors. Early programs tended to be education-based and, typically, used workshops 

with adults and school-based teaching for children and young people. A shift in focus 

recognizes that education alone (in its narrowest sense) may not be the best (or 

even the most appropriate) way of influencing behaviors. This has translated more 

recently into a wider range of interventions that seek to modify behaviors rather than 

just inculcate information. These range from one-on-one guidance or counseling to 

social marketing, edutainment, and the use of specific design elements in general 

financial information and disclosure materials for consumers.

Unfortunately, despite this burgeoning interest and rapid growth in the number of 

financial capability interventions of all kinds, there is a relatively small evidence base 

on their relative efficacy to help support developments in policy and practice, be it a 

national strategy to tackle low levels of financial capability or the design of a specific 

intervention at a local level. In fact, few interventions have been evaluated at all, and 

where they have been, the design of the evaluations has tended to limit what others 

can learn from them. Significantly, very few evaluations rigorously measure the 

impact of an intervention and even fewer explain how and why the impact (or lack of 

it) discovered during the intervention occurred.

This Toolkit is designed for researchers who are interested in conducting an evalu-

ation of a financial capability program and for policy makers and practitioners inter-

ested in commissioning an evaluation. It will also be useful to evaluation researchers 

who want to brush up on a research technique they are less familiar with or who are 

new to the area of financial capability and financial education, particularly in LMIC. 

The Toolkit does not provide guidance on which financial capability programs are 

effective or appropriate. Instead, it aims to provide tools for carefully and rigorously 

monitoring and evaluating financial capability programs, as well as recommendations 

on choosing appropriate methods and their proper application.

This chapter begins by setting out what we mean when we refer to “financial capa-

bility” and “financial education”; it reviews the existing evidence on the effectiveness 

and impact of programs to raise levels of financial capability and provides an over-

view of interventions that have been supported by the RTF. The chapter concludes 

with a discussion of how the Toolkit is organized and how it can be used.
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1.1 dEFINING FINANCIAL CApABILITY

The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and development (OECd) conducted a 

review that found that although there is little consensus about whether to use the 

original term “financial literacy” or the more recently coined “financial capability,” the 

definitions of these two terms differ little; the review also found that many draw on 

the definition of financial literacy that was first put forward in 1992 by Noctor et al. 

(1992). Financial literacy is defined as the ability to make informed judgments and to 

take effective decisions regarding the use and management of money.

Although the term financial literacy was originally used in a fairly narrow sense to 

refer primarily to financial knowledge and understanding, this quickly became too 

limiting and was broadened over time to include financial skills and competencies, 

attitudes, and behavior. In Italy and Spanish-speaking countries the term “financial 

culture” was adopted; the Netherlands has used the term “financial insight,” while 

“financial competencies” is the preferred term in the pacific Islands. The U.K. Regu-

lator (then the Financial Services Authority) adopted the term “financial capability” to 

reflect this broadened concept and to distance the term from basic skills (numeracy 

and literacy), because research had shown that even well-educated people with high 

incomes can be financially incapable. Over time, the U.K. term has tended to be the 

one that is used most widely.

The terminology used is one thing, but more fundamental is a divide in how this 

important area of interest is conceptualized, a divide that manifests itself in the 

design and content of the interventions themselves and in their evaluation. It is also 

apparent in the design of surveys to measure levels of financial capability or literacy 

of a population. Holzmann, Mulaj, and perotti (2013) identify two “polar views”: the 

cognitive/normative approach and the outcome-oriented/positive approach.

The cognitive/normative approach assumes that a lack of financial knowledge is a 

key constraint and that appropriate knowledge and the ability to apply it determines 

appropriate behaviors (and outcomes). Although the approach acknowledges that 

attitudes play a part, it is implicit that education can improve behaviors by having 

an impact on knowledge, skills, and attitudes. Moreover, the knowledge, skills, and 

behavior that need to be influenced are determined normatively—that is, they are 

focused on what it is thought that people should know, believe, or do.

In contrast, the outcome-oriented/positive approach is more focused on behavior 

or outcomes and adopts an empirical approach to determining the behaviors that 

should be considered capable and those that should be considered less capable. This 

empirical rather than normative approach has been informed by research under-

taken in the United Kingdom that showed that the normative approach to defining 
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financial capability did not reflect what ordinary people considered it to be. This is 

particularly important when considering financial capability in a low-income setting, 

where the norms of the people setting policy or delivering interventions to raise 

financial capability may not be in tune with the financial lives of the poor. Moreover, 

this approach accepts that behavior may be influenced by many things, including:

 � Personal factors, such as knowledge and awareness and skills, but also trust, 

attitude, motivation, and behavioral biases

 � Societal factors (or social norms)—what others do or believe

 � Environmental factors, such as barriers to access to financial services, the 

behavior of financial firms, consumer protection legislation, and poverty.

Consequently, the outcome-oriented approach acknowledges a much wider range 

of policy interventions than education alone. Conventional financial education can 

address levels of knowledge or skills of individuals; social marketing and edutain-

ment may, however, be more appropriate ways of changing trust, attitude, motiva-

tion, and even social norms.

Overcoming behavioral biases requires a rather different approach, such as designing 

interventions that harness rather than seek to overcome the prevalent biases. The 

most commonly cited example is using auto-enrollment into a pension fund to over-

come the inertia many people exhibit in providing for their old age; the approach also 

harnesses inertia by requiring people to opt out if they do not want to be part of a 

pension scheme.

The RTF research initiative has adopted the outcome-oriented/positive approach. It 

began with over 70 focus groups held across eight LMICs1 to ask people of all income 

levels to describe behaviors that constitute financial capability, in their own terms. 

Focus group results showed a remarkable level of consistency across countries:

 � First and foremost, respondents reported that being financially capable means 

managing day-to-day spending well, including planning how money will be 

spent and sticking to it, knowing how much you have spent and how much 

money you have left, living within your means, and not spending money you 

do not have on non-essentials.

 � Respondents also said that looking ahead and planning for major anticipated 

expenditures and providing for unexpected financial demands for one’s chil-

dren’s futures and one’s own old age was important.

1 papua New Guinea, Malawi, Zambia, Namibia, Tanzania, Uruguay, Colombia, and Mexico.
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 � And respondents said that choosing and using financial products wisely was 

also important, but only for those engaged in using financial services. 

In other words, financial capability was described primarily in terms of behaviors. 

Surveys designed to capture these aspects of financial management and decision 

making show that while the term “financial capability” is a useful shorthand term, it 

encompasses a group of competencies that are not necessarily correlated with one 

another.

The focus groups also identified a range of factors that do and do not influence 

outcomes:

 � Motivation and behavioral biases—such as having short-term horizons (“living 

for today”), impulsivity, wanting to get on in life, an ability to resist peer pres-

sure or temptation, and self-control—play a very important part in determining 

a person’s level of financial capability.

 � There are capable and incapable people at all educational levels, and what is 

known at the time is less important than motivations and personality traits. In 

other words, financially capable people figure out what is best in their circum-

stances, regardless of their educational level or prior knowledge.

 � people may not conform to the norm, but their behavior may still be consid-

ered capable. For example, many ways of providing for the future were 

described that had nothing to do with saving within a savings account, such as 

investing in livestock or buying building materials over an extended period of 

time to build a home at some time in the future.

 � Very low income can restrict the choices people are able to make and may 

prevent them from demonstrating their true level of capability. The most 

commonly mentioned examples were living within one’s means and planning for 

the long-term. But there are capable and incapable people at every income level.

 � Social and environmental factors can also prevent people from demonstrating 

their true level of capability. Such factors include financial demands of family 

or other social networks, access to financial products, poor financial services 

provision, and inadequate consumer protection infrastructure.

These are all very important points when it comes to designing and evaluating 

interventions to raise levels of financial capability, and they have informed the work 

undertaken by the World Bank under the RTF, including the content of this Toolkit.

drawing on these findings, we have defined financial capability as the internal 

capacity to act in one’s own best financial interests, given the socioenviron-

mental conditions. In other words, a financially capable person is one who is able 
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to make and implement financial decisions that are considered appropriate for his or 

her peers and community, given their external circumstances. Figure 1.1 presents a 

conceptual model of financial capability. The top four boxes are personal factors that 

comprise financial capability. These personal factors, together with societal and envi-

ronmental factors and financial resources jointly determine financial behaviors. 

fIguRe 1.1 A ConCePTuAL ModeL of fInAnCIAL CAPABILITY

Financial knowledge 
and  

skills

Awareness and 
understanding of 
common financial 

terms and concepts 
and how to them

General  
decision-making 

capability

Self-awarenessPersonal preferences 
and attitudes

Awareness and 
understanding of 

financial products and 
services and how to 

apply them

Individual preferences, 
especially toward 

risk-taking and future-
orientation

Confidence

drive

Memory and attention

General language and 
number skills

Problem-solving and 
sequencing ability

Perceived self-efficacy

Self-control and 
regulation

Understanding of 
own knowledge/

skills, preferences, and 
decision-making ability

Societal and environmental 
constraints 

(e.g., norms and marketing and 
information)

Financial 
resources

Financial behaviors

Manage day-to-day finances

Balance present and future needs through saving, spending, and borrowing decisions

Take steps to protect against risks

Select and use available products and services appropriately to accomplish the above
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1.2 FINANCIAL CApABILITY pROGRAMS: WHAT dO 
WE KNOW?

Here, and in the rest of the Toolkit, we refer to a program as the subject of evalua-

tion. A program may itself consist of a set of one or more related interventions deliv-

ered together or separately. The scope of the Toolkit covers programs that include 

interventions aimed at improving consumers’ own financial capabilities and focus at 

least partly on behavioral outcomes.

These include “traditional” financial capability programs or financial education 

programs for adults and children, which typically involve classroom-based instruction 

in workshops or schools, and a focus on the acquisition of knowledge as the primary 

agent of behavior change. They also include innovative new models for disclosure, 

edutainment, and social marketing that use insights from behavioral finance to 

improve the communication of financial information and messaging. Given the defi-

nition provided above, we do not consider interventions that expand access to new 

products alone to be financial capability programs, but we do consider counseling 

and advice and interventions that encourage less-able individuals to seek out the 

help they need.

We actually know very little about what works in financial capability programs, not 

just in developing countries but also on a global scale. While there is a robust body 

of evidence that individual financial capability or literacy leads to better behavior 

and outcomes in both developed and developing countries, few studies are able 

to convincingly show the ability of financial capability programs to affect financial 

behavior, and even fewer convincingly document how.

Even in the developed country context, evidence on financial capability programs 

has been mixed. While there has been a proliferation in the United States and else-

where of programs, tools, and materials seeking to educate and inform the public 

about saving, investment, and retirement objectives, relatively few of these offerings 

have been submitted to formal evaluation or assessment of what works. Evidence 

of correlation is often available, but only a handful of programs offer strong causal 

evidence that education leads to better financial capability and/or improves financial 

behavior. Financial education has been shown to effectively increase financial knowl-

edge and to improve financial attitude, motivation, and behavioral intent (Lyons 2005; 

Lyons, palmer, Jayaratne, and Scherpf 2006). At the same time, however, an active 

and growing research literature (see, for example, Bernheim, Garrett, and Maki 2001; 

duflo and Saez 2003; Lyons, Rachlis, Staten, and Xiao 2006; Cole and Shastry 2009; 

and lately Collins and O’Rourke 2011) continues to find no conclusive evidence on 

whether financial education or counseling programs can in practice effectively bring 

about actual behavioral change.
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The evidence on specific features of successful interventions—whether content, 

delivery, or timing—that work best is even more limited. Mandell (2009) presents 

evidence that school-based financial education programs for younger students 

(namely, pre–high school students) hold more promise than high school financial 

education programs, although high school financial education programs may not 

have a lasting impact on financial literacy scores (as documented for example in 

Mandell 2006). Collins and O’Rourke (2011) find that face-to-face counseling is no 

more effective than other modes. Lusardi and her colleagues (2010) investigate 

which strategies, interventions, and delivery mechanisms work best for financial 

education. They argue that workplace financial education is effective, especially 

when it occurs during “teachable moments,” such as providing retirement education 

at the start of a career or at retirement. They also encourage the use of informal 

education—learning that occurs outside of a formal education setting—as the most 

prevalent method by which adults gain education; such informal education can 

occur through a number of channels, such as entertainment, casual conversations 

with friends or family, or seeking out information via an Internet search. However, 

these strategies remain largely unproven, as Collins and O’Rourke (2011) note in their 

review.

An important reason for the absence of good evidence on the various strategies is 

that the field of program evaluation in this area is still developing (Martin 2007). While 

some obstacles are the result of inherent conceptual difficulties, others reflect short-

comings in planning or design. Two leading research gaps identified by Schuchardt 

et al. (2009) include the lack of agreed-upon outcome metrics and substantial 

differences in the nature and quality of existing methodology. In the first instance, 

the majority of programs conduct evaluations based not on outcomes but rather 

on output measures, such as the number of participants enrolled or the number 

of programs provided (Lyons, palmer, Jayaratne, and Scherpf 2006); few measure 

subjective satisfaction, knowledge, self-confidence/efficacy, and intentions; and even 

fewer measure behaviors. Yet, in practice, even when programs are very similar and 

relatively well defined, comparison is often hampered by the lack of standardized, 

common benchmark measures. In the second case, many early studies were carried 

out without sufficient consideration of their empirical validity, by failing to specify 

a control or comparison group or to adequately account for or even acknowledge 

selection bias (see Fox and Bartholomae 2008; Lusardi 2004; Lusardi and Mitchell 

2007b, 2008; Lyons, palmer, Jayaratne, and Scherpf 2006; Hogarth 2006; Collins and 

O’Rourke 2009, 2011; Lyons 2005; and Lyons, palmer, Jayaratne, and Scherpf 2006). 

The environment in developing countries has posed even more challenges for eval-

uators: Often, important government or program administrative data are unavailable 

or unsuitable; target populations may be small, dispersed, or difficult to reach; and 
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program resources are generally limited, leading to evaluation studies that lack the 

statistical power to detect small changes in target population behavior (Zia 2011).

driven in part by growing awareness of the need for rigorous evaluation among 

policy makers, practitioners, and researchers, however, an increasing number of eval-

uations explicitly aim to understand the causal relationship between interventions 

and financial knowledge, attitudes, and behavioral outcomes.

This includes a new and exciting wave of evidence from developing countries, 

including both experimental and nonexperimental studies.

In one of the first large-scale randomized experiments of financial education, Cole, 

Sampson, and Zia (2011) find that financial literacy training related to opening a bank 

account had no effect on the general population but does result in more account 

openings among the initially less-knowledgeable. A parallel literature on small-en-

terprise business training also offers important insights: Karlan and Valdivia (2010) 

find that a business education program improves recordkeeping, though not profits, 

among microfinance borrowers in peru. Bruhn and Zia (2011) find significant impacts 

of a five-session business-training program on business investment in Bosnia and 

Herzegovina (although not on business survival), but, in contrast, they find that the 

program appears to work better for the ex ante more financially literate. Giné and 

Mansuri (2011) find that an eight-day business training program led to increased 

business knowledge, better business practices, and improvements for microfinance 

clients in pakistan, but only for men.

These seminal studies are critical first steps in establishing rigorous proof-of-concept 

for various interventions. However, as with all experimental studies, it is important to 

contextualize these findings, especially when attempting to generalize more broadly. 

In some instances, the external or ecological validity of the findings may be limited 

in other settings and populations, especially when the outcome measures and inter-

ventions were highly locally specific—an observation that points to the importance 

of qualitative research in impact evaluations in helping explain why and how the 

impacts (or lack thereof) were observed. 

In addition to these studies, a significant contribution to the field has been made 

by the department for International development Financial Education Fund (FEF). 

FEF was set up specifically to fund robust evaluations and build capacity, targeting 

organizations working in Sub-Saharan Africa and working in a participatory manner 

with practitioners to evaluate both existing programs and new initiatives. As a result, 

the funded evaluations include a wide array of interventions, from the inclusion of 

a debt-management storyline in Makutano Junction, a popular television series, to 

the launch of preferential youth banking accounts in Uganda. The experiences of the 

FEF programs also vary widely in terms of evaluation scope and approach (including 
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both experimental and nonexperimental studies), and many of the evaluation studies 

reflect real-world challenges that occur as organizations begin to develop evalua-

tion capacity. Importantly, while not all the FEF studies are able or even attempt to 

rigorously measure impact by the standards of randomized controlled trials (RCTs), 

many undertake the important task of qualitatively and quantitatively exploring the 

process of operating new programs or establishing new programs so that others may 

learn from them. More information and learning materials from FEF can be found at: 

http://www.financialeducationfund.com.

Finally, research in this area is helping to develop the evidence base on the use of 

alternative strategies: While most previous interventions examine fairly labor-inten-

sive and traditional adult education programs, two new studies explore innovative 

pedagogical methods with some success. Carpena, Cole, Shapiro, and Zia (2011) 

examine a novel video-based, five-week personal financial training program in 

India and find individuals who received financial literacy training are 5 percentage 

points more likely to know the concept of a household budget, 17 percentage 

points more likely to know the minimum requirements to open a bank account, and 

20 percentage points more likely to understand unproductive loans. drexler, Fischer, 

and Schoar (2010) compare a more traditional training course based on imparting 

conceptual understanding with a simpler, shorter, rule-of-thumb–based training for 

microentrepreneurs in the dominican Republic and find that the use of simplified 

rules-of-thumb increases the likelihood of proper recordkeeping.

1.3 THE RUSSIA FINANCIAL LITERACY ANd 
EdUCATION TRUST FUNd: NEW EVIdENCE ANd 
LESSONS FOR pRACTICE 

As part of its initiative, the RTF is funding a set of individual pilot programs to test 

financial capability interventions. These pilot programs further expand the horizons of 

available evidence on financial capability programs. The pilot programs test new and 

exciting models of intervention in different settings and use a variety of mediums. 

Table 1.1 summarizes the projects that are described in greater detail in appendix A 

and on the RTF website, www.finlitedu.org. This Toolkit will reflect on the experiences 

of these programs, as well as other seminal studies, to draw lessons for evaluators.

The RTF pilot programs deliver financial capability programs through social marketing 

or edutainment programs based on large marketing campaigns in television, radio, 

and other media. They use drama, radio programming, television “soap opera” 

programs, specialized films, street theater performance, Internet-based media/Cd- or 

dVd-ROM modules, and comic books/animation. This form of outreach may better 

capture individuals’ attention. Such approaches can target audiences who may be 
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TABLe 1.1 RTf-funded PILoT PRoJeCTS

PROJECT NAME COUNTRY DELIVERY CHANNEL

Social marketing or edutainment programs

Harnessing Emotional Connections to Improve Financial decisions: Evalu-

ating the Impact of Financial Education in Mainstream Media in South Africa

South Africa Television soap opera

The Impact of Financial Literacy through Feature Films: Evidence from a 

Randomized Experiment in Nigeria

Nigeria Feature film

Measuring the Impact of Financial Literacy on Savings and Responsible 

Credit Card Use: Evidence from a Randomized Experiment in Mexico

Mexico Radio soap opera and digital story-

telling videos

The Impact of Cartoons and Comics on the Effectiveness of Financial Edu-

cation: Evidence from a Randomized Experiment in Kenya

Kenya Classroom instruction and comic 

strips

Learning by doing? Using Savings Lotteries and Social Marketing to pro-

mote Financial Inclusion: Evidence from an Experiment in Nigeria

Nigeria Lottery incentive scheme using 

mass media and social networks

Financial education and training

Financial Education and Behavior Formation: Large-Scale Experimental 

Evidence from Brazil

Brazil High school curriculum

The Impact of Financial Literacy Training for Migrants: Evidence from Aus-

tralia and New Zealand

Australia & 

New Zealand

Group-based financial literacy sem-

inar

Social Networks, Financial Literacy, and Index Insurance: Evidence from a 

Randomized Experiment in Kenya

Kenya Comic books

The Impact of Financial Education on Financial Knowledge, Behavior, and 

Outcomes: Evidence from a Randomized Experiment in South Africa

South Africa Group-based financial literacy sem-

inar

The Impact of Financial Education and Learning-by-doing on Household 

Investment Behavior: Evidence from Brazil

Brazil Online stock market simulator

Financial development and the psychology of Savings Field Experiments 

in Rural Malawi

Malawi Financial assistance and education

The Impact and Network Effects of Financial Management and Vocational 

Training in Informal Industrial Clusters: Evidence from Uganda

Uganda Vocational training and financial 

capability training

Understanding Financial Capability through Financial diaries and In-depth 

Interviews in Uganda

Uganda Financial capability training

Increasing the Impact of Conditional Cash Transfer programs through 

Financial Literacy in the dominican Republic

dominican 

Republic

Financial capability training

Financial products and services

The Role of Financial Access, Knowledge, and Service delivery in Savings 

Behavior: Evidence from a Randomized Experiment in India

India Opening of saving account; financial 

capability training

does Financial Education Affect Savings Behavior? Evidence from a Random-

ized Experiment among Low-Income Clients of Branchless Banking in India

India Bank cards; financial capability 

training

Evaluating the Effectiveness of Loan disclosure Reforms on Consumer 

Understanding and Financial decision Making: Evidence from Mexico

Mexico Government-mandated product 

disclosure formats; phone and SMS 

financial capability counseling
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illiterate; thus, such approaches may be particularly appropriate in lower-income 

countries.

RTF projects are also exploring innovations to more traditional forms of financial 

education. School children or new entrants to the labor force have long been an 

important group for financial education, in particular because financial capability may 

be inter-generationally transmitted and because children/youth may demonstrate 

the highest willingness and ability to learn. Furthermore, young adults are the most 

able to take advantage of the benefits of long-term planning. Interventions that aim 

to redress imbalances in the population are therefore best targeted at this group. 

School-based programs are useful models particularly in middle-income countries 

where school enrollment at post-primary levels is high. Two RTF projects in Brazil and 

Kenya explore new approaches to school-based financial education for high school 

students. In Brazil, the pedagogical innovation uses a purposively developed textbook 

that integrates financial capability into multiple aspects of the regular high school 

curriculum and also conducts parent workshops. In Kenya, another RTF project is 

delivering financial education in schools using comic books, in the context of a comic 

book that is already popular with the target population. A second delivery method is 

the more traditional classroom instruction at after school clubs. The study intends to 

also incorporate radio and social networking tools as a comparative element.

Other RTF projects are addressing the opportunities and needs that arise from recent 

trends in developing country financial markets. As suggested by the introduction to 

this chapter, a large amount of financial activity in the developing world is related to 

payments from governments to citizens and to remittances from migrant workers, 

and a growing share of it takes place through mobile banking and electronic payment 

cards. While the scope of government payment schemes is extremely wide, exam-

ples that naturally provide financial education opportunities include social payments, 

conditional cash transfers (CCTs), and pension distributions, all of which provide 

opportunities to bring individuals into the formal banking system and increase their 

understanding of financial issues. Government payment schemes also offer oppor-

tunities to combine education with incentives and benefits to encourage behavioral 

change. An RTF program is exploring this approach in the dominican Republic by 

providing financial training alongside the Solidaridad CCT program. The evaluation 

will assess whether CCTs can be leveraged to include financial literacy education 

and access to financial services to effectively impact the productive assets, financial 

knowledge, behaviors, and outcomes of the poor. It also aims at evaluating whether 

increased literacy and access can themselves increase the impacts of the cash 

transfers and conditionality of the CCT program. In India, RTF-supported researchers 

are conducting an impact evaluation of a financial inclusion and literacy impact inter-

vention delivered through “doorstep” banking in India. Another RTF project aims to 

estimate the causal impact of financial literacy training for migrant workers on their 
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remitting behavior, using a randomized trial in Australia and New Zealand, two coun-

tries with high shares of migrants from countries that depend heavily on remittances. 

Finally, one RTF program addresses the role of financial education in mitigating the 

lack of risk management noted among agricultural workers, evaluating the use of 

comic books to promote rainfall insurance among farmers in Kenya.

Taken together, the RTF programs also address a critical shortcoming in the litera-

ture—the lack of comparability across studies that examine only single interventions, 

making it difficult to fairly assess alternative interventions or programs both in terms 

of the size of effects and cost-effectiveness. Some programs are mindfully designed 

to leverage comparisons against other existing work: For instance, one study of 

financial literacy training among burial society groups and borrowing groups of the 

Women’s development Bank in South Africa is explicitly designed to draw meaningful 

cross-country comparisons with a similar study being conducted in India. Multiple 

RTF programs are conducting evaluations that do not simply test one financial capa-

bility intervention alone, but instead compare competing interventions in the same 

setting or the same intervention in different countries with comparable measures 

and protocols. For instance, in addition to the studies previously mentioned, in 

Mexico, RTF researchers will evaluate the benefits of improved disclosures and 

education about credit and savings products versus SMS messaging and incentives 

to contact a consumer hotline, analyzing a full spectrum of approaches to consumer 

protection. In the dominican Republic, the RTF CCT evaluation includes a compara-

tive examination of the impact of alternative combinations of interventions—trans-

fers paid through a debit card, transfers paid with a bank account, basic training, 

in-depth financial literacy, opening of savings accounts, and access to a credit line.

The likely contributions of these evaluations go well beyond enriching our under-

standing of financial capability in the developing world, given the scarcity of current 

evaluation anywhere.

1.4 OVERVIEW OF THE TOOLKIT

The Toolkit is presented as a series of short chapters. Although it is important to be 

familiar with all parts of the monitoring and evaluation (M&E) process, it is not neces-

sary to read the guide from beginning to end. Instead, each chapter is conceived as a 

standalone chapter that can be read independently of the others, according to each 

reader’s needs. Each chapter includes a section on further reading for readers who 

would like to investigate any topic in more depth.

This Toolkit is intended to be a practical, hands-on guide to designing, conducting, 

and analyzing financial capability evaluations, with a focus on doing so in LMICs. The 

Toolkit covers a wide range of material on how to design, conduct and analyze evalu-
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ations, material that is spread out over the 13 chapters that follow. The chapters are 

contained within four overarching parts: Setting the Stage for M&E: Understanding 

the M&E process and Concepts (chapters 2–3); Conducting M&E for Financial Capa-

bility programs (chapters 4–7); Collecting and Analyzing M&E data for Financial Capa-

bility programs (chapters 8–10); and Other Issues in Conducting M&E for Financial 

Capability programs (chapters 11–14).

While all the chapters provide useful guidance, we recognize that some informa-

tion is more useful for certain audiences than others. We have identified four key 

audiences for the Toolkit: policy makers, program staff, researchers, and evaluation 

experts. We anticipate that policy makers, who may be commissioning financial 

capability programs and/or evaluations, are most interested in a high-level overview 

of monitoring and evaluation. program staff who are involved in the day-to-day oper-

ations of a financial capability program, will be interested in details of conducting 

monitoring and evaluation, as well as practical guidance. Researchers and evaluation 

experts who will be designing and conducting the evaluation and analyzing data, will 

be most interested in details of conducting monitoring and evaluation and data anal-

ysis. Table 1.2 provides a breakdown, by part and chapter, showing which chapters 

are most relevant for which audiences.

The Toolkit also includes some appendixes that provide additional resources for 

readers who desire more detail. Appendix A describes the RTF Financial Capability 

Evaluation projects. Appendix B provides technical details on the methodology 

described in chapter 6. Appendix C (available in the online version of this report 

and accessible at www.finlitedu.org) reproduces a report from the World Bank RTF 

Financial Capability Measurement program team describing the development of 

their Financial Capability Survey. Appendix d (available in the online version of this 

report and accessible at www.finlitedu.org) reproduces a report on the Global Finan-

cial Inclusion database. Appendix E (available in the online version of this report and 

accessible at www.finlitedu.org) is a collection of data collection instruments used 

for collecting data on financial capability.
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TABLe 1.2 A ReAdeR’S guIde To The TooLKIT

CHAPTER NO./DESCRIPTION
POLICY 

MAKERS
PROGRAM 

STAFF

RESEARCHERS 
& EVALUATION 

EXPERTS

Part I: Setting the Stage for M&E: Understanding the M&E Process and Concepts

2. MONITORING ANd EVALUATION: lays out M&E concepts and the importance of 

M&E to financial capability programs
X X

3. SETTING THE STAGE: lays out and illustrates the fundamental process of M&E 

efforts in financial capability programs
X X

Part II: Conducting M&E for Financial Capability Programs

4. MONITORING: lays out why to monitoring and the key elements of a moni-

toring system for financial capability programs
X X

5. pROCESS EVALUATION: lays out why to do process evaluation and the logical 

steps of a process evaluation for financial capability programs 
X X

6. IMpACT EVALUATION: lays out key terms and concepts related to impact eval-

uations and introduces quantitative methods available for conducting impact 

evaluations for financial capability programs

X X

7. pUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER: lays out a comprehensive or “mixed methods” 

approach that incorporates monitoring and process and impact evaluations for 

financial capability programs

X X

Part III: Collecting and Analyzing M&E Data for Financial Capability Programs

8. dATA COLLECTION METHOdS: lays out types of quantitative and qualitative 

data collection methods and their uses in financial capability program evaluation
X

9. THE pROCESS OF COLLECTING dATA: pRACTICAL GUIdANCE: lays out some 

practical techniques in using qualitative and quantitative data collection methods 

for financial capability programs

X X

10. ANALYZING QUANTITATIVE ANd QUALITATIVE dATA: lays out basic concepts 

in analyzing quantitative and qualitative data for financial capability program 

evaluations

X

Part IV: Other Issues in Conducting M&E for Financial Capability Programs

11. COST ANALYSIS: WEIGHING pROGRAM COSTS ANd BENEFITS: lays out the 

steps in cost analysis and provides simple illustrations from financial capability 

program evaluations

X

12. IMpLEMENTING THE EVALUATION: lays out the practical aspects of building an 

actionable plan for conducting financial capability programs
X X

13. ETHICAL CONSIdERATIONS: lays out the ethical issues that may arise in 

designing a financial capability program evaluation and in collecting and ana-

lyzing data from it

X X X

14. dOCUMENTING ANd COMMUNICATING RESULTS: lays out the importance of 

documenting and communicating financial capability program evaluation results 

and how to do so effectively

X X
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ChAPTeR 2

Monitoring 
and 
evaluation

during or after a financial capability program, those who manage it—along with 

policy makers and other stakeholders—will want to know whether the program 

is delivering what was hoped for, what is working well and what is working less well, 

and what can be done to maximize success. In fact, having some mechanism in 

place from the outset to do this may be a condition of program funding. 

These needs are typically met through monitoring and evaluation, often called 

M&E. M&E is not a single process; rather, it is two distinctly different processes, 

although they may be linked to one another. Monitoring is the regular collection and 

analysis of information on a program or service, with the ultimate goal of assessing 

the program’s progress against its plans and intended milestones. Evaluation, in 

contrast, is a periodic or one-time detailed analysis of program performance against 

predetermined aims and objectives. As noted, the two are separate, but they may be 

linked because monitoring data may be used as an input in the evaluation, alongside 

other information. 

This chapter introduces M&E concepts to help facilitate decisions on the best 

approach for evaluators to take in assessing a program—in particular, the kinds of 

evaluations that can be done. The chapters that follow will go into much greater 

detail about the concepts briefly introduced here. 

2.1 WHAT IS MONITORING?

Monitoring involves regularly collecting, analyzing, and reviewing information about 

how a financial capability program is operating. Monitoring is primarily descriptive 

and can be used to gain rapid, real-time insights into the program as it develops 

and on the progress it is making toward meeting work plans and milestones. It can 

also be used to track the use of the program’s budget and to identify any emerging 

threats to the program’s success. A typical checklist for a monitoring effort might 

include the kinds of questions shown in the checklist in table 2.1.

Where does the information to answer these kinds of questions come from? Moni-

toring information may be collected and brought together from a range of sources, 

Monitoring and evaluation 

are two distinctly different 

processes, although they may 

be linked to one another.
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and impact of the services delivered. data collected at inception can provide base-

line information for both formative and summative evaluations.

There are two main types of evaluation: process evaluations and impact evalua-

tions. Although the same information sources can be designed to provide inputs for 

both process and impact evaluations, each is designed to answer different types of 

questions. A robust overall program evaluation would include both.

2.2.1 process evaluation

process evaluations address a broad range of questions about the nature of a finan-

cial capability program’s development and implementation, including its relevance, 

efficiency, and effectiveness: 

 � Were the program’s goals and objectives appropriate for the specific context?

 � Was the program implemented as intended? What lessons can be learned 

about optimizing implementation?

 � did the inputs and activities achieve the project goals?

 � did the program reach the intended beneficiaries? If it did not, then why not? 

And what lessons can be learned?

 � Was the quality of the project implementation adequate? What lessons can be 

learned about improving quality?

 � Were the intended outputs delivered and objectives achieved? If they were 

not, then why not? And what lessons can be learned?

 � did the program have any unplanned or unintended effects? 

As these questions indicate, there is an emphasis throughout a process analysis 

on lessons learned; the intent is to understand what worked and did not work as 

the program and its services were delivered. As a result, it is necessary for evalua-

tors conducting a process evaluation to typically collect information from a range 

of stakeholders, including the people responsible for planning and delivering the 

program, the beneficiaries (and often intended beneficiaries who do not use it), and 

others. In doing so, evaluators use a combination of data collection methods, both 

quantitative (such as surveys) and qualitative (such as in-depth interviews, focus 

groups, mystery shopping, observation, and site visits). The process evaluation may 

also use monitoring information as an input. These methods of data collection are 

described in more detail in chapter 8. 

process evaluations can be either formative or summative—or they can cover both. 

In other words, they can contribute to the design and delivery of the program at key 

milestone points as it is being developed (formative) and assess it once it has been 

Formative evaluation 

provides information on 

program delivery.

Summative evaluation 

focuses on the outcomes and 

impact of delivered program 

services.

There are two main types 

of evaluations: process 

and impact evaluations. 

each is designed to answer 

different types of questions. 

Process evaluations address 

implementation, while impact 

evaluations address the 

program’s effects.

including both the organization planning the program and those charged with deliv-

ering it. And it may also involve third parties, particularly if you want to monitor 

changes in participants’ behavior.

For more information on how to design and set up a monitoring program see 

chapter 4.

2.2 WHAT IS EVALUATION?

Monitoring, if done well, provides good information on how the program is operating 

and being delivered to its intended beneficiaries, but the reporting and analysis is 

primarily descriptive in nature. Evaluation, in contrast, involves judgment. Evaluation 

assesses how well the program is performing and how much success it is having in 

achieving its intended outcomes, 

Evaluations are conducted at strategic moments in the program cycle, such as a 

short period after its inception, or when it has been operating for some time and 

achieved maturity. If an evaluation is conducted during the start or in the midst of 

the program, it is typically referred to as a formative evaluation; its primary goal is 

to provide feedback on the program’s delivery to inform the evolution of the program 

itself. An evaluation that is conducted after the program has been established or 

even concluded is called a summative evaluation. It may focus on how well the 

program met its objectives with respect to deliverables, but also on the outcomes 

TABLe 2.1 SAMPLe MonIToRIng CheCKLIST

TYPICAL QUESTIONS EXAMPLES

Have the resources been used as intended? 

Are the quantity and quality of the program inputs as you had 

planned?

 � Were materials for workshops sufficient for the number of 

participants? 

 � Were they clear and accessible to the target audience?

do the actual activities undertaken correspond to those that 

were planned? 

 � If six workshops at each of 10 locations were planned, did all 

these actually take place as planned?

Have the expected products and services been delivered to the 

planned standard? 

 � did the workshops cover the intended subjects and were the 

planned supporting materials for participants produced and 

distributed? 

 � How many people participated in the workshops?

Has the target audience been reached?  � If the program delivery was spread across more than one day, 

how many people participated in all of the sessions? 

 � Were they the intended beneficiaries?

Have the intended outcomes been achieved?  � If the aim of the program was to encourage regular saving 

into a particular type of account, how many participants have 

begun to do so?
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and impact of the services delivered. data collected at inception can provide base-

line information for both formative and summative evaluations.

There are two main types of evaluation: process evaluations and impact evalua-

tions. Although the same information sources can be designed to provide inputs for 

both process and impact evaluations, each is designed to answer different types of 

questions. A robust overall program evaluation would include both.

2.2.1 process evaluation

process evaluations address a broad range of questions about the nature of a finan-

cial capability program’s development and implementation, including its relevance, 

efficiency, and effectiveness: 

 � Were the program’s goals and objectives appropriate for the specific context?

 � Was the program implemented as intended? What lessons can be learned 

about optimizing implementation?

 � did the inputs and activities achieve the project goals?

 � did the program reach the intended beneficiaries? If it did not, then why not? 

And what lessons can be learned?

 � Was the quality of the project implementation adequate? What lessons can be 

learned about improving quality?

 � Were the intended outputs delivered and objectives achieved? If they were 

not, then why not? And what lessons can be learned?

 � did the program have any unplanned or unintended effects? 

As these questions indicate, there is an emphasis throughout a process analysis 

on lessons learned; the intent is to understand what worked and did not work as 

the program and its services were delivered. As a result, it is necessary for evalua-

tors conducting a process evaluation to typically collect information from a range 

of stakeholders, including the people responsible for planning and delivering the 

program, the beneficiaries (and often intended beneficiaries who do not use it), and 

others. In doing so, evaluators use a combination of data collection methods, both 

quantitative (such as surveys) and qualitative (such as in-depth interviews, focus 

groups, mystery shopping, observation, and site visits). The process evaluation may 

also use monitoring information as an input. These methods of data collection are 

described in more detail in chapter 8. 

process evaluations can be either formative or summative—or they can cover both. 

In other words, they can contribute to the design and delivery of the program at key 

milestone points as it is being developed (formative) and assess it once it has been 

Formative evaluation 

provides information on 

program delivery.

Summative evaluation 

focuses on the outcomes and 

impact of delivered program 

services.

There are two main types 

of evaluations: process 

and impact evaluations. 

each is designed to answer 

different types of questions. 
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program’s effects.
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established (summative). This last point is an important one. Everyone wants results 

as quickly as possible, but a summative process evaluation conducted too early in 

a program will rarely be money well spent. It is important to wait until the initial 

problems that are encountered in any new program have been sorted out and it is 

running smoothly.

2.2.2 Impact evaluation

Unlike a process evaluation, which is focused on input, activities, and outputs rela-

tive to goals and objectives, an impact evaluation is focused on outcomes. In other 

words, it measures the causal effect of the program and its services on the observed 

outcomes—the impact. In the case of a financial capability program, impact will refer 

particularly to changes in behavior among the beneficiaries, but also to changes in 

knowledge, skills, and attitudes related to financial decision making that underlie 

behavioral changes. So, for example, the impact of a financial capability program 

could be measured as the change in the proportion of people saving regularly or who 

plan how they will spend their money.

When we talk about the “causal effects” of a program, we are interested in the 

outcomes that can be directly attributed to the financial capability program, and 

that could not have been caused by anything else. 

Not all approaches that evaluators commonly use enable one to accurately measure 

the outcomes directly attributable to a program. put another way, the impact of a 

program is the difference between the observed outcomes and what the outcomes 

would have been if the program had not taken place. In technical terms, this is 

known as “the counterfactual.” A common approach taken by many evaluations 

is to compare measures of participants’ behaviors, knowledge, skills, or attitudes 

before and after they take part in a program. These prepost evaluations may even 

report participants’ own perceptions of how they have changed in these respects. 

Unfortunately, evaluators cannot credibly say whether any of the observed outcomes 

would or would not have happened in the absence of the program, especially if other 

programs or campaigns that could affect the target outcome happen at the same time. 

Another approach taken by some evaluators is to compare people who have partic-

ipated in a program with those who did not. However, in this case we still cannot 

be sure that differences in the outcomes of interest between these two groups 

are products of the program. The problem here is that there may be important 

differences between these two groups that will affect the outcomes observed. It is 

important to note that this is true even if the program itself does not impose restric-

tions on participation: individuals themselves choose to join or not based on differ-

ences in their own characteristics, leading to self-selection.

evaluations that only compare 

participants before and after 

program participation or that 

only compare participants 

to nonparticipants after the 

program generally cannot 

accurately assess program 

impacts.
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For example, suppose that an NGO decides to hold a series of financial-planning 

workshops in a large city to encourage savings, and tracks the savings of partici-

pants before enrollment and a year later. The results show that participant savings 

rates have increased over time! However, at the same time, during the year, more 

bank branches have opened in the city, making it easier to open savings accounts. 

Regional banks have also run widely noticed advertisements encouraging savings 

that may also play a significant role in influencing savings rates in the whole area. As 

a result, the observed changes in the participant group may not be due to the NGO’s 

workshop, as it is difficult, if not impossible, to rule out a number of alternative and 

plausible explanations. Comparing participants to nonparticipants after the program 

is also problematic. The people who sign up for a financial planning workshop on 

saving could be those most motivated to save, while those who do not sign up have 

lower levels of motivation. participants in the workshop might then have higher 

levels of savings relative to nonparticipants, with or without the workshop. This 

means that any differences observed between the two groups may be the result of 

preexisting motivations and, thus, cannot be directly attributed to the workshop.

A good impact evaluation, in contrast to these two approaches, needs to be able to 

“tease out” causal impact that is directly attributable to the program in question. 

doing so requires comparing program participants with a group of people who are 

identical in all respects except that they did not participate in the program. There 

are various ways of selecting this group of people, who are known as the control or 

comparison group depending on how they have been selected. This is described in 

more detail in chapter 6.

An impact evaluation normally forms part of a summative evaluation and, like the 

process evaluation described above, should not be carried out too soon in the life 

of a new program. It is important that any initial problems are ironed out because 

these will almost certainly have affected outcomes. It will generally use an exper-

imental or quasi-experimental approach (described in chapter 6) and be based 

on quantitative data collection, such as a survey of the participants and the control 

or comparison group. The same survey can also be used to collect information for 

a process evaluation. There may also be occasions when monitoring information is 

used to measure outcomes, especially those relating to changes in behavior. Exam-

ples of such information for financial capability programs include the opening of 

bank accounts, changes in savings patterns, and changes in patterns of repayment of 

credit commitments.

However, measuring the magnitude of impact is only one part of an impact evalua-

tion. It is just as important to understand how the program achieved this impact, and 

what explains variations in the observed outcomes. For example, a well-designed 

financial capability program to encourage prompt repayment of credit commitments 
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may have been undermined by a drought or some other factor that has affected 

people’s incomes. Alternatively, changes in personal circumstances for certain 

groups (for example, new parents or those experiencing separation from a partner) 

may have affected their ability to repay. How the program was designed or the 

services delivered may also affect the impact. Exploring links to process analysis and 

qualitative research on outcomes can provide the necessary context. For instance, 

an understanding of how influences such as these have affected outcomes can be 

provided by a small number of in-depth interviews—which, in turn, might suggest 

fruitful lines of analysis of the survey data, as well as linkages to the process analysis. 

For more information on how to design and carry out an impact evaluation, see 

chapter 6.

2.2.3 Cost analyses

process and impact evaluations are important to help decision makers understand 

whether a program delivered what was promised and how well it performed rela-

tive to other programs in terms of benefits to participants. However, this is not all: 

funders often face many competing needs for resources. Those who are supporting 

a program financially need to understand whether the program’s delivery and perfor-

mance provide more value for their money relative to other alternative programs or 

whether the resources spent would be put to better use elsewhere. Evaluators and 

other stakeholders (such as funders) and policy makers therefore often also need 

to assess the delivery and achievements of a program against the costs incurred in 

providing those, relative to other alternatives. 

There are three tools for doing this, all of which draw inputs from both process and 

impact evaluations.

A cost-benefit analysis weighs the total costs incurred by a financial capability 

program against the total benefits (outcomes), measured in monetary terms, to 

come up with the net benefit of undertaking the program. Assigning a monetary 

value to a benefit or outcome is often quite difficult to do, but one example might 

be a program designed to encourage people to save up rather than use credit to buy 

goods or services, where the net financial savings to the individual can be calcu-

lated. A cost-benefit analysis is often used in combination with an impact evaluation 

and together they can provide very powerful evidence for investing in a particular 

program—or not doing so! 

A cost-effectiveness analysis measures the cost per output or outcome (e.g., $300 

per savings account opened) in a financial capability program and usually compares 

this cost with other similar programs or other ways of achieving the same outcome. 

As such, a cost-effectiveness analysis tells evaluators what the program got for each 

Cost-benefit: how do total 

costs of implementing the 

program stack up against the 

total expected benefits?

Cost-effectiveness: how 

does the cost per output 

(outcome) compare with that of 

similar programs in achieving 

that output (outcome)?

Cost-consequences: What 

are all the relevant costs and 

benefits to a program?
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dollar spent and whether this is commensurate with expectations. Such an analysis 

will also enable stakeholders and policy makers to decide whether the program, 

as currently designed and delivered, represents value for money. And, if carefully 

designed, it can determine whether, say, only a slightly lower level of effectiveness 

could be achieved for significantly less money. It is particularly valuable where a 

program is delivered in a number of different ways (e.g., debt repayment information 

delivered through a public service announcement compared to the same informa-

tion delivered through a comic book), or for benchmarking a program against others 

because the cost-effectiveness of the different models can be compared. 

A cost-consequences analysis enumerates and characterizes all the relevant costs 

and benefits for a program. A cost-consequences analysis uses quantitative (mone-

tary) costs and benefits where possible, and qualitative descriptions otherwise. 

Tabulating costs and benefits in a cost-consequences analysis is an easy way to help 

decision makers understand the bigger picture of costs and benefits. 

For more information on cost-benefit, cost-effectiveness, and cost-consequences 

analyses, see chapter 11.

2.3 dECIdING WHEN ANd HOW TO UNdERTAKE M&E

So far, we have talked about what M&E activities are and what types of evaluations 

there are. Ideally, one would decide at the outset of planning a program that an 

evaluation will be carried out—this means the evaluation would be “prospective.” If 

evaluators are involved at the very beginning of a program or as part of a pilot test, 

developing the M&E framework and the program planning can go hand-in-hand. 

Not surprisingly, incorporating M&E prospectively greatly enhances the quality of 

evaluation for several reasons. Beyond the value of providing immediate feedback 

on the program itself, planning from the start will ensure that: the goals set for the 

program are appropriate and measurable; that the data needed for the evaluation 

are collected from the outset, which is essential if baseline data are required for 

comparison purposes; and that the evaluation is viewed as ongoing and constructive, 

which should increase the likelihood that the results are credible. It may also result 

in cost efficiencies, because M&E activities can then be structured to take advantage 

of program infrastructure in a manner appropriate to its scale and resources. Finally, 

it will, of course, be very difficult to assess impact if the evaluation is not planned 

from the outset.

Of course, not everything follows the ideal. Often, planning turns out to be retro-

spective—this means that program officials or external stakeholders decide to 

evaluate an ongoing or even a completed program after the fact. Not having even 

a formal monitoring system from its inception will complicate things further. While 

Incorporating process 

and evaluation planning 

prospectively greatly enhances 

the quality of the evaluation.
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retrospective evaluation is not the ideal, it does not mean it is not doable. What 

it does mean is that retrospective evaluations must be carefully deliberated and 

managed to ensure both that it is feasible and that it can provide answers to the key 

questions that need answering. In particular, the ability to attribute effects to a finan-

cial capability program—or conduct impact evaluations—may be limited.

While we often think of research as being conducted by trained evaluators indepen-

dent of those being evaluated, that is not always the case. Many research activities 

are “participatory” in nature, where evaluators work directly with stakeholders to 

seek change and, thus, involve them evaluation processes or inquiry. This is obviously 

the case when evaluation is prospective, but is also true for retrospective evaluation.

Research can be participatory in many different ways—structured, for example, 

around group activities or stakeholder interviews that generate qualitative feedback 

into both qualitative and quantitative aspects of evaluation. In program evaluations, 

participatory research allows not just the evaluators but also program staff, benefi-

ciaries, and other stakeholders to provide input, for instance, into research questions, 

the types of outcomes to examine, appropriate ways to conduct qualitative research, 

the meaning of certain findings, and the dissemination of results to the rest of the 

community and other interested parties. 

Taking a participatory approach can help to make an evaluation design more robust, 

and its findings more effective. It is important however to understand that the use of 

participatory research methods should be balanced against a commitment to objec-

tivity in carrying out the evaluation as a whole. The evaluator’s responsibility is to 

ensure that stakeholder input is balanced and informs but does not dictate the eval-

uation, using his or her judgment appropriately and sensitively.

For example, if a rural bank aims to evaluate a program, early evaluation activi-

ties can include village meetings to identify key problems. The community can be 

involved in the collective creation of maps of local areas indicating where people’s 

fields, houses with and without electricity, and any number of other features of 

interest are located. Evaluation findings may be discussed in the community, and 

disseminated at both the grassroots and policy level.

2.4 MAKING THE dECISION TO EVALUATE

Evaluation activities can be costly, both in terms of time and resources. To that end, 

decision makers may often wonder how much effort to devote to evaluation in addi-

tion to regular program monitoring, and whether or not to evaluate at all. 

for evaluations to be 

successful, enough resources 

and training must be provided 

to develop staff evaluation 

skills and capabilities, 

and the program must be 

properly grounded so that 

the evaluation can be done 

credibly.
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2.4.1 What type of evaluation is desirable?

At the most fundamental level, evaluation is necessary to understand whether and 

how a program is working, in addition to keeping track of its activities through moni-

toring. The key question is not whether a particular program should be evaluated, 

but how. The scope and scale of evaluation should be commensurate with the scale 

of the program and/or its larger strategic objectives.

A strong strategic case for evaluation can be made if any of the following are true of 

the program:

 � Is the program in question innovative? Has the impact of similar programs 

never been tested?

 � Is it a pilot program that will later be under consideration for expansion?

 � Will the program results be useful in helping design and deliver the program in 

the future? Is it replicable and will others want to learn from it?

 � does the program involve significant resource allocation?

 � Can strong and sustained stakeholder commitment be expected if the results 

are positive?

If the answers are “no,” then careful thought should be given to the scale and scope 

of evaluation; it does not mean that an evaluation is not needed, but rather that 

a more modest approach may be called for. For example, process evaluations are 

generally within the scope of most program budgets, but impact evaluations and 

cost-analyses analyses often need to be used more selectively, largely because of 

the resource and information requirements involved. 

A second and slightly different consideration is that doing evaluations—and doing 

them right—is very challenging. This means a number of additional questions should 

be asked about the program capacity:

 � Are there enough internal and external resources to collect, manage, and 

analyze the data needed for the evaluation?

 � does the staff that will carry out the evaluation have the skill set and capa-

bility to do so?

If the answers to the questions above are “no,” that does not mean that an evalu-

ation cannot be done. But it does mean that effort must be taken to the turn the 

“no’s” into “yes’s.” In some cases, the need is for finding resources (both money 

and staff); in other cases, the need is for training and staff development to get the 

needed skills and capabilities to conduct evaluations.
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2.4.2 What type of evaluation is possible? 

A second consideration is to understand what type of evaluation design is conceptu-

ally feasible, in addition to being desirable. This can mean different things depending 

on the type of evaluation planned. As previously noted, for a summative evaluation, 

this means determining whether the program is sufficiently developed and stable 

enough for such an evaluation. Alternatively, one should consider that while process 

evaluation may be implementable under many circumstances, it may not always be 

possible to conduct a rigorous impact evaluation. programs may have concluded or 

have been implemented in such a way as to make it impossible to establish a valid 

control or comparison group. For example, if evaluators go ahead with a before-

and-after survey with participants or an impact evaluation with participants and 

nonparticipants who have not been rigorously selected, such an evaluation will lead 

to results that can be dangerously misleading, especially when its limitations are 

not well understood. depending on the objectives of the evaluation, a better use 

of resources may be to focus on the process evaluation, combined with in-depth 

interviews to understand the role that the program played in bringing about the 

outcomes of interest and how it related to other influences on those outcomes. 

2.4.3 An evaluability assessment

It is often useful to think about the desirability and feasibility of evaluation in a 

systematic way, by conducting a preliminary assessment. A reasonable minimum 

strategy for an evaluability assessment of what type of evaluation to conduct should 

include: 

 � A detailed desk review of relevant documents to study the history, design 

and current characteristics of the program.

 � Interviews with key stakeholders including program staff to understand the 

above, but also their needs and commitment toward evaluation, feedback on 

the program itself and its operation, as well as their potential to contribute to 

the evaluation (e.g., funding, staff time, access to information).

 � Site visits and observation of activities to verify existence of capacity for 

evaluation and to watch the program in action.

The final judgment of evaluability should be led by the likely lead evaluator but 

involve input from key stakeholders including program planners and implementation 

staff. The results of such assessment should be reasonable consensus on a shortlist 

of potential evaluation questions and a preliminary understanding of the possible 

scope, methods and design of the evaluation to be deployed. 
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KEY pOINTS

Conducting M&E activities is a key part of implementing a financial capability 

program for any number of reasons. It can establish that the financial capability 

program is on the right track, that it is being implemented as intended, and that it is 

having the expected impact. And conducting M&E activities may be a condition of 

getting funding for the financial capability program in the first place.

Table 2.2 lays out the goals, example questions, and example activities, as well as the 

timing and frequency of monitoring and the types of evaluations. Remember, these 

are examples of questions and activities, not a comprehensive list.

TABLe 2.2 MonIToRIng, PRoCeSS eVALuATIon, And IMPACT eVALuATIon

GOAL EXAMPLE QUESTIONS EXAMPLE ACTIVITIES
TIMING/ 

FREQUENCY

Monitoring

Track and 

manage 

program 

resources 

 � Have the resources been used as planned? 

 � Were the activities undertaken as planned?

 � Have the activities been delivered to the standard 

envisaged?

 � Has the intended target audience been reached? 

 � Have the intended outcomes been achieved? 

 � Count inputs and outputs

 � Keep cost accounts

Throughout the 

program 

Process evaluation

document 

and assess 

implemen-

tation, oper-

ation, and 

outcomes 

against the 

goals and 

objectives of 

the program 

 � Were the goals and objectives appropriate?

 � Was the program implemented as intended?

 � Were the goals and objectives met?

 � Was the quality of the implementation adequate?

 � did the program reach the intended beneficiaries?

 � Were the intended outcomes achieved? If not, why 

not? And what lessons can be learned?

 � did the program have unplanned or unintended 

effects?

 � document administrative process

 � Review all monitoring data for 

trends and patterns

 � Interview people involved in the 

planning and delivery of the pro-

gram

 � Interview beneficiaries in a survey 

or in-depth interviews

 � directly observe the program

Ad hoc, at incep-

tion at an interim 

point, and when 

service has been 

established

Impact evaluation

Measure the 

causal effect 

of program 

 � What impact has the program had?

 � does the impact justify the cost?

 � Conduct baseline and follow-up 

survey on treatment and control 

participants

Ad hoc, when 

service has been 

established
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As such, it is, as we discussed above, worth investing time and effort to decide what 

type of evaluation is most appropriate and whether it is feasible and likely to provide 

credible results. All told, an evaluability assessment should develop a preliminary but 

clear grasp of the program at the outset, including its goals and plans, and how much 

it is being carried out according to the original goals and plans. It should also provide 

an initial assessment of the justification for evaluation, its logistical feasibility, the 

potential usefulness and credibility of the results, and the strength of political and 

financial support. Finally, the assessment should attempt to characterize factors such 

as the quality of any monitoring data that has been collected, the type of program, 

and the nature of the intended impacts. 

A systematic process of assessment can help to formalize understanding between 

an evaluation team and those involved in planning and delivering a program, to set 

priorities, to anticipate problems, and to set mutual expectations. It is useful to start 

this process by clarifying the program logic or theory of change, which is the subject 

of the next chapter.
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It is important not to carry 

out a summative evaluation 

(whether process or impact) 

too early.
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ChAPTeR 3

Setting 
the 
stage

In the last chapter, we talked about the concepts and approach to conducting 

monitoring and evaluation (M&E) for a financial capability program. But regardless 

of whether evaluators will carry out monitoring, a process evaluation or an impact 

evaluation, or all of the above—all M&E efforts must start by formally laying out 

and providing context for the financial capability program goals and objectives. If 

we don’t know what the program is trying to achieve (its goals) or how we plan to 

concretely achieve those goals (its objectives), then we can’t expect to be able to 

determine if it’s being carried out effectively (through a process analysis) or if it’s 

having the desired impact (through an impact analysis).

This chapter lays out and illustrates this fundamental process of “setting the stage” 

for the M&E efforts that follow.

3.1 HOW SHOULd EVALUATORS GO ABOUT 
FORMALIZING pROGRAM GOALS ANd 
OBJECTIVES?

programs don’t exist in a vacuum. A critical first step to formalizing the goals and 

objectives of any planned financial capability program is to step back and get a 

better understanding of the problem the program is trying to address and the poten-

tial ways to solve it. This “stepping back” process is often referred to as a resources 

and needs assessment or a general situation analysis.

Such analyses can include a literature review of existing research related to the 

substantive area of the planned program and/or its target population, a desk review 

of program documents for alternative programs addressing similar issues, surveys 

and/or key informant interviews with potential program beneficiaries and other 

stakeholders, and other types of relevant qualitative research. Situation analyses like 

these perform the valuable function of narrowing down the specific problem to be 

addressed, the target populations to focus on, and what makes the most sense in 

terms of desired outcomes to be measured.

Conducting situation analyses 

narrows down the specific 

problem to address in the 

proposed program, the target 

populations to focus on, and 

what makes sense in terms of 

desired outcomes.
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In the previous chapter, we talked about prospective and retrospective studies. If 

the proposed financial capability program is being simultaneously developed with an 

evaluation from the get-go—a prospective study—then a situation analysis would 

be the first part of the planning stage and would serve as the basis for the planner 

to develop an overall program strategy. Such a strategy may entail expanding an 

existing program or best practice that came up in the situation analysis and adapting 

it to the context of the target population the intended program will serve. For 

retrospective studies, this situation analysis would build on the initial evaluability 

assessment to understand the nature and magnitude of the proposed program’s 

constraints and to identify potential issues and subgroups of interest and programs 

to use as potential comparisons.

For example, a Russia Financial Literacy and Education Trust Fund (RTF) –supported 

pilot program in Nigeria carried out a situation analysis for the evaluation of a short 

film on financial literacy covering the following topics: (1) personal and household 

day-to-day financial management, (2) short- and long-term financial planning, (3) 

planning for unexpected needs, and (4) choosing different financial products. Evalua-

tors were considering whether or not to expand the scope of evaluation, specifically 

whether to undertake a larger-scale effort to compare the impact of all the different 

platforms used for distribution. In their situation analysis, the evaluation team 

conducted key-informant interviews with the nongovernmental organization (NGO) 

that had developed the film and was coordinating its screenings. The aim of these 

interviews was to understand the NGO’s rationale for developing the film and rolling 

out the intervention in the form of screenings, rather than dVd or Cd distribution. 

According to the NGO, participants would be less likely to consider the content of the 

movie as important if they received a dVd for free than if they attended a screening at 

a public venue. These interviews indicated to the evaluation team that the evaluation 

should focus on the impact of the movie itself, rather than a comparative evaluation.

With a situation analysis completed, the next step is to clearly define the program 

goals and objectives. While they may sound like the same thing—and indeed are 

aligned and mutually reinforce each other—they are actually very different. 

 � Goals are broad program aims that are not necessarily expressed in 

concrete, quantifiable terms. Goals summarize the program’s theory of 

change—what the program planners hope to attain—but do not provide guid-

ance for meaningfully measuring the degree of a program’s achievement. 

 � Objectives are best defined as operationalized goals; in other words, they 

are what you need to do in practice to actually achieve the broader program 

goals. Such objectives allow program evaluators to compare program accom-

plishments to initial expectations. What defines objectives? First, they must 

be measurable and well defined in terms of specific indicators, something 

goals are broad program aims. 

objectives are best defined as 

operationalized goals that must 

be measurable, well defined, 

and realistic.
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we discuss in more detail below. Second, they must be realistic given the 

resources and time frame at hand. For example, if an objective of a one-year 

financial capability program is to measure behavioral changes that will not 

show up until years after the program has ended, then the objective is not 

realistic in the time frame of the program. All this means that objectives 

must set out expected or desired magnitudes of change in specifically 

defined indicators over a definite period. All this sounds very quantitative, 

but it is important to understand that even objectives built around qualita-

tive measures can be defined in measurable ways (as the examples to be 

discussed shortly will show).

What might some actual goals and objectives look like in a financial capability 

program? An example of clear program goals and objectives is provided by one of 

the RTF’s pilot programs based in South Africa. This pilot program is embedding 

financial capability storylines in a soap opera called Scandal!. Financial capability 

storylines were developed by the show’s production company and Ochre Media, 

along with the South African National debt Mediation Association (NdMA) and a 

team of financial capability and social marketing experts.

The overall goal of the program was to increase financial capability among the audi-

ence. The main objectives of the program were to improve the knowledge, attitudes 

and behavior of low-income South Africans regarding financial decision making 

with a focus on debt management. Changes in knowledge, attitudes, and behaviors 

among the target population are being measured in an impact evaluation using 

various indicators (we discuss indicators in greater detail later in this chapter).

In order to provide further illustration of the differences between goals and objec-

tives, figure 3.1 shows three examples for a hypothetical program. Notice that in all 

three examples the goals are broadly defined in terms of what the planner wants to 

change with the implementation of the program—for example, the program should, 

broadly speaking, increase financial inclusion. That is one of the reasons the program 

is being conducted. But such a goal tells us nothing about how to actually get such 

inclusion and how we would measure it. That is the role of an objective. Here, 

the objective is to “Raise the percentage of households with bank accounts from 

5 percent to 10 percent over a period of one year following a financial education 

intervention.” 

Notice the specificity of the objective; it tells us how we would operationalize 

the goal of “inclusion” (through changes in the number of households with bank 

accounts) and provides both the magnitude of change and the expected time period 

in which the change is expected to occur. Such magnitudes need to be realistic, of 

course; in this case, one would surmise that the planner relied on what was found in 

the situation analysis that indicated an increase of 5 percentage points is a realistic 
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expectation for this target population in the one-year time period. doing so ensures 

that the results of the impact evaluation surrounding this goal and objective are ulti-

mately meaningful, because there is a context for interpretation underlying them.

The process of establishing goals and objectives clearly makes sense when the eval-

uation is prospective. But is it also important in retrospective evaluations? Surpris-

ingly, it is. Those conducting such evaluations after the fact should not be surprised 

if the goals and objectives of programs that have been operating for years are still 

unclear, even to the program’s own staff members, or if they have changed over 

time. Alternatively, goals may have been set but the objectives may not have been 

sharply stated.

3.2 HOW CAN EVALUATORS CApTURE A 
pROGRAM’S THEORY OF CHANGE?

The link between a program’s design and its goals can be understood through the 

program’s theory of change. Every financial capability program should be based on 

an underlying theory of change—which simply refers to a logical, sequential argu-

ment for how and why an intervention will deliver the desired results, together with 

any assumptions necessary at each step of the way. The program’s theory of change 

should be set down explicitly at program inception—following the thorough situation 

analysis discussed above—and used to guide evaluation questions. (In a retrospec-

tive evaluation, however, evaluators may have to try to develop the theory of change 

after the fact.)

fIguRe 3.1 exAMPLeS of goALS VeRSuS oBJeCTIVeS

GOAL: Increasing 
financial inclusion

OBJECTIVE: Raise the percentage of households with 
bank accounts from 5% to 10% over a period of 1 year 

following a financial education intervention

GOAL: Improving 
household money 

management among 
women

OBJECTIVE: Reduce the percentage of women in the 
target population reporting “problems with day-to-day 
money management” from 60% to 20% over a period of 

1 year

GOAL: Increasing formal 
savings rates among the 

poor 

OBJECTIVE: Raise the percentage of individuals saving 
in a formal account from 20% to 25%
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How does one depict a program’s theory of change in a way that is useful for 

program evaluation? There are a lot of tools and frameworks that can be used for 

such an exercise, but we find that something called a results framework model is 

one of the simplest and most useful alternatives to depict the various stages in the 

program’s theory of change, from inputs to final outcomes. Figure 3.2 shows an illus-

tration of a results framework model, explicitly mapping the planned program logic 

in terms of the program’s expected inputs and outputs, as well as key assumptions, 

preconditions, and risks that could affect the project outcome.

A program’s theory of change 

should be set down explicitly at 

program inception and used to 

guide evaluation questions.

fIguRe 3.2 An exAMPLe of A ReSuLTS fRAMeWoRK ModeL

INPUTS

project resources

Assumptions and risks

ACTIVITIES

Actions to convert 
inputs into 

outputs

OUTPUTS

Tangible products 
or services

OUTCOMES

Use of outputs by 
target group

IMPACTS

Long-term project 
objectives

The basic components of all results frameworks are shown in the figure in the order 

they are shown. Below we describe each term, and use illustrative examples from 

the RTF pilot program in South Africa. Recall that this financial capability program 

uses a social marketing instrument to help increase residents’ financial capability 

in terms of managing household debt; the program is explicitly seeking to change 

behavior in the approaches to debt resolution by over-indebted households.

As part of that effort, program designers began by building a results framework to 

lay out the objectives, activities, and related indicators of the financial education 

storyline in Scandal!.

 � Inputs refer to all resources needed to carry out program activities, such 

as staff, materials, and finances. In our South Africa example, inputs include 

the costs of creating the show, including production, salaries for actors and 

writers, and so forth. 

 � Activities include all the actions and tasks that convert the inputs into 

outputs. These often resemble tasks on a to-do list or include work performed. 

For the example program above, activities include writing, producing, filming, 

and distributing the show.
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 � Outputs are the products and services that the project produces through its 

activities. We can think of these as the program’s deliverables. Outputs are 

often confused with outcomes, which follow after, but they are very different. 

Unlike outcomes, outputs don’t tell us whether the program (in our case, the 

financial education storyline in Scandal!) had an impact on those trained. In 

the case of Scandal!, the outputs are the episodes shown on TV.

 � Outcomes are the results or changes in the target population that occur 

from using the outputs (products and services). They are often short-term or 

intermediate changes and, unlike outputs, they may not be fully under the 

program’s control. In other words, a program can provide a product or service 

(output), but it can’t guarantee that such a product or service will change 

behavior (outcome). In the example program, outcomes would be improved 

understanding of household finances and perception of the importance of 

managing debt.

 � Impacts (sometimes referred to as final outcomes) are overall program 

goals, such as changes in behavior or welfare of the target group, which come 

about as a result of the project outputs but, as with short-term outcomes, may 

also be affected by other, external factors. Final outcomes are often achieved 

only over a long period of time. In the context of the example we have been 

using here, an example of a final outcome could be the reduction of total 

household debt.

 � Assumptions are expectations about the program components and imple-

mentation and about outside factors that can affect program operation or 

success. Assumptions should reflect the formative research discussed previ-

ously in determining project strategy, goals, and objectives. In the example 

we are using, a key assumption could be that people who have significant 

household debt will watch the soap opera. If that assumption is wrong and the 

program therefore does not reach the targeted participants, there is a risk that 

the recruiting activity will be ineffective, which would then likely threaten the 

program’s success.

The distinction between outcomes and impacts (or alternatively, intermediate versus 

final outcomes) depends on the nature of the financial capability program and the 

scope of the objectives that it sets for itself. For instance, the final outcome of a 

more modest information-dissemination financial capability program may be to raise 

awareness (a change in knowledge or attitudes); as such, it may have no interme-

diate outcomes. However, by definition, financial capability programs are concerned 

with behavioral change, whether as an intermediate or final outcome. For some 

programs, intermediate outcomes may be expressed as changes in knowledge and 

attitudes, while final outcomes may be expressed as behavioral changes. Large-

outputs are often confused 

with outcomes, which follow 

after. outputs are under 

the program’s control but 

outcomes may not fully be.

for some programs, 

intermediate outcomes may 

be expressed as changes 

in knowledge and attitudes, 

while final outcomes may 

be expressed as behavioral 

changes.
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scale financial capability programs may define intermediate outcomes as changes in 

knowledge, attitudes, and behavior, while aiming for final impacts such as changes in 

financial status.

In designing a program from scratch, it makes the most sense for evaluators to start 

with objectives and then work backward to the input requirements (iterating the 

process as needed). However, for an existing program where evaluators are evalu-

ating retrospectively, it is often easiest to begin by making a list of all program activi-

ties and progressing from right to left, linking the inputs to the objectives. As with the 

need to sometimes define goals and objectives—even in established programs—the 

same is true about the results framework, which also should never be taken for 

granted. Often, evaluators find that program managers and stakeholders who may 

have been immersed in the day-to-day activities of the program for years disagree on 

important elements of the program. 

However, regardless of whether evaluators are working prospectively or retro-

spectively, working through a results framework is critical because it clearly artic-

ulates a consensual commitment among stakeholders to the program’s theory of 

change, clarifies uniform terminology, and provides a clear foundation for evaluation 

measures that tie together the program design and the M&E framework. 

3.3 HOW CAN EVALUATORS dEVELOp EFFECTIVE 
INdICATORS?

Going down deeper into the development of a robust M&E system, having a set of 

high-quality indicators is crucial—especially given logistical, monetary, and resource 

constraints. What is an indicator? It is a quantitative or qualitative variable that 

measures achievement or progress toward a specific goal or objective. Once the 

program components in the results framework are mapped—the inputs, activities, 

outputs, and outcomes—indicators should be determined for each component from 

inputs to outcomes. 

What constitutes good indicators in the results framework? The following tables 

capture the relationships between the stated objectives, the activities that are being 

implemented to accomplish those objectives, and the indicators that can measure 

whether the activities accomplish the objectives.

The objectives are divided between one focused on improving knowledge and one 

focused on improving attitudes and behavior, with each having corresponding activ-

ities to be carried out. Indicators for Scandal! were informed by consulting with 

researchers from the Financial Education Fund. The initial list of indicators included a 

large number of possible indicators for the different dimensions of financial capability 

BE SMART wHEN 
CONSIDERING INDICATORS

A frequently used and helpful 

description of high-quality 

indicators is SMART:

Specific: Clearly and precisely 

defined.

Measurable

Attributable: Clearly linked 

to the objective, outcome, or 

output being measured. 

Realistic: Simple and easy to 

interpret, feasible to gather.

Targeted: Variable, between 

and within subjects over time.
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TABLe 3.1 exPeCTed ouTCoMeS, ACTIVITIeS, And IndICAToRS In The Scandal! PRogRAM

EXPECTED OUTCOMES/IMPACTS ACTIVITIES INDICATORS

1. KNOWLEdGE

Increase the knowledge and 

understanding of low-income 

South Africans about personal 

financial management, with a par-

ticular focus on loans

 � Include relevant financial-capability–

building messaging in Scandal! storyline

 � Specific topic areas will all be related to 

debt and will include but not be limited 

to:

 – Sound financial management (using 

credit wisely, budgeting, and setting 

goals)

 – Getting into debt (impulse buying, 

living beyond one’s means)

 – Getting out of debt (seeking debt 

counseling, assessment tools, debt 

recovery)

 � Measure changes in knowledge about types 

of financial services, specifically:

 – Loans (e.g., definition of a loan, advantages 

and disadvantages of credit) 

 – Borrowing sources and options

 – Elements of loans (e.g., interest rates, loan 

terms, fees, penalties, delinquency policies)

 – differences between formal and informal 

products

 – Rights of client and recourse options

 – Strategies for managing and reducing debt

2. ATTITUdES

Improve financial capability 

attitudes among South African 

consumers related to debt man-

agement and help-seeking 

 � develop messaging about the change of 

attitudes and include in Scandal!

 � Measure:

 – Changes in confidence to ask relevant ques-

tions and negotiate terms

 – Ability to critically evaluate credit providers

 – Caution in borrowing

 – Strength to say no to unfavorable terms

 – Confidence to present complaints

 – discipline to follow a debt-management 

plan

3. BEHAVIOR

Improve financial capability 

behaviors among South African 

consumers related to debt man-

agement and help-seeking

 � develop public service announcement/

call to action to consult NdMA and 

include in Scandal! storyline

 � develop message on possibility to 

request a personal credit report from 

the credit bureaus and include in 

Scandal! storyline

 � Measure number of consultations to the 

NdMA website and number of calls to the 

hotline

 � Measure numbers of viewers requesting a 

credit report

 � Measure changes in maintaining an emer-

gency savings account, making a plan to 

reduce debt, making loan payments on time, 

maintain an acceptable debt-to-income ratio

competencies and not all of them were included in the evaluation; the evaluation 

team selected only the most relevant ones.

Note that each input, activity, output, and intermediate- and long-term outcome has 

an indicator to concretely measure it. In an actual program, it is certainly possible—

even likely—that multiple indicators could exist for any specific input, activity, output, 

or outcome.

In selecting indicators, evaluators should bear in mind some common practical deci-

sions (and implicit trade-offs). Some common issues related to these arise in the 

case of financial capability programs. 
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TABLe 3.2 exPeCTed ouTCoMeS, ACTIVITIeS, And IndICAToRS In The feATuRe fILM PRogRAM In 
nIgeRIA

EXPECTED OUTCOMES/IMPACTS ACTIVITIES INDICATORS

1. KNOWLEdGE

provide individuals with knowledge about 

financial management and planning with 

a focus on savings

 � Create a movie dealing with financial 

management and planning themes

 – The Story of Gold is a movie being 

produced by Nollywood and distrib-

uted by Credit Awareness

 – It tells the story of identical twin 

sisters growing up in Nigeria, who, 

although identical in appearance, 

make different decisions when faced 

with different financial choices that 

affect their lives and those around 

them and ultimately lead them down 

different paths.

 – The movie aims to teach low-income 

individuals with limited formal edu-

cation some of the core concepts 

around financial planning under the 

motto of “Safe savings and respon-

sible borrowing”

 � Measure understanding of purpose 

of saving and pros and cons of saving 

with different institutions

 � Measure knowledge about what sav-

ings instruments are available

 � Measure understanding of the implica-

tions of being in debt

2. SKILLS

Equip people with the necessary skills to 

be financially capable and act in a finan-

cially responsible manner when looking 

to save and budget

 � Measure understanding of what steps 

need to be taken to open a bank 

account and when to save and when 

to use savings

 � Measure ability to construct a budget

3. ATTITUdES

Increase confidence and trust in formal 

savings institutions; improve perceptions 

about access to institutions for low-in-

come or otherwise marginalized groups

 � Measure perceptions of barriers to 

entry to financial institutions

 � Measure motivation to engage with 

financial institutions

 � Measure reported intentions and plans 

to start saving and budgeting for future 

investments

4. BEHAVIOR

Improve individuals’ behavior related to 

secure savings activities

 � Measure number of new savings 

accounts (or applications for savings 

accounts)

 � Measure savings rate

5. BUSINESS pERFORMANCE  

(longer-term impacts)

Help make microenterprises more finan-

cially sustainable, efficient, and successful

 � Measure turnover and profits, cash 

flow, and lending terms

One issue has to do with the distinction between direct and indirect indicators. A 

direct indicator refers directly to the subject of interest or the target population and 

is often the most preferred choice in terms of specificity. An indirect indicator is a 

measure that approximates or represents a phenomenon when a direct measure 

is not available. All things being equal, direct indicators make the most sense. But 

stakeholders might choose to use indirect indicators in situations where direct indi-

cators cannot be measured, such as in the case of fundamentally intangible variables 

like feelings of well-being; they may also choose to go with indirect indicators if 

what you need to measure is considered sensitive or difficult to capture for other 

reasons, for instance, wages earned. One might also choose indirect indicators if 

they are more cost-effective and feasible. For example, evaluators may prefer to take 

a direct approach in creating financial knowledge outcome indicators, basing those 
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indicators on performance in knowledge tests. However, doing so may be either too 

expensive or simply not feasible given the program’s limitations. As such, evaluators 

might instead use an indirect approach to measuring knowledge, basing indicators 

on self-reports of perceived financial knowledge or confidence in financial ability. 

While this approach provides useful results, it is important to realize its limitations. 

Consumers often think that they know more than they actually do—a common 

finding that has been demonstrated not just in financial matters, but also across a 

wide range of knowledge and abilities. Whereas actual and perceived knowledge 

are often correlated, this correlation is often moderate at best. Hence, while circum-

stances may not always permit an objective assessment, caution should be taken 

when using perceived knowledge as a simple proxy for actual knowledge. Similarly, 

self-reported behavior may not always correspond to measured behavior.

Another issue in selecting indicators relates to the use of compound or composite 

indicators, which combine different components into a single measure. For instance, 

evaluators may decide to combine scores on a series of questions on financial 

knowledge and behavior into a single index of financial capability. Compound indi-

cators provide more information, and fewer may be needed to capture the entire 

program; however, such indicators are often difficult for evaluators to “conceptually 

unpack,” often requiring evaluators to make some form of judgment call to do so. In 

financial capability programs, in particular, evaluators want to avoid conflating knowl-

edge, ability, and behavioral intent with actual behavior as much as they can when 

they develop indicators. While financial knowledge may be related to financial skills 

(e.g., negotiating mortgage terms, navigating an investment website) and behavioral 

intent (e.g., mutual fund fee minimization), financial knowledge does not necessarily 

imply financial capability, and vice versa. Skills and actual behavior are also likely to 

be influenced by other factors, such as access to resources, social networks, etc. 

Such other factors must be accounted for if evaluators are going to truly gauge how 

much changes in knowledge actually led to changes in behavior. Thus, the distinc-

tions among actual knowledge, perceptions of knowledge, the ability to use that 

knowledge, and actual behavior are nontrivial.

3.4 USING EXISTING RESOURCES FOR INdICATORS

Finally, many evaluators need to decide whether to use “standard” indicators (such 

as the examples given in table 3.1) versus indicators customized for the specific 

program. Using standard indicators that are common to other evaluations helps 

ensure comparability across programs, but doing so could mean that the indicators 

may not be as tightly connected to program goals as one would want. In practice, 

program indicators should be driven by program components, not vice versa.

A direct indicator refers directly 

to the subject of interest or the 

target population; an indirect 

indicator is a measure that 

approximates or represents a 

phenomenon when a direct 

measure is not available.

Compound indicators are 

often difficult for evaluators to 

“conceptually unpack,” often 

requiring evaluators to make 

some form of judgment call.
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Still, there is often no need to reinvent the wheel: standard indicators are often a 

good starting place for developing more customized ones, as long as evaluators 

avoid using standardized indicators when their content does not match that of the 

program. This is especially true for outcome indicators. Below, we describe two 

important and highly relevant new resources from the World Bank that evaluators 

can draw upon for their own work.

3.4.1 Measuring financial capability: the World Bank financial 
capability survey

While a host of survey instruments have been used to assess financial literacy and 

capability in other settings, the financial capability measurement work funded by 

the RTF and managed by the World Bank developed new methods for assessing 

levels of financial capability in a way that is relevant for low- and middle-income 

environments and that can be used consistently across countries to conduct inter-

national comparisons. The measurement instrument developed by the RTF provides 

a diagnostic tool that evaluators can use to identify the key areas financial capability 

(behavior, skills, attitudes, and knowledge) and which of these areas need improve-

ment. The survey instrument can also be used to inform the design of targeted 

interventions in the area of financial education and financial capability enhance-

ment, by helping identify especially vulnerable groups in terms of financial capability. 

In order to define an appropriate conceptual framework and to develop a survey 

instrument that is suitable for use across different countries and income levels, the 

World Bank used a rigorous instrument-design process involving both qualitative and 

quantitative research methods to understand how the concept of financial capa-

bility can be measured in these settings. For this purpose, the RTF has involved an 

international team of experts in financial capability and in questionnaire design, and 

it is supporting research projects in a group of 11 low- and middle-income coun-

tries (Armenia, Colombia, Lebanon, Malawi, Mexico, Namibia, papua New Guinea, 

Tanzania, Turkey, Uruguay, and Zambia) to help develop and test the methodology.

Appendix C (available in the online version of this report and accessible at 

www.finlitedu.org) includes the report by the World Bank RTF Financial Capability 

Measurement program team describing the development of its Financial Capability 

Survey. The survey is reproduced in whole in appendix E, which is also available in 

the online version of this report and accessible at www.finlitedu.org.

3.4.2 Measuring financial inclusion: the Global Findex 
questionnaire

An important category of outcome indicators is financial inclusion. While systematic 

indicators of the use of different financial services had been lacking for most econo-

evaluators can use standard 

indicators as a starting 

guide for developing more 

customized ones.
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mies, particularly low- and middle-income environments, the Global Financial Inclu-

sion (Global Findex) database, released in April 2012 provides such indicators. This 

short list of key indicators covers a range of financial behaviors on saving, borrowing, 

making payments, and managing risk. In addition to providing a reference for ques-

tion format and language, the indicators developed by the World Bank team were 

fielded on more than 150,000 nationally representative and randomly selected adults 

age 15 and above in those 148 economies, providing a natural and accessible way to 

benchmark the characteristics of a program’s population. 

The Global Findex questionnaire is reproduced in whole in English in appendix E of 

the online version of this report (accessible at www.finlitedu.org) but is also available 

in 14 other languages on the Global Findex website (http://www.worldbank.org/

globalfindex).

KEY pOINTS

Having a clear map of each program component and the required indicators is a 

useful practical basis for generating an overall M&E framework that systematically 

captures program components and the types of information that evaluators would 

in theory need to be able to assess each component. In the next chapter, we discuss 

using the components laid out in this chapter to develop and implement a moni-

toring plan for financial capability programs. 
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ChAPTeR 4

M 
 
onitoring

As we discussed in chapter 2, monitoring and evaluation (or M&E) go hand in 

hand. Monitoring is critical, both in and of itself but also as the underpinning of 

evaluations. Monitoring a financial capability program from its inception helps ensure 

that those who manage it—along with policy makers and other stakeholders—can 

see that work plans and milestones are going as planned in terms of how that 

program is delivered and, if not, that plans are in place to rectify any problems. And, 

as noted in chapter 2, such information and data can be fed into the planned evalua-

tions as well.

Chapter 2 defined monitoring briefly. In this chapter, we dig a little deeper and focus 

on the key components of monitoring systems, starting with a brief reiteration of 

what monitoring is and why it is important and then moving on to developing and 

implementing a monitoring plan, bring the monitoring information together, and 

using the results of monitoring in program management. 

4.1 WHAT IS MONITORING ANd WHY SHOULd WE 
dO IT?

As noted earlier, monitoring involves regularly collecting, analyzing, and reviewing 

information about how a financial capability program is operating. It is a continuous 

and systematic process that can be used to gain rapid, real-time insights into the 

program as it develops and on the progress it is making toward meeting work plans 

and milestones. It can also be used to track the use of the program’s budget and to 

identify any emerging threats to its success.

Because it is a systematic process that continuously collects and analyzes informa-

tion on project implementation and delivery against planned results, it usually makes 

sense that monitoring is grounded in the results framework that the program sets up 

and that we discussed in chapter 2 and in more detail in chapter 3, involving inputs, 

activities, outputs, and (in some cases) outcomes. Because monitoring supports 

day-to-day program management, it is an everyday activity and conducted over the 

full program cycle. 

Monitoring is critical in and of 

itself and as the underpinning 

for other evaluations.
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Because monitoring supports day-to-day program management, it is an everyday activity 

and conducted over the full program cycle.

Why should a monitoring system be established? There are many reasons, but most 

directly, monitoring can provide managers, staff, and other stakeholders with routine 

indicators on the implementation and progress of the program, as well as facilitate 

timely adjustments to emerging threats and opportunities. If, for example, a finan-

cial capability program requires that specific activities occur at specific times, a 

well-laid-out monitoring system will tell program managers whether those activities 

have occurred when they were supposed to and, if not, will aid in making sure that 

they do down the road; in a sense, monitoring can serve as a sort of early warning 

system.

Another reason to institute a well-planned monitoring system is to generate informa-

tion and indicators for use in process evaluations and impact evaluations. Monitoring 

systems and process evaluations are particularly closely related and often share 

similar infrastructure and data sources. Both activities are important, because both 

help improve the efficiency and effectiveness of a program, in addition to increasing 

accountability with stakeholders. A rigorous and explicit monitoring plan is critical 

for systematic management of project resources and, importantly, can help create 

a common understanding of the project among stakeholders and funders. A robust 

process evaluation—with support from a thorough monitoring system—can help 

develop responses to unforeseen challenges and weaknesses of a program, as well 

as bolster its strengths.

And, as discussed later, monitoring and process evaluations are important comple-

ments to an impact evaluation. These benefits make it worthwhile to invest in 

developing an integrated M&E framework at an early stage of the project, and to 

continuously refine and update the system throughout the program cycle. 

4.2 HOW CAN WE dEVELOp ANd IMpLEMENT A 
MONITORING pLAN?

As a first step, an effective monitoring system requires a plan that describes how 

the system will be implemented. A good start is to build off the results framework 

described in chapter 3. This framework can serve as the basis for a more detailed 

plan for implementing the monitoring system.

Table 4.1 shows what such a plan could look like for an example loosely based on 

a Financial Education Fund (FEF) project in Northern Ghana that aims to increase 

financial literacy of farmers through capacity-building activities, either through group-

based workshops or group-based workshops alongside one-on-one training. The 

Monitoring can serve as a sort 

of early warning system.
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table is oriented around the results framework—a useful way to structure the plan. 

Here we use the delivery of the workshops to illustrate what a monitoring implemen-

tation plan would look like. The table is driven by the results framework categories; 

within each category, we have the specific objective followed by the desired indi-

cator and the frequency of reporting, as well as the specific information source to be 

used, any pertinent assumptions and risks, and the staff who will be responsible for 

this monitoring activity.

For example, to deliver the workshops, we list the training materials as inputs, which 

are obviously critical. One key indicator that we want to monitor relative to these 

materials is how many of them were actually printed; thus, in the indicator column, 

we list the indicator we want to measure: the total number of printed materials. 

We also want to know how frequently to monitor the indicator; the frequency here 

A monitoring implementation 

plan should be built around a 

results framework that includes 

inputs, activities, outputs, and 

(often) outcomes.

TABLe 4.1 exAMPLe MonIToRIng IMPLeMenTATIon PLAn

CATEGORY INDICATORS FREQUENCY
INFORMATION 

SOURCE
ASSUMPTIONS & 

RISKS STAFF

Inputs

Training mate-

rial printed

Number of materials 

printed

Monthly Site reports Site managers

Activities

Objective: 

Training work-

shops are con-

ducted

Number of workshops 

organized at each site

Monthly progress report Workshop facilities 

are available as 

planned throughout 

project period

Survey 

supervisors

Outputs

Objective: 

Farmers par-

ticipate in 

financial lit-

eracy course 

Number of individuals 

completing training 

course

Monthly Training partici-

pant sign-in sheets

Individuals enrolled 

on phone will attend 

on-site training

Site managers; 

program 

manager

Outcomes

Objective: 

participants 

have better 

knowledge of 

their financial 

situation

percentage of farmers 

who know their precise 

personal savings balance

Baseline and 

end of year 1

Questions in 

baseline and end-

of-project surveys, 

and bank records

participants will 

be willing to tell us 

their balance in the 

survey, and allow us 

to examine their bank 

records.

program 

manager

Final outcomes

Objective:  

participants 

increase their 

net savings

percentage increase in 

number of farmers with 

an increase in net savings 

after 12 months

End year 1 End-of-project 

survey

program 

manager
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is monthly, because we want to be able to react quickly if we run out of materials 

and, thus, need to have current information. The logical source of this information is 

the reports from the sites where the training materials are prepared. As for who is 

responsible for collecting the information, it makes sense that on-site managers, who 

will have access to that information continuously, be the ones responsible.

In this example, the “inputs” category does not have a set of assumptions or risks 

associated with it, but the “activities” one does: It assumes that the facilities 

where the workshops will be held are available in the project period. Making such 

an assumption explicit in the plan ensures that the risk of not having access to a 

meeting room is understood, because if the assumption does not pan out, it will 

affect the number of training workshops the program can conduct.

When devising such a plan, it is important to consider carefully the type of informa-

tion needed, the choice of the information source, and the frequency of data collec-

tion. In practice, for many programs, local-level units will compile data on a monthly 

or quarterly basis, which is the case for all but the “outcomes” category in the 

example above. But thinking through how frequently data are needed is not a trivial 

issue; in principle, having more and more frequent reports could be valuable, but 

doing so in practice will likely pose serious issues for those responsible for collecting 

all the data. Thus, the frequency of data collection should be balanced against the 

capacity of the designated staff to carry it out (including literacy/numeracy skills and 

the ability to schedule recordkeeping as part of already preexisting regular program 

duties). It also should be balanced against the program’s ability to actually respond 

to the information. We discuss this point a little later on in this chapter, but it is worth 

stressing here that those making use of the data must be able make use of it; if data 

are collected with too much frequency, it may not get used in a timely manner, thus 

overwhelming all parties and defeating the purpose of collecting it so frequently in 

the first place. 

For the project in the above example, the project team defined a reporting schedule 

and a protocol reference sheet for each indicator. This sheet lists the name, objec-

tive, and definition of the indicator alongside the unit of measurement, data source, 

and how it will be analyzed. Explicit codification of these details helps all team 

members to understand how the monitoring will be done. An example protocol refer-

ence sheet drawn from the FEF project in Northern Ghana is shown in figure 4.1. In 

this example, the protocol reference sheet is filled out for an indicator defined as the 

percentage of farmers who know their personal savings account balance.

Once the monitoring plan is set, it should be reviewed in its entirety to ensure that 

the burden of responsibility is fair and reasonable and that accountability is not 

overly concentrated. As noted in the example above, it is fair and reasonable (indeed, 

makes the most sense) for site managers to collect data to measure the indicator on 

When devising an 

implementation plan, 

carefully consider the type of 

information needed, its source, 

and how frequently such 

information must be collected.
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how many printed training materials are available at each workshop, because they 

are actually there. You will need to work with designated staff to ensure that they 

understand their roles within the overall system. You should discuss with them their 

specific reporting responsibilities, including the frequency and sources of information 

to be used. It is important that the monitoring tasks are feasible at all levels. program 

staff will also be more motivated to collect and report monitoring data when they 

understand the purpose of the monitoring system and how it can benefit the 

program and possibly their own work. It is important to ensure that the monitoring 

process does not become so burdensome as to defeat its purpose.

While having an organizing matrix such as that outlined in the above example makes 

sense for monitoring all programs, those implementing more complex interventions 

may want to complement the matrix with other project management tools that 

provide a closer look at particular aspects of the monitoring process; such tools can 

also help to operationalize the matrix for day-to-day operations. For example, there 

may be sequences of processes where one process must take place before another 

one does; it may, for example, rely on the data from that process. Flow diagrams 

could be used in this case to clarify the sequence of processes. And recordkeeping 

Monitoring plans should be 

reviewed to ensure the burden 

of responsibility is fair and 

accountability is not overly 

concentrated.

fIguRe 4.1 exAMPLe IndICAToR PRoToCoL RefeRenCe SheeT

Name of Indicator: Insert the complete name of indicator

% of farmers who know precisely their personal savings balance 

Objective to which Indicator Responds: Why are you measuring this indicator?

The indicator responds to objective 2: To increase the use of financial services mainly through savings and cash-crop loans. 

For those farmers who operate savings accounts, the indicator will seek to assess the number (%) who know their savings bal-

ance.

definition of the Indicator: Unpack as much as possible the specific definition of this indicator. When will the individual/Unit be 

counted as reached?

The number (%) of farmers who know how much money is left in their savings accounts. 

Unit of Measurement and disaggregation: In what unit will this indicator be captured and is there any disaggregation (male/female, 

age, etc.)

Number of farmers, disaggregated by gender (male/female); Groups (A, B1, B2, and C) during the end-of-project evaluation; Years 

of participation in primary Farmer Based Organization; and Literacy.

dATA SOURCE

data Source: Where will the data be collected?

data will be elicited from farmers, Association of Church-Based development Non-Governmental Organization Financial Education 

project and banks through questionnaires during the baseline study and end-of-project evaluation.

dATA ANALYSIS

data Analysis: How will the data from this indicator be analyzed? Who will be responsible for analysis? How often are the data ana-

lyzed? Specify when the analysis will be conducted.

The data will be collected during the baseline study (August–September 2010) and end-of-project evaluation stage (June–August 

2011), and analyzed during those periods using the SpSS statistical package. These analyses will be done by external consultants.
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charts can be used to document specific staff responsibilities for performing and 

supervising monitoring activities.

Before leaving this section, it is worth noting that financial monitoring is a critical 

component of M&E plans but is often not part of them. The reason for this is that 

program finances are often managed separately from actual program implementa-

tion; as such, financial monitoring is typically conducted by a program accountant 

rather than a program manager and is tied to the budget cycle.

Still, while costs may not be physically or functionally part of an M&E system, the 

costs of inputs and activities are important monitoring indicators, and tracking 

expenses is critical for project management. In the example above, the cost of the 

training materials—in terms of designing and printing them—that serve as inputs to 

the training sessions must be accounted for. Good bookkeeping facilitates account-

ability within the program and is often required by external supporters or funders. 

But beyond accountability purposes, having reliable cost data will serve as a key 

input in any cost-effectiveness and cost-benefit analyses. We discuss this more in 

chapter 11, when we talk about such analyses in more detail.

4.3 HOW dO WE BRING MONITORING INFORMATION 
TOGETHER?

Not surprisingly, the output of the monitoring plan is a large amount of data and 

information. As the example in table 4.1 shows for the training session part of the 

FEF financial capability program in Northern Ghana, large amounts of data are being 

collected on a frequent basis. 

Figure 4.2 shows that data and information typically flow from the bottom up, where 

they get consolidated. For example, for large programs, information is collected 

While financial monitoring is 

not typically part of M&e plans, 

it is critical for both program 

management and program 

accountability purposes.

Box 4.1 MonIToRIng In PRACTICe: An exAMPLe fRoM The RTf PILoT 
PRogRAM In MALAWI

In some programs it is possible to collect meaningful monitoring data automatically. 

For instance, an RTF pilot program in Malawi aims to encourage formal savings by 

agricultural workers. Rather than paying workers in cash, workers’ wages were directly 

deposited into bank accounts. The bank then records activities on these accounts, such 

as the time and amount of deposits and withdrawals. With proper consent from the 

account holders, these records can be used to monitor the program’s progress and 

to adjust the program operations if necessary. And, of course, this highly frequent and 

detailed administrative data can also feed into the process and impact evaluations.
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and consolidated at individual field locations (e.g., individual bank branches, local 

community centers). The data are then examined, collated, and sent on to an inter-

mediate level (e.g., a district office), and from there sent on to create a centralized 

database. At each administrative level, some relevant information can be extracted 

for management use.

At each stage of the process, it is important to balance what information is collected 

and retained and what information is sent on and by whom. Of course, some 

fIguRe 4.2 PYRAMId of MonIToRIng InfoRMATIon fLoWS

Increasing 
degree of data 
consolidation

data extracted 
for management 

use

Centralized  
database  
(e.g., MIS)

Intermediate level 
(e.g., district officers)

Individual field locations (e.g., bank branches)

amount of duplication across individuals or program administrative levels is to be 

expected and is, in fact, important for recordkeeping and cross-checking. But it is 

still important to maintain a balance, such that only the most necessary information 

is aggregated and sent upwards, especially when the next level consolidates a vast 

number of lower-level units. Focusing only those data that are critical for assessing 

the daily program operations will reduce the burden on the field staff to collect the 

data and ensure that the information is accessible to managers.

As part of this process, it is important to have both clear protocols and forms for 

data entry and reporting. In the first case, having set guidelines and schedules for 

entering and/or processing this information regularly at the field level can greatly 

increase the quality and efficiency of data collection. At each stage, quality checks 

and validations should be conducted, either by examining the aggregate data, 

conducting random audits, or both. 

As for the forms, collection and reporting forms that simplify and standardize infor-

mation can facilitate high-quality data entry and review. In the above-mentioned FEF 

having both clear protocols 

and forms for data entry and 

reporting is one way to ensure 

the right data in the right form 

get to those who need to use 

them.
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project in Northern Ghana, the project team designed a simple sign-up sheet for 

participants who ask for the training name and location, in addition to recording the 

names and contact details of the participants. providing these sheets to each loca-

tion reduces the chance that the participant list is incomplete or that some critical 

information about the training (such as the location) is missing. 

Note that if data are being collected on forms that are being newly developed as 

part of the monitoring system, it is important to design and test the forms with a 

view toward their use in the field. If those charged with actually entering the data do 

not understand the form or how to use it, then the data collected will not be useful. 

Another good reason for field-testing the forms is that changing paperwork after the 

fact can be highly disruptive to field staff; thus, it is wise to ensure from the start 

that forms are as complete as possible (including identifiers for follow-up), but not 

overly burdensome. 

Typically, as shown at the top of figure 4.2, the highest degree of consolidation 

relies on a centralized, computerized management information system (MIS). 

Computerization has significant advantages, including the ability to validate data as 

it is entered, perform automatic calculations, consolidate information quickly, and 

generate backups. Not to mention that the use of a computerized system often helps 

in transferring the data and in making it more likely that monitoring data are easily 

accessible and usable in the context of a larger process or impact evaluation. 

A highly developed MIS may be used from bottom up, including an interface that 

allows program data to be entered electronically by implementing staff or, in larger 

projects, by dedicated operators. Higher-level checks and data on outputs may need 

to be entered by supervisors. New approaches to computerized monitoring also make 

it possible to use mobile devices such as cellphones for data entry from the field.

Having said this, though, and in many cases relevant to this Toolkit, the use of manual 

data entry and management at lower levels may be more appropriate and quite suffi-

cient, depending on the situation. There are many factors to consider when deciding 

between a computer or paper-based system, such as the:

 � Nature of the program delivery, whether through a centralized point or by trav-

eling field agents.

 � Availability and maintenance needs of computer systems.

 � Availability and training needs of staff with operating skill.

 � Environmental conditions (e.g., heat, dust, humidity, reliability of power, and 

possibility of theft).
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There is likely to be a trade-off between what many program managers may want 

and what implementing staff can or want to do. For example, program managers 

may prefer to receive reports in electronic spreadsheets, but implementing staff 

may find that entering data this way is cumbersome and distracts them from dealing 

with participants. In such cases, it may be better to track processes using paper and 

pencil and enter the data electronically at a later time and at a different level in the 

pyramid. Typically, data entry and review is done on paper up to the central level and 

then entered into a computer system.

4.4 HOW dO WE USE MONITORING IN pROJECT 
MANAGEMENT?

A good monitoring system supported by a comprehensive MIS can guide project 

operations, track financial resources, provide managerial decision support, and facili-

tate communication with stakeholders.

In a common scenario for high-level communications and reporting to internal 

and external stakeholders, field reports are generally continuously produced, on a 

monthly or quarterly basis, with information at a centralized level produced biannu-

ally or annually—or in response to the program’s administrative deadlines, requests 

for funding, and the like. Later parts of the Toolkit will expand on the use of such 

reporting overall. 

However, apart from such high-level reporting, it is also desirable to build data utiliza-

tion into the monitoring system itself, by explicitly incorporating a feedback process. 

In every period, after information is consolidated and reported, project implementers 

at each level can review the data to examine the aggregate period performance rela-

tive to previous periods. This ensures that the monitoring system supports all staff in 

their daily tasks and gives them opportunities to learn and respond directly to poten-

tial problems. The FEF project described above holds quarterly review meetings for 

this purpose.

In terms of the latter, because monitoring is ongoing and conducted in real time, 

a monitoring system can be used to identify potential problems as they arise. One 

way to do this is to include automatic “trigger points” tied to given indicators. When 

the specified indicators reach a specific level, certain responses are automatically 

initiated according to a predefined process in the monitoring plan. Trigger points can 

be negative and tied to “warnings,” in which case the monitoring system can require 

an immediate remedial response by the management team, followed by frequent 

assessments to ensure the problem has been resolved. Action can then be taken and 

reported as part of the monitoring report itself.

When it comes to an MIS, 

there is likely to be a trade-off 

between what many program 

managers may want and what 

implementing staff can or want 

to do.

TwO DIFFERENT USES OF 
TRIGGER POINTS

warnings: notify managers 

when implementers have 

missed targets

Incentives: notify managers 

when implementers have met 

targets
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Consider the example of the FEF training project from earlier. One of the key “activ-

ities” is the number of training workshops conducted at each site. The monitoring 

system can place a trigger or warning flag in place to notify program managers if the 

number drops, say, below four per month at a given site. Similarly, if the percentage 

of customers who complete the training course were to drop below the expected 

take-up rate, say, below 20 percent, then program managers would be immediately 

notified and could investigate potential causes and strategies to raise completion. 

Of course, monitoring systems do not just need to register warnings; a “positive devi-

ance” approach, for example, would link these trigger points to incentives. Monitoring 

systems can then be used to identify and deliver recognition to implementers who 

perform well and to give management the opportunity to identify and learn from best 

practices. This kind of monitoring can give credit to deserving program staff, build incen-

tives to improve efficiency, build morale, and generate staff support for monitoring.

4.5 HOW CAN WE BUILd A ROBUST MONITORING 
SYSTEM?

The guidance provided in this chapter explains in broad terms how monitoring is 

conducted and used, but the reality is that any monitoring system for a specific program 

will need to be tailored to that program and to what makes sense for that program. 

Having said that, there are some universal factors applicable to any program that will 

enable you to build a robust approach to monitoring. Table 4.2 provides a checklist of 

TABLe 4.2 CheCKLIST foR enSuRIng A quALITY MonIToRIng SYSTeM

planning for monitoring

 � Are the monitoring indicators clearly linked to the inputs, outputs, outcomes, and 

final outcomes they are meant to measure?

 � does the monitoring plan identify all the critical risks and assumptions?

 � Are sufficient resources available for the ongoing monitoring activities, including 

staff and materials (such as reporting forms)?

 � Are the program staff aware of their responsibilities in the monitoring plan?

Implementing the monitoring plan

 � Are there instructions and established processes for collecting and reporting moni-

toring indicators and measures?

 � Is the information and data needed for monitoring captured and reported in a timely 

and systematic fashion?

 � Are data disaggregated at the levels required by the monitoring indicators?

 � Is there a process for controlling the quality of the data at all levels?

 � Are the necessary safeguards in place to ensure confidentiality and privacy of the 

program beneficiaries?

Using the results of the monitoring plan  � Are the monitoring plan and reports updated regularly?
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these factors, grouped by planning for monitoring, implementing the monitoring plan, 

and using the results of monitoring. 

KEY pOINTS

The process of monitoring—regularly collecting, analyzing, and reviewing information 

about how a program is operating—is a critical part of any assessment of a financial 

capability program, both in and of itself and as an input to the process, impact, and 

cost evaluations discussed in the subsequent chapters.

A well-designed monitoring plan will help program implementers understand how a 

program is rolling out—whether the inputs and activities that are parts of the results 

framework are aligned with the program’s objectives; and whether the delivery of 

those inputs and activities is proceeding as planned. Being able to see in real time 

any emerging problems allows implementers to rapidly adjust a program to make 

sure it gets back on course. A well-designed monitoring plan also helps ensure that 

critical stakeholders involved in the program’s implementation stay abreast of the 

progress as the program unfolds.
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ChAPTeR 5

P 
rocess  
evaluation

As we discussed in chapter 2, process evaluations address a broad range of 

questions about the nature of a financial capability program’s development and 

implementation, including its relevance, efficiency, and effectiveness. Such evalua-

tions are used to help program managers understand how well a program is being 

implemented relative to the program’s goals and objectives, how participants feel 

about the program and the services being delivered, what barriers implementers 

might be facing in implementing the program effectively, and how to address those 

barriers in real time to improve program implementation. The information from a 

process evaluation is also valuable to other stakeholders who have an interest in the 

program, such as funders and local authorities.

In this chapter, we discuss when it makes sense to conduct a process evaluation. 

Then, we lay out the steps that should logically be a part of process evaluations.

5.1 WHEN SHOULd WE CONdUCT A pROCESS 
EVALUATION?

The question of when, and whether, to conduct a process evaluation can be a diffi-

cult one to settle. When is a process evaluation good value for money? do we need 

one if we already have a monitoring system in place? Should we spend our scarce 

resources on a process evaluation, or should we just aim for a bigger impact evalua-

tion? Why should a monitoring system be established?

part of the difficulty—which is reflected in the above questions—is that there is a 

great deal of overlap between what monitoring (and a monitoring system) does and 

what process evaluations do. Both focus on understanding the implementation of a 

financial capability program. As we mentioned in chapter 4, monitoring can provide 

managers, staff, and other stakeholders with routine indicators on the implementa-

tion and progress of the program, and can facilitate timely adjustments to accommo-

date emerging threats and opportunities. 

If, for example, the financial capability program requires specific activities to occur 

at specific times, a well-laid-out monitoring system will tell program managers 

There is a great deal of overlap 

between what monitoring and 

process evaluations do.
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whether those activities occurred when they were supposed to and, if not, will aid in 

making sure that they do down the road. In a sense, monitoring serves—as we noted 

earlier—as a sort of early warning system.

There is no universally applicable answer to the question of whether one needs both 

a monitoring system and a process evaluation. It depends on the type of program, 

the resources available, and whether a process evaluation would actually help 

answer important questions about the intervention that a monitoring system would 

not. While monitoring systems can address whether inputs, activities, and services 

are being delivered as anticipated, process evaluations focus more on the effec-

tiveness of those inputs, activities, and services relative to the program’s goals and 

objectives.

Above and beyond this distinction, there are some cases where it seems clear that 

process evaluations will make sense. Examples include financial capability programs 

that involve new or complex interventions, such as those involving multiple stake-

holders or services, those dealing with sensitive issues, or those taking place in 

conflict areas. In those cases, process evaluations can be extremely valuable in 

helping practitioners identify emerging challenges and areas for improvement. 

For example, in the case of financial capability programs dealing with individuals’ 

personal financial information (which can be considered sensitive), process evalua-

tions can indicate whether the intervention’s approach is deemed acceptable and 

safe to the intended beneficiaries.

5.2 HOW SHOULd pROCESS EVALUATIONS BE 
CONdUCTEd?

Once a decision has been made to conduct a process evaluation, there are series of 

logical steps to take in the process, which are captured in figure 5.1.

Process evaluations are 

particularly important for new 

or complex interventions, such 

as those dealing with sensitive 

issues.

fIguRe 5.1 STePS In ConduCTIng A PRoCeSS eVALuATIon

Develop results 
framework

Develop process 
evaluation 
questions

Collect 
necessary data Analyze data

Develop/
implement 
solutions to 
problems/
challenges
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5.2.1 develop results framework

Although process evaluations are different from impact evaluations, they can both 

benefit greatly from using the results framework model discussed in chapter 3 to 

conceptualize the intervention and reflect the program’s components (inputs, activ-

ities, outputs, and outcomes), what it is expected to achieve, and how it is expected 

to achieve it. In a process evaluation, this framework can inform the development of 

the key questions guiding the inquiry, something we discuss in the next step. 

An important consideration in deciding on the focus of the process evaluation is 

whether the information collected will actually be valuable to the intervention, and 

whether the data will be used to make adjustments and improvements. It is easy 

to come up with a long list of interesting questions for a process evaluation; the 

challenge is to develop a process evaluation that will constitute value-added for the 

intervention. 

5.2.2 develop process evaluation questions

A process evaluation can address many types of questions, but they are generally 

grouped into three main areas: outputs, implementation/operations, and appro-

priateness/acceptability. While the specific questions to be covered depend on the 

specific characteristics of the program and its context, figure 5.2 shows a sampling 

of common questions that broadly apply for many evaluators.

As noted above, some of the questions in a process evaluation, particularly those 

about program outputs, are also the focus of monitoring systems. However, moni-

toring is a routine process of documenting or reviewing the implementation 

while process evaluations provide an overall assessment of implementation and 

delivery mechanisms, at an early or intermediate point in a program’s life, including 

whether improvements could be made. process evaluations can be particularly 

useful in the pilot or early implementation stage of programs, where the focus is 

more on tweaking implementation to ensure a smooth operation rather than on the 

project’s impact.

5.2.3 Collect necessary data

Once evaluators have settled on the main focus of the process evaluation and the 

types of questions they want to answer, data collection can begin. The data collected 

will of course depend on those questions, but here we talk about three types of data 

that can be used to inform a process evaluation: monitoring data, qualitative data, 

and quantitative data. 

It is easy to come up with 

interesting questions for 

a process evaluation; the 

challenge is to develop a 

process evaluation adds value 

to the intervention.

MONITORING VERSUS 
PROCESS EVALUATION

Monitoring: routine process 

of documenting or reviewing 

implementation 

Process evaluation: overall 

assessment of implementation 

and delivery mechanisms
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MONITORING DATA

In many cases, and where available, monitoring data can form the basis of process 

evaluation, especially when the evaluation’s key questions focus on outputs, 

processes, and even finances. Monitoring data often includes details on how many 

beneficiaries a financial capability program is reaching, the demographic character-

istics of those beneficiaries, and costs involved in implementing the program. For 

example, in the case of bank-based financial capability training, metrics could include 

the number of people attending workshops relative to both planned attendance and 

to all potential attendees, number of workshops provided, how much attrition there 

is from the workshops, how much the workshops cost, and so forth.

While monitoring tracks program management and delivery, process evaluation 

addresses larger issues of whether the program is performing as planned in terms 

of design and targeting as well as implementation. In this regard, monitoring can be 

viewed as an input to process evaluation. Indeed, process evaluations can and often 

do include an assessment of the monitoring system itself. While monitoring may be 

fIguRe 5.2 SAMPLe queSTIonS foR PRoCeSS eVALuATIon

Outputs

 � How many participants have received the intervention 
relative to the program’s expectations/plan?

 � How much “intervention” have participants received 
relative to the program’s expectations/plan?

Implementation/
operations

Appropriateness/
acceptability

 � What are participants’ understanding and views of the 
program?

 � How do participants feel about the way in which the 
program has been implemented so far?

 � What are other stakeholders’ (such as local authorities) 
views of the program?

 � What can we change to make it more acceptable to 
participants and stakeholders?

 � does the program adhere to the planned time frame for 
implementation? If not, why not?

 � Is program implementation occurring as planned? If 
not, in what ways is implementation deviating from the 
plan, and what are the consequences of this for program 
effectiveness and efficiency?

 � Are all the different stakeholders, including key 
personnel, implementation partners, and subcontractors, 
participating in the program as expected? If not, why 
not? What has the effect of this been?
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an input to process evaluations, such evaluations can and do take place without a 

formal monitoring plan. 

process evaluations can range from very comprehensive to very narrow. As 

suggested in chapter 5, resources and time often dictate the choice on how to focus 

a process evaluation. For example, a comprehensive evaluation might choose to 

examine a number of questions about outputs, implementation, and acceptability of 

a program when a narrower study would only focus on a small number of issues in 

those areas. 

QUALITATIVE dATA

The data that come from monitoring systems are often quantitative data (e.g., the 

number of training workshops given), but process evaluators often use a range of 

qualitative methods to collect data. While a robust monitoring system may be able 

to provide quantitative answers to some of the implementation questions above, in 

many cases these answers may not be enough, especially when evaluators are inter-

ested in participants’ experiences in receiving program services or implementers’ 

experiences in delivering those services. Many of the questions in a process eval-

uation, such as those about the public acceptability of the intervention and partic-

ipants’ experiences, may best be answered through qualitative research, such as 

interviews and focus groups with stakeholders. Some process evaluations even rely 

exclusively on qualitative research.

Process evaluations can be 

comprehensive or narrow, 

depending on time and/or 

resources.

Box 5.1 RTf In PRACTICe: PRoCeSS eVALuATIon uSIng SuRVeYS

In the course of the Russia Financial Literacy and Education Trust Fund (RTF) pilot program of a school-based financial 

capability program in Brazil, the evaluators conducted a survey of the school principals and teachers who were delivering 

the intervention. This survey was part of an assessment of how the program was unfolding. The data collection exercise also 

aimed to highlight areas for improvement in program delivery to inform the process of scaling up to the rest of the country. 

The surveys of teachers and principals happened at the end of the school year, at the same time as the student baseline and 

follow-up surveys. Because the researchers wanted to learn about program delivery, the data collection took place only in 

treatment schools.

The questions focused on whether the school received the necessary materials, how many classes received the intervention, 

how teachers used the materials to teach the program’s content, and other issues about program delivery. These questions 

were administered by the researchers; an additional set of self-administered questions included the teachers’ backgrounds, 

qualifications, and views of the financial capability content taught as part of the program.

The researchers plan on investigating the program delivery by looking at a range of indicators such as the percentage of 

schools where books were utilized and the percentage of teachers who thought books were very helpful. These statistics as 

well as a summary of qualitative data will also be included in the evaluation report. 
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Evaluators can use a range of qualitative methodologies to collect data in a process 

evaluation, including:

 � In-depth interviews

 � Semi-structured and cognitive interviews

 � Focus groups

 � desk review of documents and materials

 � Mystery shopping and audit studies.

These methodologies and their implementation are described in more detail in 

chapter 5. As mentioned above, the data collection method used will depend 

primarily on the questions you need answered. For instance, the process evaluation 

of a school-based financial capability program may require observations of classes 

to assess how well the material is being delivered, as well as focus groups with 

students to explore whether the material is suitable given the intervention’s aims.

QUANTITATIVE dATA

As noted, monitoring data are almost always quantitative in nature, but there are 

other kinds of quantitative data that can be used to good effect in process evalua-

tions; such data can provide a useful way to quickly learn about the experience of 

larger groups. For example, a school-based financial literacy program may want to 

understand how teachers feel about the course material, how students respond to 

the lessons, and what practical challenges exist in different contexts (see box 5.1). 

Such information is not available in routine monitoring data, but it can be collected 

use of protocols can help 

to ensure consistency in 

gathering data in interviews 

and focus groups.

Box 5.2 RTf In PRACTICe: PRoCeSS eVALuATIon uSIng foCuS 
gRouPS And InTeRVIeWS

One of the RTF pilot projects examines a financial literacy training program about the 

importance and benefits of saving in Bihar, India. In order to disentangle the mechanism 

through which attitudes and behaviors are shaped by the financial literacy intervention, 

the project team conducted a process evaluation using in person interviews and focus 

groups. These interviews were conducted with program staff and program participants 

immediately following the delivery of the intervention. The questions addressed a 

number of areas, such as service delivery (e.g., location and timing of training, feasibility 

of program approaches used), resources (e.g., were resources adequate, how to 

reduce resources without compromising program quality), service use (e.g., how 

were participants recruited, which participants took up the program), and program 

participant experiences (e.g., what was motivation for participating, opinions on length 

of training and content of the course). 
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quickly through a short quantitative survey. Although quantitative data generally 

provides less in-depth information than qualitative data, it often can be collected 

faster and can contain information about more people.

5.2.4 Analyze data

Once all the data collected for your process evaluation are in, you are faced with the 

task of figuring out what it all means for your program and how to put that informa-

tion to best use. While there are no hard and fast rules about how to do this, it pays 

to be systematic in your analysis. It is important in this regard to remember that the 

data were not collected in a vacuum; they were collected to answer some specific 

process evaluation questions—questions that were, in turn, driven by the results 

framework that underpins the evaluation itself. Thus, it makes sense to go back to 

your process evaluation questions and identify the answers from among your data 

and ensure that the analysis of those answers is linked with goals and objectives 

that are drivers of the results framework.

5.2.5 develop and implement solutions to problems and 
challenges

The final step in figure 5.2 is to develop approaches to mitigate any problems your 

process evaluation has identified. process evaluations will logically reveal what is 

working well and what is not in implementing a financial capability program. Because 

process evaluations tends to be formative rather summative evaluations—that 

is, occurring as the program is being rolled out—it is important to remember that 

simply identifying problems or issues is not the ultimate goal; identifying them early 

on allows implementers to adjust the program in ways that can rectify those prob-

lems.

In our school-based financial literacy program example, if issues emerge about the 

material taught or the training of teachers, implementers may need to tweak the 

material or training accordingly. They may also want to involve at least some of the 

program’s stakeholders in this process, such as some teachers or school directors 

in our example above. They may be able to help develop suitable and practical solu-

tions to some of your program’s challenges.

KEY pOINTS

planning a process evaluation involves the same initial steps as planning for moni-

toring and for an impact evaluation, beginning with the common process of concep-

tualizing program components and processes using the results framework model 

and identifying indicators. After this stage, the difference lies in the objectives of the 

Identifying problems early on 

allows implementers to adjust 

ongoing programs to rectify 

those problems.
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evaluation, the measures and methods employed, the type of data obtained, and 

the outcomes of the analysis. However, further discussions of logistics, analytical 

methods, and presentation in this Toolkit apply equally to process and impact evalu-

ations.

The core task of designing a process evaluation consists of the selection of the 

methods for data collection. As mentioned above, data collection can be accom-

plished by drawing on the program’s monitoring system; quantitative research activ-

ities; and/or qualitative research activities. The analysis of these data should enable 

you to develop recommendations for improvements to those areas of the program 

that experience challenges or demonstrate weaknesses. 

process evaluations can stand alone, but it is important to recognize that, by design, 

a process evaluation can provide only limited evidence about program effects, 

something that is typically the purview of impact evaluations, which are discussed 

in chapter 6. The strength of a process evaluation is in its ability to provide imple-

menters, practitioners, and other stakeholders with a comprehensive picture of how 

well the program is progressing relative to expectations. As such, the findings from a 

process evaluation can be extremely valuable as part of a comprehensive evaluation 

strategy by providing important contextual information, supporting the interpretation 

of the results of an accompanying impact evaluation, and identifying specific areas 

within the structure and management of the program for improvement. Chapter 7 

discusses bringing these elements together in greater detail.
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ChAPTeR 6

I 
mpact 
evaluation

Whereas a process evaluation answers questions about a financial capability 

program’s development and implementation, an impact evaluation is a 

powerful tool for learning about whether or not a financial capability program is 

accomplishing the goals and objectives set out for the program. Results from impact 

evaluations are key inputs in helping funders, policy makers, and other stakeholders 

determine how successful a program is, and they are also key inputs into conducting 

cost analyses, which we discuss later in chapter 11.

In this chapter, we first define key terms and concepts related to impact evaluations 

and then discuss some commonly used evaluation methods that are not appropriate 

for impact evaluations. Then, we introduce the full menu of quantitative methods 

that are appropriate and available for conducting impact evaluations of financial 

capability programs. The methods described here are appropriate for both finan-

cial education programs intended to increase financial knowledge and for financial 

behavioral interventions designed to influence financial decision making. We high-

light the evaluation methods using examples from the Russia Financial Literacy 

and Education Trust Fund (RTF) pilot programs and from those published in the 

economics and development literature. We also discuss practical and logistical chal-

lenges in impact evaluation.

Much of the material presented here can be found in other well-written toolkits that 

present quantitative methods for a general intervention setting; here, we focus on 

methods and examples specific to financial capability interventions. This chapter is 

one of the lengthier and more detailed chapters in the Toolkit. In thinking about how 

to best access the material in this chapter, we recommend reading sections 6.1 and 

6.2 for readers who want an overview of impact evaluation concepts. Figure 6.1 at 

the end of section 6.1 describes the type of evaluation methodology most relevant 

by program characteristics, and can provide useful guidance on which subsections of 

this chapter (and other chapters) to explore in more detail. The mathematical back-

ground for each methodology described in this chapter can be found in appendix B. 

Finally, a list of references for further reading is provided at the end of the chapter. 
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6.1 KEY CONCEpTS FOR IMpACT EVALUATION

An impact evaluation is a specific type of evaluation designed to answer a specific 

question: what is the causal effect of an intervention on an outcome of 

interest? put differently, what changes in outcomes are directly attributable to 

the intervention alone? The key concern here is being able to tease out whether 

the financial capability intervention directly causes the changes in the outcomes 

observed or whether those changes are the result of other factors in the environ-

ment. For example:

 � does a school-based financial literacy curriculum cause more savings by 

students, or do savings rates change for some other reason? 

 � does a soap opera’s financial capability storyline cause an increase in calls to 

the debt hotline, or is the increase in calls the result of other factors?

 � does the simplification of loan disclosure information cause low-income 

consumers to choose less costly loan products, or are changes in product 

usage caused by other factors?

While causality is a straightforward concept to understand, it can be difficult for a 

financial capability program to establish, because other factors besides the interven-

tion can affect the financial behavior of program participants.

For example, suppose we observe higher savings rates among participants in a 

school-based financial capability program. Suppose further that the adoption of the 

financial capability curriculum is optional and that students in schools who decide to 

adopt the curriculum come from higher-income families than do students in schools 

who do not receive the intervention. We might incorrectly conclude that the new 

curriculum leads to increased savings rates, when, in fact, it was the higher income 

levels in the participant populations that led to higher savings rates. In this case, 

different household income levels could affect the results we see.

Things that distort the association between the financial capability program and 

financial behaviors (in this case, household income) are called confounding 

factors. The aim of quantitative impact evaluation methods is to remove the effect 

of confounding factors as much as possible to establish a causal link between the 

financial capability intervention and the financial behavior being studied.

In an ideal imaginary situation, we would observe an individual in two alternate 

worlds, one in which she received the financial capability intervention and one in 

which she did not. The alternate world where the intervention was not received is 

known as the counterfactual. Taking the difference between the outcomes in these 

two imaginary settings would give us the impact of the intervention, because the 

An impact evaluation separates 

or helps tease out the effects 

of the intervention from the 

effects of other factors.

The “counterfactual” is an 

unobserved state where the 

program participant did not 

receive the intervention.
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only difference between the two settings is the individual’s participation in the inter-

vention in one of them and not in the other.

Continuing with the school curriculum example, we would want to compare the 

world in which a student follows the new curriculum and a parallel world where 

this same student follows the old curriculum. We would then measure the student’s 

savings rate in both worlds, and the difference in savings would give the causal 

effect of the financial literacy curriculum on savings.

Obviously, we don’t have alternative worlds that allow for a clean counterfactual. 

So the goal of an impact analysis is to rigorously “estimate” the counterfactual 

using statistical tools. Conceptually, evaluators do this by comparing two groups of 

individuals: the treatment group (defined as participants who receive the financial 

capability intervention) and the comparison or control group (defined as similar 

participants who do not receive the intervention). 

An ideal comparison group should:

 � Be identical to the treatment group in terms of characteristics, both observ-

able characteristics (such as race, gender, education, etc.) and unobserv-

able characteristics (such as motivation, preferences, family support, etc.), so 

that differences in outcomes are not confounded by other characteristics. 

 � Be expected to react to the financial capability program in the same way as 

the treatment group. That means that if the intervention were switched and 

given to the comparison group instead of the treatment group, the impact 

would be identical.

 � Be equally exposed to other interventions as the treatment group. The only 

difference between the treatment and control groups should be the interven-

tion itself.

To strengthen the validity of the comparison, we rely on specific statistical methods: 

(1) experimental methods, in which program participants are randomly assigned 

to the treatment and comparison groups; and (2) quasi-experimental methods, 

in which statistical methods are used to mimic random assignment. The former 

methods estimate the counterfactual by taking advantage of random measurement 

error, while the latter methods form control groups with the knowledge that they are 

not random. Box 6.1 discusses an issue known as selection bias that may arise if 

the treatment and comparison groups are not formed using experimental methods.

In the next few sections, we review the details of a variety of experimental and 

quasi-experimental methods. Experimental methods include randomized control 

trials and encouragement design. While experimental methods are the most concep-

tually straightforward way of forming the treatment and comparison groups, they 

TREATMENT VERSUS 
CONTROL

Treatment: those who receive 

intervention

Control: those who do not

TwO KEY QUANTITATIVE 
APPROACHES

Experimental: randomly 

assign participants to 

treatment and control groups

Quasi-experimental: use 

statistical methods to mimic 

random assignment
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are not always feasible; in settings where experimental methods are not feasible, it 

is important to recognize this fact and employ the most appropriate quasi-experi-

mental method. The quasi-experimental methods described below include regression 

discontinuity design, propensity score matching, and difference-in-difference.

First and foremost, in choosing an evaluation design, it is wise to consider “the over-

arching principle…that the rules of program operation provide a guide to which 

method is best suited to which program and [that] those rules can and should drive 

the evaluation method, not vice versa” (Gertler et al. 2011). Figure 6.1 presents a 

decision tree for choosing an appropriate impact evaluation design, starting from 

the top with Randomized Control Trials and progressing through the list. If one 

cannot answer “yes” to the question in the figure, then one would move on to the 

next approach. Importantly, as shown in the figure if there is a not a plan in place to 

conduct an evaluation prior to the start of the financial capability program, then one 

can’t use either of the two experimental designs. The figure also shows where in this 

chapter the methodology is described, and the introduction to each methodology 

in those subsections describes all relevant key terms. If the answer is “no” to all the 

questions, the final approach is to use the best convenience sample available. Conve-

nience samples are described in chapter 9, as noted in the figure.

Before we discuss the types of experimental and quasi-experimental approaches, we 

briefly discuss some methods that will not work.

Box 6.1 SeLeCTIon BIAS

Selection bias occurs when some characteristic(s) of the population causes them to 

self-select into a group (such as the treatment group), making it difficult to determine 

whether differences in outcomes are the result of this underlying characteristic(s) or of 

the program itself. For example, you might see significantly higher financial literacy test 

scores among people who participate in a financial capability intervention compared 

to those who did not participate, and credit the intervention for improving test scores. 

However, because of self-selection, there could be a number of differences between 

the people who chose to participate in the intervention and those who chose not 

to. For instance, those who chose to participate might have higher education levels 

and more concern about their finances than those who did not participate, and these 

differences may lead participants’ test scores to be higher than nonparticipant scores, 

even without any intervention. distortions such as this are called selection bias. If 

selection bias is a factor and not controlled for as best as possible through statistical 

methods, then it is not meaningful to simply compare the two sets of scores.
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6.2 A CAUTION AGAINST FALSE METHOdS

determining the best possible estimate of the counterfactual is at the heart of quan-

titative evaluation design. But not all quantitative evaluation designs are created 

equal. Some common research designs are relatively easy to put into practice but 

can’t provide good estimates of the causal intervention effect, because the counter-

factual is not sound:

 � Comparisons of outcomes before and after the program for those who partic-

ipated

 � Comparisons of outcomes between voluntary participants and nonpartici-

pants.

It may be tempting to compare the outcomes for participants before and after the 

program, in what is called a pre-post design. However, in this case, there is no way 

Some common research 

designs are easy to put into 

practice but cannot provide 

good estimates of causal 

effect.

fIguRe 6.1 deCISIon TRee foR ChooSIng IMPACT eVALuATIon 
deSIgn

Is there a plan to evaluate before the  
start of the program?

Yes

Can treatment be assigned based  
on an eligibility index?

Are there data before and after program for 
participants and nonparticipants?

Are there large administrative data 
on program participants?

does probability of treatment 
assigned depend on external factor?

Can you randomize incentives?

Can you randomize treatment assignment?

No

No

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Randomized control trial 
(section 6.3.1)

Best convenience sample 
(chapter 9)

difference-in-difference 
(section 6.4.3)

propensity score matching 
(section 6.4.2)

Instrumental variables 
(box 6.4)

Regression discontinuity design 
(section 6.4.1)

Encouragement design 
(section 6.3.2)

No
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to tell whether changes in outcomes result from the intervention or any other event 

that occurred at the same time. This is particularly true if the outcomes of interest 

are time-sensitive.

For example, schoolchildren’s financial capability scores may increase the year after 

a financial capability curriculum is administered. However, even without the curric-

ulum, we might see natural increases over time because of other factors, such as 

the fact the children are growing older and, as a result, are developing mathematical 

ability and getting a more general exposure to financial matters. There is no way 

to separate these effects without a comparison group. To get an estimate of the 

program impact in this setting, you would have to assume that every factor that 

affects the financial behaviors stayed constant during the time the intervention was 

in place. While evaluators can control for many time-varying factors that could affect 

outcomes, in practice it is impossible to collect enough data to capture all relevant 

measures exhaustively.

The problem with comparing voluntary participants to nonparticipants is selection 

bias, which we discussed above in box 6.1. It is not enough to control for differences 

that are observable, because measures of characteristics such as ability and motiva-

tion that determine participation are usually not available to the evaluator. If the indi-

viduals who chose to participate in the financial capability intervention are different 

from nonparticipants on any such characteristic that is not captured, then evaluators 

cannot clearly attribute the change in outcomes to the intervention.

While these two methods are not useful for estimating the causal impact of a 

program, information collected from program participants can and should be used 

for monitoring and process evaluation, as long as the limitations of this information 

are understood.

Box 6.2 WhAT IS The RoLe of quALITATIVe ReSeARCh In IMPACT eVALuATIon?

In the evaluation literature, we often use the technical term “impact” specifically to refer to a quantifiable change in an 

outcome measure that is attributable to an intervention, and “impact evaluation” to refer the statistical estimation and 

testing of causal effects. It is important to note that impact evaluation as defined cannot be purely qualitative. Even if we 

compare focus group discussions about outcomes collected from two randomly assigned treatment and comparison groups, 

qualitative methods cannot conclusively establish causal effects, in the sense of yielding estimates that can be subjected to 

a rigorous test. Many evaluators therefore typically think of impact evaluation as an entirely quantitative exercise. However, 

it is important to understand both the strengths and limitations of qualitative analysis in this context. Qualitative assessment 

of outcomes provides important context and explanation for why something happened. As such, it can and should be a part 

of any impact evaluation as an important complement (but not a substitute for) to quantitative impact evaluation methods. 

Furthermore, in any summative evaluation, it is important to combine quantitative and qualitative methods and to integrate 

elements from process evaluations and monitoring into impact evaluations as appropriate.
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6.3 EXpERIMENTAL EVALUATION dESIGNS

As noted above, experimental evaluation designs are those in which program partic-

ipants are randomly assigned to the treatment and comparison groups. We look at 

two types here: Randomized control trials (RCTs), and encouragement designs.

6.3.1 Randomized control trial

When conducted properly, an RCT is the best possible methodology for ensuring 

a valid counterfactual—it is considered the “gold standard” in evaluation. In this 

method, evaluators form the treatment and comparison (or control) groups by 

randomly assigning the financial capability intervention to a fraction of the eligible 

participants. Random assignment means that eligible participants are equally likely to 

be placed in the treatment group or the control group. As long as the group of partic-

ipants is large enough, the groups will be statistically identical.

One positive consequence of randomized control design is that every eligible partic-

ipant has an equal chance of receiving the financial capability intervention. This 

means that the design provides intervention administrators with a fair and trans-

parent rule for allocating scarce resources equally among program participants. 

pROGRAM CONdITIONS FOR SELECTING THIS EVALUATION AppROACH

When does it make sense to conduct an RCT? Evaluators can use this approach if:

 � The financial capability program’s conditions make it feasible to assign partic-

ipants to a treatment and control group.

 � Evaluators can randomize prior to the start of the program.

 � The program has a large enough number of participants in both the treat-

ment and comparison group to allow for meaningful statistical analysis.

 � It is easy for participants to comply with the assignment.

 � Evaluators have the institutional support needed to maintain and monitor 

the experiment.

For example, in evaluating a school curriculum related to financial capability, it is 

feasible to randomly assign a large group of school children prior to the start of the 

school year to classrooms that receive the new curriculum (treatment group) and old 

curriculum (control group). Because the students receive the intervention in a school 

setting, school leaders can ensure that the students receive the correct curriculum, 

and financial capability tests can be administered to both the treatment and control 

group students before and after the curriculum is taught.

RCTs are considered the “gold 

standard” in evaluation.
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In contrast, if policy makers are interested in evaluating a soap opera’s financial 

education storyline, they can’t have evaluators conduct an RCT of the storyline, 

because there is no method that can reasonably enforce the assignment of the treat-

ment and control groups.

Randomized assignment can be used when there is an oversubscription to an inter-

vention or when resources are limited in delivering the intervention to the entire 

population. Randomization can also be used to phase in an intervention over time 

to a large population by introducing the intervention one small group at a time. In 

this case, the participants who have not yet received the intervention will form the 

control group.

IMpLEMENTATION

Randomization should be conducted in three steps to ensure that the confounding 

factors have been removed (internal validity) and that the results can be generalized 

to entire population of eligible individuals (external validity). To elaborate, internal 

validity means that all confounding factors have been removed and that the 

comparison group represents the true counterfactual; therefore, intervention effects 

can be considered causal. External validity means that the impact evaluation 

results can be generalized to the population of all eligible units. The three steps are 

shown in figure 6.2 and discussed below.

INTERNAL VERSUS 
EXTERNAL VALIDITY

Internal: all confounding 

factors have been removed 

so comparison group is true 

counterfactual

External: evaluation results 

can be generalized to 

population of all eligible units

fIguRe 6.2 ThRee STePS In RAndoMIzed ASSIgnMenT

define eligible units

Internal

validity

Randomly select evaluation sample

Randomize assignment to  
treatment and control groups

External

validity

 � Step 1: Define eligible units. The eligible units are defined as the population 

you are interested in studying in the financial capability program being imple-

mented, such as school children, television viewers, or low-income citizens.

 � Step 2: Select evaluation sample. If the eligible population is small, then it 

can serve as the evaluation sample. However, if the eligible population is too 

large, then evaluators need to randomly select a representative sample of 
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units for the evaluation. The size of the evaluation sample is determined by a 

statistical calculation known as a power calculation, which is discussed in 

chapter 9 and in appendix B.

 � Step 3: Randomize assignment to treatment and control groups. The final 

step is to randomly assign units to the treatment and control groups. Typically, 

the randomization is conducted as a lottery draw and performed by computer 

software or by flipping a coin. It is important to establish a rule for how people 

will be assigned to the treatment before the random numbers are generated 

(or the coins are flipped). This ensures that the randomization is not invali-

dated by researcher interference.

A key concern for RCTs is the decision about what level to perform the random-

ization at. Random assignment can be done at the individual, household, school, 

community, or regional level. This decision depends partly on how the program will 

be implemented.

For example, for school-based programs, randomly assigning schools to a treatment 

or control group is logical, whereas for the purposes of financial literacy mentoring, 

an individual or community-based randomization may be more fitting.

The randomization level also depends on whether the evaluators are interested in 

different groups of eligible units. For example, men and women respond differently 

to a financial mentoring program. In this case, the eligible population can first be 

divided into subgroups (by demographic characteristic such as gender, age, income, 

Box 6.3 RTf In PRACTICe: deSIgnIng RAndoMIzATIon To AVoId 
SPILLoVeRS

In Uganda, researchers are performing a randomized evaluation of KASSIdA, a business 

education program provided to small workshops in Uganda. Owing to the physical 

clustering of workshops, the randomization is at cluster rather than individual level. 

Researchers hope to mostly eliminate the direct copying of new techniques learned in 

training—the first source of potential spillover effects—because workshops operating 

side-by-side are either all receiving training or part of our control group. However, 

interestingly, they also hope to directly assess the size of the spillover effects by 

mapping the full spectrum of inter-relations between workshops that are part of our 

study (both within and across treatment and control groups) and also with those 

outside our sample. To assess the spillover effects, outcomes of interest will be tracked 

for up to five network contacts for both treatment and control groups, and researchers 

will compare changes in performance for the contacts of each group that are outside 

the study sample.
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Box 6.4 RTf In PRACTICe: exAMPLe of An RCT In BRAzIL

One of the RTF pilot programs implemented a school-based financial education curriculum in Brazil. The eligible population for this 

study was identified as students in their last two years of secondary school. In the pilot program, 891 schools in 5 states and the 

Federal district were identified as the evaluation sample. Because these states and schools were not selected at random from all 

states and schools in the country, the external validity of the evaluation is not guaranteed. 

The random assignment was stratified by state and by how much financial inclusion there was in the municipality where the 

school is located. Within each stratum, schools were matched into pairs by student and neighborhood characteristics, such 

as number of students and teachers in the high schools, dropout rates, graduation rates, municipality Gdp per capita, and 

municipality savings per capita. Within these pairs, one school was randomly assigned to treatment and the other school to 

the control group. The table shows the total number of schools and students in each group.

Results of school-level randomization

STATE

CONTROL GROUP TREATMENT GROUP

SCHOOLS STUDENTS SCHOOLS STUDENTS

Ceará 60 1,959 61 2,012

distrito Federal 29 1,112 32 1,105

Minas Gerais 15 371 14 360

Rio de Janeiro 136 3,752 134 3,513

São paulo 174 6,037 168 5,471

Tocantins 17 514 17 505

Total 431 13,745 426 13,236

The table below compares characteristics between the treatment and control groups.

Comparison of characteristics

VARIABLE TREATMENT CONTROL DIFFERENCE

Female 0.562 0.549 0.013

Age ≤ 13 0.003 0.004 −0.001

Age = 14 0.013 0.009 0.004

Age = 15 0.150 0.148 0.002

Age = 16 0.486 0.510 −0.024*

Age = 17 0.227 0.221 0.006

Age ≥ 18 0.121 0.109 0.012

Baseline financial test results

Number of points 15.660 15.549 0.111

percentage right answers 0.476 0.472 0.004

Level of proficiency 50.149 49.799 0.350

Autonomy score 50.028 50.081 −0.053

Intention to Save score 49.919 50.011 −0.092

Note: * indicates significance at 5% level.

While only 12 characteristics are displayed in the table above, the researchers actually checked 73 characteristics. Of the 73 

characteristics tested for equality, seven were statistically significantly different between the treatment and control groups. 

Since the seven characteristics comprise 9.4 percent of the tested characteristics, the randomization was successful, and the 

comparison group is a good estimate of the counterfactual.
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etc.), and randomization can be performed within the subgroups. This method is 

known as stratification. Stratification is useful for cases where the demographic 

characteristics are not evenly distributed in the population but where policy makers 

are interested in the effects of the intervention on subgroups of the population. 

Another important consideration for deciding the level of randomization is the 

trade-off between having a large enough sample to estimate true differences in the 

treatment and control group while avoiding “contamination” of the financial capa-

bility intervention. A higher level of randomization (e.g., at the school or region level) 

can threaten the ability to draw conclusive results from the evaluation if there are 

not enough observations that form the treatment and control groups (i.e., too few 

schools or regions). 

However, randomization at the individual level is more likely to be threatened by 

contamination or spillovers (when participants in the control group are affected by 

the treatment). In the financial capability setting, spillovers are typically in the form 

of what are called learning and imitation effects. Learning effects may be possible if 

students assigned to receive a financial capability program talk to their friends in the 

control group about what they learn. Alternatively, imitation effects may be an issue, 

especially because financial capability programs are highly concerned with changing 

behavior. In such a case, students in the control group may not learn anything them-

selves, but they may simply emulate their friends’ behavior. In either case, practically 

speaking, the experiment is contaminated.

If spillovers are expected to be local, such as students in the treatment and control 

groups talking to one another, then evaluators can randomize at the group level and 

estimate the total program effect on the group. In this example, randomizing schools 

to the treatment and control groups will avoid the spillover issue, as long as students 

from different schools do not discuss the intervention. Therefore, where spillovers 

are likely to be important, experiments should be specifically designed to account for 

them. 

After randomizing, it is important to check whether the randomization resulted in 

two groups that are, in fact, similar. This is typically accomplished by testing whether 

the average characteristics of the control and treatment groups are statistically the 

same between the two groups.

All the data collected on the treatment and control groups should be included in 

this check. In addition to characteristics such as age, gender, education, etc., all 

the outcome variables of interest, collected before the financial literacy interven-

tion, should also be included in the check. For statistical reasons, we would expect 

that even when the treatment and control groups are statistically identical, a small 

percentage of the characteristics will be different between the two groups. As long 

Stratification is useful where 

demographic characteristics 

are not evenly distributed 

in the population but where 

policy makers are interested in 

the effects on subgroups.

Randomization at the individual 

level can be threatened by 

spillovers, where the control 

group is affected by treatment.
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Box 6.5 RAndoMIzed PhASe-In

In some situations policy makers may be interested in the impact of a financial capability program, but it may be impossible 

to withhold the program from everyone who is eligible to receive the program, especially if the program spans multiple 

years. In these cases it may be possible to roll out the program over time to randomly selected groups of the population. This 

variation of a randomized control trial is known as randomized phase-in. 

To implement a randomized phase-in, the eligible population is randomly assigned to more than two groups. Over time, each 

group is individually assigned to receive the intervention, and will be considered the treatment group for a span of time. The 

program participants that have not yet received the intervention will be used as the control group for that time period. Over 

the course of multiple years all of the groups will receive the treatment at some point. 

A randomized phase-in design is naturally well suited for long-term programs that are expected to roll out over multiple 

years. Because every eligible unit eventually receives the intervention, this method is politically advantageous. However, 

concerns of contamination and attrition that were discussed in traditional randomized control trials above are magnified 

in a phase-in design setting because the program spans multiple years. Also, the long-term impact of a financial capability 

intervention cannot be estimated because eventually every eligible unit will receive the treatment. Finally, a phase-in design 

requires a dedicated evaluation team who is willing to monitor the roll-out of the program for the entire life of the project, 

and therefor this method could be more costly.

as differences occur in only 5–10 percent of the tested characteristics, we can 

consider the randomization process to be successful, and the comparison group will 

be a valid estimate of the counterfactual.

LIMITATIONS

While randomized control design is sometimes called the gold standard for quanti-

tative impact evaluation, an RCT can be costly to implement and maintain over an 

entire evaluation, and implementation is rarely perfect. While it is simple to evaluate 

the program if implementation is perfect, analysis becomes more complex if there 

are issues with contamination, if participants drop out of the treatment or control 

groups (attrition), or if there are other similar concerns that jeopardize the random 

assignment. (See, for example, the next section.)

There are many contexts in which it is simply not logistically or politically possible to 

randomize treatment and control group assignment. Box 6.5 discusses a version of 

RCT that is possible when it is not politically feasible to withhold the program from 

everyone who is eligible. It is important to keep in mind that even in cases where 

randomization is not possible under any circumstance, there are still options for 

rigorous impact evaluation methods.
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6.3.2 Encouragement design

In many financial capability programs, it is not practically possible to exclude anyone 

from taking part in the intervention. In low- and middle-income countries (LMICs), 

classic examples are social marketing or mass media interventions. For example, it is 

very difficult to ensure that large numbers of people are kept from watching a broad-

cast television show. But it may still be possible to use randomization.

In such cases, evaluators can use a method called encouragement design (or 

randomized promotion) and randomly assign who is encouraged to participate in 

the intervention, instead of randomly deciding who receives the intervention. The 

promotion could be an information campaign on the benefits of a savings or it could 

be incentives, such as small gifts or prizes for signing up to participate in a financial 

capability workshop.

To estimate the causal impact of the program, evaluators compare the outcomes 

of the promoted group with the nonpromoted group, adjusting for the difference in 

participation across the groups. This method is one application of a larger class of 

techniques known as instrumental variables (or IV) estimation. IV estimation is a 

technique commonly used to identify causal effects in nonexperimental settings (see 

box 6.6 for a detailed explanation of instrumental variables). 

Encouragement design is best suited for programs with voluntary enrollment or 

programs with universal coverage, where enrollment into the program cannot be 

randomized because of those features. Unlike a traditional RCT, we don’t expect that 

all program participants encouraged to participate in the financial capability inter-

vention will actually do so. Also, some people assigned to the nonpromoted group 

may decide to participate in the program anyway. The key is that the promotion will 

encourage some randomly selected eligible people who would not have considered 

participating in the financial capability intervention to participate; thus, the rate of 

participation in the promoted group will be higher than that in the nonpromoted group.

It is important to keep in mind that if an encouragement design is used, the causal 

impact of the program can’t be evaluated by comparing the financial capability 

outcomes of those who participated in the program to those who did not partici-

pate. The people who choose to participate in the program may be different from 

the people who choose not to participate, and these differences can drive the 

differences in outcomes. Instead, to estimate the causal impact of the program, 

you should compare the outcomes of the promoted group with the nonpromoted 

group. Since these two groups were formed randomly, they are statistically identical, 

and the difference in their outcomes is the best estimate of the causal impact of 

the program. For technical details on the different types of estimates that can be 

measured, see box 6.5.
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pROGRAM CONdITIONS FOR SELECTING THIS EVALUATION AppROACH 

An evaluation using encouragement design is possible if:

 � It is not possible or desirable to exclude anyone from participating in 

the program; alternatively it is appropriate when it is feasible for all eligible 

units to participate in the program at the same time, but budgetary reasons 

prohibit an evaluation of all eligible units using a traditional RCT.

 � The program is not already popular; otherwise, it will be difficult to find 

differences in the promoted and nonpromoted groups.

encouragement design is 

best suited for programs 

with voluntary enrollment or 

universal coverage where 

program enrollment cannot be 

randomized because of those 

features.

Box 6.6 InSTRuMenTAL VARIABLeS 

Instrumental variables estimation can “correct” the estimates of the intervention for having nonrandom treatment and 

control groups under certain conditions. While there are many different applications where the instrumental variables 

methodology is appropriate, they share one common feature—a feature that is present in encouragement design—they are 

examples of situations where randomization affects the probability that the participants receive the treatment, not the 

actual treatment itself.

In general terms, in attempting to estimate the causal effect of a program on an outcome in the absence of randomization, 

an instrument is a factor that affects the outcome only through its effect on the program. Underlying this setup are two 

characteristics that are required for a good instrumental variable:

 � The instrumental variable must be correlated with program participation.

 � The instrumental variable may not be correlated with outcomes (except through program participation) or with unobserved 

variables.

In analyzing the impact of a program under encouragement design, the assignment of the encouragement is used as an 

instrumental variable for actual enrollment. Specifically, the instrumental variable is an indicator variable for whether the 

participant received the encouragement to participate in the intervention. This is a good instrumental variable, because those 

who receive the encouragement are more likely to participate in the intervention (correlation with program participation), and 

receiving the encouragement only affects the financial capability outcome through the act of participating in the intervention 

(uncorrelated with outcome). 

Instrumental variables are an appropriate tool for both prospective and retrospective evaluations. It can be used in any 

setting where the probability of being assigned to the treatment group depends on an external factor and is independent of 

the outcome of interest. Another example where the technique is used is a natural experiment where “the forces of nature 

or government policy have conspired to produce an environment somewhat akin to a randomized experiment” (Angrist and 

Krueger 2001). Natural experiments can be existing policy differences, or changes that affect some jurisdictions (or groups) 

but not others, or unexpected changes in policy in the local area.
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 � The promotion device is very effective; whatever is used should have 

effects that are large enough to significantly affect the likelihood that people 

will participate in the financial capability program.

 � The promotion does not affect the outcome of interest directly. For 

example, if the outcome of interest is savings and the promotion is a cash 

prize, then there may be higher savings by the promoted group simply 

because they received the promotion. In this case, an alternative form of 

promotion could be a gift card that cannot be converted to cash. 

 � A large number of people are expected to participate. In an encourage-

ment design, the promoted group needs to have a substantially higher enroll-

ment rate than the nonpromoted group to permit causal inferences to be 

drawn; thus, the number of people participating in an encouragement design 

study should be larger than an RCT.

IMpLEMENTATION

The procedure for carrying out an encouragement design study is just like the proce-

dure described for an RCT in section 6.3.1, except that it is the promotion rather 

than the treatment itself that is randomized. First, the eligible population needs to 

be defined. Next the evaluation sample should be selected, keeping in mind that this 

sample may need to be substantially large. Finally, the promotion should be randomly 

assigned to a fraction of the evaluation sample. The randomization level should be 

considered to account for program conditions and spillover, and if subgroups of the 

eligibly population are of interest, stratification should be used. As with the tradi-

Box 6.7 RTf In PRACTICe: exAMPLe of enCouRAgeMenT deSIgn, SouTh AfRICA

The South Africa entertainment education program is an example of encouragement design in the context of financial 

capability. This program embeds a financial capability storyline in the South African soap opera Scandal! The evaluation 

examines the impact of this intervention on viewers’ knowledge about debt management and their behavior, specifically 

whether they seek assistance from a local debt hotline. The storyline focuses on sound financial management and how to get 

out of debt.

Because viewing the soap opera cannot be randomized, evaluators used an encouragement design. The encouragement 

came in the form of financial incentives. In a clever twist on the straightforward encouragement design, both the treatment 

and control groups received an encouragement, but the treatment group was encouraged to watch Scandal!, while the 

control group was encouraged to watch a different soap opera that airs at the same time as Scandal!. To receive the 

incentives and to check the implementation of the methodology, the intervention participants were required to answer 

questions on the content of the soap opera they were encouraged to watch.
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tional RCT, the implementation should be checked to ensure that promoted and 

nonpromoted groups are statistically identical.

LIMITATIONS

Again, like RCTs, encouragement designs have limitations. First, the encouragement 

must be effective in increasing program participation—an ineffective encouragement 

will prevent a comparison of the treatment and control groups. This can typically be 

overcome by pilot-testing the encouragement to ensure that it is effective. Second, 

it is important to remember that the causal estimate of the program from an encour-

agement design method is a local average treatment effect (as described in box 6.8), 

and, as such, the program effect estimates are not externally valid.

encouragement design causal 

estimates are not externally 

valid.

Box 6.8 A noTe on TReATMenT effeCTS

The term treatment effect is another way of saying causal program effect. The term originates from the medical literature 

where treatment referred to a new drug or surgical procedure, but it is used more generally today to refer to the effect of 

any type of intervention. depending on the ability of the evaluation design to control for confounding factors, there are a 

number of types of treatment effects that can be identified by the evaluation. An RCT identifies what is called the Average 

Treatment Effect (ATE), which measures the difference in average outcomes between units assigned to the treatment and 

units assigned to the control group. 

When evaluators use an encouragement design, they cannot measure the ATE. One effect of interest in this case is the 

comparison between the outcomes of the group originally assigned to treatment with the group originally assigned to 

comparison. This comparison will yield the “intention-to-treat” estimate (ITT), because it compares the outcomes of those 

who were intended to be treated with those who were intended to not be treated. In some cases, this measure can be 

important, especially if policy makers cannot enforce participation in the program. 

However, policy makers are typically interested in the impact of the program on the participants who actually receive the 

treatment, and the ITT estimate is not the correct measure for this purpose. This is when the instrumental variables method 

is useful, because it will correct the error introduced by the nonrandom composition of the treatment and control groups in 

the ITT estimate. It allows evaluators to estimate the impact of the intervention on participants to whom the treatment was 

offered and who actually enrolled. These estimates are known as the Local Average Treatment Effects (LATE) and measure 

the average effect of the intervention on participants who were induced to take part in the intervention because they were 

assigned to the treatment group.
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6.4 QUASI-EXpERIMENTAL EVALUATION dESIGNS

There are many options for evaluating financial capability programs when random-

ized assignment is not possible. As mentioned above, one can use “quasi-exper-

imental” methods; in this case, while the treatment and control groups are not 

formed randomly, statistical methods are used to mimic random assignment. Some 

of these methods form estimates of the counterfactual by taking advantage of 

random measurement error, while others form control groups with the knowledge 

that they are not random. Research has shown that quasi-experimental techniques 

can provide reliable results when the selection process is known and measured and/

or when the treatment and comparison groups are matched on at least pre-interven-

tion measures of outcome.

In this section, we look at a number of quasi-experimental designs: regression 

discontinuity design (Rdd), propensity score matching (pSM), and difference-in-differ-

ence (dId).

6.4.1 Regression discontinuity design

In many instances, evaluators may not be able to plan for an evaluation at the start 

of the financial capability program, thus ruling out the use of an encouragement 

design. However, it may still be possible to form a valid comparison group when a 

program relies on certain rules to distinguish between potential participants and 

nonparticipants. For example, there are many financial capability interventions that 

rely on ranking participants based on an index, such as age, credit score, or test 

score, and then assigning the program based on a cutoff in the rankings. By making 

use of these rankings and cutoffs, it is possible to avoid selection bias in the evalua-

tion.

Box 6.9 exAMPLe of Rdd In PRACTICe

One example of Rdd is a published study by Jacob and Lefgren (2004) that examines 

the impact of remedial schooling (summer school) on student outcomes. In 1996, 

Chicago public Schools instituted a policy that placed students in summer school based 

on their performance on a standardized test. Students who scored below a threshold 

value (where the threshold depended on their grade level and other factors) were 

placed in summer school, whereas those who scored above the value were not placed 

in summer school. This policy resulted in a highly nonlinear relationship between the 

test score and the probability of attending summer school. By comparing the outcomes 

of students just above and just below the threshold, the authors get an estimate of the 

impact of the intervention. 
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The idea behind Rdd is that participants who score just above and just below 

the threshold are very similar to one another. Therefore, if the financial capability 

program is assigned to those who score below the threshold, those who are just 

below the threshold will be the treatment group, and those who score just above 

the threshold will be in the comparison group. For example, if participation in a finan-

cial literacy training program is determined by scoring in the bottom 25 percent of 

a screening exam, the exam scores could be used as the eligibility index, and those 

who score just below the 25th percentile will be in the treatment group, while those 

who score just above the 25th percentile will be in the comparison group.

The score that is used to assign participants to the treatment and control groups 

is known as the eligibility index. This measure may be used directly to decide 

assignment, or it can be used in combination with other measures to form the 

control function, which takes multiple measures and combines them into a single 

index. The Rdd methodology is based on the statistical fact that there is error in the 

measurement of the eligibility index or control function and that the small error that 

places participants just above and just below the threshold implies that assignment 

to the treatment group can be considered close to random. Because the partici-

pants around the threshold are similar, the comparison group is a strong estimate 

of the counterfactual. Thus, where Rdd is possible, it provides the best alternative 

to randomized control design for examining the causal effect of financial capability 

interventions.

The Rdd method takes advantage of existing rules in the program and allows for 

evaluating the program without changing program design. Because it does not rely 

on random assignment, the Rdd method can be used as a retrospective evaluation 

tool. Thus, it may be politically more appealing.

There is one basic extension of Rdd that accounts for a case where the assignment 

variable is not perfect at placing participants in the treatment group at the threshold. 

This is known as “fuzzy” Rdd. In this case, instead of determining treatment status, 

the control function determines the probability of treatment. The solution to this 

scenario is to use the threshold-based assignment as an instrumental variable to 

recover the treatment effect (see box 6.6 for a detailed explanation of instrumental 

variables).

pROGRAM CONdITIONS FOR SELECTING THIS EVALUATION AppROACH

An Rdd method can be implemented if: 

 � Program assignment is based on an index that is continuous, such as age 

or a test score on which it is possible to rank the participants in the program. 

 � There is a cutoff score that defines eligibility.

The Rdd method takes 

advantage of existing program 

rules and allows for evaluating 

the program without changing 

program design.
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 � There is little or no scope for manipulation of the program rules. Major 

stakeholders (governments, policy makers, participants, and researchers) 

should not have control over exactly where program participants place in 

terms of the eligibility index cutoff. The relationship between the assignment 

variable, the formation of the control function, and the threshold should be 

nontransparent to prevent the manipulation of the treatment and control 

groups by program participants.

In the case of financial capability programs, this design can be used in very natural 

settings. For instance, if individuals are admitted to financial capability programs 

based on performance on a knowledge test, comparing individuals just above and 

below the cutoff point will give an estimate of the program impact. Another example 

may be to compare individuals assigned to counseling or other interventions based 

on their credit score falling below a certain limit to a comparison group of individuals 

who are just above the qualifying mark. If desirable, it is possible to combine this test 

score with other variables (e.g., age, income, gender, etc.) to form the control func-

tion. 

IMpLEMENTATION

There are multiple steps in implementing an Rdd methodology. First, the eligibility 

index needs to be selected. The eligibility index can be any continuous score that is 

used to assign participants to the program. As noted above, it is possible to combine 

multiple measures into a single control function. Once the assignment variable has 

been selected, the cutoff point needs to be selected as well.

The next step is to establish the analysis sample, which determines how “close” to 

the threshold the score of the participant must lie for that participant to be included 

in the analysis. It is important to strike a balance between the need for a large 

sample size and concern that the treatment and comparison groups are valid. If the 

boundary for the analysis sample is too close to the threshold, there may not be 

enough observations to draw conclusions about the effectiveness of the interven-

tion. However, the more observations that are included away from the threshold, the 

more likely it is that the comparison group is different from the treatment group and, 

therefore, is not a valid estimate of the counterfactual.

Typically, the analysis sample is created by assigning a weight to all the participants, 

with a lower weight assigned to participants who are further from the threshold. To 

draw conclusions about program effectiveness using Rdd, it is important to have an 

adequate sample size close to the threshold. The required sample size can be calcu-

lated using a power calculation. (For more details, see appendix B.)

As with the methods we have discussed so far, it is important to ensure that the 

method has been properly implemented. The first step is to graph the eligibility 

The Rdd method makes 

sense where there is little or 

no scope for manipulation of 

program rules.
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index of the sample on the x-axis against the outcome measure of interest on the 

y-axis and then examine whether there is indeed a discontinuity at the threshold 

of the eligibility index. It is also important to compare the characteristics of the 

treatment and control groups to establish that the two groups do not differ notably 

along observable dimensions. After the results of the intervention are available, it is 

also important to check that using a different analysis sample (by assigning different 

weights) does not have a significant impact on the results. Typically, this is done by 

checking that the results are similar using a variety of weighting functions.

LIMITATIONS

The results from an Rdd analysis—just like those in an encouragement design—can’t 

be generalized to the all the participants in the program because the method only 

analyzes the population near the threshold. Thus, the results from Rdd are also local 

average treatment effects (see box 6.8 for a review of treatment effects). In some 

cases, it is this local population that is of particular interest, especially if one of the 

reasons for the evaluation is to consider expanding the program at the margin (to a 

few more participants near the threshold). But the Rdd methodology can’t answer 

the question of whether the program should exist at all, because the analysis does 

not include the participants who are far from the threshold.

In addition, because the analysis focuses on program participants close to the 

threshold, it requires a large sample size around the threshold. 

Finally, especially in LMICs, it is important to consider whether the eligibility rules will 

be enforced. While “fuzzy” regression discontinuity methods can be used in some 

instances where enforcement is weak, if there is concern that the eligibility rules will 

be completely ignored or manipulated by those involved in the program or evalua-

tion, then the Rdd method can’t be used to evaluate the impact of the program.

6.4.2 propensity score matching 

When random assignment, random encouragement, or regression discontinuity 

methods are not possible, matching methods can be used as an alternative evalua-

tion method. While these methods were popular in the past, they have been eclipsed 

by the methods described above, which are considered more robust.

Matching methods are an intuitive implementation of the following idea: We can’t 

observe the same individual in two worlds at the same time, but we can find indi-

viduals who have very similar characteristics and assign them to the treatment and 

comparison groups based on their observable characteristics.

For example, we can compare a 20-year-old woman in the treatment group with a 

20-year-old woman in the comparison group and estimate the impact of a financial 

Rdd results are also not 

externally valid, because the 

method only analyzes the 

population near the threshold.

Matching methods can 

suffer from the curse of 

dimensionality—too many 

characteristics to match.
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capability workshop by comparing the outcomes for these individuals. This method-

ology assumes that it was random chance that only one of these two very similar 

persons received the financial capability intervention. The matching method mimics 

randomization by trying to create an observational analogue of a randomized experi-

ment and by discarding observations without a good match.

From a practical perspective, we should match individuals on the determinants of 

program participation. If the list of relevant determinants is very large, or if each 

characteristic takes on many values, it may be hard to identify a match for each 

person in the treatment group. As the number of matching characteristics or dimen-

sions increases, evaluators may run into what is called the curse of dimensionality.

For example, if two characteristics (age, gender) explain program participation, it 

may easy to find matches for all treatment participants, where women are matched 

to women and then ages can be approximately matched. But if in addition there is a 

need to match on income, education level, ethnic group, and other characteristics, 

the chance to match exactly on all those characteristics diminishes very quickly. As 

such, it may be difficult to match two 20-year-old women from a specific minority 

group who have low incomes and just primary education.

Fortunately, there is a solution to the curse of dimensionality. An extension to 

simple matching, known as propensity score matching (PSM), takes a number 

of measures and combines them into a single score, similar to the control function 

described in the Rdd section. The score is known as the propensity score, and it is 

a number between 0 and 1 that represents the predicted probability of participating 

in the intervention. Rather than matching on multiple characteristics, participants 

are instead matched only on the propensity score. Intuitively, people with a similar 

propensity score have a similar probability of being in the treatment group. Maybe 

these individuals are not exactly the same on the observed characteristics, but 

overall they are equally likely to participate in the program.

As with the simple matching described above, we can estimate the impact of the 

project by comparing the outcomes of individuals with similar propensity scores. 

By collapsing the many matching characteristics into a single score, the propensity 

score addresses the dimensionality problem. However, note that pSM maintains 

the strong assumption that all characteristics excluded from the matching process 

(because they are unobserved or unmeasured) are either not correlated with the 

outcomes or do not differ across participants and nonparticipants. Because of this 

assumption, pSM is not considered a strong research design and should only be used 

in combination with other methods or in cases when other experimental or quasi-ex-

perimental methods are unavailable.

PSM deals with the curse of 

dimensionality by combining 

a number of measures into a 

single score.
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pROGRAM CONdITIONS FOR SELECTING THIS EVALUATION AppROACH

The requirements to conduct a pSM evaluation revolve around the data that were 

collected. In particular, pSM can be used if:

 � There are data available on a large number of participants and nonpar-

ticipants. Because individuals need to be paired on fundamental characteris-

tics that are unaffected by the intervention, this requires a significant amount 

of data.

 � The data contain a large number of characteristics that are either unaffected 

by the financial capability program (e.g., age or gender) or measured before the 

program was implemented (such as outcomes at baseline, if available). 

While it is not a necessary condition, most pSM evaluations are retrospective, which 

means that they take place after the program has been implemented. It is possible 

to implement a pSM evaluation with a single cross-section of data that was collected 

after program implementation as long as program participants are identified.

IMpLEMENTATION

An important feature of pSM is that not all participants and nonparticipants are 

included in the analysis sample. This is because some members of the treatment 

group may not have a good match in the comparison group or vice versa.

Because pSM is conducted after the program was implemented, the evaluation imple-

mentation pertains to how the data are analyzed. pSM is implemented in six steps: 

1. Identify treatment and comparison group participants and combine into one 

sample.

2. Estimate the probability that each person participates in the program using 

the individual-level matching characteristics. This estimation is done for the 

combined sample and uses only baseline characteristics that are not affected 

by the program. This step yields the propensity score.

3. Restrict the analysis sample to those individuals in the treatment and compar-

ison groups who have overlapping propensity scores.

4. For each participant, find one (or many) nonparticipants who have a similar 

propensity score.

5. For each of these “matches,” calculate the difference in the outcome of the 

participants and nonparticipants.

6. Obtain the program’s average treatment effect (for all participants) by taking 

the average of the difference in outcomes.
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The most straightforward manner for finding the analysis sample is to graph the 

propensity scores for the treatment and comparison groups. Figure 6.3 displays a 

simplified example. The participants in the treatment and comparison group with 

propensity scores in the area labeled “common support” will comprise the analysis 

sample. The outcomes of the remaining participants, labeled “No overlap,” will not be 

used in the analysis.

fIguRe 6.3 PRoPenSITY SCoReS of TReATMenT And CoMPARISon 
gRouPS

For individuals who have propensity scores in the common support area, we need 

to identify the best possible match. Intuitively we would like matches to have similar 

propensity scores. There are many approaches to specifying what “similar” means 

that will lead to somewhat different matches. There is no universal best approach, 

and it is good practice to assess the sensitivity of the results by trying several 

methods. Similarly, we can choose to match each participant with one or many 

nonparticipants. The number of matches can also be investigated in a sensitivity 

analysis.

Steps 5 and 6 (above) can be implemented in a regression framework that can also 

account for other individual characteristics. (The interested reader may also see Jalan 

and Ravallion (2003) and Gertler et al. (2011).)
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Like RCTs, the characteristics of the treatment and comparison groups should be 

carefully compared to ensure that the matching was successful. Comparisons of 

multiple characteristics are described in detail in the RCT section 6.3.1.

LIMITATIONS

pSM has its share of limitations. A practical challenge is, as noted above, the need 

for a large, detailed data set of participants and nonparticipants. The data set must 

contain sufficient information to adequately estimate propensity scores. Often the 

data available for matching are collected only once, and in many instances, this 

information is collected after the program has been implemented. Administrative 

data often don’t have enough detail to implement pSM. Also, as discussed above, not 

all individuals are good matches and may be discarded in the matching process. A 

larger data set makes it more likely that the final analysis sample has a reasonable 

size. A related limitation is that pSM is not possible unless there is sufficient overlap 

in the propensity score between the treatment and comparison groups.

However, the main limitation of pSM is the assumption that individual characteristics 

that are not accounted for are not correlated with outcomes or do not differ across 

the treatment and comparison groups. We can only match individuals based on the 

characteristics that are observed in the data. Thus, the critical assumption of matching 

methods is that there are no unobserved or unmeasured differences between the two 

groups that affect outcomes. This is a strong assumption in most settings.

For example, individuals who participate in a program are often motivated and, thus, 

likely to have better outcomes than the matched comparison group, even in absence 

of the intervention. If there are differences in unobserved characteristics that affect 

outcomes, then matching does not lead to comparable pairs. This means that the 

matching assumption fails and our estimate of the program impact will be biased.

A key PSM limitation is the 

need for a large, detailed 

data set of participants and 

nonparticipants.

Box 6.10 exAMPLe of PSM In PRACTICe

While none of the RTF pilots use pSM to evaluate program impacts, Agarwal et al. 

(2010) evaluate a voluntary long-term program to assist low-income households to 

improve their financial management to support mortgage choices and homeownership 

in Indianapolis, United States. participants are poorer and have worse credit histories 

than the average borrower in this area, reflecting the successful targeting of the 

program. Importantly, they are also likely to be more motivated than the average low-

income household: the program is voluntary and requires a substantial commitment. A 

comparison of the participants and nonparticipants could be flawed for both reasons. 

The authors use pSM to identify nonparticipants that are comparable to participants, 

and then compare the average outcomes for these groups.
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Because of this assumption, pSM is not considered a strong research design and 

should only be used for impact evaluation when other experimental or quasi-ex-

perimental methods are unavailable or in combination with other methods (see 

section 6.5 for more details on combining methods). 

6.4.3 difference-in-difference

When none of the methods described above are feasible, it may be possible to obtain 

a rough estimate of the impact of the program by using a difference-in-difference 

(DID) evaluation design.

The key idea of dId is to combine two methods to improve inferences. Earlier in 

section 6.2, we discussed two methods that, when used alone, do not provide an 

estimate of the impact of the program. The first is the difference in outcomes before 

and after the program for those who participated in the financial capability program. 

The main concern with this difference is that any changes in outcomes could be the 

result of the intervention or another event that occurred in the time between the 

two data collections. The second difference compares the outcomes of participants 

and nonparticipants. Used alone, this is also problematic because these groups could 

differ in unobservable characteristics that may drive the differences in outcomes.

However, by combining both of the simple differences into a dId framework, we can 

address some of these concerns. The dId method gives the change in the outcome 

of the treatment group over time, relative to the change in the outcome of the 

comparison group. Here is one way of looking at the broad idea: In addition to the 

difference in outcomes among participants, we can also make use of the pre/post 

difference among nonparticipants. Just like the participants, the nonparticipants are 

subject to the concurrent events. But unlike the participants, the nonparticipants are 

not affected by the financial capability intervention. Thus, by calculating the differ-

ence between the pre/post differences in outcomes of the participants and nonpar-

ticipants, we can isolate the effect of the intervention over time.

For example, consider a financial education workshop designed to encourage partic-

ipants to sign up for a bank account. If we can measure the difference in bank usage 

for the treatment and control groups, both before and after the intervention, then the 

dId method can give us an estimate of the impact of the workshop on bank usage. 

Figure 6.4 shows how we interpret the difference in the changes across the two 

groups in the dId analysis. Here we assume that participants in the treatment group 

have higher outcomes even before the intervention. This could be because they are 

motivated or because of some other characteristics. The dId estimate of the program 

impact is shown at the top on the right. 

dId gives the change in the 

treatment group outcome over 

time, relative to the change in 

the comparison group.
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dId’s key assumption is that, in the absence of the treatment, the change in 

outcomes for the “treatment” group would have been similar to the change in 

outcomes for the comparison group. This is often called the “parallel trends” assump-

tion and allows us to calculate the counterfactual for impact evaluation. The two 

groups do not need to be exactly comparable at the baseline. We merely require 

that their trajectory over time would have been similar. Translating this assumption 

to figure 6.4, we have assumed that the slope of the dotted line is the same as the 

slope of the control group line during the “intervention period.”

Box 6.11 RTf In PRACTICe: APPLYIng dId To The eVALuATIon of A  
SAVIngS PRogRAM, nIgeRIA

This RTF project explores how new media and “learning-by-doing” can encourage 

financially unsophisticated consumers to open and maintain savings accounts. A large 

Nigerian bank launched a nationwide savings promotion called “I-Save I-Win” (ISIS). It 

featured a large number of heavily publicized lottery prizes for those who opened or 

maintained savings account and maintained savings balances above various threshold 

amounts for 90 days. To study how the program influences the savings activity of 

existing account-holders, the researchers conducted a dId analysis: they compared 

savings account balances before and after each phase of the ISIW promotion. To control 

for general trends in savings activity over the same time period, which may not be due 

to the savings promotion, they use data from a second bank that did not have a savings 

promotion to create a comparison sample.

fIguRe 6.4 gRAPhICAL ILLuSTRATIon of The dId deSIgn
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However, this is not a trivial assumption. For instance, the participants may not only 

receive financial literacy training but also benefit from a business management work-

shop that was conducted at the same time. If the nonparticipants did not join the 

workshop, the dId will identify the impact of both workshops on outcomes, not just 

the impact of the literacy training. In fact, all events that affect only the participants 

will be bundled in the “program effect” in the dId methodology. 

Said differently, the dId method works if the two groups have the same experience 

over time, with the sole exception that one group participated in the financial capa-

bility program. Other events that affect the outcomes differentially will create prob-

lems for this evaluation method.

pROGRAM CONdITIONS FOR SELECTING THIS EVALUATION AppROACH

dId can be used if:

 � There is reasonable certainty that the participants and nonparticipants 

only differ in their exposure to the financial capability program. If either 

group has been affected by some other event, the dId method will lead to a 

biased result. 

 � There are at least two instances of data collection for participants and 

nonparticipants: before and after the intervention. Additional preprogram 

data are not critical, but they are useful to implement robustness checks (see 

below).

 � The same individuals can be followed over time; while this condition is not 

necessary, it is the preferred situation. 

Recall that the purpose of taking the difference over time is to account for all charac-

teristics (both observed and unobserved) that do not change over time. This method 

works best if we observe the same individual twice: We can immediately eliminate 

the time-invariant factors by taking the difference between the two points in time for 

each individual. This particular method is often called a fixed-effects DID. However, 

data on different sets of people before and after the intervention is also useful. This 

approach is called a repeated cross-section DID.

IMpLEMENTATION

In its simplest form, dId can be implemented with a comparison of means. Table 6.1 

shows an example using the following steps:

1. Calculate the pre/post difference in the outcome for the program participants 

(B−A).

2. Calculate the pre/post difference in the outcome for the nonparticipants (d−C)

other events that affect 

outcomes will create problems 

for dId.
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3. Calculate the difference of the differences by subtracting the difference for 

nonparticipants from the difference of the participants (B−A) − (d−C).

The order of the differencing does not matter, so you can take the difference in 

participants and nonparticipants—first for before the program and then for after the 

program—and take the difference in these differences to get the program effect. 

These three steps can also be implemented in a regression framework that allows 

you to control for individual characteristics. The regression approach also makes the 

generalization of the dId to multiple years straightforward, which is useful if program 

participants can be followed over multiple years. (For more details, see appendix B.)

Although it is difficult to directly test the assumptions made in dId, there are two 

ways to provide indirect checks. The first is to use any available data predating the 

intervention to show that, before the intervention, treatment and comparison groups 

showed the same trends in outcomes. A second alternative is known as a falsifica-

tion check—implementing a dId methodology for outcomes that should logically 

not be affected by the program. If the assumptions for the dId method are correct, 

then these dId estimates should be close to zero; otherwise, this suggests that larger 

trends may be at work and the assumptions are false.

LIMITATIONS

The key limitation for the dId method is that it does not use randomization, but 

instead relies on the assumption that the change in the participant outcomes would 

have been the same as the change for the nonparticipants, in the absence of the 

intervention. That is, we have to assume that there are no other differential time 

trends between participants and nonparticipants, because any difference in the 

changes between the two groups is attributed to the program. Like the pSM method 

described above, the dId method makes strong assumptions about the treatment 

and control group and is, thus, only suggested in combination with other methods or 

in situations where other methods are not possible.

TABLe 6.1 IMPLeMenTIng dIffeRenCe-In-dIffeRenCeS

BEFORE AFTER DIFFERENCE

participants A = 3 B = 5 (B−A) = 2

Nonparticipants C = 1 d = 2 (d−C) = 1

difference (B−A) − (d−C) = 1
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6.5 COMBINING IMpACT EVALUATION METHOdS

Although all the impact evaluation methods discussed above have some limitations, 

combining methods can help offset the limitations of any one method and create a 

more robust counterfactual. In practice, most of the methods described are used in 

combination.

Indeed, whenever baseline and follow-up data are available, the dId method may 

be applied in combination with any of the other methods reported. As noted earlier, 

the pSM method does not generally create the most robust counterfactual. While 

matching reduces selection on observables, the issue of selection on unobservables 

remains unresolved. PSM with DID (i.e., comparing changes from baseline between 

a matched treatment and comparison group) strengthens the counterfactual by also 

controlling for time-invariant differences between the treatment and comparison 

group (whether observed or unobserved). Similarly, RDD with DID can be imple-

mented by comparing changes in outcomes over time for units just above and below 

the program eligibility thresholds. Even when treatment and comparison groups are 

randomized, the collection of baseline data and use of RCT with DID is useful. The 

use of panel data leads to more statistically precise estimates of treatment effects 

(because repeated measurements tend to be correlated). It can also be helpful to 

separately estimate time effects versus program effects and to understand back-

ground changes that are simultaneously occurring.

Box 6.12 RTf In PRACTICe: SChooL-BASed fInAnCIAL eduCATIon In 
BRAzIL

In the case of the Brazilian school-based intervention, the evaluation team used 

matching, randomization, and difference-in-differences. Schools were recruited into 

the study from six districts. Of the 900 schools that voluntarily indicated willingness to 

participate, schools were ranked by their propensity scores and assigned to pairs. One 

school in each pair was randomly selected to receive the textbook and training, while 

the remaining school was scheduled to receive the textbook after the pilot program 

was completed. Treatment effects were then estimated by comparing the average 

changes in student performance from baseline to follow-up survey, between treatment 

and control schools. Both the treatment and control schools improved over time (as 

students continued to learn other relevant skills in the regular curriculum), but students 

in treatment schools did significantly better on measures of both objective financial 

knowledge and other measures, such as autonomy.
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In general, wherever possible, “worst case” scenarios should be built in. Combining 

different research designs can give you such a fallback position if one of the designs 

fails. 

6.6 pRACTICAL ANd LOGISTICAL CHALLENGES TO 
IMpACT EVALUATION

Often, even if a design is theoretically possible, practical challenges to implementa-

tion remain. Here, we list some those practical and logistical challenges.

6.6.1 Compromises implementing and maintaining 
randomization

There are several practical challenges related to any randomized evaluation, regard-

less of whether the intervention involves financial capability. Even after some form 

of randomization is agreed-upon by major stakeholders, equity often remains a 

significant concern for evaluators, implementers, funders, politicians, and beneficia-

ries. Specifically, when the intervention is considered particularly helpful and only a 

fraction of the eligible population receives the intervention, or when the intervention 

is delayed to some of the population, there may be difficulties implementing the 

randomization. 

These concerns can have strong practical implications for evaluation. While a 

program’s major policy makers may see the value of randomization, an RCT may 

be seen to conflict with certain program goals or objectives. There may be vocal 

opposition to the study design, leading to a lack or withdrawal of support from key 

stakeholders. External funders may wish to implement programs where benefits are 

most likely to be largest, while politicians may wish to do so where votes are most 

valuable. At a more grassroots level, local authorities, implementers, and the eligible 

population itself may perceive the randomization negatively. A lack of support may 

reduce the efficacy and reach of the program and could reduce its impacts.

Also, there are significant practical difficulties in performing the randomization and 

ensuring that it is maintained. Very commonly, lists of participants or clients used for 

randomization may not be up-to-date—especially if operations are largely decen-

tralized—and implementers may find that realities on the ground differ from their 

instructions. Implementers in existing programs that are already highly burdened 

may find the additional requirements of maintaining a randomization difficult to 

comply with. Moreover, equity or other concerns among implementers may lead 

them to deliberately ignore randomization requirements and provide services to all 

eligible beneficiaries.

equity is a significant 

randomization concern for all 

evaluators and all stakeholders.
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Mitigating the risks from misunderstandings or misgivings about randomization 

requires a strong communication strategy that will clarify the meaning of—and build 

support for—the evaluation design to all relevant stakeholders. In particular, imple-

menters must be apprised and supportive of the requirements of randomization. 

If treatment is blind, information sharing should be carefully managed, and if not 

blind, communication about the goals and objectives of evaluation may also need to 

encompass the control group.

6.6.2 difficulty with eligibility rules and protocols

Some quasi-experimental research designs also have logistical challenges. For 

example, Rdd requires that participants and nonparticipants be separated by a 

relatively clear rule. Evaluators can estimate the project’s impact by comparing 

outcomes of individuals just below and just above the cutoff. But sometimes rules 

are not respected in practice. Administrators and officials may give a benefit to an 

individual who should have been ineligible by a small margin. If the rule is publicly 

known, these individuals may also misrepresent their own status to participate, 

which can lead to a failure of the Rdd assumptions. In the Rdd setting, it is advisable 

to keep the assignment rule nontransparent to prevent the manipulation of the treat-

ment and control groups by stakeholder.

6.6.3 Maintaining control group integrity

One possibility to always consider for an RCT is whether the behavior of the control 

group may change in response to the presence of the randomization itself. One type 

of reactivity is when the control group perceives itself to be in competition with the 

treatment group. In a school-based intervention, for instance, teachers who may not 

be randomized into receiving supplemental financial education support material may 

try to actively compete in other ways. 

Other forms of reactivity may not involve active competition but can still be problem-

atic for a counterfactual: Individuals who are excluded from a financial training inter-

vention may simply become aware of such programs and decide to obtain training 

elsewhere.

Finally, being denied an intervention may result in negative behavior that compro-

mises other parts of the evaluation, such as attrition; even if randomization is stag-

gered, those who are randomized to not receive initial treatment may withdraw from 

a program entirely.

A related problem is the Hawthorne effect. This refers to the tendency of subjects 

to modify their behavior in response to being evaluated (rather than because of 

the effects of the specific intervention). The original story about Hawthorne effects 

Mitigating randomization 

risks requires a strong 

communications strategy.
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describes workers at an auto plant improving their productivity—albeit only in the 

short-term—in response to a study. This effect may be present in participants of 

financial capability interventions, especially when repeated surveys make certain 

behaviors more salient.

For example, frequent recording of financial transactions may help subjects learn to 

track their finances independent of any intervention. This can also affect imple-

menters in situations where there are generally recognized issues of motivation and 

provider performance. In health care, for instance, observational studies of physi-

cians in developing countries have been shown to increase the quality of the 

services provided. Similarly, in the financial education context, being observed may 

lead teachers to exert more effort when teaching. Alternatively, certain providers 

may choose to adhere more scrupulously to protocols or even refrain from taking 

informal payments while in a study.

Hawthorne effect: the 

tendency of subjects to modify 

their behavior in response to 

being evaluated

Box 6.13 RTf In PRACTICe: exAMPLe of The hAWThoRne effeCT

In the RTF soap opera financial capability storyline implemented in South Africa, 

researchers were concerned about the Hawthorne effect—that program participants 

would modify their behavior in response to being evaluated.

To avoid this situation, soap opera viewers in the treatment and control groups were 

both given encouragement. Both groups were asked to watch different soap operas, 

with only the treatment group being assigned to watch Scandal!, the intervention. Both 

groups were then interviewed with the same frequency and asked similar questions 

about the content of their respective soap operas.

KEY pOINTS

For program management, policy makers, funders, and other stakeholders, impact 

evaluations provide critical input on whether financial capability programs deliver 

on what they promise. But determining whether the program or something else is 

responsible for the impacts we see is very hard to do. It is fairly easy to see effects 

and argue that a financial capability program is responsible for those effects, but 

measuring these effects is another matter.

depending on the situation, there are a series of quantitative approaches that eval-

uators can use to help tease out the impact of financial capability programs from 

other factors. Experimental approaches—like RCTs and encouragement designs offer 

the most robust approaches for demonstrating impact from an intervention, but they 

are sometimes not feasible given specific situational conditions. Other quasi-exper-

imental approaches—like Rdd, pSM, and dId approaches are not as robust but are 
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still valuable tools for measuring and showing impact. All of them are better than 

before-and-after designs and comparisons of outcomes between voluntary partici-

pants and nonparticipants, neither of which by itself is good enough to make causal 

arguments about program impacts. Table 6.2 summarizes the implementation time-

line (i.e., whether the methods are used before, prospective, or after, retrospective, 

the program is implemented) and the strength of the methodology in terms of esti-

mating causal effects described in this chapter.

TABLe 6.2 oVeRVIeW of IMPACT eVALuATIon MeThodS

EVALUATION METHODOLOGY
IMPLEMENTATION  

TIMELINE
CHANGE CAN BE ATTRIBUTED TO 

INTERVENTION
STRENGTH OF 

METHODOLOGY

Randomized Control Trial prospective Yes ****

Encouragement design prospective or retrospective Yes ***

Regression discontinuity Retrospective Yes ***

propensity score matching Retrospective Yes **

difference-in-difference Retrospective Maybe *

pre/post comparison Retrospective No —

Comparing participants and 

nonparticipants

Retrospective No —
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ChAPTeR 7

Putting 
it all 
together

While so far we’ve certainly discussed monitoring and evaluation as events 

that often occur in conjunction with one another, for the most part we have 

treated those discussions in chapter 4 (Monitoring), chapter 5 (process Evaluations) 

and chapter 6 (Impact Evaluations) as discrete events for the sake of making it clear 

what goes into each type of evaluation. But in the real world, monitoring and the 

various forms of evaluation typically take place together as part of a comprehensive 

evaluation of a financial capability program, although they generally take place during 

different stages of the program’s life cycle.

In this chapter, we take this comprehensive evaluation perspective, discussing what 

we refer to as “mixed-method” approaches that integrate the evaluation methods 

we have already discussed to provide a more comprehensive picture of evaluation.

7.1 WHY IS A COMpREHENSIVE EVALUATION SO 
IMpORTANT?

In the previous chapters, we discussed why it is critical to properly design an impact 

evaluation, but it is equally critical to keep the role of an impact evaluation in 

perspective. An impact evaluation is fundamental to being able to credibly attribute 

effects to a program, which is what program implementers and other stakeholders 

are most interested in. Based on the program’s theory of change, we expect that 

implemented financial capability programs will be effective in accomplishing the 

goals and objectives set out; the bottom line is to improve the financial capabilities 

of the populations served with the services provided.

But we also need to be able to look into the “black box” of the overall program effect 

to answer more basic questions about its theory of change and to help interpret 

the findings. The term “black box” often refers to modeling results, where there is a 

sense that researchers conduct an analysis and results are generated—results that 

are opaque because we may not understand what went into the model to help us 

understand what came out of it. Here, we use “black box” to refer to program effects, 

which can be equally opaque without proper context or interpretation. For example:

Comprehensive evaluations let 

us look into the “black box” of 

overall program effect and help 

interpret findings.
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 � If a program succeeded, what were the underlying mechanisms that led 

to behavior change? What can this experience tell us about the most rele-

vant barriers and constraints to financial capability to address in the target 

population, or other similar groups? What have we been able to learn about 

designing better programs in the future? 

 � If a program did not meet its objectives, why did it fail or fall short? Was 

there a fundamental conceptual problem (faulty program logic)? Were the 

participants inappropriate (faulty targeting)? Was it simply poorly executed 

(faulty implementation)? 

Answers to these kinds of questions can help program implementers and stake-

holders better understand what effects they are seeing and can make an evaluation 

valuable even if the program itself is not considered a success.

For example, consider a financial training program at a rural bank aimed at increasing 

savings that is randomly implemented in some branches but not others. The program 

seems promising, and enrolls large numbers of participants in treatment branches 

at the start. However, at the end of a year, the impact evaluation shows no results: 

participants in the treatment group have saving and credit behavior that is no 

different than that of the control group who didn’t receive the program.

When interviewed, bank officers suggest some potential reasons for why the impact 

evaluation didn’t show the expected outcome. For example, many participants may 

have dropped out early because the program was too long, the program content may 

not have focused sufficiently on savings, or the teaching may not have been of suffi-

ciently high quality. Each of these reasons, moreover, suggests a different response 

to improving the program in the future or to improving programs like it in the future: 

Shorten the program, change the curriculum, and/or raise teaching standards. 

Thus, our understanding of the impact of a program—whether it went as expected 

or didn’t—can be improved by a more comprehensive evaluation that puts all the 

pieces together.

7.2 HOW dO WE CONdUCT COMpREHENSIVE 
EVALUATIONS?

As the above questions and example indicate, having more information about how a 

financial capability program is conducted is necessary to understand what happened. 

But those kinds of information don’t always come from the impact evaluation alone; 

some of that information will come from understanding how and when services were 

delivered and how the program was implemented in the field. In other words, an 

understanding the impact of 

program can be improved 

by a more comprehensive 

evaluation that puts all the 

pieces together.
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impact evaluation needs to be combined with the high-level knowledge of program 

implementation gained through monitoring and process evaluations.

The example also argues for using the different types of data—qualitative and quan-

titative—that are a part of the different evaluation types (in the next chapter on data 

Collection, we discuss the different types of data in detail). Such “mixed methods” 

naturally arise in an evaluation strategy that combines impact evaluation, process 

evaluation, and analysis based on monitoring data. Combining different sources of 

information and evaluation methods allows us to assess both the “what” and the 

“why” of program evaluation: Impact evaluation methods help to estimate the magni-

tude of impacts, and process evaluation methods help shed light on the underlying 

causal mechanisms and processes.

Such a mixed-methods approach recognizes the complementary strengths and 

scope of all the evaluation methods discussed previously in this Toolkit. Impact eval-

uation allows evaluators to arrive at statistically meaningful causal estimates of a 

program’s effects, which can make the findings of the evaluation ultimately more 

useful to policy makers and the wider development community. For instance, finding 

that a program is “positively associated” with improved financial behavior is useful, 

but less actionable than evidence that the program has had a 5 percent impact on 

a particular target measure, which provides a tangible and concrete benchmark for 

comparison against other programs.

While qualitative methods cannot accurately estimate the magnitude of a program’s 

effect on outcomes—even when comparison groups are used (such as having focus 

groups with nonbeneficiaries)—but qualitative methods can help overcome the 

limitations of purely quantitative approaches by providing a less-structured, open-

ended, and flexible method of inquiry. Such inquiry allows for the discovery of effects 

on the beneficiaries, program staff, and other stakeholders that were unforeseen 

by evaluators. It can provide a useful alternative avenue for further exploration of 

research questions when extended quantitative analysis is limited by budget, time, 

or data constraints. Qualitative research methods that are participatory in nature can 

also increase the acceptability and utilization of findings from quantitative inquiries.

7.3 WHEN IS A COMpREHENSIVE AppROACH MOST 
CRITICAL?

For all the reasons above, conducting a more comprehensive evaluation that inte-

grates both impact and process evaluations and the data they yield makes sense. 

doing so can obviously go beyond the resources allocated, but there are certain situ-

ations where it makes the most sense to strive to do so. We list below some of those 

situations.

Combining different sources 

of information and evaluation 

methods allow us to assess 

both the “what” and the “why” 

of program evaluation.
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7.3.1 Conducting the exploratory (or pilot) phase of an 
evaluation

In this situation, quantitative impact estimates are important as key resource deci-

sions are being made. As the same time, qualitative data collection can be used to 

develop hypotheses, research questions, and survey instruments, as well as to define 

indicators for quantitative evaluation. Often, qualitative data from pilot studies are 

used to design interventions themselves. We discuss the advantages of using qualita-

tive data for exploratory research in further detail in chapter 8.

In our bank example from above, after a pilot program, decision makers will want to 

know if scaling up is warranted, especially considering the opportunity costs of allo-

cating capital to the program. This means that evaluation results need to address the 

realized as well as potential effect sizes from the program, and associated costs, so 

a quantitative impact evaluation is needed to capture these numbers in a way that 

allows such computations. At the same time, those implementing the program could 

have conducted focus groups with respondents prior to the beginning of the program 

Box 7.1 RTf In PRACTICe: CoMPRehenSIVe eVALuATIon of fInAnCIAL TRAInIng PRogRAM In 
IndIA

One RTF pilot project involves a financial capability program in Bihar, India, that is seeking to change individuals’ financial 

behavior and knowledge. Those living in rural villages in India typically have to travel long distances to access a bank to 

conduct financial transactions, a situation that creates disincentives to using a bank. To address this concern, EKO India 

Financial Services has provided a “doorstep banking” program in rural villages—a program that allows people to conduct 

financial transactions close to their homes.

In addition to gaining access to the program itself, a sample of program participants also received a financial training course 

on the importance and benefits of saving. The program evaluator conducted a randomized control trial (RCT) to evaluate the 

impact of the training course. Randomization was at the village level; within the treatment villages, a single family member 

from a fraction of the families receives financial training, while the remaining families have multiple members who receive 

financial training.

To disentangle how attitudes and behaviors were shaped by the financial capability intervention, the project team relied 

on a comprehensive evaluation. Beyond the RCT that forms the impact evaluation, the project team conducted a process 

evaluation using in-person interviews and focus groups. These interviews were conducted with program staff and program 

participants immediately after the intervention was delivered. The questions addressed a number of areas, such as service 

delivery (e.g., location and timing of training and feasibility of program approaches used), resources (e.g., whether resources 

were adequate and how to reduce resources without compromising program quality), service use (e.g., how participants 

were recruited and which participants took up the program), and program participant experiences (e.g., what the 

motivation was for participating and opinions about the length of training and the content of the course).
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being implemented. doing so may have helped the bank to identify the most 

common barriers to savings in their customer base and, thus, helped in designing the 

program in a way that would hopefully get around those barriers. process evaluation 

and qualitative research may also help decision makers understand important ways 

in which a scale-up might differ from the pilot program experiences. 

7.3.2 Following up after impact evaluation and understanding 
differences in program effects

The type of quantitative analysis we have described in our impact evaluation 

chapters can establish average program effects by comparing a large group of 

participants to another comparison group. But quite often, evaluators are inter-

ested in going beyond the average and looking at potential differences in effects 

for subgroups (for instance, women versus men, the more educated versus the 

less educated). Ideally, we would wish to perform a quantitative analysis on several 

different groups, drawing large samples for each of the subgroups of interest. 

However, it is often logistically or financially infeasible to gather enough participants 

in each subgroup to be statistically meaningful; as a result, many evaluations are 

not “powered” to do detailed subgroup analysis. More discussion of heterogeneous 

effects and the issue of having enough statistical power in analyses can be found in 

the chapters on impact evaluation design (chapter 6) and data analysis (chapter 10).

For instance, we may be interested in comparing program effects for men and 

women, particularly widows, but the budget may not permit an evaluation of men 

and women separately. Furthermore, it may be difficult to recruit a large sample of 

widows. In such situations, it can be useful to draw on qualitative data collection 

methods, such as interviews or focus groups, because such methods can help eval-

uators understand why certain people benefited much more or much less than the 

average person in terms of whatever program effect found in the quantitative anal-

ysis.

Similarly, evaluators could analyze quantitative data from a survey to identify 

different or heterogeneous effects among different groups (e.g., those respondents 

who budget annually, those who budget monthly, those who budget irregularly, and 

those who do not budget at all), while in-depth case studies (a qualitative method) 

can help describe and understand these groups in greater detail. The survey will 

provide breadth, while the case studies will provide depth.

7.3.3 Increasing the validity of evaluation findings

Sometimes the findings from the impact evaluation may be either unexpected or 

controversial, perhaps so much so that policy makers and stakeholders may doubt 

The quantitative analysis 

of survey data can identify 

different effects among 

different groups, and in-depth 

case studies can help 

understand and describe these 

groups in greater detail.
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their validity. One way to show the validity of the findings is to use a technique 

known as “triangulation.”

Triangulation involves combining various data sources to address a particular 

research or evaluation question, thus providing more weight to the findings. This can, 

of course, be done within quantitative or qualitative data. In the former, triangulation 

is sometimes achieved by analyzing two or more different surveys, thus showing 

that the unexpected or controversial result is not just an anomaly in the current 

evaluation. In the latter case, triangulation may consist of conducting focus groups 

alongside participant observation or key-informant interviews—again, confirming 

the result with multiple sources. Within the context of a mixed-methods approach, 

triangulation may involve using interviews to confirm the findings from a survey to 

confirm or validate findings.

7.3.4 Case studies of small or very sensitive populations

Surveys can provide incredibly valuable support in evaluations, but survey data may 

not allow for the proper examination of certain marginal markets or activities that 

may be important for programs and policies. In other cases, populations may be too 

small to warrant any kind of quantitative analysis but are still worth investigating.

For instance, in our example, suppose it is difficult to interview elderly widows in 

this population using conventional survey methods, but this population is important 

because it is particularly vulnerable. A more appropriate way to obtain informa-

tion may be to use interviews or very small focus groups. While the nature of the 

evidence gathered may not be comparable to conducting a large impact evaluation, 

this form of inquiry may be the best way to reach the population of interest and 

perhaps also to obtain more nuanced information, albeit more limited in generaliz-

ability.

Another way to do this is through case studies, which is an approach used to 

investigate a phenomenon in its real-life context. Case studies typically consist of 

the detailed examination of a particular individual, a small group, an institution (a 

household, a company), event, or setting, and are often conducted as part of broader 

research endeavors. Case studies allow researchers to gain an in-depth under-

standing of how a phenomenon functions, and can answer questions of “how” and 

“why” a phenomenon came to pass. 

In many types of qualitative research, case studies are often used as illustrations 

of common phenomena or to examine contrasting phenomena. Such illustrative 

case studies are referred to by a number of names, including collective case studies, 

multiple case studies, cross-case studies, comparative case studies, and contrasting 

case studies. When case studies are used as illustrations of common phenomena, 

Triangulation combines data 

sources to address a particular 

question, thus providing more 

weight to findings.

Case studies provide an 

in-depth understanding of how 

a phenomenon functions and 

can answer question of “how” 

and “why” a phenomenon 

came to pass.
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the ultimate goal is usually to improve the researcher’s ability to understand and 

theorize about a broader context. Moreover, using multiple case studies makes find-

ings more robust than a focus on a single case study. 

In impact or progress evaluations, the evaluation of a financial capability program 

that provides services to many dispersed communities may select a small number of 

communities as case studies of how service provision occurs on the ground. doing 

so allows for greater depth in examining the processes, stakeholders, and interac-

tions in place, providing informative evidence on the “mechanics” of a financial capa-

bility program. This information, in turn, can be used in future decision making about 

the implementation of this or similar programs.

Similarly, a program evaluation can use case study households to provide an in-depth 

description of the way the program’s services or transfers are used, shared, and 

perceived within that household. While these kinds of case studies cannot explain 

how all households interact with the program or how the program delivers services 

in all communities, they can offer informative insights into program issues that may 

be relevant more generally.

data for case studies can gathered through various data gathering techniques, 

including qualitative and quantitative methods. The case study method is based on 

triangulation of information (as discussed above) from multiple sources of evidence, 

which typically include interviews and/or focus groups, reviews of materials and 

documents, and direct observation. 

properly conducting a mixed-methods evaluation can be challenging. Evaluators 

should be careful not to embark on conducting such an evaluation without a clear 

rationale for why this approach is necessary. You should also think carefully about 

the mix of skills and expertise in your evaluation team. If your team consists only 

of researchers with quantitative analysis skills, it may be difficult to successfully 

incorporate insights from qualitative data into your evaluation and interpretation of 

results, and vice-versa. It may also be important to ensure that experts with different 

methodological strengths communicate effectively and cooperate well. In other 

words, it is important not to take a casual stance to integrating these approaches. 

The use of mixed methods requires solid reasoning and careful planning; otherwise, 

it may just drain resources from your evaluation’s limited budget, staff, and time 

frame.

Table 7.1 provides a checklist of some things to consider if want to conduct a mixed-

methods evaluation.

The use of mixed methods 

requires solid reasoning and 

careful planning; otherwise, it 

may just drain resources.
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KEY pOINTS

While an impact evaluation is necessary, it is not sufficient to achieve a full under-

standing of how a program performed. process evaluation and monitoring are also 

important parts of a comprehensive approach to evaluation, helping to answer the 

questions about “how” and “why,” which ultimately make the overall evaluation’s 

results useful for program decision making. Every program and environment has 

unique features and resources, often calling for different ways of putting a compre-

hensive evaluation together. Combining information about effectiveness with cost 

information can then support analyses to increase program efficiency, which we will 

discuss in chapter 11.
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TABLe 7.1 CheCKLIST foR deCIdIng on A MIxed-MeThodS eVALuATIon deSIgn

Consider your primary evaluation questions and think about which methods best address each of them

 � For example, treatment effect questions will be answered using quantitative data analysis methods, process questions will 

be answered using qualitative methods, and effects heterogeneity can be answered using either or both

X

Check whether results from the analysis of data leaves unanswered questions that could be explored using other methods

 � For example, if your randomized controlled trial identifies extreme cases (such as a few people who were worse off after the 

intervention), you may want to add some qualitative data collection and analysis to gain insight into why this may have hap-

pened

X

Think about your qualitative data

 � For example, can it be coded and analyzed quantitatively to provide different kinds of insights?
X

Make sure the evaluation team includes people with skills and expertise in each of the different methods you will use in your 

evaluation

 � For example, does the team have people who can conduct surveys and people who can conduct focus groups?

X

Think about your budget

 � For example, is the budget sufficient to do a mixed-methods evaluation without spreading resources so thinly that it does 

not add much depth to your inquiry?

X
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ChAPTeR 8

data 
collection 
methods

So far, we’ve discussed monitoring and the types of evaluations—process and 

impact—that are typically used in tracking and assessing financial capability 

programs. But key to implementing a monitoring system and any type of evaluation 

is data collection and, then, ultimately data analysis. There are both qualitative and 

quantitative methods for collecting data; while the qualitative variety typically goes 

with process evaluations and the quantitative variety with impact evaluations, both 

methods can and do get used in both, as we discussed in the previous chapter on 

comprehensive evaluations.

In the previous chapters, we mentioned data collection methods as part of the 

discussion. Here, we go into more detail on the types of data collection methods 

and their uses in evaluating financial capability programs. There are also practical 

concerns in actually implementing any of the methods discussed here; we save that 

discussion for the next chapter.

8.1 QUALITATIVE dATA COLLECTION METHOdS

What is the purpose of using qualitative data in monitoring and evaluation? Qualita-

tive data complement quantitative data by providing a depth of contextual under-

standing and a level of detail that one can’t get with quantitative data alone.

When do qualitative data get used? There are a number of points in an evaluation 

where qualitative data can be useful. First, they can be used to help develop the 

quantitative research materials, such as survey questionnaires—both in terms of 

the substance of the material on such questionnaires and in terms of question 

wording and syntax. For example, evaluators of a financial capability program may 

conduct a small number of focus groups (qualitative data) to examine how potential 

program beneficiaries talk about the issues the program addresses (such as savings, 

budgeting, and so forth), which can then help construct the surveys (quantitative 

data) using the most appropriate terminology.

Second, as part of a formative process evaluation, qualitative data can provide a 

detailed understanding of the development of the financial capability program as it 

qualitative data can shed light 

on the causal mechanisms of a 

program—helping understand 

how program effects came to 

pass (or failed to do so).
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is being implemented. In particular, qualitative data can shed light on program imple-

mentation and operational issues, including questions about the most appropriate 

mode of delivery, the identification of the target population, and so forth. This most 

commonly involves research with the people responsible for designing and delivering 

program services, but it may also include program beneficiaries at this stage. The 

goal of gathering information at this stage is to improve the design and delivery of 

the program.

Third, qualitative data can also be a very valuable part of summative research, 

including both process and impact evaluations. Although qualitative data can’t by 

themselves establish causality between the evaluated financial capability program 

and observed outcomes, they can help produce a richer and more informative 

picture of the program being evaluated and provide insights that can’t be fully 

captured through surveys and other quantitative data.

They do so, in particular, by shedding light on the causal mechanisms of the 

program—by allowing us to ascertain how any observed program effects came to 

pass (or failed to do so). They can also help provide an understanding of the expe-

riences of beneficiaries in the extreme ends of the distribution—that is, those who 

benefited much more or much less than the average. In this way, qualitative methods 

can fill interpretation gaps left when only quantitative methods are used, adding 

depth and texture to the inquiry. And ultimately, the insights produced through quali-

tative research can inform future program development and implementation.

At the highest level, qualitative data collection methods focus on gathering informa-

tion on people’s perceptions and experiences with the process of implementing a 

financial capability program and on the meaning they ascribe to particular events in 

that implementation. A number of qualitative data collection methods are typically 

used, each with their strengths and weaknesses. In the subsections that follow we 

describe the following techniques: in-depth interviews; semi-structured and cognitive 

interviews, focus groups, reviews of documents and materials, and audit studies or 

mystery shopping. These discussions go into some detail, indicating when you might 

want to use them. We discuss some of the practical matters of how data collection is 

done in the next chapter.

8.1.1 In-depth interviews

Evaluators typically use in-depth interviews to explore in detail the expectations, 

experiences, views, and feelings of the interviewee. They can be particularly useful 

for discussing personal details or sensitive issues that people may be hesitant 

to discuss in a group setting. In an in-depth interview, the role of the interviewer 

is to guide the respondent through the topics that need to be covered without 
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constraining the respondent to specific questions. They are also referred to as “depth 

interviews.”

In designing in-depth interviews, one typically starts with a full list of issues or topics 

to be covered in the interview and then groups them in a logical order. The next step 

is to generate from this full list what is known as a “topic guide,” which the inter-

viewer will use in the interview. This is a list of topics that can be used to aid the 

interviewer’s memory in doing the interview.

8.1.2 Semi-structured and cognitive interviews

Unlike in-depth interviews, which use the topic guides shown in the extracts in 

box 8.1, semi-structured interviews use an interview protocol, prepared in advance, 

which specifies the wording and sequence of questions and provides prompts for 

the interviewer. Questions are “open-ended,” meaning that respondents answer the 

question as they see fit, using their own words. While in some instances interviewers 

stick strictly to the protocol, most semi-structured interviews include probing on the 

basis of the interviewee’s answers.

One situation when interviews are particularly valuable is in developing quantitative 

data collection materials, such as a survey instrument—a method known as cogni-

tive interviews. In-depth interviews or focus groups (discussed below) may be carried 

out first to ascertain the content of the survey instrument and begin the process of 

developing the wording of the questions. Semi-structured interviews can be used 

in two ways in this context. Most simply, they can be used to determine possible 

response codes to questions; but they can also be used more creatively to test the 

wording of questions “cognitively”—to ascertain whether the question is fully under-

stood, whether the interviewees are interpreting it as intended by the interviewers, 

and whether it produces meaningful replies from the interviewees. In this case, 

precoded replies may also be included to determine whether they are appropriate.

For program evaluation, semi-structured interviews are often the most useful and 

appropriate method, because they rely on an interview protocol designed in advance 

and used in the same way in every interview by every interviewer. As a result, 

semi-structured interviews increase the comparability of responses and enable 

clearer insights into particular issues of interest.

Beyond program beneficiaries, program staff and others associated with the imple-

mentation of the program are also often interviewed, both to obtain factual informa-

tion about the program and to capture their insights into issues of program design, 

delivery, and outcomes. These are typically referred to as key informant interviews.

While there is some overlap in many of the questions asked in such interviews 

of program beneficiaries and key informants, other questions are specific only to 

In-depth interviews are useful 

for discussing personal details 

or sensitive issues that people 

may be hesitant to discuss in a 

group setting.

Cognitive interviews can help 

determine whether a question 

is fully understood, is being 

interpreted as intended by the 

interviewees, and is producing 

meaningful replies.

Semi-structured interviews rely 

on an interview protocol, which 

increases the comparability of 

responses.
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Box 8.1 ToPIC guIde exTRACTS foR In-dePTh InTeRVIeWS

CitizensAdvice—the largest network of independent advice agencies in the United Kingdom that provide free advice, largely 

to low-income individuals—commissioned the Bristol personal Finance Research Centre to conduct an evaluation of a 

U.K. evaluation of a financial education initiative with low-income tenants of a big social housing provider. One part of that 

evaluation involved in-depth interviews with staff members who helped deliver the program and with users of the program. 

Extracts of the topic guides are given below.

Extract of Topic Guide on Project Development 
(Interviews with Staff Members)

1. describe your role in developing and selling the project. probe:

 � does the project build on an existing service or is it a completely new service?

 � Any involvement in engaging partners (e.g., community centers, credit unions) or in setting up sessions, venues, etc.?

 � What has been your involvement in developing the workshop materials (involvement of others)?

2. How easy or difficult has it been to get the project off the ground? probe:

 � Compared with own expectations?

 � Compared with your experiences in setting up similar projects?

3. What have been the main challenges in getting started? probe:

 � Engaging partners

 � Arranging sessions, venues, etc.

 � Reaching target groups

 � project funding

4. How have you tried to overcome these challenges? How successful have you been? probe:

 � Any help/advice? From who? How useful?

 – If no, would this have been useful? possible providers?

 – Check if any contact with other projects

 � drawn on lessons learned from similar projects?

 � Impact on delivery of project and meeting targets?

5. Have any other issues come to light since setting the project up?

Extract of Topic Guide on General Experience of the workshop 
(Interviews with Program Users)

1. How did you find out about the workshop?

2. What were the main reasons you decided to attend the workshop? 

 � What did you expect before you attended? How did you feel about it?

 � How different was it to any expectations you had?

3. What do you think was good about the workshop you attended? What did you get out of it?

 � probe for location, length, format, content, facilitator, etc.

4. What, if anything, do you think could have been done better?

5. Was there any other information or advice you would have liked that was not covered in the workshop?

6. Have you discussed the information you received in the workshops with friends or family? 

7. Have you recommended the workshop to friends or family members? 

8. Would you be interested in attending similar workshops again in the future?
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Box 8.2 uSIng CognITIVe InTeRVIeWIng In The deVeLoPMenTAL PhASe of An RTf PRogRAM

In the developmental phase of an RTF survey of financial capability, focus groups were used to develop the interview guide, 

with the wording of potential questions selected from previous surveys. But since these previous surveys had almost all been 

carried out in high-income countries, there were concerns that the questions would not be appropriate in a low- or middle-

income country setting, particularly with the very poorest people within that setting. Some of the questions were open-ended 

ones, requiring precodes; others were designed to test ways of capturing replies, such as scales determining strength of 

agreement.

Semi-structured cognitive interviews were conducted to get feedback on question wording to address these concerns. All 

interviews were audio-recorded for subsequent analysis, and the interviewers completed a detailed feedback form during 

each interview. In the first round of 120 interviews, the following information was recorded for each question (if it applied):

 � Question not understood and why

 � Question not appropriate for respondents’ circumstances and why

 � Other comments, e.g., inconsistencies in replies across questions; questions that did not accurately capture respondent’s 

level of financial capability

 � Questions difficult for respondent to answer and why

 � Other comments, e.g., inconsistencies in replies across questions; questions that did not accurately capture respondent’s 

level of financial capability

 � Suggestions for rewording question to improve understanding

 � Verbatim responses to open-ended questions

We illustrate two examples of how the cognitive interviews highlighted potential issues with the survey questionnaire. First, 

for one question—“When I get my income I set priorities for things I must buy or pay first”—researchers were testing both 

whether the question was difficult to answer and a four-point agree/disagree scale respondents were supposed to use. The 

cognitive interviews revealed that a respondent had an issue in establishing priorities to pay and priorities to buy because 

he treated them as two different things. The interviewer asked him to consider these as one (bills and purchases) to give an 

answer. The respondent also found the scale difficult to use.

As another example, researchers were testing to see if a question was understood—“What are your main priorities”—and 

discovered that a respondent felt his priority was finding a job, which meant that the question was not totally clear because it 

referred to priorities about expenses.

A second round of cognitive interviews was then conducted with a slightly different focus and a revised questionnaire to 

take account of feedback from the first round. Feedback from the interviews and focus groups had a large impact in the 

development of the survey instrument. For example, the two questions in the above example ultimately became:

 � When you receive money, do you plan how it will be used? Yes/No (Interviewer instruction: if too little money to plan, code 

“No”) 

 � Ask if yes at 12. do you always plan how the money you receive will be used or only do it sometimes? Always/Sometimes

 � Ask if yes at 1. do you plan exactly how you will use the money or only make a rough plan? Exactly/Rough plan
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program beneficiaries or key informants. Table 8.1 provides examples of evaluation 

questions that can be asked for both types of stakeholders. Many of these can also 

be “topics” for discussion in in-depth interviews. It is important to note that there are 

other stakeholders (and nonbeneficiaries) that are often useful to interview. When 

deciding who to include as interviewees, it may help to make a list of possible types 

of interviewees and what information you hope to obtain from them. This will, in 

turn, help you develop the most appropriate interview protocol for each particular 

type of interview. 

8.1.3 Focus groups

Focus groups (sometimes referred to as group discussions) involve the moder-

ated discussion of a particular topic or topics with a small group of people (usually 

between 6 and 10). They are not designed to arrive at any kind of consensus nor be 

a decision-making forum. They are also not group interviews, where the moderator 

poses a question to the group and each respondent gives his/her view without an 

attempt to stimulate discussion among the group. Rather, focus groups are intended 

to elicit a person’s own views on the topic of discussion in a context in which the 

person can consider the views and perceptions of other people and contribute to 

them. They also enable the researcher to observe the interactions between partici-

pants and the collective creation of meaning.

More specifically, focus groups can be cost-effective, can be used to obtain informa-

tion from transient populations (e.g., prisoners, migrants, hospital patients), and can 

focus groups elicit a person’s 

own views in the context of 

those of others and allow that 

person to contribute to the 

views of others.

TABLe 8.1 SAMPLe InTeRVIeW queSTIon SeT foR PRogRAM BenefICIARIeS And KeY InfoRMAnTS

QUESTIONS FOR PROGRAM BENEFICIARIES QUESTIONS FOR KEY INFORMANTS

What were your expectations of the program?

How did you decide to participate in the program? What was the motivation for the development of the program?

What does your participation in the program consist of? What is the nature of your involvement in the program?

What are your views of the way in which the program was delivered?

What do you think are the main strengths or benefits of the program?

What do you think are the main weaknesses of the program?

do you think the program has led to changes in your life, 

your family’s life or the community? Why/Why not?

do you think the program has led to changes in the lives of partici-

pants and their families, and/or the community? Why/Why not?

What kinds of changes would you suggest to improve the program?

Note: Key informants are program staff, staff of institutions where program is implemented, local authorities, etc.
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enable researchers to spot areas of shared or diverse experience in one fell swoop. 

Focus groups are also useful in other ways. For example, by their group nature, 

focus groups may raise new questions or point to aspects of the program being 

evaluated, which individuals in one-on-one interviews may not have considered 

before. Moreover, they can be especially useful when informants are too intimidated 

or otherwise unwilling to have one-on-one interactions with researchers. In fact, 

in some instances, researchers may find that focus groups are necessary before 

respondents agree to meet on a one-on-one basis for an individual interview. Then 

again, focus groups may be unsuitable to explore certain socially sensitive or highly 

personal issues. As a result, detailed questions about participants’ lives and financial 

situations (such as employment and income) are usually kept to a minimum in focus 

groups. However, it is typically acceptable to discuss people’s experiences and views 

on issues relating to personal finances in focus groups.

Given that there are similarities between interviews and focus groups, when should 

you use one versus the other? It is important to note that focus groups produce 

similar but distinct types of data. Focus group data reflect meanings, views, and opin-

ions negotiated in the context of a group discussion. That means that data from an 

interview may differ from, and even contradict, that obtained from focus groups.

In other settings, the program context will dictate the appropriate choices. For 

example, in a school-based program, it may make sense to conduct interviews with 

teachers to assess their general opinion of the materials, how easy they are to use, 

how clear they are, and how appropriate they are to the teaching environment. If time 

and resources allow, you may also want to conduct focus groups with students, who 

can tell you their views on whether the teacher’s delivery has improved, lessons are 

more engaging, and the material covered in class is clear. Insights from both methods 

can help inform decisions on whether to retain or adjust the teaching materials.

Focus groups can be used at various different stages in an evaluation and for quite 

different purposes. Like interviews, focus groups can be used as part of a formative 

process evaluation to provide insight; for example, in a financial capability program, 

they can be used to explore content and delivery. And they can be used to inform 

the design of the content of a survey questionnaire that will be used in a summative 

evaluation involving either a process or an impact evaluation, or both.

In a summative evaluation, they can be used to provide a more detailed under-

standing of key findings. For example, a survey may show that users found a financial 

capability program very helpful, yet it had no impact on their behavior. Focus groups, 

like interviews, might help to explain why this is the case.

As was also true for interview preparation, a key step in focus group development 

is producing a full list of the things that should be covered in the discussion. data 

focus group data are collected 

in the context of a group 

discussion and may differ from 

or contradict data collected in 

interviews.
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Box 8.3 uSIng foCuS gRouPS In RTf PRogRAMS

We highlight developmental work for the RTF financial capability surveys, where focus groups were held in eight countries 

across three continents to establish a view of the attributes that distinguish someone who is financially capable from 

someone who is less financially capable. It also used the focus groups to identify the relative importance of knowledge, skills, 

attitudes, and behavior in distinguishing people with different levels of financial capability. 

Given the exploratory nature of the work, the focus groups in this example were unstructured. participants were asked first 

to describe someone who is very incapable with money and then someone who is very capable. The aim was to maintain 

about 20 minutes of discussion on each of these two topics to identify the range of competencies of importance and also the 

relative importance of knowledge, skills, attitudes, and behavior. 

The respondents were all tea pluckers from the Muluzi division in Bloomfied Estate at Lujeri (a population similar to the direct 

deposit project’s survey sample). The participants were selected and asked to participate in the focus group by the division 

manager upon request from the research team. The first focus group had eight participants, five women and three men, 

while the second focus group had seven respondents and consisted of four men and three women. The focus groups were 

conducted outside the Muluzi division office.

Because researchers wanted to see whether a framework for measuring financial capability that had been developed in high-

income countries had any relevance in a low-income setting, moderators ended the discussion by exploring the relevance of 

any areas that had not been mentioned in the earlier discussions.

In fact two areas or domains were consistently mentioned in the general discussion—day-to-day money management and 

planning for longer-term needs—while two other areas that had been identified in higher income countries—choosing 

suitable financial products and being well-informed—were mentioned much less frequently. When these latter areas were 

raised at the end of the focus group, they, not surprisingly, seemed to have much less relevance as core competencies for 

people with low incomes in low- or middle-income countries. It is interesting to note that there was a remarkably high degree 

of consensus in the groups across all eight countries.

What might focus group instruments look like to gather such information? The table captures the content of one such focus 

group instrument from an RTF pilot program in Nigeria. The six topics and questions were used to guide discussion in two 

focus groups, each lasting an hour.

(continued)
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Box 8.3 uSIng foCuS gRouPS In RTf PRogRAMS (continued)

TOPICS QUESTIONS

Shopping 

Habits

 � When do you usually buy groceries (payday)?

 � When you buy on payday, do you buy food for the next two weeks or do you buy again in the shops during 

the week? Is it the same for vegetables as for maize?

 � What other items do you buy on payday? do you try and buy all of these also for the next two weeks?

 � do you shop at the payday market? Why or why not?

Loans

 � If you do not have money when you need it what do you do? 

 � From whom do you generally borrow money when you need it? 

 � When during the fortnight do you generally take out loans (e.g., toward the end, in the beginning)?

 � during the fortnight when are loans easier to get?

 � When is the money from the loan paid back?

 � How much time are you given to pay back?

 � Is the loan pay back date tied to payday?

 � What would happen if you didn’t pay?

 � What if people don’t collect their wages on payday (e.g., when they are sick) but during the following 

week—how is the wage collected?

 � How often do you buy store goods on credit?

 � do you pay interest for the goods bought on credit?

 � does the shopkeeper ever deny people credit? What were the circumstances?

Badiri

 � How long do Badiri groups usually last? The whole season, less, or more? What is the reason?

 � How are Badiri groups formed?

 � How do you know the people in the group?

 � How many people does a group generally consist of?

 � do people know what they want to buy with the savings before getting the savings?

 � What was the purchase that you made from your last Badiri collection?

 � Was this what you had planned to buy or not?

 � What was the largest Badiri collection you have made in the last year? What did you purchase from this money?

 � How frequently do people have to pay in? Is it tied to pay day?

 � When do you pay in? Is it tied to payday?

 � What happens if people don’t want to contribute in a given week?

Savings

 � Where is the money saved from payday, if any is left at all? (in addition to Badiri) (saving is not just explicit 

savings but any type of “storing”)?

 � Is there any money left over from the rainy season to spend now? If so, where was it kept?

 � If you need for food/school fees, how do you acquire the money? Keep probing on this question: if you can’t 

borrow from your friend, what else would you do? If you couldn’t get extra wages, what else could you do? Etc.

pres-

sures to 

Share

 � do friends or relatives ask you for money? How often?

 � Generally what reason do they give you for asking the money?

 � For what reasons are you more likely to give money?

 � When are they most likely to ask you for money?

 � Share personal experiences when you were asked for money by your relatives. What was your response?

Security  � do you worry about being robbed on payday?
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gathering through focus groups can range from very structured to very unstructured. 

It may, for example, be more unstructured during exploratory research, enabling 

different themes to emerge spontaneously from the interactions among participants. 

Then again, more structured formats would be used when research on a topic has 

already been conducted and the goal is to elicit insights into specific questions 

arising from the researchers’ previous findings. For instance, focus groups can 

provide context and detail to quantitative survey findings, allowing researchers to 

explore why certain results were obtained. Not surprisingly, focus groups in impact 

evaluations tend to be relatively structured because researchers already have a good 

idea of the issues they want to explore.

8.1.4 desk review of documents and materials

A key method used in most—if not all—program evaluations involves systematic 

document reviews: reviewing documents, records (including archival ones), and data 

associated with and relevant to the program under scrutiny. In program evaluations, 

there are different categories of potentially informative information, including:

 � Official documents and materials describing the program’s aims, structure, 

and so forth (including, perhaps, a program’s website)

 � program materials not intended for public circulation (such as meeting 

minutes, internal progress reports, internal communications about the 

program, etc.)

 � data gathered in the course of implementing a program (for instance, demo-

graphic information about the program beneficiaries, results of specific activi-

ties, logs of program activities, etc.)

 � photographs and audio and video recordings

 � Nonprogram data (such as financial transactions, school enrollment records, 

and so forth).

These materials often provide a very rich source of information on a program’s 

stated aims and objectives, design, implementation, processes, stakeholders 

(funders, staff, clients/beneficiaries, etc.), inputs (including financial information), 

outputs, and results. They may also document changes that occurred in the program 

during its lifetime and that may be relevant to the evaluation. Figure 8.1 provides 

some examples of the types of documents and what they are useful for.

program materials can also provide direct input to the assessment of the quality of 

a financial capability program. For example, the quality of program materials (inputs) 

can be reviewed and assessed by skilled peer reviewers, as can an audio recording 

of the program being delivered (outputs).

Reviewing program documents 

can provide a rich source of 

information on a program’s 

stated aims and objectives.

fIguRe 8.1 KIndS of doCuMenTS To ReVIeW

To describe the program’s 
aims, objectives, and 

structure

 � Official and unofficial program materials (program 
descriptions, websites, meeting minutes, etc.) 

To understand the social, 
economic, cultural, and 

political context in which 
the program operates

 � Official and unofficial program materials
 � Existing research (books and articles about the area)
 � Newspapers and other media

To understand program 
implementation

 � Official and unofficial program materials

 � Monitoring data reports

To gain insights into the 
program’s beneficiaries

 � Monitoring data reports
 � Census and/or survey data reports
 � Media reports
 � Official and unofficial program materials
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Box 8.4 deSK ReVIeW To ASSeSS fInAnCIAL AdVICe

To illustrate, audio-recordings of a one-on-one financial capability guidance service being piloted in Great Britain were peer 

reviewed to assess the quality of the advice against a predetermined set of criteria, including:

 � The accuracy of the information and guidance given

 � Completeness of the information and guidance

 � Whether the information and guidance given was appropriate to the needs and understanding of the user

 � Various aspects of effectiveness, including whether the money guide went beyond the presented problem to identify the 

full extent of needs for help, whether they made certain that the user understood the information and guidance they were 

given, and whether they built up sufficient rapport to maximize the likelihood of the user acting on the guidance they had 

been given.

At the end of the checklist, automatic scores were calculated from the assessments under each of the broad headings and 

the cases allocated to one of three categories: Acceptable, partially Unacceptable, or Unacceptable.

gathering through focus groups can range from very structured to very unstructured. 

It may, for example, be more unstructured during exploratory research, enabling 

different themes to emerge spontaneously from the interactions among participants. 

Then again, more structured formats would be used when research on a topic has 

already been conducted and the goal is to elicit insights into specific questions 

arising from the researchers’ previous findings. For instance, focus groups can 

provide context and detail to quantitative survey findings, allowing researchers to 

explore why certain results were obtained. Not surprisingly, focus groups in impact 

evaluations tend to be relatively structured because researchers already have a good 

idea of the issues they want to explore.

8.1.4 desk review of documents and materials

A key method used in most—if not all—program evaluations involves systematic 

document reviews: reviewing documents, records (including archival ones), and data 

associated with and relevant to the program under scrutiny. In program evaluations, 

there are different categories of potentially informative information, including:

 � Official documents and materials describing the program’s aims, structure, 

and so forth (including, perhaps, a program’s website)

 � program materials not intended for public circulation (such as meeting 

minutes, internal progress reports, internal communications about the 

program, etc.)

 � data gathered in the course of implementing a program (for instance, demo-

graphic information about the program beneficiaries, results of specific activi-

ties, logs of program activities, etc.)

 � photographs and audio and video recordings

 � Nonprogram data (such as financial transactions, school enrollment records, 

and so forth).

These materials often provide a very rich source of information on a program’s 

stated aims and objectives, design, implementation, processes, stakeholders 

(funders, staff, clients/beneficiaries, etc.), inputs (including financial information), 

outputs, and results. They may also document changes that occurred in the program 

during its lifetime and that may be relevant to the evaluation. Figure 8.1 provides 

some examples of the types of documents and what they are useful for.

program materials can also provide direct input to the assessment of the quality of 

a financial capability program. For example, the quality of program materials (inputs) 

can be reviewed and assessed by skilled peer reviewers, as can an audio recording 

of the program being delivered (outputs).

Reviewing program documents 

can provide a rich source of 

information on a program’s 

stated aims and objectives.

fIguRe 8.1 KIndS of doCuMenTS To ReVIeW

To describe the program’s 
aims, objectives, and 

structure

 � Official and unofficial program materials (program 
descriptions, websites, meeting minutes, etc.) 

To understand the social, 
economic, cultural, and 

political context in which 
the program operates

 � Official and unofficial program materials
 � Existing research (books and articles about the area)
 � Newspapers and other media

To understand program 
implementation

 � Official and unofficial program materials

 � Monitoring data reports

To gain insights into the 
program’s beneficiaries

 � Monitoring data reports
 � Census and/or survey data reports
 � Media reports
 � Official and unofficial program materials
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8.1.5 Audit or mystery shopping studies

Another qualitative data collection method is audit or mystery shopping studies—an 

approach that can provide useful information on how the program is being delivered 

and whether delivery varies significantly depending on perceived characteristics of 

the beneficiary.

Audit studies have been used recently to study the behaviors of service providers in 

particular industries. This methodology consists of using trained auditors, or mystery 

shoppers, to pose as a user (e.g., client, customer, job applicant) to assess a finan-

cial capability program from the user’s perspective and to study the response of the 

interlocutor (service provider, HR department, etc.).

Although often described as a qualitative data–collection technique, larger audits can 

provide quantitative data if they are able to include several hundred assessments. 

Usually, though, it is a technique that is used to provide in-depth information, and the 

number of audits is limited to between 30 and 50.

It is critically important for audit studies that the interaction remains “blind” and that 

auditors are truly “mystery shoppers,” with their role as auditors concealed. Some 

studies use researchers or peer reviewers as the mystery shoppers, while others use 

real-life consumers or trained actors working with a script. The advantage of using 

researchers or peer reviewers is that they know what they are looking for in the 

evaluation and will thus ensure that all relevant information is collected, especially 

in situations in which scripts are difficult to develop and contingencies are hard to 

foresee. Using real-life consumers with the characteristics required for the evaluation 

Audits can provide information 

on how a program is delivered 

and whether it varies given 

beneficiaries’ perspectives.

Box 8.5 AudIT STudIeS In PRACTICe: An exAMPLe fRoM An RTf 
PILoT PRogRAM In MexICo

An RTF pilot program that evaluates the effectiveness of Mexico’s credit disclosure 

reforms on consumer understanding and financial decision making uses audit studies. 

This project sends auditors, posing as customers, to financial institutions to seek 

information on savings and credit products. The researchers then compare the quality 

of information that auditors are given to information that is provided to regulators. 

An important benefit of audit studies is the ability to experimentally vary auditor 

traits, notably financial capability, to understand whether products and services are 

provided differently based on the perceived characteristics of the individual. This can 

have important implications for the success of targeting as well as potentially negative 

practices such as discrimination, bias, and fraud. For instance in the RTF pilot program 

in Mexico, auditors act as either inexperienced or experienced consumers.
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has the advantage that they can, in effect “be themselves” and not have to act a 

part. They will, however, need some training (and/or a checklist) to minimize the risk 

of failing to collect all relevant information.

The experiences of shopper’s interactions are generally documented in one of three 

ways:

 � Audio or digital recording

 � detailed diaries of interactions

 � A checklist provided by the research team.

The advantage of audio recording experiences is that there is a full record of interac-

tions that can be transcribed. But they are really only suitable for a qualitative study. 

And they raise significant ethical issues, because the person being assessed must, by 

necessity, be kept unaware of the recording and for this reason it is generally ruled out.

diaries are generally based on free text, so that they too are only really suitable for 

a qualitative evaluation. Compared with recordings, diaries suffer from the disadvan-

tage that they record only the shopper’s perceptions of what happened and informa-

tion may not be verifiable. This approach is most appropriate where researchers are 

posing as mystery shoppers. 

The third option is to develop a checklist for mystery shoppers to use in assessing 

the interaction, which should be completed immediately following the interaction. 

Often, the checklist is precoded. This makes subsequent analysis more straightfor-

ward and means that the checklist can be used for studies involving large numbers 

of audits. The key disadvantage is that the checklist needs very careful design to 

ensure it is comprehensive and does not influence the shoppers’ behavior. This 

becomes more difficult if the assessment is complex or wide-ranging.

8.2 QUANTITATIVE dATA COLLECTION METHOdS

Unlike qualitative data, quantitative data describe data that are either collected 

as numbers or that can be easily translated into numbers. In financial capability 

programs, statistical analyses can be conducted on quantitative data to summarize, 

compare, and generalize beliefs, attitudes, and behaviors. The key advantage of quan-

titative data is that they can be used to statistically test hypotheses and relation-

ships. Where qualitative research can help to probe relationships between a financial 

capability program and observed outcomes, quantitative research can be used to 

describe, predict, and establish those relationships in the aggregate.

Because of the quantitative nature of impact evaluations—with their emphasis on 

determining causative effects—quantitative data naturally go hand-in-hand with 

Interactions of auditors or 

mystery shoppers must 

be blind, with their roles 

concealed.

Mystery shoppers can record 

interactions, keep diaries, or 

complete checklists.

quantitative data can be used 

to statistically test hypotheses 

and relationships.
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impact evaluations. However, quantitative data can also be a very helpful part of 

monitoring systems and process evaluations. As in the example in chapter 4 on 

monitoring, collecting observational data on the ratio of functional computers to 

total computers or the number of individuals who complete a training course are 

examples of quantitative data a researcher might collect as part of monitoring a 

computer-based personal finance training session. As another example, in chapter 5 

on process evaluations, we used the example that a school-based financial literacy 

program may want to conduct a short survey to understand how teachers feel about 

the course material, how students respond to the lessons, and what practical chal-

lenges exist in different contexts.

There are two broad categories of quantitative data: primary and secondary data. 

primary data are collected firsthand by the researchers, directly from the subjects 

under study. Surveys, direct observation, experiments, and field experiments are all 

examples of primary data collection methods.

Secondary data are existing data that are collected by someone other than the eval-

uation team but that can be used by the evaluation team to help answer relevant 

questions. Administrative data or census data are examples of secondary data. In 

many cases, evaluators will link administrative data with survey data to provide a 

richer and more complete answer to questions about the effects of financial capa-

bility programs.

In the sections that follow we describe the most commonly used quantitative 

data collection methods used for monitoring and evaluation of financial capability 

programs: surveys and site visits (representing primary data collection) and adminis-

trative data (representing secondary data collection).

8.2.1 Surveys

Surveys are typically the best data collection method for determining information 

about large populations, with a known level of accuracy. In chapter 3, we discussed 

how to define a set of indicators that are program-relevant. But determining how to 

practically measure these indicators can be more challenging than it may appear.

In addition, while the primary objective of data collection is to enable evaluators to 

assess outcome indicators of interests, most primary data collection efforts typically 

cover significantly more than the outcomes alone. Collecting background information 

on respondents is important because it allows evaluators to better understand the 

study population, control for various sociodemographic characteristics, and look for 

heterogeneous effects.

It is also important to measure factors other than the program that contribute to 

financial decision making. As we discussed earlier in chapter 6, evaluators want to be 

quantitative data can be either 

primary or secondary data.

Surveys are best for 

determining information about 

large populations, with a 

known level of accuracy.
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able to tease out the effect of the program being evaluated from other things in the 

environment that could have also caused the effect. That means that survey instru-

ments should be able to assess program outcome indicators of interest and capture 

information that is vital to understanding the indicators, such as demographic and 

household data on living standards, preferences, and behaviors, and the economic 

and social environment of the individuals or households of interest.

All of this argues that preparation for survey instrument design should begin by care-

fully reviewing both the indicators that evolve from the program’s results framework 

and the experience of other data collection exercises that may have been under-

taken in a similar setting. The framing, formatting, wording, and delivery of questions 

can all affect measurement. In general, as noted previously, questions should be as 

consistent as possible with best-practice surveys, subject to the condition that they 

adequately reflect the program components. To facilitate this, appendix E (available 

in the online version of this report and accessible at www.finlitedu.org) includes a 

number of survey instruments used by the RTF pilot programs and other best-prac-

tice examples, including the survey instrument developed by the RTF Measurement 

project.

Survey instruments should be 

derived from indicators that 

come out of the program’s 

results framework.

Box 8.6 houSehoLd SuRVeY deSIgn In deVeLoPIng CounTRIeS

Typically, a household survey begins with a household roster to collect information on the household and is important in 

establishing who is a part of the household by listing all members. In addition to determining household membership, the 

household roster is used to collect information on the household members and those family members who do not reside in 

the household, if need be. This information usually pertains to age, gender, education, employment, and literacy. 

When dealing with employment questions, it is necessary to ensure that the questions remain valid for workers engaged 

in a diverse range of economic activities, such as agricultural, nonagricultural, rural and urban self-employed, rural and 

urban employed, child laborers, unpaid workers such as those involved in family businesses, and those who receive 

nonlabor income. A second important component is the collection of information on consumption and expenditure, assets, 

and sources of income. Finally, other modules within the survey depend on research objectives. In the case of financial 

capability programs, this often involves questions related to risk and time preferences and social networks, as well as the 

responsibilities of financial decision making within the household. The choice of modules also depends on the length of the 

survey instrument and time constraints for responders; some household surveys can take several hours to administer or 

require several visits. 

The design of household surveys is a complex undertaking, and the interested reader is referred to the survey instruments 

in appendix E (available in the online version of this report and accessible at www.finlitedu.org) for best-practice examples. 

Working with an experienced survey research firm can also help to ensure that the form, length, and content of household 

surveys conforms to accepted research practice standards.
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The advantage of using previously fielded, well-validated questions is clear. But the 

first priority for evaluation is to use questions that best capture the indicators for the 

program components in the setting at hand and to ensure that adaptation is appro-

priate, something we covered earlier in discussing interview questions. The diversity 

of financial environments—even within developing-country settings—ensures that 

while some aspects of the survey questionnaire may be commonly held, individual 

data collection efforts are still highly context-driven.

For instance, to measure planning for financial well-being in old age in a survey 

targeted toward workers in a middle-income country, researchers might want 

to ask about retirement savings. In that case, they might want to be specific in 

excluding government programs (e.g., “please do not include money that you expect 

to receive from government programs, such as Social Security”). In contrast, to 

measure planning for financial well-being in old age in a survey in a low-income 

country, it may make more sense and be more appropriate to be more general and 

ask the respondent how he plans to be financially supported in old age rather than 

pose questions about retirement savings.

Relevant response options for both countries may still include savings through formal 

financial institutions, such as retirement or bank accounts, and should also take 

into account (possibly by name) any widely used existing government or nonprofit 

schemes. In certain cultures, savings clubs may be popular and have specific names. 

Options should also cover informal arrangements, such as depending on children or 

younger relatives for support.

The bottom line is that care must be taken when adapting an instrument used by 

other evaluations, even those that cover the same types of outcomes and inter-

ventions in nominally similar settings. As a final note, questions that are translated 

from English or another language into local languages for respondents should be 

back-translated independently, and the back-translation should be checked to ensure 

that the translation captures the intent of the original question.

No survey—regardless of how relevant—is going to be “turnkey.” That means there 

will likely be a need to develop new questions. In thinking about question develop-

ment, there are two types of questions: open-ended ones and closed-ended ones. An 

open-ended question allows respondents to provide a verbal or written response of 

their choice, while closed-ended questions require the respondent to choose from 

prespecified answers. The former allow the respondent more freedom in answering 

a question, allowing for a richer set of responses, while the latter, though restrictive, 

are generally easier to code, clean, and analyze.

It also makes sense to take some additional time and scrutinize question perfor-

mance. As was true with interview questions, we use the process of cognitive 

Care must be taken when 

adapting a survey instrument 

from other evaluations, even 

those that cover the same 

types of outcomes in similar 

settings.
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testing, where in-depth interviews with interviewees are used to ask respondents 

to describe their understanding of the question and thought processes in coming up 

with answers. It is also very instructive to ask interviewees to restate the question 

in their own words. The focus of such cognitive testing is to understand if questions 

correctly capture the researchers’ underlying intent by assessing whether respon-

dents are likely to understand questions correctly, whether the responses provided 

are appropriate and inclusive, and whether there are potential common errors. We 

note that cognitive testing is inherently qualitative (as described earlier) and thus 

does not need to involve more than a small number of purposively selected subjects.

When putting a survey instrument together, questions used should be identical 

across all respondents (especially treatment and comparison groups, before and 

after an intervention) to ensure that biases are not inadvertently introduced. The 

order of questions should be explicitly considered as well, because this can also 

affect response. One reason is saliency: For instance, asking about perceptions of 

financial status before or after a battery of questions about income and employ-

ment may result in different responses because individuals may better recall certain 

sources of income in the latter case. 

Another reason is inadvertent framing: Residual positive or negative emotions from 

a sensitive series of previous questions can affect response, or even result in refusal 

to further participate. Many household surveys put financial decision making at the 

end of the survey modules because of its potential sensitivity; however, this should 

be balanced against considerations of length and fatigue.

Table 8.2 provides a checklist of things to consider in designing a survey instrument.

how questions are ordered 

or positioned in a survey 

questionnaire can affect 

participants’ responses.

TABLe 8.2 CheCKLIST foR SuRVeY InSTRuMenT deSIgn

Make the questions short and in simple, everyday language, using terms that are specific and leave little room for 

interpretation
X

Make the questions relevant to the culture, environment, and experiences of the population of interest X

Write the question in full so interviewers need only read them, rather than introducing their own interpretation X

Given a complex survey, have closed-ended questions with answers precoded as far as possible and with coding uni-

form across all questions
X

Make sure to include clear and explicit skip patterns (i.e., guidance on when to skip from one question to another 

when a respondent answers in a certain way)
X

8.2.2 Site visits and observation

Sites visits and nonparticipant observation can be either qualitative or quantitative 

or both, but they are, under all circumstances, very important elements of program 
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evaluations. during a site visit and/or observation, researchers visit a program site 

and objectively and carefully observe a program’s operations and its interactions 

with participants as they are taking place. 

The insights gleaned from this kind of data collection can provide a useful and infor-

mative complement to the insights obtained from surveys, focus groups, or inter-

views, which report primarily on participants’ perceptions, subjective experience, 

behaviors, attitudes, and beliefs. And they also provide important information that is 

not necessarily explicit in official descriptions of the program or that may not come 

up in the context of interviews, focus groups, or surveys. This includes information 

about context, processes, and interactions. 

Site visits and observation do not typically require a researcher to interact with 

subjects or to play an active role in what is taking place (unlike participant obser-

vation, a mainstay of anthropological inquiry). Rather, the researcher is required to 

observe a phenomenon and note its characteristics descriptively.

Such a description can include a number of elements, including the setting where 

the program is being implemented, the people receiving the intervention, the inter-

actions between those individuals, the actual activities that occurred (which can 

be compared with what was intended to be delivered), and factors that might have 

enhanced or detracted from the program. In terms of the latter, the skill or lack 

of skill of whoever is delivering the program activities can be witnessed firsthand. 

And, of course, such descriptions can also be used as one basis for peer-reviewing 

program quality.

Regardless of the type of information collected during a site visit and observation, it 

is important to collect it systematically, using either a template or topic list that has 

been compiled in advance. If observation techniques are used, it is very important 

that the people being observed are put at ease and feel comfortable with the obser-

vation; otherwise, what they do will be influenced by their unease, and the observa-

tions will be invalid.

Site visits and observation can help program evaluators get inside the “black box” 

of program activities and see for themselves what is actually going on. How are the 

program activities being delivered and how are the participants receiving them? 

While site visits may not in themselves be sufficient sources of information about 

a program, triangulating these descriptions with other data (such as from surveys, 

interviews, focus groups, and document reviews) can provide rich and nuanced 

insights for an evaluation.

In site visits, researchers 

observe a program’s operations 

and interactions as they are 

taking place.

Site visits allow program 

evaluators to get inside 

the “black box” of program 

activities.
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8.2.3 Using existing administrative data

In the previous two sections, we have talked about collecting data—either qualitative 

or quantitative—to support monitoring and evaluation. In all cases, the data collected 

are specific to the financial capability program being implemented. We refer to this 

activity as primary data collection.

But the reality is that data are being collected all the time, independent of the data 

being collected to evaluate a financial capability program, and those data can be 

helpful in supplementing the primary data collection activities. It is common to 

merge or link administrative data sets that already exist with survey data that are 

being collected as part of the evaluation process. For example, it may be possible to 

link self-report survey responses to administrative data to verify the self-reports.

Box 8.8 summarizes the types of existing data that are typically most useful in finan-

cial capability monitoring and evaluation.

Box 8.7 uSIng AdMInISTRATIVe dATA In PRACTICe: RTf PRoJeCTS

In chapter 4 (Monitoring), we discussed the RTF pilot program in Malawi that aims to 

encourage formal savings by agricultural workers by directly depositing wages into 

bank accounts. This program uses administrative data from bank records in addition to 

surveys to measure changes in consumption patterns as well as formal and informal 

savings and borrowing behaviors among workers from poor households. These data are 

used to evaluate the impact of paying wages using a direct-deposit system, rather than 

cash, on saving behaviors and levels.

Another RTF pilot program based in Brazil works with the Brazilian stock market 

(BM&FBOVESpA) to test a range of interventions aimed at understanding the 

psychology behind investing behavior and biases and how to better improve financial 

decisions through targeted education. Administrative data from BM&FBOVESpA are 

used to test how financial capability might influence participation in new markets 

and investor biases in markets. Historic data on stock market dropouts will be used 

to identify common investor mistakes and biases that might cause investors to limit 

investments.

evaluations. during a site visit and/or observation, researchers visit a program site 

and objectively and carefully observe a program’s operations and its interactions 

with participants as they are taking place. 

The insights gleaned from this kind of data collection can provide a useful and infor-

mative complement to the insights obtained from surveys, focus groups, or inter-

views, which report primarily on participants’ perceptions, subjective experience, 

behaviors, attitudes, and beliefs. And they also provide important information that is 

not necessarily explicit in official descriptions of the program or that may not come 

up in the context of interviews, focus groups, or surveys. This includes information 

about context, processes, and interactions. 

Site visits and observation do not typically require a researcher to interact with 

subjects or to play an active role in what is taking place (unlike participant obser-

vation, a mainstay of anthropological inquiry). Rather, the researcher is required to 

observe a phenomenon and note its characteristics descriptively.

Such a description can include a number of elements, including the setting where 

the program is being implemented, the people receiving the intervention, the inter-

actions between those individuals, the actual activities that occurred (which can 

be compared with what was intended to be delivered), and factors that might have 

enhanced or detracted from the program. In terms of the latter, the skill or lack 

of skill of whoever is delivering the program activities can be witnessed firsthand. 

And, of course, such descriptions can also be used as one basis for peer-reviewing 

program quality.

Regardless of the type of information collected during a site visit and observation, it 

is important to collect it systematically, using either a template or topic list that has 

been compiled in advance. If observation techniques are used, it is very important 

that the people being observed are put at ease and feel comfortable with the obser-

vation; otherwise, what they do will be influenced by their unease, and the observa-

tions will be invalid.

Site visits and observation can help program evaluators get inside the “black box” 

of program activities and see for themselves what is actually going on. How are the 

program activities being delivered and how are the participants receiving them? 

While site visits may not in themselves be sufficient sources of information about 

a program, triangulating these descriptions with other data (such as from surveys, 

interviews, focus groups, and document reviews) can provide rich and nuanced 

insights for an evaluation.

In site visits, researchers 

observe a program’s operations 

and interactions as they are 

taking place.

Site visits allow program 

evaluators to get inside 

the “black box” of program 

activities.
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Box 8.8 AdMInISTRATIVe dATA foR eVALuATIng fInAnCIAL CAPABILITY PRogRAMS

Household survey data. National household surveys are periodically conducted in many developing countries. These include 

multitopic surveys, such as the Living Standards Measurement Survey and the demographic and Health Survey, which can 

cover a wide range of information on housing characteristics, household consumption and wealth, individual employment, 

education, and health indicators. Other surveys, such as labor force surveys, are more restricted in scope and sometimes 

cover only urban areas.

Where to look:

 � Statistical institutes in the respective country

 � International Household Survey Network (www.ihsn.org)

 � demographic and Health Surveys (http://www.measuredhs.com/)

 � Living Standards Measurement Surveys (http://iresearch.worldbank.org/lsms/lsmssurveyFinder.htm)

Census data. Most countries conduct a population and housing census every 10 years, and many conduct additional surveys. 

The advantage of census data is that they cover the entire population, so there are data for virtually every potential treatment 

and comparison observation. The drawback of census data is that it is infrequent and typically contains only a limited number 

of indicators, limiting their value for an impact evaluation.

Where to look: International Household Survey Network (www.ihsn.org).

Facility survey data. Facility surveys collect data at the level of service provision, such as at a school or vocational training 

center. National ministries, state entities, or even local authorities may compile the information. In many cases, facility-level 

surveys will provide control variables (such as teacher–student ratio), while others may capture outcomes of interest, such as 

attendance rates.

Where to look: Relevant national ministries and local representatives.

Specialized survey data. A specialized survey is one that is collected for a specific purpose, often for research on a 

particular topic. Many take modules from the existing national household survey and add questions on topics of interest. 

Coverage of specialized surveys can be quite limited, sometimes resulting in little or no overlap with program areas. 

Nevertheless, if the evaluation team can find existing data from a specialized survey on a topic related to the evaluation, 

these data sets can provide a rich collection of relevant indicators.

Where to look: Local officials, donors, and NGOs in the area of interest.

Source: Extract from Hempel and Fiala (2010).
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8.3 COMpARING THE USES OF dIFFERENT dATA 
COLLECTION METHOdS

Above we discussed some of the key types of qualitative and quantitative data 

collection methods that are typically used in all evaluations, including those for 

financial capability programs. Table 8.3 summarizes the methods presented in 

terms of what they are and provides some notes about their uses and limitations in 

conducting evaluations.

KEY pOINTS

Monitoring and evaluation efforts depend on the data collected to implement them. 

Such data can either be qualitative (such as focus groups with participants) or quan-

titative (such as surveys) or, more likely, a combination of both types. What types 

make sense—and in what combination—will obviously depend on the program 

objectives and activities. And doing it well and getting the most value out of the data 

collection effort will also depend on how those data are collected—a topic we cover 

in more detail in the next chapter, where we provide some practical tips on how to 

collect the various types of data.
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TABLe 8.3 CoMPARIng KeY quALITATIVe And quAnTITATIVe dATA CoLLeCTIon MeThodS

METHOD TYPE DESCRIPTION NOTES ABOUT USES AND LIMITATIONS IN EVALUATIONS

Qualitative data

In-depth 

interview 

Uses topic guides that cover range of 

topics to allow interviewer to explore 

in depth expectations, experiences, 

views, and feelings of interviewee

 � Is useful for discussing in detail personal information or sensitive 

issues that people may be hesitant to discuss in a group setting

 � Lacks protocol, which limits comparability of responses across 

interviewees

Semi-structured 

and cognitive 

interview

Uses interview protocols providing 

prompts to allow interviewer probes 

about specific questions and issues 

 � Is useful because use of protocol increases comparability of 

responses and enables clearer insights into particular issues of 

interest

Focus group Uses a moderated discussion of a 

particular topic or topics with a small 

group of people (usually between 6 

and 10)

 � Can be: 

 – Cost-effective

 – Used to obtain information from transient populations

 – Used to spot areas of shared or diverse experience

 – Useful when informants are too intimidated or otherwise 

unwilling to have one-on-one interactions

 � May raise new questions or point to aspects of the program being 

evaluated

 � May be unsuitable to explore certain socially sensitive or highly 

personal issues

desk review of 

documents and 

materials

Involves systematic reviews of doc-

uments, records (including archival 

ones), and data associated with 

and relevant to the program under 

scrutiny

 � provides rich source of information on program’s stated aims and 

objectives, design, implementation, processes, stakeholders, inputs, 

outputs, and results

 � May document changes in program during its lifetime relevant to 

evaluation

Audit study 

or mystery 

shopping

Uses trained auditors, or mystery 

shoppers, to pose as a user to 

assess a program from user’s per-

spective and to study the response 

of the interlocutor 

 � Can provide useful information on how program is being delivered 

and whether delivery varies significantly depending on perceived 

characteristics of the beneficiary

 � Must be carefully designed so interactions remain “blind” and so 

auditor role is concealed

Quantitative data

Survey Uses structured sequence of ques-

tions to collect background infor-

mation on program participants 

and data on outcome indicators of 

interests

 � Is best method for determining information about large populations, 

with a known level of accuracy

 � Can assess program outcome indicators of interest and capture 

background information vital to understanding indicators

 � Must be designed carefully to avoid response biases and respon-

dent burden

 � Has limits because it relies on self-reported data

Site or 

observational 

visits

Involves visiting program site and 

objectively and carefully observing 

program’s operations and its inter-

actions with participants as such 

interactions occur

 � Can help program evaluators get inside “black box” of program 

activities and see what is actually going on

 � Can provide useful complement to insights obtained from surveys, 

focus groups, or interviews

 � Can provide important information not necessarily explicit in official 

program descriptions

 � Must collect information systematically, using either a template or 

topic list compiled in advance

Existing 

administrative 

data

Uses secondary data collected for 

nonprogram purposes (e.g., Census 

data)

 � Can supplement primary data collection activities

 � Can be merged or linked to survey data and used to verify such 

self-reported data
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ChAPTeR 9

The process of 
collecting data: 
practical guidance

In the previous chapter, we discussed the types of data collection methods—both 

qualitative and quantitative—that are key to enabling evaluators to assess financial 

capability programs. 

While the preceding chapter described the types of data collection methods, it did 

not describe the processes of actually collecting the data. Those processes are 

central to getting the most out of the various data collection methods and therefore 

critical in ensuring the quality of any evaluation. How does one actually conduct a 

focus group? How does one select an appropriate sample population for a survey to 

ensure that the analysis of the resulting data will be both valid and useful?

In this chapter, we answer questions like these by discussing some practical tech-

niques to collecting data using the qualitative and quantitative data collection 

methods described in chapter 8.

9.1 THINKING ABOUT THE pROCESS OF dATA 
COLLECTION

While some evaluations may be conducted based on secondary data alone, in most 

cases, evaluations of financial capability programs will typically require collecting 

primary data from participants. Figure 9.1 shows the typical cycle or process of 

data collection in an evaluation, starting from instrument development, sampling, 

choosing modes of collection and pilot testing, fielding the data collection effort, 

managing the data that is collected, and documenting the data. While not all these 

steps are equally applicable in both qualitative and quantitative research, some are, 

such as sampling.

We discussed instrument design in chapter 8. We organize the remainder of this 

chapter around the remaining steps in the cycle, presenting some concrete guidance 

in performing those steps to ensure that the data collection effort is relevant, effi-

cient, and of high quality. 

The process of collecting data 

is key to getting the most out 

of data collection.
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A key step in survey instrument design is to decide whether the survey will be a 

cross-sectional survey or a longitudinal survey, which differ in terms of how informa-

tion is collected. In a cross-sectional survey, information is collected from respon-

dents at a single point in time, whereas information is collected over a period of time 

in a longitudinal study. 

There are three broad types of longitudinal studies: trend studies, cohort studies, 

and panel studies. In a trend study, respondents from the same population of 

interest are surveyed repeatedly, at different points in time. While the population is 

the same, the respondents in the survey may vary each time. A cohort study also 

surveys the same population at different points in time, but it is slightly different 

because it focuses on a cohort, a group of people with something in common. A 

panel study collects information at various points in time using the same respon-

dents. Figure 9.2 summarizes this distinction graphically.

For example, an annual financial literacy survey of recent high school graduates 

would be a trend study, while a cohort study of financial literacy may sample from 

children born in 2005 and survey those children at 1st, 5th, and 9th grades and 

upon high school graduation. And a panel study may follow a particular class of 1st 

graders, and survey those same students at 5th, 9th, and 12th grades.

fIguRe 9.1 The PRoCeSS of dATA CoLLeCTIon

Choosing the mode 
of data collection

Pilot testing

Field implementation

Data collection 
instrument 

development

Sample design and 
selection

Data management, 
access, and 

documentation
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9.2 SAMpLING dESIGN ANd SELECTION

Not surprisingly, budgetary and time constraints may not permit evaluators to collect 

detailed information on everyone in a financial capability program and the compar-

ison population that is not in the program. The solution to this issue is sampling—the 

process of selecting units, such as individuals or organizations, from a larger popu-

lation. drawing a good sample means that the chosen sample accurately represents 

the entire population of interest; this, in turn, means that the conclusions about 

outcomes that evaluators make from analyzing the survey data can be considered 

valid. Sampling design and selection is one step in the data collection process that 

applies to both quantitative data collection (e.g., surveys) and to qualitative data 

collection (e.g., in-depth interviews and focus groups), although sampling is a much 

more formal part of quantitative data collection. We discuss some of the practical 

issues for both below.

9.2.1 Sampling for quantitative research

Not surprisingly, budgetary and time constraints may not permit evaluators to collect 

detailed information on everyone in a financial capability program and the compar-

ison population that is not in the program. The solution to this issue is sampling—the 

process of selecting units, such as individuals or organizations, from a larger popula-

tion. 

Sampling is a more formal part 

of quantitative data collection.

Choosing the sample requires 

balancing cost, time, survey 

complexity, and accuracy.

fIguRe 9.2 SuRVeY TYPeS

CohortTrendPane

Survey types

Cross-sectional

Focuses on group 
of respondents 

with something in 
common

Focuses on same 
respondents

Focuses on same 
population but 

perhaps not same 
population

Longitudinal

Collect data 
at one point in 

time

Collect data at 
different points 

in time
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Choosing the sample is one of the most challenging aspects of data collection—

one that almost always requires balancing considerations of cost, time, survey 

complexity, and accuracy. While the guidelines above apply generally to most 

settings, in practice, the process of sampling is highly context-specific and should be 

approached carefully in every survey by an experienced technical expert. 

In thinking through the possible sample designs, evaluators have a number of 

choices:

 � Random or probability samples: The best way to approach sampling is to 

draw individuals randomly from the population of interest. In this design, 

the sampling expert would first define the population of interest and obtain a 

“sampling frame”—a complete list of observational units from which one can 

draw a sample. A large-enough sample of random draws from the sampling 

frame will produce a survey sample that is likely to closely represent the char-

acteristics of the larger population.

 For example, for a representative national household survey, a list of all house-

holds based on the most recent population census can serve as the sampling 

frame; for a representative sample of bank customers, this may be a list of all 

registered accountholders. 

 � Systematic sampling: Here, sampling involves the selection of elements from 

an ordered sampling frame.

 For example, microcredit clients may be ordered alphabetically and every third 

person selected for the sample.

Box 9.1 ChALLengeS of oBTAInIng A SAMPLe fRAMe

In some cases, the population of interest is straightforward and easy to list—such as 

the universe of all existing clients in a large bank or the universe of students in a school 

cohort. However, in practice, obtaining a complete and up-to-date sample frame for 

a population of interest is not always so straightforward. For example, in the case of 

households, census data may be outdated or not available. In these cases, information 

about the sample frame itself may need to be collected. For instance, in a prospective 

evaluation, there may be no census of individuals in a particular catchment area, which 

may mean that program staff must physically count all the individuals in that area—

something that is called an enumeration or listing process. Here, having relationships 

with stakeholders, including local researchers, or working with an established survey 

research firm can be extremely helpful. 
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Once a basic sample design is chosen, that design can be modified to provide desir-

able characteristics that aid data analysis or balance data quality with data collection 

costs, using two common techniques:

 � Stratification: By stratification, we mean dividing the population into 

predefined strata or certain subpopulations or categories of interest and then 

randomly sampling a fixed number of units from within those subgroups. This 

allows data users to “guarantee” representation of subpopulations that might 

otherwise be ignored in a simple random sample because their numbers 

are too small to be accurately represented if members of the population are 

selected at random; it also increases efficiency by allowing the survey to focus 

on populations of interest more directly. 

 For instance, a sample of bank customers could be stratified by gender and 

region to ensure the representation of men and women and urban and rural 

customers.

 � Cluster sampling: In a cluster sampling method, groups such as villages or 

neighborhoods, are first chosen through a random sample, and then observa-

tional units are randomly sampled from within those clusters. This is a form of 

multistage sampling. 

 For instance, instead of randomly drawing bank customers from a district 

roster, you may choose to randomly draw a set of villages from the list of 

villages in a district and then randomly draw bank customers from within each 

selected village.

 Because costs are almost always a limiting factor when implementing surveys, 

the benefit of cluster sampling is pretty obvious: Observational units within 

the clusters and the clusters themselves may be less costly to access; it is 

usually cheaper to travel to a handful of selected villages and locate a group 

of individuals in that village than to travel to a large number of villages and 

locate one or two individuals in each. The drawback is also pretty obvious: 

many people in a given village may be quite similar to one another and their 

outcomes may be highly correlated, reducing the usefulness of the data from 

the sample as the evaluator gains only a limited amount of new information. 

It is generally best to have as more clusters that are smaller in size than the 

reverse. 

The question of sample size in quantitative analysis is very formalized. Evaluators 

need an explicit power calculation to derive estimates of the sample size for each 

design needed to convincingly distinguish between a lack of actual impact and an 

inability to statistically detect meaningful differences. In general, a larger sample 

is needed if (a) the expected effects on the outcome are small, (b) the number of 

A chosen sample design can 

be modified through different 

techniques.

Power estimates are needed 

to distinguish between a lack 

of impact and the inability to 

detect meaningful differences.
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subgroups studied is large, (c) the level of statistical confidence required is high, 

and (d) the chance of failing to detect an actual effect is low. Since individual power 

calculations are based on a single outcome, they should be conducted on the 

primary outcome indicators for the program. Various statistical packages allow eval-

uators to make such power calculations. Your sampling expert’s role is to articulate 

scenarios that are determined by the demands of the formal statistical models and 

assumptions about the program background to select a final survey design and 

sample size—a task that balances logistical considerations against the precision 

needed to capture reasonable program effects. Sampling is discussed in further 

detail in appendix B.

Finally, for quantitative analysis, because data collected for impact evaluations are 

intended to make inferences about the larger population of interest, external validity 

adjustments may need to be made through sampling weights so the sample can be 

rebalanced to look like the community of interest. If certain segments of the popu-

lation were more likely to be selected for the sample (by design from stratification, 

or other factors such as selective nonresponse), the sampling specialist should help 

determine sampling weights that reflect the probability of being sampled, so that 

evaluators can produce estimates that represent the full population of interest.

The advantages and disadvantages of each sampling method are summarized in 

table 9.1.

TABLe 9.1 BenefITS And LIMITATIonS of SAMPLIng MeThodS

METHOD ADVANTAGE DISADVANTAGE

Simple 

random 

sample

 � Simple procedures and analysis  � Logistical difficulties, especially if population is far-flung

 � Requires sampling frame

Stratified 

sample

 � More likely to be representative, especially of 

subgroups

 � Smaller total sample size required

 � Need to know in advance relative sizes of strata in popu-

lation

 � Can be logistically difficult

 � Requires weights in analysis

Cluster 

sample

 � Logistical advantages  � Larger sample needed

 � Requires adjustment to standard errors in analysis

Systematic 

sample

 � Simple procedure

 � does not necessarily need to have sample frame

 � difficult if population is dispersed 

Source: Levinsohn et al. (2006).
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9.2.2 Sampling for qualitative research

When it comes to doing qualitative research, sampling is still important, but there 

are no widely accepted rules about adequate sample sizes. Because the aim of 

qualitative research is to provide a depth of contextual understanding, rather than 

statistics that can be generalized to the population, sample sizes and design can vary 

depending on the specific aims, circumstances, and resources of a particular study.

In most cases, sampling is purposive or purposeful, or based on participants’ 

potential for providing the kind of information sought in the research. There are 

many types of purposeful sampling used by qualitative researchers, including random 

sampling. For instance, in the evaluation of a national program, a television soap 

opera with a financial capability storyline, such sampling could consist of the purpo-

sive selection of a particular set of communities, followed by the random selection 

of individuals within those communities. This type of sampling aims to increase the 

credibility of study design and findings, not for representativeness. 

Another useful strategy is maximum variation sampling. In this strategy, cases 

exhibiting significant variation along one or more variables of interest are selected 

so multiple perspectives and experiences are represented in the research. This is 

perhaps the most common purposeful sampling approach. Qualitative research is 

often undertaken with the people responsible for planning and delivery of a finan-

cial education program—the implementers. Here, if the numbers are small, you may 

include everyone involved, either by interviewing them in-depth individually or by 

soliciting them as participants in focus groups. If the numbers are too large for this 

approach, then you will almost certainly want to select a cross-section of the people 

involved in different ways in the program. Another example of where it might be 

used is a situation wherein a quantitative impact survey has identified very different 

levels of impact.

Other types of common sampling strategies include outlier sampling, or the 

selection of cases based on their being unusual or outside the norm in a particular 

respect. For instance, in a financial capability evaluation, one may seek out the sites 

(or participants) where the program was particularly successful or unsuccessful 

in achieving a result, both of which may hold especially important lessons for the 

program. Finally, in some settings it can be desirable to recruit via referrals from a 

small sample of initially identified individuals to others in their social networks or 

connections. This type of sampling is called snowball sampling.

Instead of formal stratification as previously discussed, in qualitative analysis, a deci-

sion will need to be made at the outset on the key characteristics that the sample 

of people selected will need to possess and the numbers of people required with 

these different characteristics. This is known as “setting a quota.” For example, in 
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recruiting for the interviews used in the development of the Russia Financial Literacy 

and Education Trust Fund (RTF) baseline survey of financial capability, it was decided 

to use a maximum variation sampling approach, with broad quotas set for income 

(roughly two-thirds low income; one-third middle/high income); sex (roughly equal 

numbers of men and women); work status (roughly equal numbers of people who 

worked informally, who were in formal employment, or did not work at all); and age 

(with roughly equal numbers in each of three age groups: under age 30, between 

ages 30 and 50, and over age 50). A common mistake is to set firm quotas for too 

many characteristics; doing so may make the process costly to find the last few 

people, because the combination of characteristics might be very uncommon. To 

overcome this difficulty, one typically either sets broad quotas, as above, or one sets 

exact quotas for a small number of characteristics (e.g., just income and age) and 

softer quotas for the other characteristics of interest (e.g., sex and work status), 

which are often expressed as “not more than x, but not fewer than y” people.

There are several methods that can be used to select the sample for a qualitative 

analysis. First, it can be from the participants in a quantitative survey of users if one 

is being included in the evaluation—as in the evaluation of the financial education 

program on general money management for people on low incomes (topic guides 

were included in chapter 8). Or it can be a sample that is selected directly from the 

population of interest, which is the approach used in the Russia Financial Literacy 

and Education Trust Fund cognitive interviews for the baseline survey of financial 

capability (also described in chapter 8). Wherever feasible, the former approach is 

preferred; wherever there is a previous quantitative survey to sample from, that 

will provide a wealth of information to inform the selection. If a sample has to be 

Box 9.2 ConVenIenCe SAMPLIng

For both qualitative and quantitative research, the most common but least desirable 

approach to sampling (because it is less rigorous) is a “convenience sample”—also 

known as a “grab sample”—in which the sample is simply taken from an easy-to-

access population. This could involve interviewing people waiting at a bank to assess 

knowledge of and demand for financial products. In many settings, this approach, while 

inexpensive and sometimes informative, can produce unreliable data. For instance, 

people waiting at a bank in a busy urban location may not be representative of the 

entire population of bank customers. 

Unless cost and time are the only factors driving sample selection, samples that are 

chosen based on convenience alone should be avoided. Even though cost and time 

constraints are important considerations, it is critical to carefully construct a sampling 

strategy that enables the most information-rich cases to be studied.
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selected directly from the population, this will usually require a short screening ques-

tionnaire in order to identify the people of interest.

Compared with quantitative evaluations, sample sizes in qualitative evaluations tend 

to be smaller in order to allow evaluators to conduct a detailed analysis of their 

content. Generally, the number of in-depth interviews of qualitative mystery shop-

pers or focus group participants will depend on the diversity of groups that is the 

focus of the evaluation. 

For example, an evaluation of a financial education program delivered through 

workshops to young women with only basic levels of education will require smaller 

qualitative samples than one where financial education is delivered in three different 

ways to separate subgroups of such young women or one delivered through work-

shops to three very different groups of people: young women with only basic levels 

of education; young women who have completed high school education; and young 

women who have completed college, university, or other tertiary level education.

Where workshops of young women with only basic levels of education are evaluated, 

30 in-depth interviews or mystery shoppers and four or five focus groups should 

provide the level of information required for a qualitative element of an evaluation, 

especially if it supplements a quantitative approach. In the other two instances, 

larger samples will be required, with 15–20 people in each of the subgroups for 

in-depth interviews or mystery shopping and three focus groups per subgroup. For 

this reason, it is important to keep the number of subgroups to a minimum. 

With focus groups, there is also the additional consideration of determining the 

optimal number of participants. Most qualitative research experts agree on between 

6 and 10 people, with eight perhaps being the ideal number. This will ensure that you 

have sufficient people for a full discussion but not too many people that the group 

becomes too difficult to manage and ends up being dominated by a small number of 

participants.

A further consideration in focus groups is the degree of diversity to include in a 

single group. Too little diversity and the discussion may be limited, but too much 

diversity could lead to the risk of some participants dominating the discussion. This 

could be the case in the example given above of an evaluation of financial education 

workshops to three groups of young women with very different levels of education. 

Separate groups for women with each of the three levels of education are likely to be 

more appropriate. Other instances where it can be advisable to hold separate groups 

include people with different income levels, people of different ages, and (in some 

societies) men and women. There are no hard-and-fast rules on this; it depends on 

the context of the evaluation, including the subject matter and the community in 

which the fieldwork is being done.
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Like sampling for quantitative research, sampling for qualitative research is always 

a balancing act—in this case, between ensuring that you have captured sufficient 

diversity and keeping the amount of information collected to a manageable level 

for full qualitative analysis. The ideal, obviously, is to achieve a sample size where 

no new insights are coming to light and further fieldwork could not be justified. It is 

important to provide a solid rationale for the choice of sample size, paying particular 

attention to the goal of data saturation. Unlike in quantitative studies, which aim 

to generalize from a sample to the population, samples in qualitative research are 

intended to maximize information; the sample size should strive to reach the point at 

which the information obtained becomes redundant. 

9.3 CHOOSING THE MOdE OF dATA COLLECTION

Choosing the mode of data collection is another decision that often embodies trade-

offs and requires careful consideration of specific local conditions. data collection 

modes can affect the quality of data, but can vary significantly in cost and feasibility. 

Common modes are self-reporting through mail-in paper forms, telephone inter-

views, face-to-face interviews, and online surveys. Access to respondents through 

mail, telephone, face-to-face interviews, and the Internet may also vary significantly 

in different settings and lead to sample selection bias. 

With surveys, mail-in forms are often the cheapest to generate and allow individuals 

privacy in providing sensitive data, but they typically result in low response rates. The 

success of postal surveys can vary given the state of the postal service. Telephone 

interviews or face-to-face interviews allow the interviewer to interact and motivate 

response, but they can also affect the information, because some people may give 

answers that they think are socially desirable (the “response bias”). Internet surveys 

are often relatively inexpensive, but the identity of the true respondent can be hard 

to verify, and, unlike with a face-to-face interview, getting a sense of how engaged 

respondents are is problematic. As with postal surveys, the low level of Internet 

penetration may make it unlikely that Internet household surveys at this time will 

generate useful information, except for situations such as businesses where Internet 

penetration is high. The use of paper-based forms can result in recording and tran-

scription errors, but such forms may be the most feasible approach in low- and 

middle-income countries. In general, electronic data entry and transmission encour-

ages accuracy. A recent innovation is computer-assisted personal interviewing (CApI), 

in which enumerators travel with lightweight computer laptops or personal digital 

assistants (pdAs). In field tests, CApI has been shown to result in much higher-quality 

data because of automatic error checking and fewer transcription errors. The optimal 

choice often depends on the budget and purpose for which the data are being 

collected.
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When it comes to interviews and focus groups, an in-depth interview will normally 

last up to an hour if it is conducted face-to-face, although it could be longer if it is 

being held with someone involved with the planning or delivery of the service, as 

opposed to a participant. It is possible to conduct an in-depth interview by tele-

phone—particularly with people involved in program planning or delivery—but the 

length will need to be shorter; as a rule of thumb, it should be about half an hour or 

so. Telephone interviews are often used for follow-up interviews after an initial one 

conducted face-to-face. 

Whatever mode is chosen, it is important to consider maintaining the mode of data 

collection across respondents and waves, unless there is a compelling logistical 

constraint. For instance, budget and time constraints may lead evaluators to use a 

phone survey in urban areas, a face-to-face survey in rural areas, or a detailed face-

to-face survey at baseline and a telephone follow-up down the road. In such cases 

where the data mode is not consistent, potential mode effects (discussed later) 

should be carefully considered in the analysis. 

9.4 pILOT TESTING

Before going into the field in force with a data collection effort, it makes sense to 

pilot-test the data collection instruments and procedures first. Earlier we described 

cognitive testing, which generally involves the qualitative testing of instruments 

and protocols before finalizing a data collection instrument; pilot testing is different 

and refers to testing the instrument in the field among the actual program’s target 

population. Note that some people also use the term pretesting or field pretesting 

to mean piloting. It is easy to underestimate the importance of pilot-testing instru-

ments and procedures in the field before deployment. Time and budget constraints 

sometimes make testing sound like a “waste of precious time.” But in almost all 

cases, even minimal testing can help evaluators refine the instruments they will use 

in their research and prevent problems later on, such as respondents not under-

standing questions or protocols failing to draw the information evaluators are after. 

To prevent these issues, pilot-testing usually consists of actually fielding the survey 

instruments and interview and focus group protocols with a sample that resembles 

the target respondents as closely as possible to check for issues covered qualita-

tively during cognitive testing (such as clarity in the wording of specific questions) 

and, more generally, issues related to the overall administration of the instruments. 

Such issues include the flow of the instrument or protocols; the time it takes to 

complete the survey or interview, and whether the questions are adequate to obtain 

the necessary information. 
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For qualitative pilot testing, if the interviewers are not members of the research 

team, then the research team will want to hold a detailed briefing for the inter-

viewers to provide them with sufficient background information such as the inter-

view goals, topics to probe, and when to gather more details on points that are not in 

the topic guide but are important to capture for the evaluation.

Once you have piloted the evaluation tools, you can make the necessary adjust-

ments. Typically, the responses obtained during piloting in quantitative evaluations 

are not used in the final evaluation. But it is not uncommon to use data from pilot 

interviews or focus groups in the final evaluation, as long as the content and types of 

participants do not deviate from what will be used for the study.

9.5 FIELd IMpLEMENTATION

Evaluations typically require managing a large team, including enumerators, supervi-

sors, programmers, data entry operators, support staff, and others. prior to launching 

any field operations—quantitative or qualitative data collection—preparing and final-

izing an overall workplan ahead of time with all participants is a key part of ensuring 

smooth coordination. 

In both qualitative and quantitative data collection, the formal part of any interaction 

begins with obtaining the respondent’s informed consent to participate in the inter-

view. It is important that the respondent understands before the survey or interview 

starts why he is being interviewed, how he was selected, how long it will take, who 

has commissioned and paid for the research, and how the results will be used. We 

discuss this in greater depth in chapter 13 (Ethics), where we talk about issues of 

getting consent. 

In qualitative research, the nature of the interaction with the respondent is critically 

important. Because in-depth interviews call for a high level of skill it is important that 

those facilitating them have substantial interviewing experience, either in a research 

setting or some other context involving nondirective interviews (i.e., interviews that 

are allowed to follow the course the interviewer may set). It is very important that 

the interviewers do not influence what the respondent says and, above all, that they 

allow and encourage the respondent to speak at length on the topics to be covered. 

Interviewers should have well-developed listening skills and be familiar with tech-

niques to probe replies and encourage the respondent to elaborate, such as using 

neutral prompts like “Why do you say that?” and “Can you tell me more about that?” 

A good in-depth interviewer will allow respondents to stray from the order of the 

topics in the topic guide if that is how the respondent wants to tell the story.
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There may be occasions when an interviewer senses a respondent is feeling uncom-

fortable, particularly if the interview could raise sensitive issues. This is especially 

relevant in financial capability programs, because financial information is personal 

and sensitive, something we discuss in more detail at the end of this chapter. It is 

important to consider how such situations will be handled. This includes ways in 

which the interviewer will put respondents at ease before the interview begins and 

ways in which the interviewer will legitimize issues that arise in the interview if the 

respondent is feeling uneasy or is emotionally affected by the discussion during the 

interview. In both cases, it is important to not lead the respondent’s replies in any 

way. 

Likewise, there may be circumstances in which the interviewer may need to put 

respondents in touch with someone able to help with difficulties they face and to 

whom they should be referred. This could, for example, be appropriate if it becomes 

apparent that the respondent is in serious financial difficulty. In all instances, this 

should only be raised when the formal interview has been concluded. 

Assuming there is no objection from participants, an audio recording of the interview 

leaves the interviewer free to concentrate on encouraging the respondent to talk 

freely and probe replies where appropriate and will result in a better interview as a 

consequence. While most respondents rapidly forget the recorder, especially if it is 

small and placed appropriately, it is still important to always ask for permission to 

use a recorder and, if participants refuse, to be prepared to take notes. The recording 

should be transcribed as soon as possible after the interview and reviewed by the 

interviewer to fill in any gaps that are inaudible to the transcriber. If the interview is 

in the form of interviewer notes, these should be written up as soon as is practicable. 

Regardless of how the interview is recorded, the interviewer should write a short 

note about the ambiance of the interview, including how comfortable both he and 

the respondent felt, as well as any distractions or interruptions, including whether 

there were others in the room at the time and how they could have influenced the 

interview. 

A number of important issues must be taken into account in preparing and 

conducting interviews. First, the terms used to ask the questions must be familiar 

and understandable to the interviewee. Failure to do so may lead to adverse results 

by intimidating, irritating, or confusing the interviewee. Second, evaluators must 

make sure that questions are formulated in ways that avoid certain common pitfalls 

of qualitative interviewing. These pitfalls include:

 � Affectively worded questions: This refers to questions that implicitly or 

explicitly reflect a value judgment about the participant such as “why did you 

do such a bad thing?”
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 � Double-barreled questions: This refers to questions that ask about two 

or more issues at the same time. For instance, “how did you use the cash 

provided to you through the program, and did you get any other type of assis-

tance?”

 � Leading questions: These are questions that may encourage the respondent 

to answer in a particular way. For example, “was the instruction provided by 

the program effective and suitable?” rather than “what was your impression of 

the instruction provided by the program?” The former seeds the idea that the 

program was effective and suitable, while the latter leaves open any possibili-

ties—good or bad—for participant responses.

 � Ineffective question sequencing: The order of questions makes a difference 

and can yield poor results, for instance, by failing to ask “easy” questions first, 

such as a person’s household composition or economic activity, and more 

sensitive or complex questions later. Effective question sequencing can also 

help establish good rapport with the interviewer and help the interviewee feel 

more relaxed about the experience.

Guidance on conducting focus groups is similar to that for interviews, because we 

are dealing directly with participants, but it also has important differences, given the 

different nature of the collection method. In preparing focus groups, it is important 

to carefully consider their composition. This will depend on a number of questions: 

What kind of information does the researcher want to elicit from a focus group? How 

can the researcher ensure that the group composition will yield the required infor-

mation in the most effective way? How useful would be it to have “control” focus 

groups (for instance, of nonprogram beneficiaries)?

divisions along age, gender, social, economic, and ethnic lines may all be important 

factors in deciding how the groups will be formed. In certain settings, putting men 

and women in the same group, who are not used to speaking openly and publicly 

about particular issues, may lead to poor results. When programs deliver different 

services for different people, focus groups are most useful if they are composed of 

people receiving the same service. Having said that, while achieving a certain degree 

of homogeneity in the group is important to facilitate discussion, that does not mean 

that the focus group should arrive at a homogeneous view or consensus.

Moderating focus groups requires considerable skill, because a number of issues 

may arise. It calls for all the skills of a good in-depth interviewer, plus the ability 

to manage the group dynamic and ensure that everyone contributes more or less 

equally. The group structure means that the opinions and experiences of certain 

people (such as those with greater authority in their community or who are naturally 

more dominant) may prevail over those of others, thus providing a skewed picture. 
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The moderator should identify early on those who might dominate the discussion 

and those who might be more reluctant and ensure that the reluctant speakers 

are encouraged to offer their views and the dominant ones are “managed” so they 

contribute their views but do not monopolize the discussion. 

Moderation also calls for considerable skills in steering the discussion without intro-

ducing bias into it. The probes used during the discussion should be neutral and 

similar to those outlined for in-depth interviews in chapter 8. It is also important 

to ensure that the group is stopped from being judgmental about what individual 

members say or do. If the discussion touches on sensitive areas, it is important to 

have a “cooling-off” period at the end and before the group disbands, during which 

the discussion moves to a more general and nonsensitive subject. As with in-depth 

interviews, it is advisable for a suitably skilled member of the evaluation team to 

facilitate at least one group. Any moderators that are not part of the team will 

require a full briefing to provide them with sufficient background to ensure that they 

capture all the points that are important for the evaluation.

It is possible, in certain instances, to obtain limited quantitative data from focus 

groups. For instance, focus group leaders can count the number of people who 

agreed or disagreed with a particular statement, or they can conduct a “ranking” 

exercise whereby participants rank program elements in a certain way. However, if 

this kind of data are required, it is extremely important to ensure that everyone’s 

responses are recorded and that the same question is asked of all participants in 

each focus group. Incomplete recording of focus group participants’ answers is a 

very common problem with this kind of method, which prevents any quantitative 

data from being reliable and useful. Moreover, care must be taken when interpreting 

such data. As focus group participants are not typically selected to be statistically 

representative of a population, these data do not give us population-wide infor-

mation; rather, they are indicative of the preferences, experiences, or views of the 

participants alone.

Because of the nature of the discussion, an audio or video recording of the session 

will be necessary. The recording should be transcribed and reviewed by the moder-

ator and any other members of the research team who participated or observed 

the session. And as was true for interviews, it is also important for the moderator to 

write a short note about the focus group as soon as possible after it has been held. 

This should include the dynamics of the group and any other factors that could have 

had a bearing on the nature and content of the discussion. This will be important 

when the transcript is analyzed. 

In quantitative data collection, the sample size is typically much larger and 

conducted by a team of enumerators, who may be less individually skilled but are 

also required to collect less nuanced information. Many of the same interviewing 
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guidelines from above apply to the conduct of large-scale surveys, but evaluators 

also need to focus on managing the process to ensure quality and uniformity, as well 

as fidelity to the survey instruments. When it comes to quantitative evaluations and 

data collections with surveys, a detailed training and field manual for the staff should 

be prepared once the workplan has been developed and the survey instruments 

have been finalized. At this stage, quality standards should be articulated clearly and 

quality assurance procedures put into place before the survey begins. Without such 

standards in place, the survey effort can end up being poorly executed. And poor 

execution, in turn, can affect rates of nonresponse (refusal to answer questions) and 

attrition (refusal to participate further in the study), and increase the level of errors in 

measurement. 

With such quality standards in place and clearly articulated, the next step is intensive 

training of enumerators and supervisors. Such training must be uniform and afford 

the enumerators and supervisors ample opportunity to ask questions. Usually, best 

practice involves a formal training program in a common location, with mock inter-

views and tests. This ensures not just that all interviewers can deliver the interviews 

and comply with the procedures and protocols, but that they do so in as similar a 

way as possible to avoid interviewer effects in the final data. Interviewers should 

also be adequately briefed about the overall study and its scientific purpose and 

ethical guidelines for their behavior. In addition to training and incentives, proper 

oversight and management of the logistics during fieldwork is an essential part of 

ensuring data quality and minimizing the magnitude of nonsampling errors. When-

ever possible, the coordination of data collection should allow for periodic feedback 

from and to field teams to improve the ongoing effort. 

As a general guide, most high-quality quantitative impact evaluations aim for rates of 

nonresponse and attrition of less than 5 percent. Explicit incentives such as compen-

sation and bonuses for respondents and enumerators may be used to elicit such 

outcomes. Other procedures include frequent random quality checks at multiple 

levels of supervision, protocols for revisiting and verifying nonresponse units and 

protocols for persuading reluctant respondents to cooperate by addressing their 

specific concerns.

Finally, with quantitative data, data entry is typically not performed by the evaluators 

themselves and so during the data-entry process similar mechanisms should be insti-

tuted. Again, quality standards such as error rates should be determined in advance. 

data entry operators should be trained extensively, but also provided with incentives 

such as bonuses and penalties tied to the error rate. protocols to minimize transcrip-

tion errors commonly include the use of a reliable data-entry software program with 

validation checks as well as random audits. Most critically, if data are being entered 

manually, double-blind data entry by two members of the team whose identity is 
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not known to one another is essential. Once all data are collected, all sampled units 

must be accounted for and summary statistics generated for review.

9.6 dATA MANAGEMENT, ACCESS, ANd 
dOCUMENTATION

Once the data are collected, it is equally important that proper measures be taken 

to store data effectively and ensure that these data can be disseminated to key data 

users. Whoever is responsible for data collection should have hardware and software 

systems to warehouse data systematically and securely: data systems, both hard-

ware and software, are critical to effective data management and control. 

data systems should include adequate storage capacity, effective peripheral equip-

ment to interface with data storage systems, and software compatible with program 

needs and the technology used. The data system should include processes to ensure 

that data are backed up regularly, with backup copies stored in a secure location, 

separate from the production data. Hardware systems should be planned to include 

adequate electrical power and cooling capacity to ensure reliable and continuous 

operation. If possible, the central elements of the data system should have redun-

dant or replacement parts on hand if a critical component fails. These should allow 

for integration with the data collection systems that is as seamless as possible. 

data management goes beyond the technical issues of having the right software and 

hardware and ensuring backups of collected data. part of the appropriate manage-

ment of such individually identifiable data is having in place the protocols and proce-

dures for storing, transferring, and accessing such data. All organizations that collect 

data on human subjects should ensure that secure storage facilities are available and 

used for data storage. When individually identifiable data are to be shared, data users 

must have proper authority to access those data, data managers must be respon-

sible for verifying credentials of users, and data transfer systems should be secure. 

All data should be stored with the minimum required individual information needed 

for analysis. Where possible, individual information, such as government-issued iden-

tification numbers, should be replaced by record identifiers that cannot be linked 

to an individual. In most cases, individually identifiable data should not be made 

available unless users go through a clearly defined process that verifies their need 

to access such data and a demonstrated capacity for appropriate data handling. A 

record should be retained of all users with such access.

Of course, while reliable and secure data storage is imperative, one way to make 

data useful is to share it with policy makers and the data-using public in “public-use” 

data sets. For example, your program may maintain full access to the raw data, 
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whereas university researchers might be given lower levels of access. However, for 

each class of users, maximum access should be allowed within best practices of 

data protection. 

Final data products, primarily raw data and weights, should be accompanied by 

detailed information describing the variables included and their definitions, and any 

other information about the data that allow users to interpret and, if desired, repro-

duce the data collection. data sets should be accompanied by detailed documen-

tation, including codebooks and data dictionaries, which describe the way in which 

data has been coded and made available to users. 

Apart from this, such documentation should also clearly describe the sampling 

strategy, including the design, the sample selection process, field implementation 

description (including nonresponse rates), any information used to inform weights, 

and all additional relevant information. Such documentation is both an important 

part of evaluation program records and an important asset for other potential future 

data users. Such documentation provides these users with the information they need 

to use the data effectively and accurately and should be provided as an accompa-

nying document when the evaluation data are distributed.

9.7 GAINING ACCESS TO SENSITIVE FINANCIAL 
INFORMATION

As we discussed in chapter 8, administrative data are an important source of infor-

mation for financial capability programs. For obvious reasons, access to financial 

records is typically more protected than many other types of data because of 

privacy concerns. Such data might include ATM transactions, data about credit lines 

or savings, and data about money transfers—barriers are to be expected in getting 

access to them. Yet an evaluation’s objectivity and efficiency may be very much 

strengthened by the ability to use these types of data. 

As with most other evaluations, gaining access to sensitive data involves:

 � developing and formally articulating a plan by which the necessary data can 

be accessed prior to launching the evaluation

 � developing mutual agreements early on with the relevant organizations and 

agencies for the disclosure of data, emphasizing the safeguards for privacy 

and security that have been put in place

 � Clearly communicating the aims of the evaluation and the data and informa-

tion safeguards in place to participants and stakeholders to build trust.
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In some cases, compromise may be reached by allowing financial institutions to 

perform some analytical operations internally and provide only aggregated results to 

the evaluator; however, in these cases, expectations and timelines should be set well 

in advance, because evaluators have little control over such situations.

As noted above, when primary data are collected, participants may be reluctant to 

discuss or disclose information about their financial situation because of the sensi-

tive nature of financial information. In qualitative data collection, this emphasizes the 

need for trained and experienced interviewers. For household surveys, in addition 

to piloting and testing instruments and training surveyors and moderators, other 

techniques for capturing data may be used. For example, one way to collect such 

information (from populations where literacy is high) is to give respondents privacy 

to fill in part of a survey themselves without interacting with the surveyor, either on a 

computer or in a sealed envelope to be opened later.

KEY pOINTS

Once one has decided on what data collection types make sense in evaluating a 

financial capability program—for example a survey and set of focus groups—the 

process of implementing those data collection methods comes to the forefront. If 

such data collection is not done correctly, then it will undermine the study’s validity 

or compromise the usefulness of the results. proper care must be exhibited at every 

stage of the data collection process, which includes designing survey instruments 

and interview protocols, selecting the right approach to sampling, preparing and 

training for data collection, implementation of the instruments in the field, and finally 

the storage and documentation of the data collected. All of these are critical to the 

process of collecting data. 
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ChAPTeR 10

Analyzing 
quantitative and 
qualitative data

A core activity in conducting evaluations—whether a process or impact one—is 

collecting the data needed to determine whether a financial capability program 

is being implemented as intended and is achieving its intended impacts. Such 

data—both quantitative and qualitative—will provide those answers when they are 

analyzed.

In this chapter, we focus on the basic concepts in analyzing quantitative data (typi-

cally for impact evaluations) and analyzing qualitative data (typically for process eval-

uations). More advanced readers are directed to the list of readings at the end of the 

chapter.

10.1 ANALYZING QUANTITATIVE dATA

Quantitative data analysis for impact evaluations involves estimating the effect of 

a program by comparing the outcomes of the treatment group (who received the 

financial capability intervention) with the outcomes of the comparison group (who 

did not). But what does it mean to provide a statistically valid answer to an evalua-

tion question?

This section illustrates how to use the quantitative data collected for analysis. We 

will explain how to conduct a hypothesis test, the basics of regression analysis, and 

how you can interpret the results from the impact evaluation. The aim is to provide 

a critical appreciation of what is possible and credible when it comes to quantitative 

data analysis. 

10.1.1 descriptive statistics

Once we collect any quantitative data, the first thing to do in analyzing these raw 

data is to generate a set of simple “descriptive statistics.” As the name suggests, 

descriptive statistics are methods of summarizing the data, either through tabula-

tions in tables or visually in charts and graphs. Even if the main data analysis is more 

complicated, which it typically will be, generating and presenting simple summaries 

helps both evaluators and their eventual audiences to begin to understand what is 

generating simple summaries 

helps both evaluator and 

eventual audiences understand 

what is happening in the raw 

data.
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happening in the raw data. descriptive statistics are important in monitoring and in 

process and impact evaluations.

We will use the term “variable” throughout this section to be consistent with statis-

tical terminology, but it should be clear throughout that a variable is simply a char-

acteristic of the sample population that takes on more than one set of values (put 

differently, a characteristic that varies).

EXpLORING ONE VARIABLE

For monitoring and process evaluations, having a useful set of descriptive statistics 

that capture the status of key indicators is critical. descriptive statistics are also an 

important first step in quantitative impact evaluation. 

What do such statistics look like? In financial capability interventions, evaluators first 

report the sample size for the overall sample of data and then produce summary 

statistics of key demographic variables, such as age, gender composition, rural/

urban status, education, and income (if reliable measures are available). The reason 

for doing so is to provide context for both evaluators and their eventual audiences 

and to enable some assessment of how well the sample represents the population 

of interest. Other variables of interest in financial capability programs that bear 

reporting are any measures of financial knowledge, status or behavior, such as finan-

cial literacy, total savings, or account-holding.

Such descriptive statistics can be separated into two general categories: those that 

measure central tendency and those that measure variability or spread. Examples of 

measures of central tendency are the mean (the average for the sample), mode (the 

most frequently observed value), and median (the 50th percentile), because these 

statistics are measures of the value around which the data appear to be clustered. 

Examples of measures of variability or spread are the range, quartile, standard devia-

tion, and skewness. These statistics describe how the data are dispersed.

When variables are continuous and numeric (such as age in years or wealth in local 

currency units), we typically report the mean. However, it may also be important 

to consider other statistical measures that describe the distribution of the data, 

including the mode and the median.

For instance, suppose that a rural bank branch serves a village in which there are a 

few landholders and very many landless laborers (Village A). In this village, a small 

fraction of the villagers are extremely wealthy, while most have nothing at all. This 

is quite a different setting from a village (Village B), in which most inhabitants have 

a moderate level of wealth. While the mean levels of wealth (the average levels of 

wealth) in both villages may be very similar, the mode (the most frequently observed 

wealth value) and the median (50th percentile of wealth when the individuals in the 

CENTRAL TENDENCY 
MEASURES

Mean: sample average

Mode: most frequently 

observed value in the sample

Median: middle score when 

sample is ranked from top to 

bottom

Reporting mean levels alone 

can give a misleading picture 

of the sample when data are 

unequally distributed.
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villages are ranked from top to bottom) may provide a first look at the differences 

between the two villages. The implication from this pretty clear: Reporting mean 

levels alone can give a misleading picture of the sample when the distribution of 

the data is very unequal.

When variables are categorical (such as gender, occupation, rural/urban loca-

tion), it is natural to simply report the proportion of the sample in each category 

(e.g., 50 percent of the sample are women). Often, categorical data can be ranked 

according to some criterion. When data can be ranked, we refer to it as ordinal, in 

the sense that it has a defined order. It is sometimes only possible to collect reliable 

data on topics such as wealth and income using ranked categories, even though the 

underlying information is continuous. In this case, it is useful to report the median 

category as well.

To continue our example, suppose we randomly sample 200 individuals from our 

hypothetical Village A to perform an evaluation of the bank branch’s financial educa-

tion program. We find that 92 percent of our sample has no land, which is then also 

the modal and median category, while 5 percent have land in excess of 5 acres and 

3 percent have land in excess of 20 acres. 

Because the measures of central tendency only provide a partial look at the data, it 

is important to report measures of variability as well. A simple measure of variability 

for ordinal data is the range, or the maximum and minimum values. Another set of 

measures is deciles or quartile. These are calculated by first sorting the sample in 

rank order and then reporting the scores at each 10th percentile or the 25th and the 

75th percentile.

A less simple but very meaningful pair of measures of spread is the variance and 

standard deviation. The variance is a statistical measure of how tightly the data are 

clustered around the mean (technically speaking, it is the average squared deviation 

of each observation from the mean). The standard deviation is simply the square root 

of the variance. A high variance implies that the observations within the sample are 

very different along this measure (not clustered around the mean), while a low vari-

ance means that most are fairly similar (clustered around the mean).

In our hypothetical two villages, Village A would have a high variance for the wealth 

measure, whereas Village B would have a low variance for the wealth measure, even 

if the mean wealth was similar in both villages. While generally the range and stan-

dard deviation are sufficient to give the reader an idea of spread, one other statistic 

to consider is the skewness of the data. Skewness describes how much the distri-

bution of values is asymmetric. Village A is an example where the wealth distribution 

is highly skewed, because a few people are very wealthy. 

MEASURING THE SPREAD

Variance: how tightly the data 

are clustered around the mean

Standard deviation: the 

square root of the variance
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While these statistics can be reported in charts, in some cases it may be valuable 

to provide a histogram or chart that shows the distribution of the variables visually. 

For categorical variables the histogram would show the proportion of values in each 

category. Figure 10.1 shows an example histogram of land holdings in Village A as 

described in our example.

fIguRe 10.1 hISTogRAM of LAnd hoLdIngS In VILLAge A

EXpLORING RELATIONSHIpS BETWEEN TWO OR MORE VARIABLES

We are often dealing with more than one variable and so we often want to analyze 

the relationship between two or more variables. This is referred to as bivariate and 

multivariate analyses of the descriptive statistics. 

Such bivariate or multivariate analyses are key to monitoring and to process and 

impact evaluations. In the case of monitoring, it is important to understand if and 

how key process indicators change over time or vary by program location. So, 

for example, we may want to look at how the number of individuals trained by a 

program changes as the duration of the program increases, or whether there is 

significantly different take-up of the program in rural and urban areas. In the setting 

of process evaluations, we may wish to understand the relationship between certain 

inputs and outputs. For example, is an increase in the number of teaching hours 

associated with more outreach (i.e., an increase in the number of students trained), 

or more intensive education (i.e., more hours of training per student)? In impact 

evaluations, we are typically interested in the relationship between a variable that 

describes an outcome of interest and a variable that captures program participation. 
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The variable of interest can be a simple indicator of enrollment or a more refined 

measure, such as hours spent watching an edutainment soap opera. We typically 

refer to the outcome as the dependent variable and the participation variable as the 

independent or explanatory variable.

The most basic form of bivariate analysis is cross-tabulation. As the name suggests, 

this method provides a table that shows the values of one variable against the other. 

A commonly used extension of cross-tabulation when examining the interaction 

between two variables is referred to as the contingency table, which tabulates the 

frequencies of each combination of values in the data, or a percentage table, which 

expresses these as percentages.

Suppose, for instance, that the rural bank in Village A launches its financial education 

program and collects data on villagers’ bank account ownership status over time. In 

our hypothetical sample of 200 villagers in Village A, we randomly allocate half of the 

villagers to participate in the program (giving us 100 treatment and 100 control indi-

viduals) and observe account ownership after the program. 

The contingency table (table 10.1) below shows a cross-tabulation of our key 

outcome measure (ownership of a bank account) against our explanatory variable 

(participation in a financial training program).

TABLe 10.1 ConTIngenCY TABLe 

PARTICIPATED = YES PARTICIPATED = NO

do not have a bank account 12 56

Have a bank account 88 44

If the outcome variable is continuous (such as wealth), another way to cross-tabulate 

the data is to report means or other summary statistics (table 10.2).

TABLe 10.2 ConTIngenCY TABLe WITh ConTInuouS VARIABLe 

PARTICIPATED = YES PARTICIPATED = NO

Total savings 980 local currency units 870 local currency units

With two continuous variables, it may be more useful to use a visual representation 

of the relationship between the two variables by presenting a scatterplot. A scatter-

plot, as the name implies, plots the two variables on the horizontal and vertical axes 
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and then shows the relationship between the two by how they “scatter” in the graph 

(figure 10.2).

fIguRe 10.2 SCATTeR PLoT of houSehoLd SAVIngS And InCoMe

The relationship between any two variables can also be captured by looking at the 

correlation coefficient. This is a standardized measure of the dependence between 

two variables (or covariance), which ranges from −1 to 1. A zero value implies that 

there is no relationship at all between the two variables. A positive value (above 

zero and up to 1) implies that the two variables move in the same direction (as 

one increases, so does the other), while a negative value (below zero and up to 

−1) implies that the variables move in the opposite direction (as one increases, the 

other decreases). A high absolute value means a stronger relationship. For instance, 

in the example above, the correlation coefficient between the explanatory variable 

(program participation), and the dependent variable (account ownership), is posi-

tive but less than 1. This tells us that participation is strongly (but not perfectly) 

correlated with account ownership. 

descriptive statistics uncover patterns in the data and help evaluators to quickly see 

if there are unusual trends that should be investigated. In other words, they can be 

suggestive or indicative of program effects. However, they do not allow us to draw 

further conclusions or make predictions. Even if outcomes and participation are 

shown to be correlated, evaluators must do further analysis and interpretation to 

judge whether a program indeed had a causal effect on outcomes.

descriptive statistics uncover 

data patterns that help 

evaluators see if there are 

unusual trends worthy of 

investigation.
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10.1.2 inferential statistics and hypothesis testing 

descriptive statistics are important to ensure that we truly understand the data, but 

evaluators also need inferential statistics, or the type of statistical analysis that 

allows them to draw conclusions about the causal impact of program participation 

on outcomes of interest. To do so, we first need to understand the concept of statis-

tical significance.

The word “significance” has a very specific meaning in statistical analysis. Specifically, 

a statistically significant event or occurrence is something that is considered unlikely 

to have occurred simply by chance. Statisticians make this determination by setting 

up and formally testing the hypothesis or claim that the event did indeed occur by 

chance. This means that statistical significance is a benchmarking method that allows 

evaluators to precisely quantify and standardize their judgment of what qualifies as 

acceptable evidence for drawing conclusions. Note that the statistical significance of 

an event is completely separate from the practical significance or size of the event. 

An event can be small in magnitude and statistically significant or large in magnitude 

but statistically insignificant (or statistically not different from zero).

While statistical testing is relevant to quantitative analysis more generally, for clarity, 

we illustrate this concept in terms of the impact evaluation framework. The test for 

statistical significance occurs in three steps (illustrated in figure 10.3 and discussed 

below):

TwO KINDS OF 
SIGNIFICANCE

Statistical significance: 

likelihood that event or 

occurrence occurred by 

chance

Practical significance: the 

size of the event or occurrence 

independent of its statistical 

significance

fIguRe 10.3 hYPoTheSIS TeSTIng

State the claim to 
be tested or the null 

hypothesis

Compare our sample 
to what we expect to 

observe if the claim we 
are testing is true

Reject the null if 
the sample data are 

sufficiently unlikely to 
be observed if the null 

hypothesis were  
really true

1. Evaluators first consider the claim or hypothesis that a program had no effect 

(known as defining the null hypothesis). Because there is always some 

uncertainty due to randomness, it is always possible (even though the prob-

ability may be very small) that the outcomes we observe may have occurred 

simply by chance.

2. Evaluators then test this hypothesis, by determining the likelihood that the 

observed patterns in the outcomes data would in fact have occurred simply by 

chance; in which case the null hypothesis would indeed be true.
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3. depending on this likelihood, evaluators can reject (or fail to reject) the null 

hypothesis and conclude whether the program indeed plausibly had a statis-

tically significant effect on the outcomes of interest.

It may seem unusual to frame the basic impact evaluation question in terms of 

rejecting the null hypothesis (i.e., that the program had no effect). Conceptually, 

however, this directly captures the basic intuition of impact evaluations: We compare 

the outcomes associated with the program to the counterfactual—the outcomes of 

implementing no program at all—and conclude that there is a program effect only if 

the comparison is very dissimilar. 

In our previous example, we observed that in the year after the training is completed 

in Village A, twice as many villagers in the treatment group had bank accounts 

compared to villagers in the control group (table 10.1). We also observe that treat-

ment group participants reported somewhat more formal savings compared to 

participants in the control group (table 10.2). The question we want to answer is, are 

these differences statistically significant? 

First, it is important to recognize that even without a program, there are likely to be 

differences in the observed behavior of any randomly drawn groups of borrowers. If 

the pattern we observed is very likely to happen in the normal course of things—for 

instance, differences of this magnitude in the level of savings are frequently observed 

Statistical testing is done by 

computing a test-statistic from 

the sample data.

Box 10.1 hYPoTheSIS TeSTIng: exAMPLe fRoM The RTf PILoT PRogRAM on SChooL-BASed  
fInAnCIAL eduCATIon In BRAzIL

The RTF pilot program in Brazil on school-based financial education examined a selection of outcomes. Below is a standard 

method for displaying the results, with the control group average outcome in the first column, the treatment group average 

outcome in the second column, and the difference (with statistically significant differences at the 5 percent level denoted 

with an asterisk) in the third column. There were small but statistically significant differences for almost all outcomes 

examined, so we may conclude the program had a broad range of effects from knowledge to behavior.

OUTCOME OF INTEREST
CONTROL 

(%)
TREATMENT 

(%)
DIFFERENCE  

(PERCENTAGE POINTS)

Financial proficiency test score 59 62 3*

Saving behavior: percentage of income saved is nonzero 55 59 4*

Spending behavior: I make a list of all expenses every month 14 17 3*

participation in household finances: percentage of students 

who talk about finances with parents

70 74 4*

Note: * = statistically significant differences at the 5 percent level.
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between random groups of people—the observed results cannot be taken as suffi-

ciently strong proof that the program caused such a difference to be observed. The 

“effect” may well have been positive, but these differences may also have happened 

simply as a matter of chance. However, if it is very unlikely that such a thing would 

happen, we may be able to reasonably conclude that the program has indeed had an 

effect. 

How do we go about doing a statistical test? While technical experts or analysts may 

actually conduct the analysis, it is always useful to understand the concepts and 

how the results are interpreted. In practice, a summary measure or test-statistic is 

computed from the sample data, and some standard assumptions are made about 

the likelihood of observing the range of values of this summary measure if the null 

hypothesis were true. The specific test-statistics to be used vary with the situation, 

but the testing procedure is the same: We compute the p-value, or the probability of 

observing a test-statistic as extreme as the sample test-statistic.

If the sample test-statistic is very extreme relative to the counterfactual (indicating 

that the sample is highly unlikely to have occurred by chance), the p-value will be 

very low. Thus, we only reject the null hypothesis if the p-value lies above a some-

what arbitrary but generally acceptable threshold of 5 or 10 percent. Statisticians 

refer to the cutoff threshold used for the test as the level of significance. 

10.1.3 Regression analysis 

Regression analysis is another statistical technique evaluators use to analyze how 

one variable is related to another variable. In a simple example of two variables, this 

is accomplished by fitting a straight line between the two variables, where the slope 

of the line is calculated to minimize the sum of the squared distance between the 

points and the line. The slope of this line is known as the regression coefficient, 

and it characterizes the linear relationship between the two variables. In the case 

of multiple independent variables, regression analysis helps explain how the typical 

value of the dependent variable changes when any one of the independent variables 

is varied, while the other independent variables are held fixed. 

In practice, most evaluators will use regression analysis. In the case of impact eval-

uations, the regression coefficient gives the change in outcomes associated with 

a change in program participation. Regression analysis is increasingly accessible 

through a number of commonly available statistical packages, such as STATA, R, 

and SAS, as well as in some versions of Microsoft Excel. Along with these estimates, 

these packages will also produce test-statistics for the hypothesis that there is no 

program effect (that the regression coefficient on the explanatory variable measuring 

program participation is zero).

In an impact evaluation, 

regression analysis shows 

the change in outcomes 

associated with a change in 

program participation.
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As noted above, if the p-value associated with the regression coefficient is less than 

5–10 percent, this implies that the likelihood of observing the effects would be slim 

in the absence of the program, and we can say with high confidence that we reject 

the null hypothesis. In other words, we can reasonably claim that the program has a 

statistically significant effect. Note that this is different from what we will call prac-

tical significance, which tells evaluators how meaningful or important the explana-

tory variable is in explaining changes in the dependent variable.

Regression analysis has some important limitations to be aware of:

 � It is demanding, because it requires quantitative data relating to a large 

number of individuals. With less data, it is more difficult to draw statistically 

significant results from a regression analysis. 

 � To draw conclusions in a regression analysis, there must be differences in the 

observed measures of the dependent and explanatory variables (or put differ-

ently, the variables need to have a large-enough degree of observed variance). 

For example, if all the observations concern the 30–40 age group, it will not be 

possible to estimate the influence of age on financial capability.

 � The regression technique assumes that there is a linear relationship between 

the dependent and explanatory variables. But it is possible that there may be 

a strong nonlinear relationship between the variables that is not detected by 

a linear regression; fortunately, other statistical methods exist for testing this 

hypothesis for nonlinear relationships that can be considered. 

 � Outliers (a few observations with values far away from all others) can compro-

mise the accuracy of a linear regression as they can significantly affect mean 

values. For example, in a financial education class, mean scores may be 

skewed upwards by the performance of a very small number of outstanding 

students. In this case, the mean and the median can be quite different! One 

approach is to drop the extreme outliers. While there are some statistical 

criteria that can be applied, often in practice judgment is required to know 

whether to include or exclude outliers, and which to exclude. If there is only 

one individual whose scores and individual circumstances are very different 

from the rest, the evaluator may choose to exclude him or her in order to 

reflect the effects on the overwhelming majority of the class. On the other 

hand, if there are a handful of students whose other characteristics are quite 

similar to the class, this usually is a call for more thorough investigation rather 

than dropping the observations. Regardless of the path chosen, it is important 

to describe all the data, including outliers, and document the choices and 

rationale provided before proceeding with the analysis.
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despite these limitations, in general, regression analysis is a useful and commonly 

applied tool to understand the relationship between two variables.

10.1.4 Estimating and interpreting program effects in practice

In chapter 6, we covered basic research designs for impact evaluations, such as 

randomization or propensity score matching (pSM), used in conducting a quantitative 

impact evaluation. In an ideal world—say for a randomized control trial (RCT) with 

close to full compliance, no differential attrition, and no risk of cross-contamina-

tion—the estimate of the causal intervention effect is simply the difference between 

the outcomes of the treatment and control groups. Thus, where randomization is 

planned and cleanly implemented, it is sufficient to compute and test for differences 

in means across the treatment and control groups.

However, as the design is implemented and data are collected, many practical chal-

lenges arise. despite the best-laid plans, at the end of the day, these challenges can 

often only be overcome through careful analysis and interpretation to truly under-

stand how much any estimated effects can be causally attributed to a financial capa-

bility program.

pOTENTIAL CONFOUNdING VARIABLES

Regression analysis may show a strong link between a financial capability program 

and the outcomes of interest, but if other, more important confounding variables—

variables that could also explain the results—have been omitted, the results in this 

case could be incorrect, and should be interpreted with caution.

In addition to program participation, evaluators typically include other control vari-

ables in the analysis, which are other explanatory variables that can also affect the 

dependent variable. doing so controls for the many other important confounders that 

may cause differences in the outcomes between participants and nonparticipants. 

Because these confounders can occur even in a randomized trial, purely by chance, 

regression analysis should be used to analyze the randomized control data.

For example, you may want to control for important confounders such as back-

ground wealth in examining the relationship between account ownership and partic-

ipation (because wealthier respondents may be more likely to open a bank account, 

all else being equal), even if the program under consideration is being evaluated in an 

RCT setting.

pARTIAL COMpLIANCE ANd ATTRITION

In theory, all the individuals who are offered treatment in a financial capability 

program will participate. In reality, individuals may be offered treatment but refuse to 

If confounding variables are 

not accounted for, regression 

results could be incorrect.
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participate in many programs. In chapter 6, we discussed the fact that these individ-

uals are likely to be self-selected. 

Partial compliance occurs not only when a just fraction of the participants assigned 

to the treatment group actually receive the intervention, but also if some partici-

pants in the control group also receive the intervention. As discussed in chapter 6 on 

treatment effects, policy makers should distinguish between two kinds of “program 

effects”:

 � Intent-to-treat estimates: We can compare the outcomes for the group who 

are offered the intervention to those who are not, regardless of whether they 

actually received it. This is called the intent-to-treat (ITT) estimate of program 

effects. This estimate will tell you the average impact of the intervention for 

those who were targeted, because it does not adjust for intervention take-up.

 � Treatment-on-the-treated estimates: A different statistic is the treat-

ment-on-the-treated (TOT) estimate, which will tell you the impact of the 

intervention on those who received it. In other words, suppose that we want 

to understand the impact of the financial education program on those who 

actually took a financial literacy course. If participants fully comply with their 

treatment and control group assignments in the case of an RCT, then the ITT 

estimate will equal the TOT estimate, by definition.

While partial compliance may occur in many situations, in the context of financial 

capability program this often happens when program participation is not mandatory. 

Such could be the case when the program involves offering a product for voluntary 

purchase.

In our hypothetical example, consider that everyone in the treatment group of 100 

villagers in Village A was offered the intervention, whereas no one in the control 

group received this offer. If all 100 villagers in the treatment group actually received 

the education, then we have perfect compliance and the ITT is in fact the TOT. But if 

only half the villagers actually received the education, then the ITT and TOT program 

effects may differ significantly. If we simply compare the outcomes of those offered 

the program to those who were not offered the program, it is important to qualify 

that these results reflect the ITT estimate of the program.

The method of instrumental variables can be applied as a solution to partial 

compliance to estimate the TOT effect of the program. (See chapter 6 for more 

details.) In this situation, random assignment to the treatment group is used as 

the instrumental variable. This is an indicator variable (taking a value of 0 or 1) for 

whether the participant was assigned to the treatment group. This variable meets 

the two requirements for a good instrumental variable outlined in chapter 6 because 

participants are more likely to take part in the intervention if they were assigned to 

PARTIAL COMPLIANCE AND 
ATTRITION

Partial compliance: when 

not all participants assigned 

to treatment group participate 

or when members in control 

group also receive intervention

Attrition: when participants 

participate but then drop out

Instrumental variables can 

be applied as a solution the 

problem of partial compliance.
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the treatment group and because being assigned to the treatment group only affects 

the financial capability outcomes through the act of participating in the intervention.

We should note that simply because there are analytical methods to address 

noncompliance, evaluators and policy makers involved in the impact evaluation must 

still work together to keep noncompliance to a minimum. First, because the instru-

mental variables method provides Local Average Treatment Effects (LATE), these 

effects are only applicable to the participants who were either induced to take part 

in the intervention because of the original random assignment or encouragement in 

the case of instrumental variables. While in many situations this is the population of 

interest and may be an estimate of interest for the intervention, these effects are not 

generally externally valid and the findings may not be generalizable without careful 

consideration. Second, if the level of partial compliance is too severe and there are 

not enough participants remaining in the treatment group, the instrumental variable 

methodology will not produce correct estimates. 

Another challenge evaluators face, one that is often confused with partial compli-

ance, is attrition. As defined in chapter 6, attrition refers to the inability to collect 

Box 10.2 exAMPLe of PARTIAL CoMPLIAnCe

This study examines the impact of a financial literacy education program on the use of financial services in Indonesia. The 

authors Cole, Sampson, and Zia (2011) partnered with a nonprofit organization called MICRA to develop a training session 

explaining the use of bank accounts to individuals without such accounts. The curriculum highlighted a simple bank account, 

known as “SIMpEdES,” that requires a low minimum deposit amount and charges no fees for four or fewer deposits or 

withdrawals. 

A randomized control design was chosen as the evaluation methodology. To form the evaluation sample, 64 villages were 

chosen on the island of Java. In each village, 30 households were randomly selected, for a total of 1,920 households. 

To participate in the study, the households were required to have no bank account. An initial questionnaire determined 

that 1,173 households did not have a bank account, so these households were invited to participate in the experiment. 

Unfortunately, evidence showed that some surveyors were collaborating with participating households and interfering with 

the experiment, so a number of these households had to be excluded from the analysis. Thus, the final number of eligible 

units was 736, of the original 1,173 households. Of those, the evaluation sample included 564 households who chose to 

participate in the experiment. This is implies that 23 percent of households invited to participate in the intervention did not 

choose to do so. An adjustment for such partial compliance was needed.

The outcome variable of interest is whether the household opens a bank account. In this case, there was no statistically 

significant difference between the decision to open a bank account for treatment and control households (ITT effect). These 

results did not change when financial literacy program attendance was instrumented for, with assignment of a financial 

literacy invitation (TOT effect).
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outcome data from some participants who were originally part of the analysis 

sample because they have dropped out of the program. 

If attrition is random, it will reduce the statistical power of the evaluation (i.e., will 

increase standard errors), but the results will not be affected. But if the attrition is 

different for the treatment and control groups, it may affect the estimates of program 

effectiveness. For example, if more participants from the control group drop out 

because they are not receiving a benefit from the intervention, ignoring this fact will 

lead evaluators to overestimate a program’s effect. If there is nonrandom attrition, 

then the initial randomization is compromised, and the treatment and control groups 

are no longer comparable. This makes attrition a very difficult problem to solve.

Thus, it is crucial to manage attrition during the data collection process. For example, 

it is important to collect good information about where to find participants at the 

outset of the study, especially if the goal is to follow participants for a long time after 

the end of the program (what is known as a longitudinal study). If it is not possible to 

follow up with all attritors, an alternative is to follow up with a random sample of the 

attritors. The analysis should then be adjusted to give a higher weight to those who 

were contacted.

Such attrition numbers for the treatment and control groups should be reported when 

the results are interpreted from all analysis methods. Also, the baseline characteristics 

of attritors and non-attritors should be compared for both the treatment and control 

groups to see if there are any systematic differences. If attrition remains a problem, 

further statistical techniques are available to identify and adjust for the bias.

AdJUSTMENTS FOR A LARGE NUMBER OF OUTCOMES

Earlier in this chapter, we emphasized that formal hypothesis testing is necessary, 

because differences in the treatment and comparison groups, though unlikely, may 

still be observed as a matter of chance. Evaluators make judgments about statistical 

significance based on whether an outcome is judged to be sufficiently improbable.

With one hypothesis, this is very straightforward. But if a very large number of 

hypotheses are tested, we are increasingly likely to reject a false null hypothesis. 

In other words, although a program may have no effect, the more outcomes we 

examine, the more likely we are to find a difference between our treatment and 

control group—just by chance. For example, a researcher testing 10 independent 

hypotheses at a 5 percent level of significance will reject at least one of them with a 

probability of approximately 40 percent.

When the evaluation is interested in multiple outcomes, special techniques may 

need to be used when considering the statistical significance of the entire group of 

outcomes. The p-values must be adjusted to account for the fact that the outcome 

If attrition is nonrandom, it 

will compromise the initial 

randomization.

When an evaluation is 

interested in multiple 

outcomes, special techniques 

may need to be used.
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is one of many outcomes being considered. Methods such as the Bonferroni correc-

tion (multiplying the p-value by the number of hypotheses) can be implemented with 

standard statistical software.

But for technical reasons, some of these methods can be extremely conservative. It is 

not necessary to implement a correction for multiple hypotheses with just a small set 

of outcomes, but it should certainly be a consideration when evaluators take on a wide 

range of hypotheses in order to avoid the pitfalls of “data snooping” or “data mining.” 

In other words, this is yet another good reason for evaluators to carefully consider the 

selection of “key” outcomes of interest before the start of the evaluation.

HETEROGENEOUS EFFECTS

It is important to note that up to now we have discussed average treatment effects 

across all treated participants (for more discussion on treatment effects, see 

chapter 6). However, it may well be the case that treatment effects are not equal 

across all individuals or are so skewed across groups of participants that the average 

treatment effect does not truly represent any of the participants. This is particularly 

true when evaluating the equitableness of a program. For example, we may be inter-

ested in whether village financial education differently affects low- versus high-in-

come individuals or whether the effects are different for women as opposed to men. 

We may also be explicitly interested in the impact of the intervention on a specific 

group of participants. This is also true to understanding the appropriateness of 

targeting and delivery. In financial capability programs, an important factor to 

consider is the initial pre-intervention capability: a basic program may well have 

only marginal effects on the already-capable, but large effects on the less-capable. 

Alternatively, other, more sophisticated programs may be so advanced that it is only 

useful for those with sufficient fundamental skills. Cole, Sampson, and Zia (2011), for 

instance, find that the former scenario appears to be the case in the specific financial 

education program they evaluate in Indonesia: the training appears not to have an 

overall impact, but does work somewhat better at motivating the less-literate popu-

lations to open bank accounts. 

When the population being studied is very diverse, evaluators should carefully 

approach treatment effects. Two common approaches that researchers use are 

subsample analysis and interaction effects in regressions. Subsample analysis 

simply means that a separate treatment effect is estimated by carrying out the 

analysis only on the subgroup of interest (e.g., women alone, or a certain age group 

alone). An interaction effect, on the other hand, is obtained using the entire sample, 

and estimates the difference in the treatment effect between those who received 

treatment who were and were not in the subgroup. In regression analysis, this is 

typically done by including as explanatory variables both program participation and 

Treatment effects may not 

always be equal across all 

treated participants.
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an additional term that reflects being in the program as well as a member of the 

subgroup (called the interaction term). 

If possible, subgroups should be identified ahead of time, and ideally the evaluation 

design should account for differences in subgroups. For example, the randomization 

design could be stratified by the subgroups of interest, so that separate treatment 

and control groups are formed within subgroups. This will allow the estimation of 

separate treatment effects for each subgroup. 

Even in cases where stratification is not possible, it is often worthwhile to explore 

subgroup and interaction effects on subgroups. However, if this is done ex post, two 

issues may arise. First, there may be insufficient power to enable analysis. Second, in 

relation to the problem of multiple outcomes discussed previously, as the number of 

subgroups analyzed increases, the probability of finding a chance effect on any one 

subgroup also increases. 

It is important, therefore, to ensure that the analysis of heterogeneous effects is 

performed and justified appropriately. The best and most credible way of doing so is 

to generate study designs and hypotheses that involve subgroups ex ante if possible. 

If not, such analysis remains important and can shed additional light on the main 

results of the financial capability intervention, but it should be made clear that the 

subgroups were defined after the evaluation was in place, together with the rationale 

for investigating particular groups.

10. 2 ANALYZING QUALITATIVE dATA

While quantitative analysis is mostly done as part of impact evaluations, qualitative 

analysis (based largely on data and information from interviews and focus groups) is 

primarily used to inform process evaluations. And while the analysis of quantitative 

data clearly has a rigorous set of rules and procedures (as discussed above), the 

analysis of qualitative data in the context of process evaluations must also be done 

rigorously, systematically, and in a way that others can assess and replicate. 

This means thinking about the analysis as the fieldwork is under way and producing 

analytical notes as one goes along; being systematic and deriving a structure from and 

for the data collected that is interpreted flexibly throughout the analysis; and aiming to 

go beyond the purely descriptive to provide a depth of understanding or to generate 

hypotheses that can be tested quantitatively. In process evaluations, the analysis of 

qualitative data requires that evaluators have a very thorough understanding of the 

program under scrutiny to ensure that findings are interpreted appropriately.

In this chapter, we discuss a rigorous approach to conducting qualitative analysis, as 

highlighted in figure 10.4.
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fIguRe 10.4 A RIgoRouS APPRoACh To quALITATIVe AnALYSIS

Review the data and 
develop descriptive 

themes

Code and formalize the 
data

Conduct systematic 
analysis

Set up and test 
hypotheses

10.2.1 Review the data and develop descriptive themes

As discussed in previous chapters, the starting point for any evaluation is setting out 

the evaluation questions. These questions later guide the research and inform the 

interpretation of findings. In qualitative data collection, the initial research questions 

form the basis for developing descriptive themes along which the findings are orga-

nized. These themes can, and likely will, change as more data are collected and new 

patterns, issues, and lines of inquiry emerge. Still, it is important to take the initial eval-

uation questions as the point of departure in qualitative data analysis for evaluations. 

data analysis does not need to wait until all data has been collected. It is important 

to look for themes and patterns in the data even at the fieldwork stage. Thus, it is 

also important to keep a record of such themes and patterns as they occur to inform 

the plan for analysis. They can also be used to inform future data collection, adjusting 

the topic guide to cover areas that were not anticipated at the outset and to extend 

the probing of ones that emerge as being important to explore in greater detail. 

Indeed, many qualitative researchers conduct their fieldwork in stages, analyzing 

interview or focus group transcripts as they go. If the fieldwork is being undertaken 

by someone other than the analyst, then debriefs will be required during which the 

former’s insights are captured.

Once all the fieldwork is completed and the transcripts and field notes are prepared, 

the first stage in the analysis is to read them all carefully—ideally more than once. 

This will help give a better overview and a feel for the circumstances and views of 

individual respondents, with the advantage of a little distance from the fieldwork 

itself. It is important to immerse yourself in the data, because it is this immersion 

that will provide you with a detailed understanding of the information and the 

important themes that emerge. But in doing so, it is also important to retain an open 

mind, let the key analytical themes emerge from the data, and to avoid imposing a 

preconceived set of themes. Evaluators should jot down thoughts and ideas as they 

go and then use these to develop an initial coding scheme, which will be mainly 

descriptive at this stage.

evaluators should develop 

descriptive themes to organize 

qualitative data.

It is important to retain an open 

mind, let the key analytical 

themes emerge from the 

data, and to avoid imposing a 

preconceived set of themes.
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10.2.2 Code and formalize the data 

The next step is to begin the coding of the transcripts or materials you have 

collected. Coding is a central part of all qualitative data analysis, and consists essen-

tially of identifying the key themes in the data and labeling the data according to 

these themes. The themes are typically common patterns, ideas, and concerns that 

emerge throughout the data. As mentioned above, the process of developing these 

codes or themes may start as early as with the development of the evaluation ques-

tions, continue during fieldwork, and be completed and refined once all data has 

been collected and is reviewed. 

Again, this will involve reading transcripts and materials carefully to refine, expand, 

or reject the initial codes. It is at this stage that evaluators will begin to move from 

purely descriptive codes to ones that are more analytical. They will be looking for 

patterns in the data: for similarities and consistencies across documents and differ-

ences and inconsistencies, with the goal of explaining why and how these occur. At 

the end of this process, the codes you have created can then be organized into a 

hierarchy of ideas (often known as a code frame).

10.2.3 Conduct systematic analysis

Coding the data is a means to an end, not an end in itself, and it is followed by 

systematizing and analyzing the information collected. There are a number of ways 

of doing this, and individual researchers each have their preferred method. Some 

prefer to work with annotated transcripts, some use computer packages, and others 

use thematic grids. Each of these is described briefly below.

Some qualitative researchers create a series of folders, one for each issue or theme, 

and assign the sections of text from transcripts (with an identifier to link it back 

to the full script and, in the case of interview transcripts, the characteristics of the 

respondent) to them. It is not uncommon for sections of text from transcripts to be 

relevant to more than one theme, which means it is good practice to include these 

sections under all the codes they address. Having assigned all the material from the 

transcripts to the different folders, it is then possible to work through them one by 

one to bring the information in them together, analytically. This approach is very flex-

ible and allows you to modify, combine, or split categories as the analysis proceeds 

and new insights emerge.

Computer programs help emulate this process and have become more sophisticated 

over the years. Many now permit the integration of data in different formats, such as 

interview transcripts, web pages, audio or video recordings, or extracts from social 

media sites. Still, the process is essentially the same as the folders process described 

above, creating an initial, largely descriptive, electronic coding frame initially and 

wAYS OF DOING 
SYSTEMATIC ANALYSIS

Folders: organize issues 

from transcripts and other 

documents into folders, either 

manually or with computer 

programs

Thematic grids: summarize 

indexed transcripts or other 

documents onto table grids 

according to hierarchical code 

frames
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then refining that into one that is both analytical and hierarchical. But it is important 

to remember that computer programs of this kind do not analyze the data for the 

evaluators; they merely enable evaluators to store, organize, search, categorize, and 

group large volumes of mostly text-based data. Examples of computer software for 

the analysis of qualitative data are NVivo, ATLAS.ti and dedoose, among others. 

The advantage of using a computer program is that “interrogating” the data becomes 

far easier and much quicker. Some even have automatic indexing for highly struc-

tured data, such as semi-structured interview scripts where identical questions 

are asked in a predetermined order. Computer programs are particularly valuable 

where there is a large amount of data to be analyzed. But researchers who prefer 

the manual approach argue that it enables them to retain a more holistic view of 

the data than they feel is possible with a computer program, and that the manual 

approach is more suitable for in-depth analysis of small numbers of transcripts.

Other researchers prefer to systematize their data using thematic grids. Having 

indexed the transcripts or other documents, evaluators then summarize them on 

grids, with the columns corresponding to the hierarchical code frame developed 

and transcripts or documents entered in the rows. In preparing the grids, evaluators 

generally take the analysis a step further than the coding. Advocates of this approach 

claim that it makes patterns in the data easier to see and may highlight linkages that 

might not be apparent from the previous two methods. It also retains a holistic view 

of individual respondents or focus groups. Then again, it does take longer to system-

atize the data using the thematic grid approach.

Thus, the choice of which method to use is partly a personal one, but it also depends 

on the number and nature of the documents to be analyzed. Again, though, none of 

the three approaches is an end in itself, unless the aim is to write a purely descrip-

tive account of the data. 

Once the data have been organized into folders or grids, the researcher then has to 

look for patterns and explanations of those patterns, keeping a detailed log of the 

analysis as it goes. A good qualitative evaluator will test and challenge the interpreta-

tions as they evolve and will triangulate between different data sources. 

A good qualitative evaluator will interpret the data but will also remain true to what 

participants said and how they said it. They will also maintain the participants’ voice 

when analyzing transcripts of interviews or focus groups, using direct quotes in the 

report that they write. Above all, it is important to realize that there are no shortcuts 

to rigorous qualitative analysis. It is time-intensive work.
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KEY pOINTS

Assuming that the data for evaluation have been collected using the appropriate 

quantitative and qualitative tools, the analysis of the data will inform evaluators 

and other stakeholders of whether a financial capability program is being appropri-

ately and effectively fielded and whether participants are improving in terms of the 

outcomes of interest that the program was designed to address.

But the credibility of those results depends on how well evaluators conduct the 

analysis of the data collected. Whether evaluators are analyzing quantitative data 

collected during experimental or nonexperimental research designs or qualitative 

data from interviews, document reviews, or focus groups, they must approach these 

analyses rigorously and systematically, following the procedures and rules that 

govern the types of analysis.
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ChAPTeR 11

Cost analysis: 
weighing program 
costs and benefits

Laying out the economic case for a financial capability program is an important 

part of evaluation, even more so when resources may be scarce. Evaluators may 

demonstrate through impact analysis that the program did indeed achieve some or 

all of the outcomes set out, but that does not necessarily mean it was worthwhile to 

invest in the program. Some kind of judgment is needed about whether it is worth 

investing in a specific program or intervention and that judgment generally revolves 

around answering two questions for policy makers and other stakeholders:

 � did the benefits of the program outweigh the costs of undertaking it?

 � did the program perform efficiently when compared to other options 

addressing the same program goals and objectives?

For instance, a financial capability program may have large benefits, but it may 

also be extremely costly to implement. If the costs outweigh the benefits, then the 

program is likely to be stopped. Then again, even if the benefits do outweigh the 

costs, there may be other less-costly ways of getting the same or similar benefits; in 

such a case, policy makers may determine that the program—good as it is—may not 

be the best way to use the limited resources available. And, of course, the choices 

policy makers face may not be so clear-cut: It could turn out that a different program 

may have fewer benefits than the one in question, but also cost significantly less.

To help address these important decisions, evaluators can conduct cost analyses 

that systematically catalogue the benefits and costs of the program. Note that doing 

so requires having the benefits part of the equation, which means that such anal-

ysis can only take place after the program and its impact evaluation—which show 

what benefits occurred—is completed. In this chapter, we discuss the steps in cost 

analysis and provide simple illustrations based on actual examples. Cost analysis is a 

large subject, and the Toolkit covers only these basic principles. The more advanced 

reader is directed to the resources listed in the References.

Cost analyses can only take 

place after an impact analysis 

has been done.
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11.1 WHAT ARE THE STEpS IN CONdUCTING A COST 
ANALYSIS?

Figure 11.1 shows the basic steps to conduct any cost analysis. Evaluators should 

start by specifying the set of programs or program implementation alternatives. That 

is followed by deciding whose perspective to take in the cost analysis; obtaining 

the measures of impact for benefits and facilitating comparisons; cataloging and 

accounting for estimated costs; and, finally, comparing alternatives. The steps are 

discussed in more detail below.

fIguRe 11.1 BASIC STePS foR CoST AnALYSIS

Specify the set 
of programs 
or program 

implementation 
alternatives

Decide whose 
perspective to 

take

Obtain measures 
of impact 

for benefits 
and facilitate 
comparisons

Catalogue and 
account for 

estimated costs

Compare 
alternatives

11.2 SpECIFYING pROGRAM ALTERNATIVES

In any cost analysis, it makes sense to first start by defining the alternatives under 

consideration. In many instances, it may be obvious what the alternatives under 

consideration are: We are comparing two programs, or the value proposition of a 

program to no program. However, in some cases, a program may have any number of 

dimensions and variations, and these variations will most likely change the program’s 

impact and costs.

For example, a school-based financial education program might have a number of 

different curricula that can be taught to children of different ages. However, in prac-

tice, it is only feasible to analyze a few of those alternatives. Because there could 

be any number of possible dimensions along which a program might be changed—

and therefore a large number of alternatives to consider—it is important to first 

restrict the attention to a very limited number that have high chances for success in 

achieving the desired policy goal.
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11.3 CHOOSING A pERSpECTIVE (OR SEVERAL)

The next step is to recognize that a program’s costs and benefits are realized by 

many different stakeholders (participants, the program itself, the government, and 

society as a whole). In other words, in determining costs and benefits of a financial 

capability program, the perspective matters. 

In our bank example, suppose local clients attending the program spend a significant 

amount on transportation and forgo time spent working on their own businesses to 

attend the training sessions. These costs are important to the clients (who lose time 

and money) and to society as a whole (which loses productivity), but those costs 

may not be relevant when evaluating the program’s business case—the program’s 

underlying reason for being conducted.

Alternatively, if a local government is financing and implementing a financial capa-

bility program, it might only take into account the local costs and benefits of the 

program. In reality, however, local interventions, such as educational campaigns to 

encourage individuals to stay out of debt, might have a broader geographic impact. 

The cost-effectiveness of a program might change depending on whether more 

global costs and benefits are counted.

Thus, in conducting a cost analysis, the evaluator must define the stakeholder (or 

stakeholders) from whose perspective the analysis is being conducted before he 

or she is able to identify the impacts of relevance and catalog the relevant costs. If 

multiple stakeholders are of interest, it may be relevant to do a separate cost anal-

ysis for each.

11.4 MEASURING BENEFITS ANd COSTS

Like any other form of evaluation, the value of a cost analysis relies on what goes 

into it—in this case, on the accuracy of the estimated benefits and costs. The 

previous chapters of the Toolkit cover methods used to select measurement indi-

cators that reflect the benefits chosen. Here we simply reiterate that it is critically 

important for evaluators to consider only those impacts that are directly attributable 

to a program to accurately reflect the trade-off between the program’s costs and 

benefits. 

It may seem that the process of estimating benefits is far more complicated than 

that of estimating costs, especially if programs are able to report their total budgets. 

However, getting at the true economic costs of a program can be more complex 

than it first appears. At first glance, it may seem that a program’s budget captures its 

costs fairly well. However, this may only be partially true. 

In determining the costs and 

benefits of a program, the 

perspective matters.

The value of a cost analysis 

relies on the accuracy of the 

estimated benefits and costs 

that go into it.
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Some of those costs may be straightforward. For example, in the case of a high-

school financial education program, such straightforward costs will include the price 

of the teaching materials and the wages of the teachers. But costs include more 

than just dedicated project spending. For instance, they also include the value of 

inputs that are funded by partners and those that are donated or volunteered (e.g., 

building space to conduct the program or computers). These inputs are also costly to 

someone in the sense that they could have been used for some other purpose (e.g., 

a person could have worked for wages instead of volunteering).

To understand the importance of accounting for all the costs, we need to again 

consider the concept of the counterfactual that we discussed in the chapter on 

impact analysis (chapter 6). If the program were not in place, resources used 

would be deployed elsewhere. Thus, from an economic perspective, the relevant 

benchmark for cost comparisons is the opportunity cost, or the value of the best 

possible alternative use of all program resources. Accounting budgets may or may 

not capture opportunity costs adequately, especially when resources are obtained 

at other than market prices or shared with other programs. In this sense, “costs” are 

different from “expenditures,” which refer to money spent.

For instance, suppose that when a financial education program is held at a bank, 

the bank pays for the costs of program materials and for renting a training facility as 

part of its program budget. However, no more money is left in the budget for profes-

sional trainers, so a few salaried bank staff are asked to conduct the program as part 

of their regular workload. While there is no additional expenditure to the program, 

the true cost to the bank actually includes the value of its time (i.e., profits forgone, 

because those members of its staff would otherwise have been conducting bank 

business). Ignoring opportunity costs in the example would lead to inaccurate cost 

estimates. 

To ensure that you are thinking about costs in a comprehensive way, some eval-

uators recommend thinking about a checklist of important categories of program 

inputs. These key categories and some examples are illustrated in figure 11.2.

Finally, it is important to account for the nature and timing of different program costs 

vis-à-vis benefits. Financial tracking systems often distinguish between recurring and 

capital costs, as well as actual and planned costs. While the time period for recurring 

costs is generally obvious, calculating the costs of capital (such as computers and 

cars) is more difficult because these inputs are used repeatedly for a long period of 

time. Often, your government or international organization can provide depreciation 

tables for the most common capital inputs. You may wish to separately identify costs 

associated with the initial project startup from the ongoing operating costs.

Further adjustments must be made if programs last several years:

In accounting budgets, 

costs are different from 

expenditures, which refer to 

money spent.

It is important to account 

for the nature and timing of 

different program costs vis-

à-vis the benefits.
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 � If the cost-benefit analysis is prospective (i.e., looking out to the future), 

projections of costs and benefits need to be made that reflect implementa-

tion. For instance, if a program consists of a six-month course followed by 

periodic follow-up meetings every month over two years, then the projected 

program costs will vary significantly between Year 1 and all subsequent years.

 � Since most people prefer to consume now rather than later, evaluators should 

also be aware that, in practice, one dollar now has a higher value than one 

dollar next year and ensure that any future benefits and costs (projected or 

actual) are discounted appropriately (i.e., reduced by an appropriate interest 

rate).

11.5 COMpARING ALTERNATIVES

Here, we turn to a discussion of the different kinds of cost analyses that are typically 

conducted and what they entail.

11.5.1 Cost-benefit analysis

In a cost-benefit analysis (CBA), all impacts are monetized, including intangibles. To 

do this, evaluators need estimates of the different returns to financial market partic-

ipation, such as access to credit, different savings mechanisms, and financial secu-

rity. Ideally, these estimates should be specific to the geographical area and country 

where the program is being implemented. For example, in the case of a financial 

education program intended to reduce the fraction of unbanked individuals in a 

target population, a monetary value is assigned for each extra account. This is easier 

for some outcomes stakeholders than others: for instance, a bank may be easily able 

to place a monetary value on an additional customer, while an individual may not be 

In a CBA, all impacts are 

monetized, including 

intangibles.

fIguRe 11.2 KeY CoST CATegoRIeS

Labor Staff costs (market wage value + benefits)

Land  Facility costs

Capital  Equipment

Participant inputs Transportation costs, forgone income

Other Supplies, utilities, and other costs
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able to equate his/her personal financial security with a dollar value. However, it may 

be possible to estimate the additional monetary benefit of having a bank account in 

terms of the interest gained on average balances compared to holding the money in 

cash. 

The crux of a CBA is to compare the monetary value of the benefits to the costs for 

a given program. Evaluators do this by computing a number of alternative measures, 

such as:

 � Net Present Value (NPV) represents the value of benefits minus costs. If the 

costs exceed the benefits, the NpV will be negative.

 � Return on Investment (ROI) is the NpV of the project divided by the total 

costs. If the costs exceed the benefits, ROI will be negative.

These measures allow policy makers to rank multiple programs in terms of their 

economic value. For a single program, decisions can be made about whether to 

continue the program by comparing the program’s NpV or ROI to a threshold value. 

For instance, funders may decide that as long as the program has benefits in excess 

of costs, it should be continued. Other organizations may need to consider whether 

the programs’ ROI compares well to a predetermined target. 

11.5.2 Cost-effectiveness analysis

In a cost-effectiveness analysis (CEA), multiple programs are compared in terms of 

their impact on a single, common outcome, which may be expressed in monetary 

terms or in other units. In such analyses, evaluators can compute cost-benefit 

ratios, or the monetary value of costs over benefits for a single outcome 

For instance, we may wish to compare two programs aimed at reducing the 

unbanked rate in a rural population. In a CEA, we would wish to know the cost per 

bank account opened in program A versus program B. Alternatively, we may express 

this as the inverse, the benefit-cost ratio, or the number of bank accounts opened 

per dollar in program A versus program B. Note that unlike a CBA, a CEA is inher-

ently comparative: The question of whether a program is cost-effective can only be 

answered relative to another program.

In the case of programs with multiple outcomes, it is important that the CEA be 

conducted on a chosen measure that captures the key program objective. An alter-

native way to conduct a CEA is to generate a single index by attaching specific 

weights to the outcome measures of interest and then computing the costs needed 

for a unit increase in the index. However, this can be less straightforward and more 

difficult to interpret, especially if stakeholders do not reach a consensus on appro-

priate relative weights of the outcomes. For example, suppose a program run by a 

In a CeA, multiple programs 

are compared in terms of their 

impact on a single, common 

outcome.
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bank but supported by external funders aims to improve the general financial capa-

bility of consumers as measured by their bank account ownership and their general 

financial knowledge. The bank may wish to focus attention on account ownership 

behavior, while the funders may wish to judge the program more on changes in 

general financial knowledge.

Another approach to standardization across programs and outcomes is to convert 

outcome measures to a common utility score or monetary value (as in a CBA). For 

instance, it may be possible to ask stakeholders how much they would be willing to 

pay for various outcomes or to ask stakeholders to assign utility rankings to such 

outcomes and then impute the total value of benefits either in dollar or utility terms 

for the computation of cost-benefit ratios.

When utility scores are used, this is referred to as cost-utility analysis. The advan-

tage of this, in theory, is that it allows evaluators to directly compare the welfare 

benefits of one program against another. In practice, however, obtaining the data 

needed to perform this conversion is not trivial, and cost-utility analysis is seldom 

used in financial capability interventions.

One thing that should be very clear from the above discussion is that conducting 

CBA/CEA often relies on making a large number of assumptions. On the cost side, 

for instance, we may not know the wage rates for volunteer labor but still have to 

make an assumption about the prevailing market wage. Or, we may need to make an 

assumption about appropriate discount or depreciation rates (if the program is long-

term). 

Box 11.1 fInAnCIAL eduCATIon VeRSuS SuBSIdIeS And MoneY-BACK guARAnTeeS In IndoneSIA 
And IndIA

Cost-effectiveness analysis does not have to be complicated to be useful. Cole, Sampson, and Zia (2011) examine whether a 

financial education program in Indonesia leads to an increase in the use of bank accounts. They compare this intervention to 

another program that gives small subsidies for opening a bank account and find that these subsidies increase demand more.

The total literacy training cost is approximately $17 per program participant to deliver. Among those with low levels of initial 

financial literacy, the training program increased the share who had a bank savings account by approximately 5 percentage 

points. Thus, the opening of one bank account costs $17/0.05 = $340.

In contrast, for this same subsample, providing a subsidy of $11 led to a 7.6 percentage point increase in the probability of 

opening a savings account, suggesting a cost per bank savings account opened of $11/0.076 = $145.

Thus, subsidies are almost two and one-half times more cost-effective than the financial literacy education program based 

on direct costs alone. While this calculation does not take into account any of the other costs related to the two programs, 

in this context this provides policy makers with sufficient information to conclude that the subsidies are more cost-efficient, 

given that additional costs are likely to be similar or higher for the training program.
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On the benefit side, our estimates of benefits may be statistically determined to 

lie within a broad range of possibilities. Thus, many evaluators often find it wise to 

compute their main cost analysis with the most reasonable assumptions but to also 

conduct and report different versions using different assumptions to give the reader 

an idea of the results’ sensitivity.

11.5.3 Cost-consequences analysis

An important alternative to a CEA/CBA is cost-consequences analysis (CCA). A CCA 

is simply a table or list that enumerates and characterizes all relevant costs and 

benefits for the alternative programs, side by side, numerically where possible and 

qualitatively where not. Where there is neither rigorous qualitative nor quantitative 

evidence, the CCA should indicate that no evidence is available. A CCA provides a 

way to visually integrate the qualitative and quantitative data collected from an eval-

uation. Tabulating costs and benefits in a CCA is an easy way to help policy makers 

understand the bigger picture of costs and benefits. For instance, a simple cost-con-

sequences table that compares alternative financial education programs aimed at 

increasing the number of bank accounts in a rural village might look like the example 

in table 11.1.

A CCA complements a CeA or 

CBA and helps policy makers 

understand the bigger picture 

of costs and benefits.

TABLe 11.1 exAMPLe of A CCA ThAT CoMPAReS ALTeRnATIVe fInAnCIAL CAPABILITY PRogRAMS

ALTERNATIVE FINANCIAL CAPABILITY PROGRAMS

A B C

BENEFITS

Likelihood of opening a bank account after 

training

50% 30% 10%

Social acceptability Very high High Low

COSTS

direct costs (labor, materials, and other) per 

individual trained

$10 $5 $2

Indirect costs (facilities, overhead costs etc.) Not evaluated Not evaluated Not evaluated

Time cost for participants 0.5 hours 5 hours 10 hours

CCA ultimately is descriptive. It leaves the judgment of what costs and benefits 

should be included to the decision maker. Wherever circumstances permit, of course, 

a robust numerical CEA/CBA should be conducted. However, if a robust quantitative 

cost analysis cannot be performed, a comprehensive and transparent CCA analysis 

may be more credible and ultimately more useful for decision makers—especially if 

compared to a potentially misleading cost-effectiveness analysis with weak or ques-

tionable assumptions.

Table 11.2 captures the differences between the three types of cost analyses.
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TABLe 11.2 TYPeS of CoST AnALYSeS

COST-BENEFIT 
ANALYSIS

COST-EFFECTIVENESS 
ANALYSIS

COST-CONSEQUENCES 
ANALYSIS

What are the alternatives 

for comparison?

One or more programs to a 

threshold or benchmark for 

decision making

Two or more programs One or more programs to one 

another

How many outcomes? Multiple One Multiple

How do we make com-

parisons?

Convert all outcomes to a 

dollar value; then compare 

costs per dollar benefits 

Select a common outcome 

measure for each intervention 

and compare costs per unit 

outcome across all programs

List and characterize all costs 

and benefits across all pro-

grams (qualitatively and/or 

quantitatively)

Result Ratio of costs to benefits, 

“return on investment,” or “net 

present value”

Ratio of cost to common out-

come measure

Costs and benefits displayed in 

tabular form

While cost analysis is important and useful, it can also be difficult when a program 

is complex. At this time, few evaluations in the financial capability literature include 

an explicit quantitative cost analysis, partly because some forms of cost analyses 

are so challenging. In practice, evaluators frequently cannot abstain altogether from 

any discussion of cost. In the end, the form of cost analysis that is most appropriate 

depends on the question at hand and the quality of the relevant available data.

KEY pOINTS

While evaluation often focuses on whether a financial capability program has 

achieved the program’s objectives and has had an impact for specific outcomes in 

terms of the indicators of interest, the impact or benefit of a program does not occur 

in a vacuum. There are costs to implement any program, and if policy makers and 

stakeholders want to understand whether the investment in a particular financial 

capability program was worth it, then costs analyses will be necessary.

There are a number of ways to conduct cost analyses—including cost-benefit anal-

yses, cost-effectiveness analyses, and cost-consequences analyses—but the key is to 

make sure to estimate all the costs and benefits accurately, both the straightforward 

and tangible ones and the less straightforward and intangible ones. Not considering 

all the costs and benefits when doing a cost analysis undermines the usefulness of 

the results.

To understand whether the 

investment in a particular 

financial capability program 

was worth it, costs analyses 

will be necessary.
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ChAPTeR 12

Implementing 
the 
evaluation

Earlier chapters have reviewed the conceptual foundation for conducting an eval-

uation, both in terms of developing an understanding of the program at hand and 

the principles, designs, and methods of monitoring and evaluation, using illustrations 

from the Russia Financial Literacy and Education Trust Fund (RTF) pilot programs.

This chapter discusses the practical aspects of translating these building blocks into 

an actionable plan for conducting an evaluation. It is important to note that in this 

chapter, many examples are discussed in the context of a prospective evaluation, but 

are relevant to evaluation activities in general. The steps discussed in this chapter 

are not necessarily sequential.

12.1 LOGISTICS ANd TIMING

Four key factors that should be considered for the logistics and timing of the eval-

uation are the program cycle, the reasonably expected time needed for results to 

manifest themselves, the logistical constraints of fieldwork, and internal or external 

decision points that affect the program. Figure 12.1 shows an example of prospec-

tive evaluation relative to the main components of a simplified program cycle. Just as 

the evaluation design should be fitted to the program design, evaluation timing also 

needs to be fitted to the program cycle.

during startup, baseline data are collected to establish the initial conditions. during 

execution, monitoring data are collected to track the use of inputs, the conduct of 

activities, and the production of outputs. After execution (or during a midline survey), 

measurement of short- and long-term outcomes can be conducted and compared to 

the baseline. Feedback loops can then take place between program and evaluation 

during startup, during the course of monitoring, after midline, and/or after the final 

evaluation. 

Incorporating such measures as a parallel system greatly enhances the quality of 

evaluation for several reasons. In addition to the benefits of providing immediate 

feedback to the program itself, planning from the start can improve the collection of 

baseline data (ideally longitudinal) for comparison purposes, increasing the chance 

Just as the evaluation design 

should be fitted to the program 

design, evaluation timing 

also needs to be fitted to the 

program cycle.
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that results are credible and that evaluation is viewed as ongoing and constructive. 

Building a parallel system may also result in efficiencies from a cost perspective, 

because the activities for monitoring and evaluation can then be structured to 

take advantage of program infrastructure in a manner appropriate to the scale and 

resources of the program.

The collection of baseline data should predate any program-related activity. If there 

is significant concern about lasting interview effects, some amount of time should 

elapse before the intervention itself.

The ideal timing of the follow-up data depends very much on the nature and time 

frame for expected results and the number of follow-ups that can be accom-

modated. Following up too early can result in only partially capturing long-term 

outcomes, simply because effects have not yet been realized. 

Alternatively, in some cases, immediate follow-up may be viewed as less convincing, 

especially if no other long-term follow-up is scheduled. For instance, in the case of 

school-based financial education, it is reasonable to measure immediate impact 

on test scores and intended behaviors, but it is unreasonable to expect immediate 

changes in significant financial decisions. Following up too late, on the other hand, 

can be logistically complicated, and may result in the failure to capture important 

short-term program impacts that may decline over time. 

The logistical demands of fieldwork and other background factors may also affect 

timing. The logistical plan should allow enough time for travel, including possible 

delays between destinations that may be far-flung or occasionally inaccessible. The 

schedule should also allow for rest periods for field staff and account for important 

seasonal events, including festivals, planting and harvest, and rainy/dry seasons, 

which affect both staff and respondents’ willingness and availability to participate.

Finally, evaluations may often face external constraints on timing resulting from the 

need to provide input into policy making. For instance, a five-year financial capability 

program may face funding renewals after two years; as a result, the program may 

require evidence of its performance, regardless of the conditions that prevail in the 

field.

12.2 FORMING AN EVALUATION TEAM

Once the general scope of the evaluation is determined, it is possible to consider 

the range of skills and roles needed to design it and carry it out. In most instances, 

an evaluation team will be needed to meet the evaluation’s diverse needs. Selecting 

the team is critically important, because the quality, timeliness, objectivity, and 

usefulness of the evaluation depend greatly on the chosen team’s capacity and 

The logistical demands 

of fieldwork and other 

background factors may also 

affect timing.

Individual team members 

may play multiple roles (i.e., 

“wear multiple hats”) based on 

capacity and resources.
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fIguRe 12.1 MeASuRIng PeRfoRMAnCe And effeCTIVeneSS: 
exAMPLe of LInKIng To The PRogRAM CYCLe

Design/planning: theory of change, 
results framework, timeline, budget

Baseline data collection:  
outcome indicatorsStartup

Design/planning: Evaluation questions, 
selection of indicators, evaluation 

design, data collection plan, timeline, 
budget

PROGRAM CYCLE MONITORING AND EVALUATION

MonitoringIntervention

Activity indicatorsActivities

 Output indicatorsOutputs

Immediate post-intervention  
data collection:  

collection of outcome indicators
Completion: immediate outcomes

Follow-up data collection:  
long-term outcome indicators

Sustained effect: 
long-term outcomes

Inputs  Input indicators
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its members’ ability to effectively work together. The process of staffing the team; 

ensuring a clear and mutually agreed–upon set of roles and responsibilities; and 

setting up a system for discussion, ongoing communication, and feedback can be 

critical to evaluation success.

Individual team members may play multiple roles (i.e., “wear multiple hats”) based on 

capacity and resources. Indeed, although many evaluations are carried out by teams, 

in practice team members often take on several roles and responsibilities. In such 

cases it is helpful to combine roles that have overlapping tasks but ensure that each 

person can receive support and feedback from other team members. Table 12.1 lists 

the skills and roles that should be represented in the core team.

TABLe 12.1 CoRe eVALuATIon TeAM RoLeS And ReSPonSIBILITIeS/SKILLS

ROLE RESPONSIBILITY/SKILLS

Evaluation manager Overall responsibility for establishing the information needs and indicators for the evaluation, 

drafting terms of reference for the evaluation, selecting the evaluation methodology, identifying 

the evaluation team, oversight of tasks, and report writing.

Analyst determines evaluation design, together with the evaluation manager. A quantitative analyst con-

ducts the quantitative analysis and participates in report writing. A qualitative analyst ensures 

participatory input and qualitative analysis at different stages of the impact evaluation. The ana-

lyst may be trained as an economist, sociologist, anthropologist, or other social science analyst 

depending on nature of evaluation.

Information coordinator Gathers and coordinates information or data from various sources

TABLe 12.2 dATA CoLLeCTIon eVALuATIon TeAM RoLeS And ReSPonSIBILITIeS

ROLE RESPONSIBILITY

Statistician or sampling expert Responsibility for selecting sites and groups for pilot testing, site and sample frame and sample 

selection, and sample size calculation and generation of sampling weights if needed for quanti-

tative analysis.

Survey designer Responsible for designing the data collection instruments and accompanying manuals and 

codebooks so they are useful, context-appropriate, and feasible for implementation, as well as 

for pilot testing and refinement of questionnaires.

Fieldwork manager Responsible for overseeing the data collection effort

Field team—interviewers and 

supervisors

Responsible for delivering surveys and conducting other data collection efforts

data entry team—data entry 

operators and supervisors

Responsible for conducting data entry and quality control procedures

If data are to be collected from participants, technical experts and a fieldwork team 

will also be needed, as shown in table 12.2.
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Important decisions must also be made about the allocation of internal and external 

responsibility. In practice, an evaluation team often needs to strike an important 

balance. Using external evaluators can help achieve the right mix of technical skills 

and establish the objectivity and credibility of evaluation. But there are important 

reasons to keep internal stakeholders engaged:

 � Keeping the budget manageable by using in-house staff.

 � Building capacity and awareness within the organization.

 � Ensuring buy-in and recognition of the evaluation process such that the logis-

tics are smooth (particularly if randomization is used) and that the results are 

put to use to inform policy.

Thus, contracting with an external evaluation manager or analyst, if budget permits, 

can be desirable in many larger-scale evaluations, although internal stakeholders 

may have an advisory role. A decision should be made whether to use an established 

team or to select and work with a group of individual evaluators. An established 

team may be more effective and efficient, but it may be more costly; then again, 

coordinating individual consultants may allow for the best mix of qualifications, but 

it may also impose a large burden on the coordinating manager. In either scenario, 

when engaging external evaluation consultants it is important to allow for significant 

time to plan and craft the terms of reference (ToR). The ToR establishes the scope of 

work and includes objectives, key tasks, methodology, timeline, and key deliverables.

In practice, an evaluation 

team needs to strike an 

important balance between 

using external and internal 

evaluators.

Box 12.1 The oPPoRTunITIeS of WoRKIng WITh A hIRed SuRVeY 
CoMPAnY: exAMPLe fRoM An RTf PILoT

In the example RTF pilot program in South Africa that uses the soap opera Scandal! to 

provide financial education on managing household debt, the evaluators conducted 

a survey after the financial capability storyline aired. The purpose of the survey was 

twofold: (1) to determine whether respondents had watched the show and (2) to 

measure financial knowledge and attitudes. These measurements would then be an 

integral part of the impact evaluation of the program. The evaluators posted a public 

announcement in their search for a survey company. After reviewing the various bids, 

the evaluators settled on a company that not only had experience in data collection 

and a good understanding of the South African context, but also was familiar with 

financial capability issues. One of the main advantages of working with this firm, 

according to the evaluators, was that the company was able to provide useful and 

informative feedback on initial versions of the questionnaire and how to adapt the 

questions to the local context. This feedback was subsequently used to improve the 

survey instrument.
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12.3 BUdGET ANd FINANCING

Not surprisingly, evaluations are highly resource-intensive, which is an important 

reason why many programs are not evaluated. The evaluation budget should include 

both explicit line items, such as data collection, but also implicit costs, such as the 

value of staff time for all the members of the evaluation team.

Costs for a sample of impact evaluations funded by the World Bank show that 

in most cases impact evaluations account for only a small percentage of overall 

program budgets—about 0.5–15 percent of program costs. However, the variance of 

costs is high and there are no easy rules of thumb.

Evaluations for smaller programs may be more localized and easier to manage, but 

at the same time, they may not be able to realize economies of scale of large eval-

uations. While absolute costs may be lower, the relative cost of evaluating a small 

pilot program is generally higher than the relative cost of evaluating a large-scale 

program. Although available resources such as the Living Standards Measurement 

Study Manual provide estimations of the cost of collecting data, evaluators should 

first contact the national statistical agency, since any such estimates depend highly 

on not just country settings but individual teams and project complexity. 

evaluations are highly 

resource-intensive—an 

important reason why many 

programs are not evaluated.

Box 12.2 The ChALLengeS of WoRKIng WITh hIRed SuRVeY CoMPAnIeS: An exAMPLe fRoM 
IndoneSIA

It is not uncommon for evaluators to hire specialized companies to conduct the survey portion of a study. This is especially 

useful in settings where the evaluation team may not speak the local language or where the scale of the data collection effort 

precludes the team doing it by itself. While these collaborations are often fruitful, occasional mishaps do take place. 

Cole, Sampson, and Zia (2009) conducted an evaluation of a financial capability program that provided financial education 

to unbanked households on the benefits of bank accounts. The evaluators hired an outside company to conduct a survey to 

collect measures of financial literacy and behavior. The survey company hired for the data collection portion was initially also 

responsible for randomly assigning treatments to participants. participants were given randomly assigned incentives of $3, 

$5, or $10 for opening a bank account within two months of participating in the financial literacy intervention. The interviewer 

would draw one of three colored balls from a bag, and whichever ball the interviewer picked determined the incentive. In 

theory, one-third of households should each have received an incentive of $3, $5, or $10. However, the researchers found 

that for four interviewers, many more households received the $10 incentive, possibly because the interviewers tried to be 

helpful to the households. The researchers had to discard all households visited by these interviewers from their evaluation. 

For the subsequent data collection, the researchers preassigned the incentive amount so that interviewers had no discretion 

in distributing the incentives.
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12.4 ESTIMATING TOTAL EVALUATION COSTS

Because costs can vary so widely, it is best to develop a preliminary budget based on 

rough but relevant information rather than to proceed on assumptions that may be 

very far from reality. Important cost categories to consider in estimating total evalua-

tion costs are:

 � Staff time (internal and external evaluation staff (advisors/consultants)

 � Travel and subsistence costs

 � data collection costs, which can be significant in low- and middle-income 

countries (LMICs). These costs include the costs of creating and programming 

(if appropriate) instruments, equipment, training and wages for field staff, their 

travel (including hotels, and per diem), vehicles/fuel needs, and data entry 

costs. It is important to carefully consider the assumptions being made to avoid 

underbudgeting. For instance, in rural settings where access is limited, special-

ized transportation may be required to transport enumerators; alternatively, in 

urban settings, additional security measures may have to be put into place.

An example of a budget that outlines these main cost categories is presented in 

table 12.3. This budget was a part of the evaluation plan of the experimental movie 

screenings that were used as the main intervention in the Nigerian-based RTF 

program looking at the role of entertainment in promoting financial education. The 

budget presented accounts for staff time, travel, data collection (including survey 

development and fielding), and miscellaneous costs associated with the inter-

vention—such as equipment rentals, venue cost, and incentives like free meals—

required for the screenings to take place.

TABLe 12.3 exAMPLe BudgeT fRoM The nIgeRIAn RTf PILoT

ACTIVITY BUDGET

Field coordinator based full time in Lagos $30,000

IE team (field supervision and report writing) $50,000

Listing survey $15,000

Main survey $120,000

Travel $15,000

Movie screenings and incentives $20,000

Total $250,000
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12.5 EXpLORING FUNdING SOURCES

Although evaluations are typically funded from within a program, from other govern-

ment resources, from a research grant, or from an outside donor, it is notable that 

many successful evaluations (including those funded by the Financial Education Fund 

[FEF] and the RTF) involve resources beyond those provided for by a program itself. 

Given the growing recognition that robust evidence is informative beyond any specific 

program, evaluation is increasingly supported by existing and new stakeholders with 

an interest in developing the global base of knowledge on financial capability. Such 

stakeholders may include governments, development agencies, foundations, and 

international initiatives, such as the International Initiative for Impact Evaluation (3ie). 

12.6 CONTINGENCY pLANNING

An important part of evaluation planning is to carefully consider the risks and chal-

lenges that are likely to occur. Many of these happenings are likely to be out of the 

evaluators’ control. However, articulating these risks and a plan for management is 

an important precautionary step. 

It is important to explicitly consider how any possibly deliberate changes in program 

operations will be handled while the evaluation is under way, especially in the case 

of newer programs where design may still be fluid.

Sound contingency planning should allow for some changes in operations without 

derailing the overall evaluation, particularly in large multifaceted programs. For 

example, if a component of a particular financial capability program is modified, 

there should be procedures for documenting when and how the change occurred 

and tracking the exposure of particular participants prior to or after the change. A 

sound monitoring system can be invaluable in this case, and having a solid results 

framework can then help in interpreting the final results. Indeed, in the best of all 

worlds, such incidents themselves can be evaluated, thereby shedding light on other 

program components.

A simple rule of contingency planning is to build-in a sufficient cushion of budget 

and time whenever feasible. For instance, a common evaluation design is to assign 

individuals by lottery based on the assumption that a program will be oversub-

scribed. However, if interest in the program is less than expected, or marketing is 

less than effective, there may be no oversubscription and hence no basis for the 

randomization. Even with a purely randomized assignment system, it is always a risk 

that program participation in new pilots may be so low as to prevent a large enough 

A simple rule of contingency 

planning is to build-in a 

sufficient cushion of budget 

and time when feasible.
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sample for analysis. If the evaluation plan is not sufficiently flexible, this could lead to 

the end of the evaluation. 

Then again, with sufficiently flexibility, such problems can be dealt with. For example, 

in one RTF pilot program for financial education, the take-up rate was extremely low, 

because of incorrectly targeted marketing. In another instance, the training of educa-

tors was inadequate, leading to lack of demand by consumers. However, because 

of careful oversight of the evaluation and sufficient flexibility to perform a course 

correction, in both instances it was possible to repeat the marketing and train-the-

trainer activities while remaining on schedule and within budget and to do so in a 

way that maintained the integrity of the evaluation. 

12.7 pREpARING ANd REVIEWING A FORMALIZEd 
EVALUATION pLAN

A written document that specifies the evaluation design and protocols is a helpful 

planning, communications, and commitment tool. A clear formal plan is often required 

by external stakeholders to gain acceptance and permissions, set mutual expecta-

tions, and almost certainly as a prerequisite to secure funding. If external evaluators 

are involved, developing the evaluation plan may be one of the evaluator’s chief initial 

responsibilities and goes hand-in-hand with the ToRs. Even if evaluation teams are 

purely internal, an overall plan can be critical for managing what might be a program 

that lasts several years with multiple staff members and reporting requirements.

Here, we provide a checklist (table 12.4) that summarizes key building blocks of an 

implementation plan.

Evaluation plans should—ideally—be prepared several months in advance and be 

frequently reviewed. An important part of such reviews in many settings is related to 

the ethical treatment of human subjects. In some countries and institutions, research 

conducted on any human subjects requires the approval of a special-purpose board 

or committee, a process that can be protracted in nature. Relevant instances where 

such review may be needed include:

 � Research funded by U.S. federal agencies taking place in LMICs must comply 

with ethical principles set forth in U.S. federal law.

 � Academics conducting evaluations may be subject to the ethics review boards 

at their universities.

 � Interventions involving interactions between financial decisions and health 

that may require ethical review through clinical trials by the local Ministry of 

Health.

Reviewing the ethical 

treatment of human subjects 

is a key part of evaluation 

reviews.
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We note that, regardless of whether ethical review is formally required, the plan 

should be reviewed with respect to ethical challenges relevant to financial capability 

program evaluation, which are explored in detail in chapter 13.

Apart from ethical review requirements, external review by a selected group of indi-

viduals is desirable and should include the following stakeholders:

 � program or organizational leadership who can determine whether the evalua-

tion plan is consistent with the agency’s resources and evaluation objectives

 � program staff who can provide feedback on whether the evaluation will 

involve an excessive burden for them and whether it is appropriate for 

program participants

TABLe 12.4 eVALuATIon PLAn CheCKLIST

Motivation and objectives of evaluation X

Major questions to be addressed X

program description and results framework model (discussed in chapters 2 and 3) X

For each objective:

 � Types of information needed

 � Sources of information

 � How sources will be selected

 � Methods for collecting information (instruments and procedures)

 � Time frame for collecting information

 � Methods for analyzing information

X

Evaluation design and methods

 � For process evaluations, analyses will be primarily descriptive and may involve tabulating frequencies (of services 

and participant characteristics) and classifying narrative information into meaningful categories, such as types of 

barriers encountered, strategies for overcoming barriers, and types of facilitating factors. 

 � In the case of impact evaluations, a plan for evaluating participant outcome objectives must include a description 

of the evaluation design, including a description of the comparison or control group. The evaluation plan will need 

to specify strategies for encouraging non–treatment group members to take part in the evaluation.

X

plans for pilot-testing and revising information collection instruments X

plans for pilot-testing and revising information collection instruments X

A comprehensive data analysis plan. The analyses must be structured to answer questions about whether change 

occurred and whether these changes can be attributed to the program
X

Team practices and procedures for management X

Timing and scheduling X

Budget and funding, if available X

Risks, contingencies, and mitigation plans X
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 � Advisory board members who can assess whether the evaluation will provide 

the type of information most important to know

 � participants and community members who can determine if the evaluation 

instruments and procedures are culturally sensitive and appropriate.

KEY pOINTS

Evaluations are the key drivers in ensuring that we are able to understand what went 

right and wrong in implementing a financial capability program, and whether the 

program achieved the impacts that it set out to accomplish.

But such evaluations have lots of moving parts and activities that must be done 

while the program is being implemented. Making sure you have an evaluation plan is 

critical. 

Having a sound plan that carefully considers all the things that are critical to an eval-

uation and all the things that could go wrong (along with mitigation plans to deal 

with them) will ensure that evaluation ends up being effective.
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When quantitative and qualitative research is done with human subjects, a 

number of ethical issues may arise when it comes to designing the evalu-

ation and collecting and analyzing data. These issues occur primarily because of 

the concern that participants who take part in certain types of research may be 

negatively affected by it—either in terms of their health or social and economic well-

being. For these reasons, evaluations must have a robust ethical framework in place 

for dealing with these risks and for ensuring the best possible outcome for both the 

research and its subject population.

Above and beyond such overarching ethical concerns, research in developing coun-

tries often presents more specific ethical challenges. Vulnerable and underserved 

populations—such as the poor, children, the elderly, those with little education, and 

those with mental or physical illness or disabilities—may be or feel coerced, manip-

ulated, or deceived into participating in a research project in developing countries, 

where oversight and protection systems may be limited or nonexistent. This may 

also be true in developed countries, of course, but those in developing countries may 

be at particular risk. These populations may also be more likely to experience nega-

tive repercussions from participating in certain types of research and evaluation, 

including risks to their personal safety, social ostracism, or exclusion from a partic-

ular program.

This chapter discusses these ethical concerns, starting with a discussion of ethical 

concerns within the context of financial capability programs in particular, and then 

moving on to more general concerns, using illustrations when possible to illustrate 

the issues.

13.1 ETHICAL ISSUES IN A FINANCIAL CApABILITY 
pROGRAM SETTING

Any program evaluation has to concern itself with issues surrounding human 

subjects and any evaluation done in developing countries has the additional 

concerns mentioned above. But evaluations of financial capability programs have 

Vulnerable populations in 

developing countries may 

be more likely to experience 

negative repercussions from 

participating in certain types of 

research and evaluations.
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some special ethical concerns, in particular in low- and middle-income countries 

(LMICs). 

First, where education levels and exposure to formal finance are both low, many 

people may not be able to actually make informed judgments about their own 

finances. participants in these settings are likely to be less informed about finances 

and the implications of their decisions than those administering and evaluating the 

program—producing a sort of information asymmetry that makes participants more 

susceptible to deliberate or accidental misinformation. 

For instance, consider a microcredit provider that wants to improve access to credit 

in rural areas by launching a new marketing program to explicitly promote loan take-

up. In such cases, it is important to ensure that field staff are carefully instructed and 

monitored so they do not inadvertently promote irresponsible borrowing, especially 

if households are not familiar with the terms and penalties associated with repay-

ment.

Second, financial capability programs may introduce participants to new risks, which 

can affect their well-being and may have long-term effects on financial decision 

making and other aspects of household behavior. Of course, not all risks are to be 

avoided. But it is important to recognize and consider the possibility of negative 

consequences and to weigh them accordingly.

For instance, in the case of the microcredit provider above, it is important to note 

that when they promote entrepreneurship, they inherently expose households to 

the risk of starting a new business, which may or may not be appropriate for certain 

households. 

Another source of risk may come from the fact that some countries’ financial and 

legal structures are underdeveloped, which could leave participants with limited 

access to insurance, consumer protection laws, or other methods of formal redress. 

Such underdeveloped structures make participants more vulnerable to any adverse 

situations that might emerge from the program or evaluation. 

Consider, for example, a training program in which participants receive general 

advice on how to save their money in a formal financial institution. Such advice 

seems innocuous enough, but what if the banking environment is largely unreliable 

and unregulated? If that’s the case, then participants may be exposed to the risk of 

fraud or loss. 

Alternatively, if unscrupulous parties obtain and use participants’ financial data for 

unlawful gains, households may not have the legal means to address the situation. 

In some more extreme cases, these risks can even be physical. For instance, in 

post-conflict settings where the rule of law is still being established, communi-

Where education levels and 

exposure to formal finance 

are low, many people may 

be unable to make informed 

judgments about their own 
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ty-based banking schemes in remote areas may become a target for crime, corrup-

tion, and/or coercion unless special care is taken to secure their administration.

It is also important to consider risks that may be more marked for certain subgroups 

of participants. For example, in some societies, introducing financial capability 

programs for women may improve their bargaining power and welfare, but could 

also lead to risks, such as social and even physical harm.

Given these ethical concerns, evaluators should be mindful of them when under-

taking a study and seek to mitigate their effects by building safeguards into their 

research and evaluation design; such safeguards include strict procedures for 

recruitment, informed consent, and confidentiality procedures, among others.

Thus, a first-order concern when performing any financial capability program eval-

uation should be to protect participants’ integrity, privacy, safety, and human rights 

through a number of safeguards. Below we discuss a number of these safeguards 

and considerations in greater detail.

13.2 INFORMEd CONSENT

One of the most basic safeguards in research involving human subjects is what is 

referred to as informed consent. potential participants in your evaluation (whether 

they receive the program itself or are part of the control group) should be given the 

opportunity to give their consent to participate, based on fully available and easily 

accessible information. Importantly, they should also be able to decline the oppor-

tunity to participate in the research (or to withdraw at any point during the study) 

without the fear or risk of adverse consequences for them or their families. In an 

evaluation, this means that participants should be able to refuse to be interviewed or 

to take part in a survey without risking being dropped from the program altogether.

What constitutes informed consent? At a minimum, participants need to know the 

following:

 � What the purpose of the research is

 � Who the research is for

 � Who is conducting the research and how to contact them or their representa-

tives if necessary

 � How the information collected will be used

 � Who will have access to their personal information

 � What they will be asked to do or discuss

Informed consent is one of 

the most basic safeguards 

in research involving human 

subjects.
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 � How much of their time will be required for participation in the evaluation 

(e.g., to complete surveys or attend focus groups) and over what period of 

time

 � Where the research will take place (the person’s home, a local school or hall, 

another village, a particular area of the city, etc.)

 � What risks and/or benefits (including compensation for their time) are involved 

through their participation in the evaluation.

Of course, there are other things that might be asked as part of the informed consent 

process, but the above list constitutes the bare minimum that must be part of it.

When seeking informed consent, evaluators should provide the necessary informa-

tion to participants in a format that is complete yet also understandable and mean-

ingful to them and within time frames that suit both the participant and the study. It 

is not useful to provide information, even if complete and accurate, if it is written (or 

communicated) in a way that participants do not understand or that does not make 

sense to them. Nor is it useful to do this so quickly that participants cannot process 

what they are being given or asked to do.

The most common way of documenting consent is to have participants (or their legal 

guardians, if appropriate) sign a “consent” form by which they agree to take part in 

the evaluation. It is also customary for minors to also sign “assent” forms, which are 

nonbinding but show that the youth is knowingly participating.

Obtaining active, written consent is the most transparent way of holding an eval-

uation accountable. But an alternative is passive, verbal consent. In this format, 

research administrators would develop a description of the research effort that 

includes all the elements from the above bullets and would read it to potential partic-

ipants exactly as written so that there is no variation depending on which member(s) 

of the research staff may be recruiting the participant. Once research administrators 

have finished reading the script, participants may then ask any questions they might 

have and are given the opportunity to verbally refuse participation, without a consent 

form. In some cases, verbal consent is more appropriate for literacy-related reasons: 

Those who have low literacy may not be able to read or fully understand the consent 

form, nor may they be able to meaningfully provide written consent. 

Whether informed consent is written or oral, it is critical to realize that in dealing 

with people with low literacy, even basic financial terms—such as “interest” or 

“budget” may not be understood and should be defined in the consent process. 

It is well-documented that access to financial services in the developing world is 

extremely low, so basic financial terms are likely to be unknown to many partici-

pants.

In dealing with people with low 

literacy, even basic financial 

terms may not be understood 

and should be defined in the 

consent process.
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Another important consideration is that, in certain circumstances, getting informed 

consent may be difficult or have adverse consequences. For example, school-based 

financial capability interventions that are dealing with adolescents may be unable 

to proceed if evaluators can’t get informed consent from the students’ parents, or 

if the evaluation or intervention covers financial or other matters that adolescents 

want to keep hidden from their parents (such as how they spend their money). In 

some contexts, financial matters may be considered so sensitive that obtaining 

informed consent for a program and evaluation may be difficult, because signed 

informed consent may feel intimidating or threatening to the subject. Finally, lengthy 

informed-consent procedures that are too burdensome may also deter participants.

While it is important to bear these risks in mind when designing research with 

human subjects, the principle of informed consent may, and often does, yield posi-

tive outcomes. In program evaluations, for example, seeking informed consent from 

subjects may improve the quality of data obtained because subjects are more willing 

and prepared to provide the required information. It may also increase participation 

rates, because subjects may be more inclined to participate in activities they under-

stand well and for which they receive credible assurances. It can also be a helpful 

process in and of itself, because it allows evaluators to reflect critically on their rela-

tionship with their subjects and the implications to the subjects of participation in 

the study. 

13.3 CONFIdENTIALITY

Ensuring confidentiality is key to developing trust and to getting the most useful 

information from participants. In designing your evaluation, one key issue to consider 

is how subjects’ personal information will be used, and by whom; whether there is 

any type of information about which confidentiality cannot be guaranteed (such as 

if the evaluation uncovers evidence of illegal activities); how the data will be stored; 

who will have access to it; and how long it will be maintained.

data safeguarding is an important issue in any research with human subjects, espe-

cially in financial capability programs when personally identifiable information related 

to financial history or transactions is collected. This is the case even if you expect to 

“de-identify” the data for analysis and dissemination—that is, strip out any informa-

tion that could identify the individuals involved. A system for securely storing and 

restricting access to personal or proprietary data should be developed, as well as a 

plan for storage, use, and destruction of the data upon completion of the evaluation.

Table 13.1 lists some common questions that should be part of any data-safe-

guarding plan.

ensuring confidentiality is key 

to developing trust and getting 

the most useful information 

from participants.
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A common question in program evaluations relates to who owns the personal data 

collected by the program. do the data “belong” to the researchers, to the funders of 

the evaluation, to the funders of the program being evaluated, to the implementing 

agency, or to all the above? It is important to consider this question explicitly, espe-

cially given that who owns the data may have important implications for participants’ 

privacy and willingness to participate in the study. For instance, suppose an employer 

works with a commercial bank to run a financial education program in their work-

place. For evaluation purposes, extensive financial information on participants may 

need to be collected. participants may be more willing to provide private information 

on this to a third-party evaluator than to their employer, but might not want it shared 

with a financial institution that could exploit the information for unwanted marketing 

or other purposes.

13.4 ANONYMITY

Yet another important question to consider is whether any personal information 

(such as names, locations, and other data that could identify specific participants) 

will be changed or hidden. While full anonymity may offer the best protection of the 

participant’s privacy and guarantee more accurate information, it may not be feasible 

or desirable. 

Anonymity may be difficult to guarantee, for instance, when evaluations are taking 

place in small villages or communities where people’s activities (such as participating 

in a survey) and basic information are well known to neighbors. Moreover, in some 

cases, information collected about participants cannot be de-identified because of 

full anonymity may offer the 

best protection of participants’ 

privacy and guarantee more 

accurate information, but 

it may not be feasible or 

desirable.

TABLe 13.1 eLeMenTS of dATA-SAfeguARdIng PLAnS

AREA ELEMENTS

data sensitivity  � Are data de-identified (i.e., no personal identifiers that allow users to determine the individual’s identity)?

Responsibility for 

data safeguarding

 � Who has overall responsibility for data safeguarding?

 � Who else will have access to the data?

 � Will all who have access to the data be trained in appropriate safeguarding procedures?

data safeguarding 

procedures

 � Who is responsible for recruiting/enrolling participants?

 � Are unique identifiers assigned?

 � What (if any) personal details will be recorded?

 � Where are data recorded?

 � Will there be copies of the data (hard copies, soft copies, web-based storage, etc.)?

data transmittal  � How will data be transmitted, for example from program sites to evaluation “headquarters”?

data disposal  � How and when will data be disposed of when the evaluation is complete?
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the needs of administrative databases. The key in these contexts is to be clear with 

participants about how much anonymity is guaranteed by specific protocols when 

consent is being sought and to strictly maintain these protocols.

13.5 RISK ASSESSMENT ANd MITIGATION pLANNING

While some risks in conducting a financial capability evaluation may be pretty 

obvious from the start, some may not be nearly as obvious. And while some risks 

may be unavoidable, evaluators should make a concerted effort in designing and 

implementing a program to achieve the fullest possible understanding of the risks 

that a program may pose for both researchers and participants. Risk assessments 

should consider all the ways an evaluation may harm participants and others 

(researchers themselves, subjects’ families, etc.) and, if the evaluation involves a new 

and untested intervention, the potential risks from the intervention itself.

Important issues to consider should include financial and economic harm as well as 

other types of harm.

 � Could the research compromise the physical safety or lead to psycho-

logical stress for researchers or subjects? In social science research, 

this is relevant where the research topic is sensitive (such as human traf-

ficking, domestic violence, gang activity, etc.) or when the research would 

be conducted in areas with violent conflict or high levels of crime. This is not 

likely to be relevant for financial capability programs, but evaluators should at 

least consider the potential for harm.

 � Can participation in a program evaluation negatively affect the subjects’ 

continued participation in the program? This might be the case when 

program administrators and/or in-country staff incorrectly assume that 

participation in an evaluation precludes participants from benefiting from the 

program once the evaluation is completed.

 � Can participation in a program evaluation have social repercussions for 

subjects? Examples of this would be ostracism by members of the commu-

nity or program staff and exclusion from other programs or services.

 � Can participation in the evaluation negatively affect the participants’ 

well-being? Consider the example laid out earlier in this chapter of a financial 

capability program that improves access to credit. Taking on credit-based debt 

can open new opportunities for households, but it also exposes them to finan-

cial risks.

evaluators should make a 

concerted effort to achieve the 

fullest possible understanding 

of the risks a program may 

pose for researchers and 

participants.

While assigning some 

people and not others to 

an intervention has ethical 

implications, randomization 

can sometimes be more 

“ethical” than it may first 

appear.
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As noted above, clearly communicating any risks that participation may entail is an 

important part of obtaining true informed consent. Evaluators are also responsible 

for minimizing any risks to themselves and their subjects—a responsibility that 

includes measures to arrest or address any problems that may emerge. For instance, 

providing information about financial distress to evaluators can raise the risk of 

social harm or stigma. The evaluator is responsible for maintaining data protocols 

for confidentiality and protection, and for mitigating the consequences of any data 

breach.

13.6 ETHICS IN EVALUATIONS WITH RANdOMIZEd 
INTERVENTIONS

Randomized interventions often present a common ethical conundrum: program 

assignment. One concern is that it may be “unethical” or “unfair” to randomly assign 

certain people to a purportedly helpful program while excluding other equally needy 

candidates or, conversely, to assign the latter group to something unknown and 

possibly harmful. 

For example, giving people in LMICs credit can be positive or negative, depending on 

their ability to repay, the likelihood that they will get other (informal) credit to repay 

it, and other factors. The conundrum in these cases is the ethical implications of 

giving this intervention to some people but not others.

While this is an intuitively understandable ethical concern, randomization can 

sometimes be more “ethical” than it may first appear. First, an evaluation involving 

randomization allows evaluators to ascertain whether a certain financial capability 

program is indeed beneficial, a situation that is an improvement over rolling out a 

program to all eligible participants based on assumptions and anecdotal evidence. 

Given scarce resources, randomization is warranted: We first randomly allocate a 

benefit, rigorously assess its impact, and then determine whether it is worth rolling 

out more widely. If the evaluation reveals that a program is not having the intended 

positive impact, its resources can be used to redesign the program or for a different 

kind of intervention.

For example, a randomized evaluation of a financial capability workshop may reveal 

that the workshop materials or structure are not achieving the intended outcomes 

(such as improving participants’ ability to budget their income). Rather than having 

rolled it out widely at much greater expense, and wasting many more participants’ 

time in an ineffective program, a randomized evaluation enables those responsible 

for the program to modify the intervention and increase its impact.
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Second, in some settings, randomization can, in fact, be the fairest method of assign-

ment. For example, in situations of limited resources or when the roll-out will be 

phased, randomization can ensure all eligible people are equally likely to receive a 

benefit for which there is excess demand. In the case of phased roll-out, randomizing 

which groups or communities will receive the benefit first takes advantage of the 

phased roll-out by creating a robust evaluation design.

Making sure the control group is not made worse off than they were before the 

study is a key concern in randomization: The treatment group is offered a “benefit” 

while the control group is offered either a lesser benefit or nothing—neither of which 

should make them worse off than they were before.

It is also critical to put in place mechanisms and safeguards to prevent conflict (e.g., 

within a community) that arise from randomization. One way of doing this is to hold 

a public meeting where the evaluation is clearly explained and people can ask ques-

tions about the aims, design, and implications of the research. When a more involved 

intervention is needed to deflect conflict, it may be possible to conduct the random 

selection of participants in public so people know randomization is legitimate or to 

extend the treatment condition to the rest of the community at the end of the evalu-

ation.

At any rate, the safeguards in place should be appropriate for both the community 

and the requirements of the evaluation. The public announcement and commitment 

to a future schedule of implementation, with the support of local community leaders, 

is an important step. Moreover, such an announcement can be good for the design 

because it can help prevent contamination by helping ensure that control groups are 

not exposed to the treatment condition or to aspects of it.

It is critical to put in place 

mechanisms and safeguards to 

prevent conflict that may arise 

from randomization.

Box 13.1 deALIng WITh dISAPPoInTMenT In ConTRoL gRouPS

The Russia Financial Literacy and Education Trust Fund (RTF) pilot program in Brazil, 

which consisted of a school-based financial capability intervention, offers a good 

illustration of some of the ethical challenges of randomization. The design of the 

program was to invite all schools that were interested in the financial capability 

intervention; from within those, the evaluators chose the treatment and control groups. 

As a result, many of the control-group schools that were interested in the program did 

not get it, and a number of these were upset because they did get the intervention. The 

evaluators carefully explained to them that they would get it in a couple of years and 

that the program they got then would be even better because of the lessons learned 

from the randomized evaluation.
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13.7 OTHER ETHICAL OBLIGATIONS

In addition to considering the welfare of research subjects, there are broader ethical 

obligations, including objectivity, transparency, integrity, fairness, and professional 

competence. They can ensure that evaluation findings are reliable, trustworthy, 

and empowering to stakeholders who can learn and follow up, to donors who seek 

accountability, and to the broader public.

In this context, it is important to be aware of potential conflicts of interest that 

could arise between the parties involved—such as funding agencies, implementers, 

researchers, and evaluators—and the research subjects. An example might be a 

financial education program that promotes a product or service that the funding 

agency has a financial stake in. The issue of objectivity can be a particular challenge, 

especially if evaluators either belong to, or are contracted by, the implementing and/

or funding agency. If internal experts are performing the evaluation, it is important to 

foresee and prevent ethical breaches resulting from attempts by parties involved in 

implementing or funding to try to control the content and dissemination of findings 

or change the terms of the evaluation mid-stream. In such circumstances, main-

taining objectivity and independence can be difficult, especially if emerging results 

are not as expected or hoped for.

Setting out basic rules of engagement at the outset of an evaluation or working 

with an external evaluator can prevent problems down the line. These could include, 

for example: 

objectivity, transparency, 

integrity, fairness, and 

professional competence can 

help ensure evaluation findings 

are reliable, trustworthy, and 

empowering.

Researchers have an ethical 

obligation to form partnerships 

in the countries in which they 

work to foster the development 

of a research infrastructure and 

contribute to capacity building.

Box 13.2 RTf In PRACTICe: exPLoITIng PhASed RoLL-ouTS In nIgeRIA

Two RTF projects in Nigeria take advantage of programs that are national in scope but staged to roll out in phases. The first 

project consisted of the development of a feature film dealing with financial capability issues—a part–social marketing, 

part–education entertainment initiative. The film is scheduled to air first in some parts of the country, allowing evaluators 

to use control groups for evaluation, where the control groups are those areas where the film has not been shown yet. This 

approach ensures that the film is eventually shown across the country for the benefit of any and all who might watch it, 

while also allowing for an experimental design.

Another project investigates the impact of the “I-Save I-Win” (ISIW) promotion, a large nationwide financial capability program 

launched by Nigeria’s InterContinental Bank in the spring of 2011 with the aim of mobilizing precautionary savings through 

mass market savings accounts. The ISIW promotion is a heavily publicized lottery incentive scheme designed to educate 

consumers about savings through first-hand sustained use of individual savings accounts. By exploiting the staggered 

introduction of various components of the ISIW promotional campaign over time, the study will measure the marginal 

increase in savings applications and banking activity following each component of the media campaign. 
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 � Specifying roles of funders and the implementing agency in the evaluation

 � Establishing clear lines of communication between evaluators, implementers, 

funders, and other relevant stakeholders

 � Articulating and committing to the evaluation’s standards for transparency 

and accountability

 � describing any known or potential conflicts of interest.

Researchers have long recognized that resource constraints—both human and finan-

cial—limit social research and program evaluation in developing countries, seriously 

hampering these countries’ ability to build research and evaluation capacity. As such, 

one could argue that researchers have an ethical obligation to form partnerships in 

the countries in which they work—an activity that can foster the development of a 

research infrastructure and contribute to local capacity building.

At the heart of this contention is the idea that countries have the right to benefit 

from hosting research. In social research and program evaluations, countries should 

benefit directly from the results of studies that can help inform policy or improve 

initiatives that reach out to underserved populations. As such, researchers should 

leverage the opportunity for research and evaluations to build local capacity in these 

areas as part of the wider ethical obligations of researchers to their host societies. In 

the medical sciences, this is articulated explicitly in the Helsinki declaration and the 

Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences Guidelines, which identify 

the contribution of research to capacity building as a key benefit of research to host 

countries.

Activities geared toward capacity building could include efforts to strengthen 

research capacity, to bolster the institutional framework needed to support local 

research efforts, and to develop robust ethical guidelines. These can involve part-

nering with local researchers and providing training or advice to local institutions. 

KEY pOINTS

Ethical considerations should be fundamental to doing evaluations, both to ensure 

that human subjects and the data generated from them are protected and to ensure 

that the evaluations themselves are as successful and useful as possible. They should 

not be seen as marginal to the evaluation or as obstructions to efficient research 

activities. Evaluators should reflect on the ethical implications of their studies early 

on, and continue to monitor them throughout the life of the project. 

Some countries have adopted various approaches to or standards of ethical conduct 

for research among their population. Examples of this include the Social Sciences 
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and Humanities Research of Canada and the National Committee for Research Ethics 

in Norway. Evaluators should be aware of these standards or approaches—where 

they exist—so they can be followed and/or incorporated into the ethical frameworks 

of their own studies. 

Still, if research will be conducted in developing countries or countries that lack such 

standards and oversight, researchers should assess whether anything they will be 

doing there involving human subjects would be possible in developed countries. If 

the answer is “no,” they should think carefully about the ethics of proceeding with 

the evaluation in its current form. The absence of formal requirements and rules 

about ethical professional conduct in social research and evaluations should not 

preclude an evaluator’s duty of care to her subjects.

As the use and evaluation of financial capability programs becomes more wide-

spread, it is useful not only to keep abreast of developments in the field (which can 

help you think of the ethical challenges you may face in your own evaluations) but 

also to disseminate the experiences and results of your own study, which can help 

build a robust evidence base built on ethically sound research.
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ChAPTeR 14

documenting and 
communicating 
results

This Toolkit has laid out how monitoring and evaluation takes place for financial 

capability programs—on how to set up a monitoring system and the different 

types of evaluations—process, impact, and cost—in order to yield results that are 

useful in telling program staff, funders, and other stakeholders how effective or inef-

fective a program is in meeting the aims set out for it.

But effectively conducting monitoring and evaluation is not the end of the process. 

Equally important is making sure that the program effort gets documented and that 

the results are communicated to those who need or want to see them. The results of 

evaluation efforts, regardless of how compelling they are, will not be useful if no one 

sees them. Moreover, even if the results are seen, they will not be as useful as they 

could be if they are not appropriately communicated to the specific audiences that 

need them. In other words, the results need to be understandable.

This chapter discusses how to document and communicate financial capability eval-

uation results effectively. After discussing the importance of documentation, it pres-

ents key considerations in thinking about how best to write up your findings, how to 

think about the key audiences you want to inform, and how to communicate with 

these audiences effectively. The discussion is organized around the flow chart shown 

in figure 14.1.

The results of evaluation 

efforts, regardless of how 

compelling they are, will not be 

useful if no one sees them.

fIguRe 14.1 doCuMenTATIon And CoMMunICATIonS fLoW ChART

Thinking about 
audiences Documenting results Disseminating results
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14.1 THE IMpORTANCE OF dOCUMENTATION

An early innovator in program evaluations argued that evaluation is fundamentally 

about learning. Ideally, this learning will advance knowledge in the field and inform a 

range of practical decisions, both inside and outside of your organization. Of course, 

foremost among the lessons that emerge from a financial capability program evalu-

ation is knowledge about how well your program is working. The best way to ensure 

that such learning results from your evaluation is to document and communicate 

your evaluation’s results. documenting and communicating your results is the key to 

ensuring that interested audiences—including program participants and managers, 

members of your organization, funders, and organizations that operate similar 

programs—can learn from what you found in your evaluation and apply the results.

As discussed in chapter 1, the base of evidence on what makes for an effective finan-

cial capability program is very weak. despite the large numbers of financial capability 

programs and interventions, few have been evaluated at all and, where they have, the 

design of the evaluations has tended to limit what others can learn from them.

Beyond whether or not programs have been evaluated is the more general concern 

that even when they have been, evaluations were not always documented. Failure 

to document and communicate the results of an evaluation obviously impedes the 

ability of others to learn from it. But there are even more insidious results—such a 

failure to document can contribute to a significant problem in evaluation science: the 

problem of “publication bias.” 

publication bias is the tendency of researchers and evaluators to publish results that 

only show large intervention effects, also called the “file drawer effect.” The term is 

based on the assumption that many studies that have found weak effects, no effects, 

or negative effects remain unpublished—that is, stuck in a researcher’s file drawer. 

If part of the purpose of a financial capability program evaluation is to contribute to 

the evidence base for a particular kind of program or intervention, it is important that 

that evidence base include all types of results, not just those that found dramatic 

effects, so that a balanced and accurate picture of program or intervention effects 

will exist. The best way to ensure that key audiences learn from your evaluation is to 

avoid the “file drawer effect” by documenting and publishing the evaluation results, 

no matter what they say.

14.2 THINKING ABOUT THE RELEVANT AUdIENCES

Going back to figure 14.1, the first step in documentation is thinking about or consid-

ering the relevant audiences for that documentation. The tendency for many is to 

The evidence base should 

include all types of results, not 

just those that found dramatic 

effects, so that a balanced and 

accurate picture of program or 

intervention effects will exist.
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jump right in and begin documenting, but the end result of doing so may be the 

creation of documentation records that do not suit the needs or interests of those 

who will be reading them. 

documentation needs to consider the intended audience(s) and the communicator’s 

purpose in communicating with that audience(s).1 There are likely to be many audi-

ences, and each may have very different needs for the documentation. One way to 

identify the audiences for the evaluation results is to answer a series of questions:

 � What audiences will be interested in your evaluation results? 

 � What information will these audiences look for? 

 � How will they use this information? 

One way to begin answering these questions is to think about your audiences in 

terms of whether they are internal to your organization or external.

14.2.1 Internal audiences

Program staff and participants are perhaps the most obvious internal audience 

that will be interested in the evaluation findings, especially those in management 

roles. people who operate the program or participate in its day-to-day activities 

can use the evaluation results to understand how well the program is performing. 

program participants of course have an interest in understanding what the program 

effects may be, especially for outcomes that are not immediately visible to them 

such as long-term changes in on economic status. 

More specifically, for program staff and participants who played a role in the evalua-

tion, they may have provided input to documenting the evaluation’s results and will 

want to know that their input was captured accurately. If the evaluation identified 

problems, these are the people who most likely will need to fix them. In addition, if 

the evaluation was critical of the program or some aspect of it, program staff will 

want to know that the discussion of problems was handled constructively and with 

tact and sensitivity. If the program is particularly successful, program staff may be 

called on to help scale the program up or implement it in some other settings. If 

the evaluation was formative, they will need to understand the lessons learned and 

decide whether and how to modify the program to incorporate those lessons. They 

may also take an interest in the evaluation’s approach for reassurance that the anal-

ysis was rigorous and objective. 

In the case of financial capability programs, needed changes could involve modifying 

intervention materials or even delivery mechanisms. They may also involve making 

documentation must consider 

the intended audience(s) and 

the communicator’s purpose 

in communicating to that 

audience(s).

If the evaluation identified 

problems, program staff are 

the ones who will likely need to 

fix them.

1 Adapted from James Kinneavy, A Theory of Discourse, New York and London: Norton 

publishing Co., 1971.
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staffing changes, such as training additional staff to deliver a particular service, or 

retraining staff to improve their effectiveness in delivering a particular service. 

Not surprisingly, given the hands-on roles such program staff have, they are going to 

be especially interested in a more detailed discussion of the program.

It is important to consider that upper management in the program may face deci-

sions that are different from those facing program staff. Therefore, upper manage-

ment may have different needs in what they want from documentation. Managers 

may be charged with deciding whether to continue supporting and investing in the 

program or to end it; or in the case of a successful program, they may be charged 

with deciding whether to expand it or replicate it in some other setting. 

Confronted with these decisions, upper management is likely to focus on the “short 

story” about program outcomes and key takeaway messages; correspondingly, they 

will be less interested in process issues surrounding the program or methodological 

details about how the evaluation reached its results. In particular, they will be inter-

ested in what they are being asked to do—that is, the action items that the evalua-

tion identified and how these emerge from the evaluation results.

14.2.2 External audiences

There are also key external audiences for evaluation results, chief among them being 

funders, policy makers, researchers, and people who operate similar programs.

Funders may include the financial sponsor or an organization that contributes more 

broadly to the program or organization, such as a foundation or other nongovern-

mental organization (NGO). Like internal senior management, sponsors or other 

funders face difficult decisions about what kinds of initiatives they want to support 

and what types of programs or interventions are effective in accomplishing the goals 

they want to support. They will take an interest in whether the program is performing 

effectively and thus should be maintained or scaled up, or, conversely, whether it is 

underperforming and requires modification or should be terminated. 

They are thus likely to be interested in the bottom-line results but lack the time or 

inclination to read them in detail. Having said that, they may be less familiar about 

the specific details of the program, which means they may need more context than 

internal audiences. This suggests that funders will also be interested in a high-level 

summary that goes light on methodology, sets the context for the evaluation, and 

emphasizes results. They will also want to know what actions—i.e., recommenda-

tions—follow from the evaluation. Finally, they will be interested in information about 

cost-effectiveness. In sum, funders need the results presented to them in a way that 

ties the results to proposed action steps that you recommend funders should under-

take. 

upper management is likely 

to focus on the “short story” 

of program outcomes and key 

takeaway messages.

funders are likely to be 

interested in bottom-line 

results but lack the time or 

inclination to read them in 

detail.
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Policy audiences can include a range of stakeholders who are interested in financial 

capability programs. This set of audiences could be national, regional, or local policy 

makers who want to understand the effectiveness of programs intended to address 

financial capability. These audiences can also include community groups, advocacy 

organizations, or other parties that have an interest in the issues addressed by a 

program. 

Like funders, policy audiences are interested in evaluation results. They are likely to 

be less interested in program-specific actions or recommendations that emerge from 

the evaluation. Instead, they are likely to be more interested in how your results are 

relevant to their interests and the broader implications of your results for similar 

programs that address similar issues. Like funders—perhaps even more so—policy 

audiences will view your results through the prism of real-world problems, and they 

are likely to bring the information they get from your results to bear on a problem 

they want to address.

A third potential external audience consists of people involved with similar 

programs. This audience will be interested in the details of your program and will 

also want to know in some depth what the purpose of the evaluation was, what key 

questions were asked, what the approach to data gathering and analysis was, and 

what the results imply for modifying or expanding the program. They are most likely 

to use the information from the evaluation as it applies to their own programs—to 

make judgments about the findings’ relevance and to draw lessons for operating 

their programs. 

Finally, researchers and evaluators are likely to be most interested in what your 

evaluation can add to the literature or evidence base on the subject at hand. They 

are likely to focus on the methodology and the validity of the evaluation results, the 

strength of evidence that inheres in the results, and how the results add to or modify 

what is known about the type of program under evaluation. They are likely to view 

your evaluation primarily as it speaks to research issues. They are likely to use the 

information to add to their knowledge about a given field or discipline, in the evalu-

ation sciences or elsewhere, and perhaps to pick up some guidance about how to 

conduct a similar evaluation. For such audiences, journal articles can be a logical way 

to document the research and communicate it.

14.3 COMMUNICATING WITH KEY AUdIENCES

Starting out by thinking about whom the particular audiences for the evaluation will 

be—and what their communication needs are—is an invaluable guide in determining 

the best means of communication. documenting the results of the evaluation is the 

next step, as shown in figure 14.1 above.

Policy audiences will view 

results through the prism of 

real-world problems.

Researchers will be interested 

in what the evaluation adds to 

the literature or evidence base.
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The most commonly used way of reaching all these audiences is a formal report 

that includes a 2–4 page summary, which can potentially stand alone as a document. 

Admittedly, there are differences of opinion about whether a report (or any single 

form of communication) is the optimal way of reaching multiple audiences. But this 

debate often presupposes that “report” refers to a thick, dry, technical report that 

will go unread by many key audiences, especially the busy managers in your own 

organization and funders or policy makers. 

despite these concerns, there are occasions when a formal report is appropriate. 

Indeed, in many cases, if only for accountability purposes, it is likely that you will 

be expected by both upper management in your own organization and program 

sponsors to prepare a formal, comprehensive report. Given this expectation, it is 

important to think about how you can use this expected and often mandatory deliv-

erable to effectively address the audience or audiences you want your evaluation 

results to reach. 

In this section, we offer some guidance on how to plan, structure, and draft an 

effective evaluation report. We suggest that reports do not need to be thick or dry 

and in fact will be most effective if they are not overly long or technical. In addition, 

based on your thinking about the audience or audiences for your results in the first 

step, a report and the accompanying summary can be tailored to meet audience 

needs. Finally, depending on which audiences you are most interested in reaching, 

reports can be supplemented by other forms and venues of communication that can 

enhance the effectiveness of your communication effort.

Table 14.1 contains an outline of what a formal report should contain.

We explore each section in the table in more detail and discuss relating the contents 

of the section to the needs of the audiences you are addressing. In addition, we 

discuss how other products or forms of communication can feed (or draw from, 

depending on the order of composition) from the sections of the report.

14.3.1 Summary

The summary is a critical document for reaching high-level managers inside your 

organization, as well as sponsors and policy audiences. Ideally, a good summary 

will motivate these readers to delve more deeply into your report, but more often 

than not, the summary is the only place these audiences will consult to learn about 

your evaluation results. And as noted above, these readers all have a practical orien-

tation—they want to find information that will help them make decisions about 

continuing, expanding, or ending the program or similar efforts based on your results. 

So the summary needs to address hard-nosed questions such as the following:

If anything, formal reports 

are useful for accountability 

purposes.

A summary is critical for 

reaching high-level managers, 

sponsors, and policy 

audiences.
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 � why should I care? What motivated this program? How is the program 

addressing an important problem and how does the evaluation shed light on 

the program’s contribution to addressing it?

 � So what? How is this information going to help me make a decision?

 � what is your point? What are the key results from the program evaluation?

 � what am I supposed to do with this information? How do the key results 

translate into action?

As noted in the table, the goal is to be brief, but it is also important to realize that this 

might be the only part of the document that busy policy makers read, and therefore 

it must be sufficient enough to stand alone for those who will read nothing else. That 

doesn’t mean it must be long, but it does mean that it must have enough context for 

someone to understand what the program was about and why it was conducted. It is 

tempting to simply start with the findings, but the findings will have little meaning if 

the audience doesn’t understand the context. Having some discussion at a very high 

level is also useful in this regard (for example, indicating that the program was evalu-

ated using a mix of quantitative and qualitative methods).

A summary should be brief 

but sufficient enough to stand 

alone for those who will read 

nothing else.

TABLe 14.1 geneRIC TeMPLATe foR A foRMAL RePoRT

SECTION CONTENTS

Summary  � Brief discussion of context, approach, key findings, and recommendations for action

Introduction  � Brief overview of the program

 � purpose of the program 

 � Brief overview of the approach

 � Evaluation stakeholders

 � Evaluators and their relationship to stakeholders

 � Overview of the contents of the report

program 

description

 � program history, background, and development

 � program goals and objectives

 � program participants and activities

Evaluation 

design and 

Methods

 � Evaluation questions

 � data collection methods used to address each question

 � Analysis methods for each type of data collected

Findings and 

Results

 � description of how the findings are organized (e.g., by evaluation questions, themes/issues, etc.)

 � Results of analyses of quantitative or qualitative data collected (usually represented in tables, graphs, or other 

visual illustrations, and text)

Conclusions 

and Recom-

mendations

 � Conclusions drawn about the evaluation results

 � Recommendations for action based on these conclusions

 � Suggestions for further study, if applicable
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14.3.2 Introduction

The introduction sets the context for the evaluation. It should describe the program 

and the problem it addresses, explain why the evaluation was conducted, provide 

some overview of the approach used, and give the reader an overview of the rest of 

the report—a sort of roadmap for what’s in the rest of the report as a tool to orient 

the reader. The roadmap part of the introduction can also serve as an opportunity 

to guide readers in how to read the document. Given that a document like this will 

serve multiple audiences, it may be helpful to direct those who don’t need all the 

detail to skip some chapters that may not be useful to their purposes. The roadmap 

can also direct readers to particular appendixes that go into more detail on certain 

subjects.

If the primary audience consists of a particular stakeholder group, such as the 

sponsor or a policy audience, it may also be helpful to identify the evaluation stake-

holders and describe their relationship to the evaluation (i.e., did they commission it? 

Are they expecting to use the results to inform a particular decision or set of deliber-

ations?).

14.3.3 program description

The typical program description chapter presents background information on the 

program’s origins, goals, objectives, participants, and activities as developed during 

the conceptualization phase discussed earlier in the Toolkit. As noted earlier, it is 

sometimes the case that evaluation reports create the first formal description of 

a program. Such a description is valuable in its own right as a record of what the 

program does; in addition, if the evaluation focuses on processes and implementa-

tion, the program description becomes especially valuable. 

However, if the primary audience is familiar with the program and the only uses of a 

program description are likely to be archival, this section could be created as a sepa-

rate appendix or generated informally as an internal record of the program’s design 

and activities.

14.3.4 Evaluation design and methods

The three main pieces of the evaluation design and methods are:

 � Evaluation questions: What specific questions did your evaluation address?

 � data collection methods used to address each question: How did you collect 

data to address these questions?

 � Analysis methods for each type of data collected: How did you analyze the 

data you collected?

An introduction should provide 

a roadmap for what’s in the 

rest of the report.
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As noted above, some overarching discussion of this material should appear in the 

introduction to provide enough context to understand what was done; here, that 

material would get expanded treatment. If you expect that your primary audience 

will be other researchers or evaluators, you may wish to give this material more 

detailed treatment than you would if your main audience consists of policy makers, 

who will likely not be as interested in the methodological details. Even in the latter 

case, however, one reason to give careful thought to this section is that you can use 

your evaluation questions as a way to structure the results that follow in the next 

section.

14.3.5 Findings/results

The findings/results section presents the key findings from the evaluation. “Writing 

up” the findings from an evaluation is not always as straightforward as it might 

seem, and it is not the same as conducting analyses that are part of the evaluation. 

Conducting analyses are, pretty self-evidently, an “analytic” (or “decomposition”) 

activity in the sense that assessments are broken down into small pieces, usually at 

the task level. 

Writing up the results, however, is a “synthetic” activity—one that involves putting all 

the resulting findings together in a way that makes sense and leads to the conclu-

sions and recommendations that follow. That could be aligned with the specific tasks, 

but it may not be. As noted earlier, it may be aligned with the evaluation questions, 

which, in turn, may each be composed of multiple tasks or pieces of tasks.

particularly if the analysis is quantitative, the writing itself may be a significant piece 

of the analysis. The writers may need to make some interpretive decisions, particu-

larly if they wish to translate the writing into themes or messages that lend them-

selves to translation into action. 

To make this section as reader-friendly and accessible as possible, consider the use 

of visual illustrations, such as graphs or tables, to display key results. particularly for 

quantitative findings, simple charts like bar graphs or pie charts can easily convey 

quantitative relationships that would require a good deal more space to communi-

cate with words.

However, while graphics are very compelling, they are not going to be very useful if 

they are poorly designed or overly complicated. Taking the time to consider how to 

create graphics will go a long way toward making them more accessible and, thus, 

more useful. This often means removing unneeded grid lines, making the labels and 

keys clear (as opposed to what was added into the spreadsheet to generate the 

graphic), and labeling something if it makes sense to do so.

“Writing up” the findings is not 

always as straightforward as it 

might seem.

Adding graphics to display key 

results can make a findings 

section more reader-friendly 

and accessible.
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Beyond whatever is done to make the graphic accessible, it is just as important to 

make the text description that goes with that graphic useful to readers in helping 

them interpret the graphic. Graphics, especially quantitative ones, impose a burden 

on readers; if the graphic is unclear and/or the description is unclear, they can actu-

ally be counterproductive, both because they require effort to process (which can 

lead to frustration if readers can’t process them) and because they take readers 

away from the linear argument being made in the text. If a reader’s attention strays 

to the graphic, he or she can lose track of the argument in the text.

A final point on graphics is that qualitative or conceptual graphics also make sense, 

both in this section and in others. For example, flow charts, like those that capture 

the evaluation’s results framework, can be invaluable. But just like quantitative 

graphics, their value depends on how well they are designed and explained.

As noted earlier, there are likely to be sensitivities surrounding the reporting of 

program results, particularly if the report contains bad news about program perfor-

mance, program staff, key program functions, or something else. Given this, it is 

important, at least in the formal report itself, to present results tactfully but also as 

objectively as possible. If more pointed criticisms of program staff or functions are 

warranted, off-the-record discussions in staff meetings or other settings may be the 

most effective way of delivering such feedback.

For funders and policy audiences, it is also worth considering a highly condensed 

version (one or two crisp, bulleted paragraphs, with a visual) of your results that will 

fit on a webpage. This type of piece is sometimes referred to as “microcontent.” 

Creating a piece like this is consistent with the layered communication approach we 

have been discussing in this chapter. The web piece can function as the top layer 

(that is, the least detailed), beneath which your summary is the next layer, and your 

report the final one.

14.3.6 Conclusions and recommendations

A conclusions and recommendations section is especially critical for audiences 

that you are calling on to do something and should also point the way to future work, 

if needed. It is important to make sure that the conclusions being presented are all 

logically derived from the findings that were in the previous section. Conclusions are 

typically at a higher level than findings, but they should not appear out of “thin air” in 

this section. A reader should be able to see the linkages or, better yet, the linkages 

between findings and conclusions should be explicitly called out.

The same is true for the recommendations. While not every conclusion may have an 

associated recommendation with it, every recommendation should have an associ-

ated finding(s) linked to it.

using qualitative or conceptual 

graphics can also be very 

valuable.
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pointing the way to future work is also a key part of this section. If the formal report 

is documenting a formative evaluation, there are going to be “next steps” to point to 

that will be done before getting to the summative evaluation. But even if the report 

is documenting a summative evaluation, it can also point to future work that extends 

the currently reported work or positions the current work within the context of the 

field. Research builds up incrementally, and the work reported in the evaluation will 

be adding to the evidence base.

14.4 dISSEMINATION: GETTING THE WORd OUT

Once you have a well-crafted report and any other products tailored to your key 

audiences, there is one more step: getting your findings in the hands of those audi-

ences, as shown above in figure 14.1. Without this final step, the evaluation report 

alone will not have the desired effect, and important stakeholder groups that form 

part of your audience may need to be engaged in different ways. For instance, in an 

evaluation of a rural financial education program, findings may need to be shared 

with various different communities and their leaders, program officials at headquar-

ters, local government officials and international donors—all of whom may focus on 

different aspects of the findings, and will need different modes of engagement.

We refer to these ways of engaging audiences as “channels.” In today’s media-rich 

technology world, it can be dizzying to try to catalog and track all possible dissemi-

nation modes. For the sake of a simple discussion, we discuss a simple typology for 

thinking about these.

Make sure conclusions 

are logically derived from 

the findings and that the 

recommendations are logically 

derived from the conclusions.

Box 14.1 RePoRTIng ReSuLTS In JouRnAL ARTICLeS 

Increasingly, it is also true that funders and policy makers expect program evaluations to publish their results. There may 

be many reasons for this expectation. For example, funders may want your evaluation’s methods and results to be peer-

reviewed as a check on quality assurance. Or they may be eager to avoid the “file drawer effect” discussed earlier. In such 

cases, even if the main audiences are not academic or research professionals, you will likely want to prepare a journal article 

based on your results and submit it to a scholarly journal in the relevant field.

In planning a journal article, you should be able to use the basic outline for the report provided above. But there are three 

likely differences between a report and an article. First, for the latter, you will need to detail your methods and data more 

carefully than you might have in a report intended only for policy audiences. Second, you are much more likely to face page 

limits or other formatting constraints in journal articles, and, thus, will have to report your results much more parsimoniously. 

Finally, most journal articles replace the “Conclusions and Recommendations” section of the report with a “discussion” 

section that explores possible reasons for the results and considers next steps—whether these are recommendations, the 

need for further research, or other considerations.
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 � In-person. These can include informal meetings and discussion sessions, as 

well as more formal slide or multimedia presentations. These kinds of meet-

ings may be an important way to engage internal audiences, funders, and/

or policy audiences who might not otherwise turn to your report or your 

summary without some kind of in-person event to call it to their attention. In 

practical terms, it may be the only way to engage participants or communi-

ties in the field. While the evaluation team itself may not personally conduct 

meetings, this can be done by helping to provide materials and guidance to 

facilitate such discussions by program staff or local figures. Another important 

venue for in-person presentation is formal conferences where the results of 

evaluations like these can be presented, whether for academics or practi-

tioners. 

 � Print distribution. Old-fashioned mailings of printed reports or independently 

printed summary documents may be the least effective way to reach key 

audiences, because nearly all these channels have been subsumed by their 

electronic cousins (see below). However, do not underestimate the power 

of having print copies to distribute in some contexts, including the in-person 

events mentioned above or at conferences where some of your audience 

members will be in attendance. Summaries or highlights of evaluation results 

may also be disseminated via existing print distribution channels such as local 

newspapers or organizational newsletters.

 � Electronic dissemination. In some cases, electronic dissemination is under-

stood rather vaguely to mean nothing more than uploading a pdF version of a 

print document to your organization’s website. While this can be an important 

step in enhancing access to your evaluation results, electronic dissemination 

can involve a good deal more than this. If you want to bring audiences to your 

organization’s website to view your evaluation results, you might consider 

creating an electronic newsletter that will do so. As noted above, in this 

context you may also wish to consider creating microcontent on your website 

as a high-level summary of your evaluation results and their implications for 

action.

 � Other media. In addition to print and electronic dissemination, the evaluation 

team may wish to use other media platforms, e.g., interviews or features on 

local radio and television, in order to reach a wider audience. Where avail-

able, new social media outlets feeds are also increasingly important avenues 

for dissemination. For instance, several blogs of interest to the development 

community and evaluation in general are maintained by the World Bank and 

other organizations.

dissemination involves 

in-person, print distribution, 

and electronic modes.
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To bring all of these considerations together, you can create a dissemination plan 

that looks at the key audiences, specific products created to communicate with 

them, and channels through which you intend to reach these audiences. Table 14.2 is 

a sample dissemination plan for a program to educate the general public about finan-

cial capability. The secondary audiences include the other audiences identified in this 

chapter, but also the general public. The general public is an uncommon audience for 

evaluation research, but obviously an important audience for certain kinds of finan-

cial literacy education campaigns.

TABLe 14.2 SAMPLe dISSeMInATIon PLAn 

TYPE OF AUDIENCE PRODUCTS AND ACTIVITIES DISSEMINATION CHANNELS

program participants  � Informal briefing  � Meetings or discussion groups

 � Regular program communication channels

program Staff/ 

Organization Upper Management

 � Report

 � Informal briefing

 � Website (intranet)

 � Meetings

Client  � Report

 � Formal briefing

 � Multimedia presentation

 � Website

 � Meetings

practitioners (operators of or par-

ticipants in similar programs)

 � Report

 � Journal article

 � Electronic newsletters

 � Briefings and podcasts

 � press release

 � Webinars and webcasts

 � Website (external)

 � Annual conferences

 � Email distribution list

 � Smaller professional conferences, seminars, 

and workshops

Federal policy makers  � Report

 � Short policy briefs

 � Electronic newsletters

 � Briefings and podcasts

 � Webinars and webcasts

 � Website (external)

 � Email distribution list

 � Individual meetings, briefings, and testimo-

nies before Congress and agency officials

General public  � Report

 � Short policy briefs

 � press release

 � Electronic newsletters

 � Website (external)

 � Traditional media campaign

 � Social media campaign

 � Innovative channels developed in consulta-

tion with clients

Researchers  � Report

 � Working paper and journal article

 � Website (external)

 � presentations at academic conferences
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TABLe 14.3 KeY ISSueS In CoMMunICATIng And dISSeMInATIng eVALuATIon ReSuLTS

AUDIENCE
wHAT THEY wANT TO 

LEARN
wHAT REPORT SHOULD 

EMPHASIzE
ADDITIONAL FORMS OF 

COMMUNICATION
DISSEMINATION 

CHANNELS

program 

participants 

How well is the program 

working? What works and 

what doesn’t? 

program description, 

impacts

discussion groups Local community meet-

ings or program com-

munications

program 

staff

How well is the program 

working? What works and 

what doesn’t? What can we 

do better? 

program description, pro-

cess results that highlight 

problems and how they 

can be addressed

Informal annotations 

to report for staff only 

or additional, informal 

internal communication

Staff meetings, internal 

discussions

High-level 

managers 

in own 

organization

How well is the program 

working? Should the 

program be continued, 

expanded, modified, or 

ended?

Bottom-line assessment 

of how well program is 

working; how results 

translate into action items

Slide presentations or 

talks; face-to-face meet-

ings

Internal meetings, 

intranet posting

Funders Is the program successful? 

Should the program be con-

tinued, expanded, modified, 

or ended?

Focus on summary; 

bottom-line assessment 

of how well program is 

working; how results 

translate into action items

Slide presentations or 

talks

Email newsletters; web 

posting; microcontent

policy 

audiences

Is this type of program 

effective in addressing key 

problems?

Focus on summary; 

broad policy context; 

bottom-line assessment 

of how well program is 

working; how results 

translate into action items

Slide presentations or 

talks

Email newsletters, web 

posting, microcontent

Managers 

or staff 

in similar 

programs

What lessons can we draw 

to implement or improve 

our own programs?

Evaluation methods, pro-

gram process, and imple-

mentation issues

Working paper; informal 

communication via pro-

fessional networks 

Your organization’s 

website or professional 

website for profes-

sionals in the field

Researchers What did this evaluation add 

to the evidence base for 

programs (or interventions) 

of this type? 

Methods, validity of find-

ings, contribution to evi-

dence base in the field. 

Journal article or working 

paper on website; con-

ference presentations

Journal’s website, links 

from your organiza-

tion’s website; paper 

or poster delivered at 

conferences

14.5 pUTTING IT ALL TOGETHER

Communicating and disseminating your evaluation results begins, as shown earlier in 

figure 14.1, with identifying key audiences and their interests; it then involves docu-

menting the program effectively and communicating what you want them to learn in 

appropriate ways that will engage their attention. Table 14.3 sums up the key points 

from this chapter, incorporating some of the information in table 14.2. 
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KEY pOINTS

documenting and communicating the results of evaluations is a critical last step and 

it is one that starts with carefully thinking about the logical audiences for the evalua-

tion results and designing the document to best fit those needs.

Figuring out the best ways to disseminate the report—through in-person commu-

nications at meetings and conferences, traditional print means such as reports, 

and electronic venues such as websites and electronic newsletters—is also key to 

ensuring that the evaluation results are seen and used by the key audiences identi-

fied. 
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A.1 THE IMpACT OF FINANCIAL LITERACY TRAINING FOR MIGRANTS: 
EVIdENCE FROM AUSTRALIA ANd NEW ZEALANd

Remittance costs are high in the pacific, which reduces the development potential of 

these flows. The efficacy of policies geared toward reducing the cost of remitting and 

spurring competition by increasing disclosure of costs relies heavily on the abilities 

of migrants to understand how to use the different methods available for remit-

ting and the costs incurred for each method. Remittance-specific financial literacy 

training is being used in Australia and New Zealand to determine whether this will 

serve to induce migrants to choose lower-cost methods.

While systematic evidence on the financial literacy of migrants is scarce, the data 

available suggest migrants often lack knowledge of the components of a remittance 

cost, available methods, or how to compare such methods. The main goal of the 

present research is, therefore, to estimate the causal impact of financial literacy 

training for migrants on their remitting behavior. In particular, the research will 

assess whether (a) financial literacy training leads migrants to adopt new, cheaper, 

products such as debit cards for sending remittances; (b) whether financial literacy 

training changes the amount and frequency of remitting, and therefore the amount 

received by migrants in the home country; and (c) how these effects differ by country 

of origin.

Additionally, many migrants do not use credit cards and rely on more expensive 

forms of credit such as pay-day loans and hire purchase agreements. A second 

component of the financial literacy training will be to provide information on the 

costs of these alternative forms of credit, and information on how to apply to get a 

credit card, with the goal of seeing whether this reduces the use of more expensive 

forms of credit.

Short-term follow-up surveys were then conducted at one, two, and three months 

after training to track short-term impacts of the training on knowledge and behavior; 

with a follow-up after nine months scheduled. Experimental impacts of the program 

will then be obtained through comparison of the treatment and control groups.

APPendIx A

Trust fund 
financial capability 
evaluation projects
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A.2 FINANCIAL EdUCATION ANd BEHAVIOR FORMATION:  
LARGE-SCALE EXpERIMENTAL EVIdENCE FROM BRAZIL

This study is the first large-scale, rigorous, impact evaluation to measure whether 

a high school-based financial education program can successfully change financial 

knowledge, attitudes, and behavior among students and their parents. The results 

of this study will inform the roll-out of the program to other public schools in Brazil. 

They will also be useful for other governments in developing countries that are 

considering the possibility of introducing financial education programs in schools.

Improving the financial capability of the population so that citizens are able to make 

effective decisions around personal finances is especially pertinent in Brazil, where 

the rapid evolution of the financial markets has resulted in many inexperienced and 

vulnerable consumers accessing different financial products and services, often with 

very negative consequences.

A 2008 survey found that 82 percent of Brazilian consumers were unaware of the 

interest rate when borrowing money, that overdue installments were mostly caused 

by poor financial management, and that the saving rate of Brazilians is low, even 

among affluent families. The survey also showed that 87 percent of families do not 

save for the future, and that 40 percent do not make any sort of investments with 

excess income.

This research project is divided into two parts: (1) measuring the impact of financial 

literacy programs for high school students on their financial knowledge acquisition 

and changes in financial decision making and behavior of their households; and 

(2) measuring the impact of a financial literacy program for parents of high school 

children. The behavior changes to be measured include changes in household finan-

cial attitudes and decisions, and subsequently changes in household’s consumption, 

income, health and education expenditures. Information on financial knowledge, atti-

tudes, and behaviors will be collected through surveys at the student and household 

levels.

A.3 THE IMpACT OF FINANCIAL EdUCATION ANd LEARNING-BY-dOING 
ON HOUSEHOLd INVESTMENT BEHAVIOR: EVIdENCE FROM BRAZIL

The study offers a unique opportunity to study the individual and interaction effects 

of financial literacy campaigns together with multiple other interventions to better 

understand household investment behavior. While being applied in the Brazilian 

stock market, the lessons learned will help illuminate household financial decision 

making in general and offer suggestions on how to effectively use financial literacy 

campaigns to support consumer protection and promote a new generation of people 

accessing financial instruments in emerging markets
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Understanding why people make the investment choices they do and what influence 

financial literacy can have in this decision process can help identify interventions 

that can both improve consumer protection and support the development of capital 

markets by improving efficiency through better investment decisions at the indi-

vidual level.

drawing from the current literature on behavioral finance, this study will work with 

the Brazilian stock market (BM&FBOVESpA) to test a range of interventions to better 

understand why people make the decisions they do and identify how to reduce 

common investor biases observed in the stock market through targeted financial 

education.

BM&FBOVESpA has developed an online stock market simulator that will be used 

as an environment to test barriers to entry for stock market participation while the 

“home broker” software provided by stock brokers in Brazil (which closely resemble 

the online simulator, offering investors the opportunity to invest online) will be used 

to selectively provide interventions to stock market participants to reduce investor 

biases.

A.4 INCREASING THE IMpACT OF CONdITIONAL CASH TRANSFER 
pROGRAMS THROUGH FINANCIAL LITERACY IN THE dOMINICAN 
REpUBLIC

This research project will evaluate the impact of financial literacy training offered 

to beneficiaries of the Solidaridad conditional cash transfer (CCT) program in the 

dominican Republic, in conjunction with the Social Cabinet of the government of the 

dominican Republic (GCpS).

Evaluations of CCT programs such as Oportunidades in Mexico and Familias en 

Accion in Colombia have shown that such programs are successful in increasing 

usage of health care and education services. However, even with improved health 

and education outcomes, it may remain difficult for CCT beneficiaries to manage 

their household finances, find stable employment, or start profitable businesses. 

All of these problems affect beneficiaries’ ability to graduate from the CCT program 

and achieve a sufficient level of economic stability on their own. previous research 

conducted by the dR government has shown that Solidaridad beneficiaries tend to 

have low levels of financial literacy and little access to financial services.

In this context, Solidaridad is piloting a series of projects to increase financial literacy 

and access to credit and savings to improve the income generating opportunities of 

current beneficiaries. This financial literacy program targets the heads of households 

in Solidaridad with a moderate poverty level, of which 40 percent are employed at 

least part time and over 85 percent of which have at least primary school education 

(SIUBEN 2005).
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IpA will use a randomized controlled trial (RCT) design to evaluate the impact of 

the training programs. In an RCT, one group of beneficiaries is randomly selected to 

participate in the training (the “treatment” group), while another is randomly selected 

not to receive the training at the time of the evaluation (the “control” group). 

Randomly assigning beneficiaries to treatment or control allows us to ensure that 

any differences observed between the two groups after the training program is over 

can be directly attributed to the training. The package includes training in household 

and business financial management, job skills, and access to financial products. The 

training program is expected to have short-term effects on beneficiaries’ behavior, 

and long-term effects on their overall welfare.

A.5 dOES FINANCIAL EdUCATION AFFECT SAVINGS BEHAVIOR? 
EVIdENCE FROM A RANdOMIZEd EXpERIMENT AMONG LOW-
INCOME CLIENTS OF BRANCHLESS BANKING IN INdIA

In partnership with the World Bank evaluation team, FINO, a “doorstep banking” 

firm, has developed and implemented a pilot financial education program to support 

the increased use of FINO’s smart card as a mechanism to encourage and facilitate 

saving. The financial education program focuses on teaching the knowledge and 

skills required to adopt good money management practices for budgeting, spending, 

and saving. participants in the financial education program are expect to be 

equipped with the information and tools necessary to make better financial choices, 

work toward their financial goals, and enhance their economic well-being.

This study is aimed at measuring the impact of the FINO financial education program 

on the participants’ knowledge, attitudes and behavior related to personal financial 

management and overall financial well-being. One of the innovations of the FINO 

financial education program is that it will examine how people interact with the tech-

nology that facilitates their access to bank services, in this case, the FINO smart card 

and the point of Transaction (pOT) of the Business Correspondents (BCs). Research 

shows that one of the barriers to the uptake and use of branchless banking in many 

developing countries is the low levels of familiarity and trust with the technology 

behind electronic cards and mobile phone banking among the poor. The FINO finan-

cial education program will therefore seek to add to individual’s financial literacy as 

well as address the gaps in the operational knowledge and skills in conducting smart 

card transactions, as well as strengthen trust.

This evaluation utilizes a randomized treatment and control identification strategy. 

For the purposes of this study, the treatment group is defined as those individuals 

living in villages where the training program will be implemented in the coming 

months, while the control group is villages which will receive training during a later 

phase of the program, after the last follow-up survey has been conducted. If the 

treatment and control are balanced at baseline, then differences at follow-up for key 
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indicators can be attributed to the intervention(s), rather than to some preexisting 

differences between the two groups. A lottery system was used to select which 

trained BCs provided financial literacy training.

The present research ultimately looks to develop a more precise understanding of 

the financial literacy levels of the low-income populations of India and the extent to 

which that is a barrier and/or facilitator of their personal financial management in 

conjunction with doorstep banking. The results are expected to inform researchers 

and policy makers regarding whether providing financial education in conjunction 

with financial access, all developed in an environment that is familiar and comfort-

able for the participants, is an effective approach to improving savings and inducing 

sound financial management among the unbanked poor.

A.6 THE ROLE OF FINANCIAL ACCESS, KNOWLEdGE, ANd SERVICE 
dELIVERY IN SAVINGS BEHAVIOR: EVIdENCE FROM A RANdOMIZEd 
EXpERIMENT IN INdIA

A new financial inclusion and literacy impact evaluation will be conducted jointly 

with Eko India Financial Services, a microfinance institution in India, in order to 

expand the research base on the impact that knowledge of financial services can 

have on financial literacy and financial inclusion. It will also deepen the learning on 

how various financial services delivery modes impact upon the overall welfare of 

low-income households and on their savings behaviors.

Eko is one of the few institutions to offer “doorstep banking” and financial services in 

this area of India. Most of the villages in which Eko operates have little or no access 

to banks. The problem of access to banking is further exacerbated by the fact that 

the people with whom Eko works come from very low income families and thus face 

numerous difficulties in opening savings accounts. To solve these access issues, Eko 

utilizes a savings program in the villages. Thus, people can conduct immediate trans-

actions within their village instead of traveling long distances to access a bank.

In terms of the project’s evaluation methodology, the treatment group will be 

given financial literacy education, particularly about the importance and benefits of 

savings. Following the training, researchers will present simple and cheap methods 

for follow-ups to increase the retention of information from the training. The program 

is a multiround, financial education intervention where an initial round of training will 

be provided in a classroom session using standard tools, which will be reinforced by 

intensive follow-ups. The treatment group will receive additional rounds of training 

via their mobile phones through SMS and voice messages for the first few months, 

and will be physically visited by a trainer after six months.

From this project promoting increased access to doorstep banking, researchers 

expect to see an increase in the number of financial transactions customers under-
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take. Meanwhile, the training component will help shed light on the mechanisms 

through which intra-household financial decisions are made. Finally, researchers 

will explore the potential that intensive financial education training has to influence 

financial behaviors and well-being by comparing treatment with control groups.

A.7 THE IMpACT OF CARTOONS ANd COMICS ON THE EFFECTIVENESS 
OF FINANCIAL EdUCATION: EVIdENCE FROM A RANdOMIZEd 
EXpERIMENT IN KENYA

Kenyan youth face an uncertain and volatile financial landscape, with high un- and 

underemployment, questionable long-term job prospects, and little or no protec-

tion against the vagaries of ill health and injury. On the other hand, however, young 

Kenyans have more opportunities to invest in and plan for their futures than perhaps 

any earlier generation: market liberalization and a stable macro-economy have facil-

itated steady growth in recent years, educational and training options abound, and 

access to financial services has expanded considerably.

The study is being implemented by two Kenyan organizations that have sought to 

help young Kenyans prepare themselves for economic opportunities through inno-

vative means. It looks to identify the effectiveness of alternative modes of delivering 

financial education to high school students. It compares the standard delivery of a 

structured course of materials with a series of weekly comic book episodes that 

personalize, contextualize, and make pertinent to the target population the lessons 

of the course.

The authors combine a randomized control trial with quasi-experimental quantita-

tive techniques to assess the impact of each of the interventions, compared with no 

program, as well as vis-à-vis each other. The interventions are randomized across 

Junior Achievement Clubs.

In order to measure the impact of the interventions, the authors will collect data 

at baseline, before the programs, and at endline after their completion. As well 

as administering a survey to about 5,000 students, they will engineer a situation 

in which a nontrivial financial decision must be made. First, both at baseline and 

endline all students are asked how they would allocate about $25 of unexpected 

earnings between cash, a bank account, and a mutual fund on the Nairobi stock 

exchange. Subsequently, authors deliver prizes of this amount to each of roughly 

2,000 students, again at baseline and endline. The hope is to discern changes in both 

the stated and the actual allocations, between baseline and endline in the treatment 

groups. This will provide a unique outcome measure of students’ actual financial 

behavior, to complement the more qualitative data we collect in interviews.
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Finally, a series of behavioral games will be conducted to measure differences in atti-

tudes and preferences, for example related to discounting, patience, and long-term 

perspectives across students exposed to the different treatments.

Results from the study are expected to offer unique insights into how best to reach 

and teach young people. To the extent that sound investment, careful debt manage-

ment, and prudent saving and business decisions are part of a successful transition 

over the longer term to middle-income country status, understanding the power of 

mass communication channels in inducing behavior change is of interest to policy 

makers in East Africa and beyond.

A.8 SOCIAL NETWORKS, FINANCIAL LITERACY, ANd INdEX INSURANCE: 
EVIdENCE FROM A RANdOMIZEd EXpERIMENT IN KENYA

Regarded as a promising alternative to traditional crop insurance, market partici-

pants, NGOs, donors, and governments are all testing the applicability of index based 

weather risk management instruments in different contexts. A significant advantage 

of this type of product is that payouts can be calculated and disbursed quickly and 

automatically without the need for households to formally file a claim because they 

are based on measured rainfall. This, in turn, reduces transaction costs, which would 

otherwise tend to drive up the price of the insurance. Fast payouts are also likely to 

be valued by policyholders in an environment where households are poor and often 

liquidity-constrained. A second advantage is that the product is free of adverse selec-

tion and moral hazard problems that often plague insurance markets. This is because 

payouts are based only on publicly observed data, rather than private information 

about the beneficiary.

The goal of this study is to examine the role of financial literacy on farmers’ decisions 

to purchase index-based weather insurance and to examine social network spillovers 

of financial literacy provision in Kenya. The researchers propose to benchmark these 

effects with the effect of providing discount vouchers off the price of insurance.

The study uses comics as the central financial literacy delivery mechanism. The 

comic used in this study describes a family which had faced a drought in the 

previous season. The drought had adverse effects on their savings and well-being. 

The comic carefully details the index-insurance product and shows how it can help 

the family protect themselves from the risk of drought. The comic presents the 

insurance product in an accessible and relevant manner and has sustainability as an 

educational tool as it can further be shared with other farmers.

The study employs a randomized controlled trial (RCT) to determine which type 

of financial literacy is most effective. Two interventions were tested: a comic on 

index insurance and discount vouchers for the purchase of insurance. At the cluster 

level treatment intensity was randomized and orthogonal across treatments. This 
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design allowed for an accurate assessment of spillover effects of financial literacy 

compared to spillover effects of higher participation from the discount vouchers. 

After completing the baseline survey, enumerators administered the interventions. 

Each household was randomly assigned to receive a comic or not depending on 

what comic intensity the household’s cluster was assigned.

A.9 FINANCIAL dEVELOpMENT ANd THE pSYCHOLOGY OF SAVINGS: 
EVIdENCE FROM A RANdOMIZEd STUdY IN MALAWI

This project investigates innovative ways to address low levels of formal savings in 

developing countries. The study explores to what extent psychological mechanisms 

can be leveraged to increase formal savings. In particular, the study determines 

whether direct deposit of wages—as opposed to receiving cash—can help individ-

uals to match desired savings and expenditure patterns with actual behavior. In addi-

tion, the study explores how a combination of formal financial products and training 

can help to activate mental accounting to facilitate savings.

The study has two parts: In the first part, it evaluates the introduction of a new 

direct deposit system at large agricultural firm in Malawi that pays workers’ wages 

into individual accounts, instead of paying in cash. Receiving wage or farm revenues 

in the form of cash may exacerbate self-control problems, since the temptation to 

spend may be higher when cash is on hand. drawing on surveys and administrative 

data from bank records and the tea estate the study seeks to measure changes in 

the consumption patterns—timing and allocation across expenditure categories– as 

well as formal and informal savings and borrowing behavior.

The evaluation utilizes a randomized controlled trial approach. As described above, 

the project consists of two parts: the first evaluating the impact of switching from 

cash to direct deposit, the second exploring the usefulness of labeled accounts 

to activate mental accounting In the first part, working with a population of wage 

earners at a large agricultural firm in Malawi, a new direct deposit system of wage 

payments will be introduced using a random phasein. A subset of workers will be 

switched to the new system earlier while the remainder serves as a control group 

to be able to compare financial behavior and well-being between the two groups. 

A complementary, cross-randomized roll-out of training sessions with individual 

households will evaluate whether impacts can be amplified through financial literacy 

training, and whether impacts of the introduction of direct deposit for wages can be 

emulated with such training.

In the second part, the project looks to study mental accounting and the role of 

labeled bank accounts to activate such mental accounting. Mental accounting 

describes the phenomenon that money is not always fungible across expenditure 

categories. Savings that are mentally assigned to a specific savings goal or set of 
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expenditures, like inputs for farming or children’s school fees, may become less 

available for expenditures for another set of expenditures, like unplanned purchases. 

Offerings savings accounts that stress such mental separation by being labeled for 

specific expenditure categories such could therefore help individuals achieve their 

savings goals. The study seeks to measure impacts on financial behavior and house-

hold well-being through combination of survey and administrative records. Additional 

behavioral experiments will help to disentangle competing theories about effect 

channels and the nature of mental accounting.

A.10 EVALUATING THE EFFECTIVENESS OF LOAN dISCLOSURE REFORMS 
ON CONSUMER UNdERSTANdING ANd FINANCIAL dECISION 
MAKING: EVIdENCE FROM MEXICO

An important question in financial capability policy is whether consumers learn 

financial lessons more easily through school-based traditional methods (such as in 

the classroom, in training seminars and in workshops, etc.), or by accessing clear 

and easy to understand information in the marketplace. In Mexico, this question is of 

increasing importance for a number of reasons: increased use of financial products 

in recent years (particularly among low-income consumers); evidence of repayment 

problems and hidden charges in some credit and savings products; and many types 

of regulated and nonregulated financial institutions, making oversight and market 

monitoring a constant challenge.

This study explores the intersection between consumer protection and financial 

capability by comparing how product-specific information and broader financial 

capability messages impact short and medium-term financial decision making of 

the low-income consumers for basic credit and savings products. It will also eval-

uate the impact of several different channels for communicating important financial 

messages to consumers, including: point-of-sale disclosure; information to facilitate 

comparison shopping; financial counseling by phone; and periodic financial capability 

SMS messages.

By exploring this intersection the research hopes to offer new insights into whether 

the type of market conduct reforms and policy interventions that have been used 

to date solely for consumer protection purposes can actually be used to improve 

financial capability and influence sound financial decision making. With the high 

cost of traditional curriculum-based financial education programs, finding regulatory 

approaches to improve financial capability has the potential to offer promising policy 

options for resource-constrained governments interested in improving financial 

capability levels.
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A.11 MEASURING THE IMpACT OF FINANCIAL LITERACY ON SAVINGS ANd 
RESpONSIBLE CREdIT CARd USE: EVIdENCE FROM A RANdOMIZEd 
EXpERIMENT IN MEXICO

The study tested the impact of financial literacy training on savings and borrowing 

behavior and credit card usage patterns of credit card customers in Mexico City. It 

involved approximately 40,000 bank consumers. The training course lasted for about 

four hours and consisted of four modules on savings, retirement, credit cards, and 

responsible use of credit. Results show a 9 percentage point increase in financial 

knowledge, and a 9 percentage point increase in saving outcomes, but no impact 

on credit card behavior, retirement savings, or borrowing. Moreover, administrative 

data suggest that the savings impact is relatively short-lived. The results point to the 

limits of using general-purpose workshops to improve financial literacy and deci-

sion-making patterns for the general population.

A.12 THE IMpACT OF FINANCIAL LITERACY THROUGH FEATURE FILMS: 
EVIdENCE FROM A RANdOMIZEd EXpERIMENT IN NIGERIA

Low-income households often lack access to formal education. Using popular culture 

and entertainment as an alternative delivery mechanism to promote financial literacy 

is a potentially powerful means of facilitating access to financial information. This 

research project evaluates the extent to which a feature film produced through the 

Nigerian Film Industry (Nollywood) can increase financial capabilities of households 

by promoting responsible borrowing and saving strategies.

This research looks to provide inputs to the current debate in the financial capability 

field around of the value and viability of non–classroom style, alternative delivery 

mechanisms. Leveraging the support of Nollywood, the initiative uses a full-feature 

film, The Story of Gold, to enhance financial literacy in viewers. It then assesses the 

impact of the film on individuals’ financial capabilities (namely, literacy, skills, atti-

tudes, and behavior).

Essentially, it looks to test whether a popular media initiative such as this is able to: 

(1) increase people’s awareness and understanding of best practices for day-to-day 

financial management, saving and borrowing money; and (2) lead to more respon-

sible financial decision making. The movie aims to teach low-income individuals with 

limited formal education some of the core concepts around financial planning. The 

film revolves around the core values of “smart savings and responsible borrowing” 

and disseminates this message through large screenings in public locations across 

Lagos State. Focusing on this simple behavioral goal and highlighting the repercus-

sions of poor financial decisions, The Story of Gold looks to leverage the popularity of 

Nollywood to build awareness and impact the financial decision-making processes of 

low-income Nigerians.
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Markets will be selected in the outskirts of Lagos and a screening area will be 

chosen that will be accessible for all participants in order to maximize take up rates. 

An initial listing will be conducted that will entail a full census of stall owners within 

a 1 mile radius of the screening event. The listing will act as a mini baseline and will 

include a selection of key indicators of interest together with identification indicators 

(including GpS coordinates). Once the listing has been completed, participants will be 

randomly selected into four different groups: (1) The Story of Gold screening only, (2) 

The Story of Gold screening with MFIs opening savings accounts for viewers on the 

spot, (3) a placebo movie screening (control) and (4) the placebo screening with MFIs. 

Survey participants will receive color-coded wrist bands and personal invitations the 

day prior to the movie screening to minimize the chance of contamination and to 

improve participation rates. By randomly selecting who will receive which interven-

tion, we will be able to measure the causal impact of both the movie screening and 

the movie screening reinforced with MFI representation to disentangle the long-term 

educational effects of the movie from the immediate emotive context on influencing 

savings and borrowing behavior.

A.13 LEARNING BY dOING? USING SAVINGS LOTTERIES ANd SOCIAL 
MARKETING TO pROMOTE FINANCIAL INCLUSION: EVIdENCE FROM 
AN EXpERIMENT IN NIGERIA

This project explores how new media and “learning-by-doing” can encourage 

financially unsophisticated consumers to open and maintain savings accounts. 

Researchers will evaluate a promotion by a large Nigerian bank to examine (1) 

how consumers respond to different types of new media campaigns, e.g., internet 

and celebrity endorsements, and (2) how the experience of maintaining a savings 

account over a three month period can improve financial literacy and change long-

term precautionary savings habits.

In 2011, InterContinental Bank in Nigeria launched a nationwide savings promotion 

called “I-Save I-Win” (ISIS). It featured a large number of heavily publicized lottery 

prizes for those who opened or maintained savings account and maintained savings 

balances above various threshold amounts—N50,000 ($320) for regional lotteries, 

N100,000 ($640) for the national prize—for 90 days. Its message: although the special 

promotion included lottery prizes, every saver is a “winner.” ISIW was promoted with 

a media push including celebrity endorsements and media releases through Face-

book and YouTube, which were staggered over a period of several months.

This project will evaluate ISIW’s impact on customers’ savings habits and financial 

literacy. First, researchers will explore how the experience of maintaining savings 

accounts during the 90-day promotional period affects savers’ long-term savings 

habits. Second, they will examine how different media promotions affect customer 

participation in the program and savings behavior: which media pushes led to more 
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sign-ups, and to what extent did each lottery winner have a “demonstration effect,” 

i.e., inspiring others to increase savings at that particular branch.

To study the extensive margin of how ISIW affected new account sign-ups and 

savings, we conduct a similar differences-in-differences analysis comparing sign-ups 

at InterContinental Bank before and after each phase of the savings promotion, and 

again control for time trends using data from a second bank that did not have a 

savings promotion.

In addition, we examine the effect of winning the lottery on lottery winners’ savings 

behavior and the savings behaviors of individuals associated with the same banking 

branch as the lottery winner. The lottery randomization offers a clean source of 

identification through which we can establish a causal effect of lottery winnings on 

savings behavior.

We will also conduct surveys to learn about changes in financial behaviors that are 

not directly observable from bank account data, such as financial literacy and the 

source of funds brought into InterContinental Bank (e.g., consumption, other banks, 

stored cash).

A.14 HARNESSING EMOTIONAL CONNECTIONS TO IMpROVE FINANCIAL 
dECISIONS: EVALUATING THE IMpACT OF FINANCIAL EdUCATION IN 
MAINSTREAM MEdIA IN SOUTH AFRICA

This project aims to pilot entertainment education as an information delivery tool to 

influence sound financial management in South Africa. It will do so by assessing the 

usefulness of this instrument to increase financial capabilities of the population with 

a robust impact evaluation framework.

The goal of the intervention is to impact upon the knowledge, attitudes and behavior 

regarding sound financial decision making with a particular focus on managing 

debt. The potential gains of such a program in terms of increased awareness of 

debt-related problems and behavior change, such as avoiding debt and seeking help 

once over-indebted, are of particular relevance in South Africa given the high and 

increasing levels of household debt.

The project entails the content development, production, and impact evaluation of 

financial capability storylines, which will be included in a popular South African soap 

opera called Scandal!. The target individuals are low-income South Africans with and 

without existing consumer debt. The financial education storyline will stretc.h over a 

period of three consecutive months, a time that is deemed necessary for the viewers 

to emotionally connect with the soap opera characters, for the events to unfold, and 

for the financial literacy messages to sink-in.
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The estimation of the impact of the soap opera on knowledge, attitudes, and 

behavior will be straightforward as randomization allows for a direct comparison 

between the treatment and the control group. The random selection and comparison 

to a control group allows for attribution of the effects found. The financial incentive 

insures that a comparison sample is available for interviews and the incentive for 

both treatment and control groups eliminates any confounding effects of the incen-

tive itself. Cumulative and/or nonlinear effects of the financial literacy messages can 

be detected through several rounds of interviews. And lastly, spillover effects can be 

measured by comparing those who did not watch but heard about the content with 

those who neither watched nor heard about it.

A.15 THE IMpACT OF FINANCIAL EdUCATION ON FINANCIAL KNOWLEdGE, 
BEHAVIOR, ANd OUTCOMES: EVIdENCE FROM A RANdOMIZEd 
EXpERIMENT IN SOUTH AFRICA

Governments, NGOs, and aid organizations are increasingly focusing on financial 

literacy education as a tool for improving welfare. Yet to date, there is little rigorous 

evidence that financial education is effective. This project evaluates Old Mutual’s “On 

the Money,” a one-day financial education program that provides training on saving, 

financial planning, budgeting, and debt management. The training program is very 

similar in content and delivery to a financial literacy evaluation being conducted by 

the same authors in India.

To rigorously measure the impact of the intervention, this project use a randomized 

control trial involving approximately 1,300 individuals: 610 organized in 43 Burial 

Societies and 690 organized in 36 Women’s development groups in the Eastern Cape 

and KwaZulu Natal. A randomly selected half of these groups receive financial educa-

tion. The other half forms the control group for the duration of the study.

To estimate the true causal impact of financial education, it is critical to establish the 

correct counterfactual. Studies that simply compare individuals who receive financial 

education to those who do not are susceptible to selection bias, meaning that people 

who choose to take financial literacy courses may differ from those who choose 

not to take such courses. The RCT evaluation methodology eliminates that bias. By 

randomizing assignment to treatment or control, researchers ensure the offer to 

attend training is not correlated with any potentially confounding factors like level of 

education, income, or motivation.

Examining the scope and pathways by which financial education affects financial 

behaviors requires that researchers obtain a rich data set on trained participants and 

the control group. To that end, we will obtain outcome measures from a variety of 

sources, including individual surveys and administrative data collected by Old Mutual 

and WdB, which will allow for an understanding of how financial literacy evolves, the 

ways individuals change their financial behavior in response to training.
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A.16 UNdERSTANdING FINANCIAL CApABILITY THROUGH FINANCIAL 
dIARIES ANd IN-dEpTH INTERVIEWS IN UGANdA

The Understanding Financial Capability through Financial diaries and In-depth Inter-

views in Uganda project explores the use of an innovative survey methodology—

Financial diaries—in combination with in-depth interviews, to better understand and 

measure the financial capabilities of low-income individuals. Financial diaries are 

multiperiod surveys of individuals that record all their economic transactions over 

a period of a number of months. This is a rich source of detailed information on the 

economic behavior of respondents, including their financial service use. The diaries 

are thought to be a potentially useful tool for analyzing behavioral change following 

participation in financial education programs and other initiatives. To examine that 

potential, the project addresses the following three questions:

 � What can diaries, in combination with in-depth interviews, tell us about the 

financial capabilities of low-income people that we might not know otherwise?

 � How can change in indicators of financial capability be tracked through 

diaries, in combination with in-depth interviews, over time?

 � Under what circumstances is it appropriate to use financial diaries to evaluate 

the impact of a financial education program?

The project involved 103 respondents, 47 in a treatment group in two communities 

where Habitat for Humanity Uganda (HFHU) is offering financial education and 56 in 

a comparison group outside of HFHU’s service area. All respondents reside in the 

Luwero district and in economically and demographically similar communities to 

each other. Financial diaries data are collected at weekly visits with respondents 

before, during and after the intervention. The period after the intervention consists of 

two time periods: one immediately following the intervention and another 12 months 

after the start of the diaries data collection. Researchers will thus observe changes 

in behavior (manifested in changes in the pattern of economic transactions) made 

in both the short- and the long-term in both the treatment and comparison groups. 

In-depth interviews are conducted with respondents before, immediately after, and 

10 months after the intervention to identify any changes in knowledge among the 

treatment and comparison groups.

A.17 THE IMpACT ANd NETWORK EFFECTS OF FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
ANd VOCATIONAL TRAINING IN INFORMAL INdUSTRIAL CLUSTERS: 
EVIdENCE FROM UGANdA

Identifying the determinants of entrepreneurship is an important research and policy 

goal, especially in emerging market economies where lack of capital and supporting 

infrastructure often imposes stringent constraints on business growth.
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Studying how business networks operate is elemental for smart policy making as 

any identified positive externalities could justify scaling down spending on busi-

ness and financial training programs while still being able to reap many if not all the 

benefits. These potential positive spillovers would constitute efficient ways to scale 

the impact of trainings and provide a natural source of leverage for these programs. 

Furthermore, the resources saved in doing so could be spent on expanding training 

in other areas or on other development projects.

The impact evaluation uses a randomized control trial (RCT) to assess whether 

vocational and business training for small scale entrepreneurs can impact business 

knowledge and outcomes. This is a competitive market of small-scale producers 

(metal fabricators, shoe makers, caterers, and the like) operating in industrial clusters 

in the outskirts of Kampala, Uganda. The research maps out business networks and 

seeks to identify to what extent such enhanced knowledge is shared among network 

members.

After the trainings are implemented, we will conduct follow-up surveys not only 

on treatment and control clusters (in order to get first-order effects of our training 

program), but also on network members of both treatment and control groups. The 

comparison of information sharing and outcomes for these groups will then identify 

the value of business networks.
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APPendIx B

Technical 
appendix

Chapter 6 (Impact Evaluation) introduces a full menu of quantitative methods 

that are available for impact evaluation. The purpose of this technical appendix 

is to provide a brief methodological overview of the methodologies described in 

chapter 6. For details on how to implement a particular evaluation methodology, 

please consult the references listed at the end of this appendix. 

B.1 CAUSAL INFERENCE

We are interested in understanding the causal effect of a financial capability program 

on financial knowledge and behaviors. In order to understand how a program 

affects outcomes, we need to be able to answer the counterfactual question: “What 

would have been the financial outcome of the individual who participated if they 

did not participate?” Since an individual can either be exposed to the program or 

not, we cannot obtain an estimate of the program effect for an individual. However, 

we can obtain the average effect of the program on a group of individuals (the 

treatment group) by comparing them to outcomes of similar individuals who were 

not exposed to the program (the comparison group). As discussed in chapter 6, 

because any difference in outcomes between the treatment and comparison groups 

will be attributed to the program, it is important to control for preexisting differ-

ences between the two groups. All of the methods that were described in detail in 

chapter 6 control for differences in the two groups in various ways. 

Using mathematical notation and following duflo et al. (2008), let Yi
T denote the 

outcome of individual i if they receive the financial capability intervention, and let Yi
C 

denote the outcome of that same individual if they do not receive the intervention. 

Also, let Yi denote the actual outcome of individual i. We are interested in the effect 

of the financial capability intervention: Yi
T − Yi

C. Because this is unobserved for any 

individual since they can only be in the treatment or comparison group, we cannot 

calculate this difference. However, we can calculate the expected average effect of 

the financial capability program: E [Yi
T − Yi

C], where E [∙] stands for the expectation 

function.
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We could collect observational data on individuals who receive the intervention and 

those who do not. The difference in outcomes for a large sample of individuals can 

then be written as:

D = E [Yi
T|T] − E [Yi

C|C]

where the first term is the outcome after receiving the intervention, conditional on 

receiving the intervention, and the second term is the outcome without the inter-

vention, conditional on not receiving the intervention. Notice that we can add and 

subtract the term E [Yi
C|T], and then this expression can be rewritten as

D = E [Yi
T|T] − E [Yi

C|T] − E [Yi
C|C] + E [Yi

C|T] = E [Yi
T − Yi

C|T] + E [Yi
C|T] − E [Yi

C|C]

The first term is the treatment effect, the difference in outcomes that we are 

interested in estimating. The second and third terms together measure the selec-

tion bias—they capture the difference in potential untreated outcomes between 

the treatment and comparison groups. The aim of the impact evaluation methods 

discussed in this Toolkit is to eliminate the selection bias or use statistical methods 

to correct for it. 

B.2 RANdOMIZEd CONTROL TRIAL

One method to remove selection bias is to randomly assign individuals to the treat-

ment and comparison groups. The average treatment effect can be estimated using 

a large sample of treatment and comparison groups. The difference in outcomes is 

given by:

^D = ^E [Yi|T] − ^E [Yi|C]

where ^E denotes the sample average (and in general ∙̂ refers to an estimate). 

Because the financial capability intervention is randomly assigned, in an ideal setting 

the treatment and comparison group are identical on average, and the selection bias 

term is equal to zero by definition.

The intervention effect under a randomized control trial can be estimated using 

linear regression methods. define T to be a dummy variable (taking values of 0 or 1) 

for whether the individual is assigned to the treatment group. Then the regression 

equation of interest is:

Yi = α + β Ti + ε

where β is a mean zero, constant variance, independent and identically distributed 

error term. Estimating this regression with ordinary least squares, ^βOLS gives the 

average treatment effect, an unbiased estimate of the financial capability program 

effect. This equation can be augmented to include a flexible function of a vector of 

explanatory variables Xi. 
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B.3 ENCOURAGEMENT dESIGN ANd INSTRUMENTAL VARIABLES

In cases where the random assignment of the treatment is not possible, it may be 

possible to randomly encourage some eligible participants to take part in the finan-

cial capability intervention. Let Z be a dummy variable for whether the individual 

receives the encouragement, while T remains the indicator for whether the individual 

participates in the financial capability program. In this case the Intent to Treat Effect 

(discussed in chapter 6, box 6.6 on treatment effects) is the difference in outcomes 

between the group that received the encouragement and the group that did not 

receive the encouragement:

DITT = E [Yi|Z = 1] − E [Yi|Z = 0]

In order to estimate the ITT program effect in a regression framework, you will esti-

mate the following equation:

Yi = α + βITT Zi + ε

where ^βITT is the coefficient of interest, and Z is an indicator for whether the respon-

dent received the encouragement.

However, as described in chapter 6, in many settings policy makers are interested in 

the impact of the intervention itself. In the context of encouragement design, we are 

able to estimate the local average treatment effect (LATE), which is given by 

The LATE estimate adjusts the ITT estimate for the difference in the fraction of 

individuals who participate in the financial capability program as a result of being 

encouraged to do so (first term in the denominator) and the fraction of individuals 

who participate even when they are not encouraged (second term in the denomi-

nator). The LATE estimator is the effect of the intervention on those whose treatment 

status was affected by the encouragement. 

There are two underlying assumptions that identify the LATE estimator:

1. Independence: in this context, the independence assumption means two 

things

 � Receiving the encouragement identifies the causal effect of the program 

 � Financial outcomes are not directly influenced by the encouragement 

2. Monotonicity: that no person is discouraged to take up the intervention after 

receiving the encouragement
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These assumptions should be examined on a case-by-case basis to ensure that the 

LATE estimate is in fact identified. For example, the independence assumption is 

violated if the encouragement is in the form of a cash incentive, and the outcome of 

interest is the amount of savings—in this case the cash incentive itself can affect the 

amount of savings, regardless of the financial capability intervention. Similarly, the 

monotonicity assumption is violated if the treatment group participants believe that 

the encouragement is a scam, and therefore decide that it is not safe to take part in 

the financial capability program.

In a regression context, the LATE estimate is identified by estimating the following 

system of equations:

These equations can be estimated in two steps (using two stage least squares), 

where the predicted treatment status (from estimating the second equation) 

replaces the real treatment status in the first equation. In this case the standard 

errors of the first equation need to be adjusted for the two step process. Then β 

gives the LATE estimate of the intervention. Note that the process described here for 

obtaining LATE estimator is valid for any setting where there is an instrumental vari-

able that influences the probability of treatment. 

B.4 REGRESSION dISCONTINUITY dESIGN

In the case of a regression discontinuity design, the probability of assignment to the 

treatment group is a discontinuous function of one or more variables. This means 

that

E [Yi
C|T, R < R̄ + ε, R > R̄ + ε] = E fYi

C|C, R < R̄ + ε, R > R̄ + ε] 

where R is the ranked assignment variable, and R̄ is the threshold for the assignment 

variable and ε is a mean zero i.i.d. error term. For multiple assignment variables, it 

is possible to replace R with ƒ(R), where ƒ(∙) is any function of assignment variables 

R. The underlying assumption for regression discontinuity is that within a small 

threshold of the assignment variable, the selection bias is zero. The effect of the 

intervention is estimated by comparing the outcomes of individuals on one side of 

the threshold with the outcomes of individuals on the other side of the threshold 

serving as the comparison group. 

A regression discontinuity analysis should always start with a graphical representa-

tion of the outcome variable and the assignment variable. Typically the assignment 

variable is divided into bins, with two separate bins around the threshold value, and 

the average values of the assignment variable are plotted against the outcome vari-
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able. There should be a clear jump in the outcome variable at the threshold value. 

This graphical representation can help inform the functional form for the regression 

and give a rough estimate of the program impact by comparing the outcomes before 

and after the threshold value. It can also show whether there are unexpected jumps 

in the outcome variable at points away from the threshold. If these unexpected 

jumps cannot be explained, it calls into question whether the discontinuity is believ-

able. 

The size of the bins (called the bandwidth) is an important choice, because it defines 

what is considered “close enough” to the threshold. There is a long literature on 

how to choose the bandwidth, and in the context of regression discontinuity it is 

discussed in Lee and Lemieux (2009). They suggest a method known as cross-vali-

dation, also known as the leave out procedure. Alternative methods should also be 

considered to ensure that the bandwidth choice is not driving the results. 

To estimate the impact of the program effect under a regression discontinuity design 

setting, the equation is given by

where Ti indicates whether the individual received the financial capability inter-

vention and Ri indicates the value of the assignment variable. In general, while this 

equation can be estimated parametrically, because the misspecification of the linear 

function can bias the impact estimate βRD and because the purpose of this method is 

to estimate a parameter at a cut point, a number of researchers argue for estimating 

the equation nonparametrically. Nonparametric methods include kernel regressions 

using a rectangular kernel function or estimating the model with local linear regres-

sions. These methods are explained in detail in Lee and Lemieux (2009). 

In practice, a simple way to implement the regression discontinuity design is to 

estimate two separate regressions on each side of the threshold. It is convenient to 

subtract the cut point from the assignment variable, and transform R to R−R̄. In this 

case, the difference in the intercepts of the two equations will give the estimate of 

the program impact. It is generally good practice to allow the slope of the regression 

on the two sides of the threshold to differ. To the left of the threshold the regression 

equation is

and to the right of the threshold the regression is
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Then (αl−αr) is the estimate of the impact of the financial capability program. These 

models should be estimated for values close to the cutoff as determined by the 

bandwidth choice.

See Lee and Lemieux (2009) for extensions of this basic method to “fuzzy” regression 

discontinuity (where the probability of treatment at the threshold are not exactly 0 or 

1), and how to calculate the standard errors of the estimates.

B.5 pROpENSITY SCORE MATCHING

propensity Score models attempt to overcome the issue of selection bias using 

observable covariates by creating a single variable—a propensity score–that 

captures how differences in these covariates contribute to a eligible unit’s probability 

of receiving the treatment. Next, the propensity score is used to match treatment 

and comparison individuals, and outcomes are compared between these groups to 

estimate the impact of the intervention.

The propensity score matching method is implemented in five steps: 

1. Estimate the probability of participating in the treatment conditional on 

observed data (propensity score)

2. Match each participant to one or more nonparticipants using the propensity 

score

3. Examine and evaluate the balance in observed covariates across treatment 

and comparison groups 

4. Estimate the difference in outcomes between the balanced groups using multi-

variate regression

5. perform a sensitivity analysis 

The propensity score is the probability of being in the treatment group conditional on 

observed measures:

p(x) = P(T = 1|X = x)

This equation is typically estimated by using a logit or probit model to predict the 

probability of participating in the treatment (the propensity score). According to 

Austin (2006), it is recommended that a rich set of covariates that are related to the 

outcome are used in the estimation, but variables that are only related to the treat-

ment are not included because including these variables reduces the ability to form a 

match. In addition, it is recommended that an expansive use of transformations and 

interaction terms are included in the covariates (such as two- and three-way interac-

tions and log transformations). 
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According to Rubin (2007), variables that should not be included are ones that “…are 

effectively known to have no possible connection to the outcomes, such as random 

numbers…, or the weather half-way around the world.” 

The matching of the treatment and comparison group participants can be accom-

plished in numerous ways, including nearest neighbor matching (matching each 

treatment group member with a comparison group member who has the closest 

propensity score), caliper matching (matching multiple comparison group members 

with in a range of propensity scores, mahalanobis metric matching (matching on the 

basis of Mahanalobis distance between subjects), kernel matching (where matches 

within a certain bandwidth are differentially weighted based on a kernel function). 

Imbens and Wooldgridge (2009) discuss the recent developments in matching 

methods. 

Before calculating the effect of the intervention, it is important to examine the 

quality of the matches. This is typically accomplished by examine the standardized 

differences in the variables used in the analysis between the treatment and compar-

ison groups. One rule of thumb is that standardized differences greater than 10 are 

problematic, and indicate that there may be a need to reevaluate the propensity 

score estimation method and the matching method. 

The next step is to estimate the differences in outcomes between the matched treat-

ment and comparison groups. Most statistical software packages can implement a 

number of methods for estimating these differences. 

B.6 dIFFERENCE-IN-dIFFERENCE

To recover the difference-in-difference estimate of the program, data should be 

collected before and after the program for both the treatment and the comparison 

group. Then, the following regression equation can be estimated:

Yi = α0 + α1Pi +α0 + α2Ti + βDIDTi Pi + ƒ(Xi) + ε

where Pi is an indicator for after the financial capability intervention, and βDID gives 

the estimate of the intervention effect. It is advisable to include controls for any addi-

tional characteristics of the treatment and comparison group that were collected. 

Here we have included them as ƒ(Xi) to emphasize that flexible functions of these 

controls can be specified.

B.7 pOWER CALCULATION

We are interested in testing the hypothesis that the effect of the program is zero. 

When you are designing an evaluation, it is important to determine the sample size 

required to estimate a particular effect size, or to analyze the power of a significance 

test for a given sample size. The power of a design is the probability that, for a given 
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effect size and a given statistical significance level we will be able to reject the 

hypothesis of zero effect. 

In order to calculate the required sample size or determine the power of the design, 

a number of parameters need to be specified. α is the significance level of the test, 

and it represents the probability that we reject the hypothesis when it is in fact 

true. In general, α is usually assumed to be 0.05. Let P represent the proportion of 

the sample assigned to the treatment (usually assumed to equal 0.5), and T indicate 

treatment status. 

The minimum detectible effect size for a randomized control trial for a given power 

(1−κ), significance level (α), sample size (N), and proportion allocated to the treat-

ment group (P) is

where t
α
 and t(1−κ) are taken from the standard t-distribution table, and σ2 is the vari-

ance of the measurement error.

B.8 REGRESSION dISCONTINUITY dESIGN

Because in a regression discontinuity design only observations near the cutoff point 

are used in the estimation, the analysis requires additional power. According to Scho-

chet (2009), the Rd design effect depends on the extent to which the distribution of 

the assignment variable is truncated. Generally speaking, the more truncated the 

distribution, the greater the constraint on statistical power. Truncation, in turn, is 

determined by the bandwidth from the cross-validation technique cited above and 

depends on (1) the distribution of the assignment scores in the whole population, (2) 

the location of the threshold score in this distribution, and (3) the portion of students 

in the sample assigned to treatment or the comparison group.

The sample size for a given power (1−κ), significance level (α), minimum detectible 

effect size (M), and proportion allocated to the treatment group (P) is

where R2
M  is the R-squared statistic for the OLS regression, and R2

T   is the correlation 

between the assignment variable (R) and the treatment status (T). Lee and Lemieux 

(2009) provide a table of sample sizes for a range of minimum detectable effect size 

and R-squared statistic for the OLS regression assuming an α of 0.05, power of 0.8, 

proportion assigned to treatment of 0.5, and a correlation between the assignment 

variable of 0.667. 
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MINISTRY OF FINANCE OF 
THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION

The Russia Financial Literacy and Education Trust Fund was established in 2008 at the World 

Bank with funding provided by the Ministry of Finance of the Russian Federation. The work 

supported by the Trust Fund is jointly managed by the World Bank and the Organisation for 

Economic Co-operation and development (OECd) and is directed toward improving public poli-

cies and programs to enhance financial knowledge and capabilities in low- and middle-income 

countries. This effort has focused on the review of national strategies for financial education, 

the development of methods for the measurement of financial knowledge and capabilities, 

methods for evaluating the impact and outcome of programs, and research applying these 

methods to programs in developing countries. The products of this program of work can be 

found at the Trust Fund website at:

www.finlitedu.org


